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Preface

This volume presents proceedings of the Twelfth International Conference on
Dependability and Complex Systems DepCoS-RELCOMEX which took place in
the Brunów Palace in Poland from 2nd to 6th July 2017.

The volume appears in the series “Advances in Intelligent Systems and
Computing” (AISC) published by Springer Nature, one of the largest and most
prestigious scientific publishers, in the series which is one of the fastest growing
book series in their programme. The AISC is meant to include various high-quality
and timely publications, primarily conference proceedings of relevant conference,
congresses and symposia but also monographs, on the theory, applications and
implementations of broadly perceived modern intelligent systems and intelligent
computing, in their modern understanding, i.e. including tools and techniques of
artificial intelligence (AI), computational intelligence (CI)–which includes neural
networks, fuzzy systems, evolutionary computing, as well as hybrid approaches that
synergistically combine these areas–but also topics such as multiagent systems,
social intelligence, ambient intelligence, Web intelligence, computational neuro-
science, artificial life, virtual worlds and societies, cognitive science and systems,
perception and vision, DNA and immune-based systems, self-organizing and
adaptive systems, e-learning and teaching, human-centred and human-centric
computing, autonomous robotics, knowledge-based paradigms, learning paradigms,
machine ethics, intelligent data analysis, various issues related to “big data”,
security and trust management, to just mention a few. These areas are at the
forefront of science and technology, and have been found useful and powerful in a
wide variety of disciplines such as engineering, natural sciences, computer, com-
putation and information sciences, ICT, economics, business, e-commerce, envi-
ronment, health care, life science and social sciences. The AISC book series is
submitted for indexing in ISI Conference Proceedings Citation Index (now run by
Clarivate), EI Compendex, DBLP, SCOPUS, Google Scholar and SpringerLink,
and many other indexing services around the world.

DepCoS-RELCOMEX is an annual conference series organized since 2006 at
the Faculty of Electronics, Wrocław University of Science and Technology, for-
merly by Institute of Computer Engineering, Control and Robotics (CECR) and
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now by Department of Computer Engineering. Its idea came from the heritage
of the other two cycles of events: RELCOMEX (1977–89) and Microcomputer
School (1985–95) which were organized by the Institute of Engineering
Cybernetics (the previous name of CECR) under the leadership of Prof. Wojciech
Zamojski, still the DepCoS chairman, so this year we can celebrate the 40th
anniversary of its origins. In this volume of “Advances in Intelligent Systems and
Computing”, we would like to present results of studies on selected problems of
complex systems and their dependability. Effects of the previous DepCoS events
were published (in chronological order) by IEEE Computer Society (2006–09), by
Wrocław University of Technology Publishing House (2010–12) and presently by
Springer in “Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing” volumes no.
97 (2011), 170 (2012), 224 (2013), 286 (2014), 365 (2015) and 479 (2016).

Dependability is the contemporary answer to new challenges in reliability
evaluation of complex systems. Dependability approach in theory and engineering
of complex systems (not only computer systems and networks) is based on mul-
tidisciplinary attitude to system theory, technology and maintenance of the systems
working in real (and very often unfriendly) environments. Dependability concen-
trates on efficient realization of tasks, services and jobs by a system considered as a
unity of technical, information and human assets, in contrast to “classical” relia-
bility which is more restrained to analysis of technical resources (components and
structures built from them). Such a transformation has shaped natural evolution in
topical range of subsequent DepCoS conferences which can be seen over the recent
years. This edition additionally hosted the 7th CrISS-DESSERT Workshop devoted
particularly to the challenges and solutions in analysis and assurance of critical
infrastructure and computer (software and programmable logic-based) system
safety and cybersecurity.

The Programme Committee of the 12th International DepCoS-RELCOMEX
Conference, its organizers and the editors of these proceedings would like to
gratefully acknowledge participation of all reviewers who helped to refine contents
of this volume and evaluated conference submissions. Our thanks go to, in
alphabetic order, Andrzej Białas, Ilona Bluemke, Eugene Brezhniev, Dariusz
Caban, Frank Coolen, Manuel Gil Perez, Zbigniew Huzar, Igor Kabashkin,
Vyacheslav Kharchenko, Leszek Kotulski, Alexey Lastovetsky, Jan Magott, István
Majzik, Jacek Mazurkiewicz, Marek Młyńczak, Yiannis Papadopoulos, Oksana
Pomorova, Krzysztof Sacha, Rafał Scherer, Mirosław Siergiejczyk, Janusz
Sosnowski, Jarosław Sugier, Victor Toporkov, Tomasz Walkowiak, Irina Yatskiv,
Wojciech Zamojski and Włodzimierz Zuberek.

Thanking all the authors who have chosen DepCoS as the publication platform
for their research, we would like to express our hope that their papers will help in
further developments in design and analysis of engineering aspects of complex
systems, being a valuable source material for scientists, researchers, practitioners
and students who work in these areas.

The Editors
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Seventh CrISS-DESSERT Workshop

Critical Infrastructure Security and Safety (CrISS) -
Dependable Systems, Services & Technologies (DESSERT)

The CrISS-DESSERT Workshop evolved from the conference Dependable
Systems, Services & Technologies DESSERT 2006–2016 (www.dessertcon.com).
The 6th CrISS-DESSERT took place in Chernivtsi, Ukraine, 21–22 May 2016. In
2017, the 7th CrISS-DESSERT Workshop was held in the frameworks of the 12th
Conference on Dependability and Complex Systems DepCoS-RELCOMEX.

The mission of the Workshop was to discuss challenges and solutions related to
analysis and assurance of critical infrastructure and computer (software and pro-
grammable logic-based) system safety and cybersecurity. In particular, its focus
was chosen in order to address:

• interplay and interdependencies of system of systems (telecommunication, smart
grid, intelligent transportation system, etc.) and the current problems in pro-
viding its safety, security, reliability, quality of services, etc.;

• roles played by IT (SW, HW, FPGA)-based systems as the mandatory part of
each infrastructure, thus turning distinct infrastructures into a complex cyber-
physical system (system of systems) with emergent and cooperative behaviour,
uncertainties, etc.;

• resource-effective IT-based approaches to safe and sustainable development.

The CrISS Workshop examined modelling, development, integration, verifica-
tion, diagnostics and maintenance of computer and communications systems and
infrastructures for safety-, mission- and business-critical applications.

Main Topics

The main topics on the workshop agenda included the following:

• Formal methods for critical IT infrastructures and systems development and
verification

• Vulnerability analysis and intrusion-tolerant systems
• Evolving infrastructures and self-systems
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• Dependability and resilience of Web-, cloud- and IoT-based IT infrastructures
• Safety of human–machine interfaces and systems including cooperative HMI&S
• Functional/system safety perspective of intelligent transport systems (ITS)
• Information & data modelling in ITS context
• IT infrastructures for pre- and post-accident monitoring of critical objects
• Safety- and assurance-case methodologies, techniques and tools
• Smart grid safety, reliability and security
• Power saving in IT infrastructures, data centres and computing clusters

Workshop Panel Discussion

Infrastructure and industrial systems safety and security: challenges, monitoring and
assurance case-based solutions.

Workshop Chair

Vyacheslav Kharchenko National Aerospace University KhAI, Centre
for Safety Infrastructure Oriented Research
and Analysis, Ukraine

Co-chairs

Todor Tagarev Institute of Information and Communication
Technologies, Bulgaria (TBC)

Nikos Bardis Hellenic Military Academy, Greece

Industry Partner

RPC Radiy, Ukraine

xii Seventh CrISS-DESSERT Workshop
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Detection of Network Attacks Using Hybrid
ARIMA-GARCH Model

Tomasz Andrysiak(&), Łukasz Saganowski, Mirosław Maszewski,
and Adam Marchewka

Faculty of Telecommunications and Electrical Engineering,
Institute of Telecommunications,

University of Technology and Life Sciences (UTP),
ul. Kaliskiego 7, 85-789 Bydgoszcz, Poland

{andrys,luksag,mmasz,adimar}@utp.edu.pl

Abstract. In this article, an attempt to solve the problem of attacks (anomalies)
detection in the analyzed network traffic with the use of a mixed statistical model
(hybrid) ARIMA-GARCH is presented. The introductory actions consisted in
normalization of elements of the analyzed time series by means of the Box-Cox
transformation. To determine, though, if the analyzed time series were charac-
terized by heteroscedasticity, they were subjected to the White’s test. For
comparison, there were also tested with the use of differing statistical approaches
(described by mean or conditional variance), realized by individual models of
ARIMA and GARCH. The choice of optimal models’ parameters was per-
formed as a compromise between the coherence of the model and the size of
estimation error. To detect attacks (anomalies) in the network traffic, there were
used relations between the proper estimated model of the network traffic, and its
real parameters. The presented experimental results confirmed fitness and effi-
ciency of the proposed solutions.

Keywords: Time series analysis � Network traffic prediction � Network attacks
detection � Hybrid ARIMA-GARCH model

1 Introduction

Dynamic development of threats and incidents violating safety of systems, computer
networks, and users of services proposed by modern informational technologies is
currently one of the most essential social and civilizational problems. The scope, scale
and dynamics of this problem concern not only individual users and small businesses,
but also big international corporations, institutions and government agencies.

Until recently, the IT security was ensured by antivirus programmes, firewalls,
technical systems, appropriate policies or user trainings. Currently, more and more
often, these tools are insufficient. Cybercriminals are always one step ahead. Without
ongoing monitoring, companies and institutions will not avoid attacks, and will not
protect fully their network resources. Even simple network traffic monitoring may
abstract anomalies (possible attacks) and will allow the network administrators to take
proper remedial actions. The more advance the monitoring solution is, the greater is
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also the knowledge about the danger and the more accurate protection measure of the
whole IT infrastructure in the given organization.

The basic advantage of methods based on anomaly detection is their ability to
recognize unknown types of attacks. It is because they do not work on the grounds of
knowledge about how a particular attack looks like, but they notice what does not
resemble the norms of the network traffic. Therefore, the IDS/IPS systems (Intrusion
Detection Systems/Intrusion Prevention Systems) are more efficient than systems uti-
lizing signatures in case of detecting unknown, new types of attacks [1, 2].

Anomaly detection methods have been a field of many studies and review articles
[3, 4]. In works describing those methods, the authors used techniques based on machine
learning, neural networks or expert systems [5, 6]. Currently, the most extensively
developed methods of anomaly detection are those based on statistical modelling that
describes the analyzed network traffic. Here, the most often used models are: the
autoregressive ARMA or ARIMA, and models with conditional heteroscedasticity,
i.e. ARCH and GARCH, which allow for estimation of normal network traffic profiles
[7, 8].

The article presented by us uses statistical estimation based on a hybrid model
ARIMA-GARCH for particular profiles of the analyzed network traffic behavior. The
process of anomaly detection (a network attack) is realized on the grounds of a
comparison between normal behavior parameters (predicated on the basis of the
examined statistical models) and parameters of the real network traffic.

This paper is organized as follows: after the introduction, in Sect. 2, we present the
overview of networks attacks. In Sect. 3, statistical models for network traffic pre-
diction are described in detail. Then, in Sect. 4, the methodology of network attacks
detection based on hybrid ARIMA-GARCH model is shown. Experimental results and
conclusion are given thereafter.

2 Overview of Networks Attacks

Effective protection of the teleinformatic infrastructure is a major challenge for all
entities providing their services in the cyberspace. Standard dangers are viruses, mal-
ware and hacking the systems. Lately, however, increasingly more common attacks
(due to low costs, facility of realization and high efficiency of impact) are based on
blocking access to resources and network services, called DoS/DDoS (Denial of
Service/Distributed Denial of Service).

In big simplification, there can be distinguished two main groups of such DoS/DDoS
attacks, i.e. attacks of third and fourth layer of OSI reference model (typically network
actions), and application layer attacks (most often connected to Web services). In
practice, the intruders skillfully connect the mentioned types of attacks, assuming that
the more destructive techniques the attack contains, the more effective it is [9].

In general, the DoS attack family, as far as their activity is concerned, can be
divided into three kinds. The first type is attacks that are based on implementation of a
TCP/IP stack (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol), which use weaknesses
in TCP/IP protocols in given operational system. This group includes: Ping of Death
(also known as Long ICMP - Internet Control Message Protocol, which distorts an
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ICMP Echo Request packet), Teardrop (it concerns fragmentation of the IP protocols
packets and half offset field), SMBnuke and WINnuke. The second type, on the other
hand, contains attacks that are based on weaknesses of the TCP/IP stacks’ standards.
For instance, SYN Flood, Naptha and Land are most often met and dangerous classical
attacks which drain the system’s resources. Third kind, however, consists of activities
such as brute force, which generate big traffic in the network, thereby they exhaust the
IT infrastructure’s available bandwidth. The most popular examples are Smurf, UDP
Flood, Fraggle, Pingflood and Jolt [10].

However, the most common DDoS attacks are: Torinoo (UDP (User Datagram
Protocol) flood), Mstream (TCP ACK Flood + IP spoofing), Shaft (UDP + TCP
SYN + ICMP flood and conducting statistics), Stacheldraht (UDP + TCP SYN, ACK,
NULL + ICMP flood, TFN (UDP + ICMP Echo + TCP SYN flood and Smurf attack),
TFN2 K (UDP + TCP + ICMP flood), Smurf attack, Targa3 and IP spoofing. For
building the so called DDoS network there are also used such elements as: exploits
(they are used for obtaining the administrator’s rights), rootkits (they are used to
disguise the hacking of the attacked system), ports’ scanners (utilized for searching new
victims), sniffers (realizing data eavesdropping), autorooters (Trojan horses which
introduce automation to the DDoS network construction), and daemons (background
processes, operating without interaction with the user) [9].

Undoubtedly, the attacks of the application layer, often called AppDoS (Applica-
tion Denial of Service), are much more dangerous and difficult to counter. They mostly
aim at Web services. One of the reasons for their effectiveness is that it is difficult to
distinguish normal increase in the service interest from the attack itself.

The approaches most often used for detection of such attacks are based on methods
utilizing statistical anomaly detection on the grounds of estimated specific profiles of
the network traffic. The profiles are usually characterized by average size of network
traffic components, i.e. the number of IP packages, average number of newly estab-
lished connections within a time unit, the ratio of packages of particular network
protocols, etc. One can also observe and use some statistical dependences resulting
from the time of the day or week, as well as keep statistics for particular network
protocols. NIDS systems (Network-based Intrusion Detection System) based on these
methods can learn a typical network’s profile – this process lasts from few days to few
weeks – and later compare the current activity in the network with created, typical
profile. This comparison will constitute grounds for verification if there is anything
unusual happening (a network attack) [1, 11].

3 Statistical Model for Network Traffic Prediction

Mostly, current research connected to the statistical analysis of time series (predication
in particular) concerns processes that are characterized by lack of or weak connection
between the variables which are separated by some time period. However, in many
practical applications, there is a need for modelling processes of which the autocor-
relation function slowly decreases, and the relation between distant observations, even
though it is small, is still essential.
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Long term dependences are visible in existence of autocorrelation of elements
creating the given time series. In most cases, it is the high order correlation. This
means, that in the tested series, there is a dependence between observations, even those
much distant in time. Such phenomenon is known as long memory, and was discovered
by a British hydrologist, Hurst.

An interesting approach towards description of attributes of long memory time series
was the use of autoregressive solution with moving averaging in the differentiation
process. As a result, the ARIMA model (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average)
[12] emerged, which is a generalization of ARMA models for non-stationary processes.

A different approach to description of time series took into account the process’s
conditional variance dependence on its previous values by means of ARCH model
(Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedastic Model), introduced by Engel [13]. This
model’s generalization was the GARCH model (Generalized Autoregressive Condi-
tional Heteroscedasticity) [14], whose autocorrelation function of the model’s squared
residuals decreases in hyperbolic manner. Such behavior of autocorrelation function
enables to call GARCH a model of long memory in the context of autocorrelation
function of the model’s squared residuals [12, 15].

3.1 The ARIMA Model

The ARMA model is only suitable for the analysis of stationary series [16]. When an
ARMA series is non-stationary, it needs to be differenced at least once to produce a
stationary series. The result of this operation is Autoregressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA) model for time series yt of order p; d; qð Þ which can be expressed as
[14]

U Lð Þ 1� Lð Þdyt ¼ H Lð Þ�t; t ¼ 1; 2; . . .T ; ð1Þ

where yt is the time series, �t � 0; r2ð Þ is the white noise process with zero mean and
variance r2, U Lð Þ ¼ 1� /1L� /2L

2 � � � � � /pL
p is the autoregressive polynomial

and H Lð Þ ¼ 1þ h1Lþ h2L2 þ � � � þ hqLq is the moving average polynomial, L is the

backward shift operator and 1� Lð Þd is the fractional differencing operator given by
the following binomial expansion:

1� Lð Þd¼
X1

k¼0

d
k

� �
�1ð ÞkLk ð2Þ

and

d
k

� �
�1ð Þk¼ C dþ 1ð Þ �1ð Þk

C d � kþ 1ð ÞC kþ 1ð Þ ¼
C �dþ kð Þ

C �dð ÞC kþ 1ð Þ : ð3Þ
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C �ð Þ denotes the gamma function and d is the number of differences required to
give stationary series and 1� Lð Þd is the dth power of the differencing operator. If no
differencing is done d ¼ 0ð Þ, the models are usually referred to as ARMA p; qð Þ [18].

Forecasting ARIMA processes is usually carried out by using an infinite autore-
gressive representation of (1), written as P Lð Þyt ¼ �t, or

yt ¼
X1

i¼1
piyt�i þ �t; ð4Þ

where P Lð Þ ¼ 1� p1L� p2L2 � . . . ¼ U Lð Þ 1� Lð ÞdH Lð Þ�1.
In terms of practical implementation, this form needs truncation after k lags, but

there is no obvious way of doing it. This truncation problem will also be related to the
forecast horizon considered in predictions (see [18]). From (4) it is clear that the
forecasting rule will pick up the influence of distant lags, thus capturing their persistent
influence. However, if a shift in the process occurs, this means that pre-shift lags will
also have some weight on the prediction, which may cause some biases for post-shift
horizons [12].

3.2 The GARCH Model

The extension of ARCH model is the Generalized ARCH model [14, 19], introduced
by Bollerslev and Taylor. The GARCH r; sð Þ model is given by (5) along with the
volatility equation

ht ¼ a0 þ
Xr

i¼1
ai�

2
t�i þ

Xs

j¼1
bj�

2
t�j; ð5Þ

where the model’s parameters adept values r[ 0, s[ 0, a0 [ 0 and ai [ 0 for i ¼
1; 2; . . .; r and bj [ 0 for j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; s. If we assume that a Lð Þ and b Lð Þ are lag
operators, such as a Lð Þ ¼ a1Lþ a2L2 þ � � � þ arLp and b Lð Þ ¼ b1Lþ b2L

2 þ � � � þ
bsL

q, then the equation of variability (5) adopts the form

ht ¼ a0 þ a Lð Þ�2t þ b Lð Þht: ð6Þ

For s ¼ 0, the model reduces to an ARCH rð Þ and for r ¼ s ¼ 0, �t is simply a
white noise process [19].

In practice, a commonly used specification is the GARCH model (1,1). It allows for
a decent description of variability of the examined time series. Its advantage over
ARCH lies in the fact that there is a small number of used parameters and, therefore,
there is optimization of the speed and computational complexity [15].

The forecasts of the GARCH model are obtained recursively [14, 15]. The general
j-step ahead forecast for h2kþ j, at the forecast origin k, is

h2k jð Þ ¼ a0 þ a1 þ b1ð Þh2t j� 1ð Þ; for j[ 1: ð7Þ
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Repeating the substitutions for h2k j� 1ð Þ until the j-step forecast can be written as a
function of h2k 1ð Þ gives the explicit expression for the j-step ahead forecast

h2k jð Þ ¼
1� a1 þ b1ð Þj�1
h i

1� a1 � b1
þ a1 þ b1ð Þj�1h2k 1ð Þ: ð8Þ

In practice, for prediction purposes, a commonly used specification is the GARCH
(1,1) model. It allows for decent description of the tested time series variability. Whereas
its advantage over the ARCH model consists in small application possibilities of
parameters, similarly its speed optimization and computational complexity level [19].

3.3 The Hybrid ARIMA-GARCH Model

Creation of the hybrid ARIMA-GARCH model is performed in two stages. In the first
stage, best fitted ARIMA model is sought in order to model the linear factor of the
analyzed time series. In the second stage, GARCH is used to describe the non-linear
residual factors (residuals of the model) [20]. Then, the analytic form of the hybrid
ARIMA-GARCH model p; d; q; r; sð Þ can be presented as:

U Lð Þ 1� Lð Þdyt ¼ H Lð Þ�t; �t � 0; h2t
� �

t ¼ 1; 2; . . .T; ð9Þ

ht ¼ a0 þ a Lð Þ�2t þ b Lð Þht: ð10Þ

The prediction process of the future values of the analyzed time series in the
ARIMA-GARCH model was described in detail by Liu Heping and Shi Jing in their
work [20].

4 Methodology of Network Attacks Detection

The process of attack (anomalies) detection was based on parameters comparison of the
estimated normal behavior by means of described models and variability parameters of
the real network traffic. In the initial stage of analysis, there was performed normal-
ization of the tested time series with the use of Box-Cox transformation. The choice of
optimal parameter values of the analyzed statistical models was realized as a com-
promise between the coherence of the given model and the size of its estimation error.
The White’s test, however, was used for detection of heteroscedasticity in the statistical
modelling process of the tested time series.

4.1 The Box-Cox Transformation of Analyzed Time Series

Normalization of the time series elements was performed by means of exponential
transformation
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y ¼ xk � 1
� �

; k 6¼ 0
ln x; k ¼ 0

� �
; ð11Þ

where x is a time series element, and k is the exponential transformation parameter
[21].

Parameter k can be estimated based on the given time series elements x1; x2; . . .; xn
with the use of maximum likelihood method, and then it narrows to finding the
maximum of the function

L k; x1; x2; . . .xnð Þ ¼ � n
2
ln

Xn

i¼1
y2i �

1
n

Xn

i¼1
yi

� 	2

 �

þ k� 1ð Þ
Xn

i¼1
ln xi ð12Þ

or to solution of the equation

n
Pn

i¼1 uiyi �
Pn

i¼1 ui
� � Pn

i¼1 yi
� �

n
Pn

i¼1 y
2
i �

Pn
i¼1 yi

� �2 � 1
n
k
Xn

i¼1
ln xi ¼ 1; ð13Þ

where u ¼ xk ln x.

4.2 The White’s Test for Heteroscedasticity Occurrence

Inference based on the statistical model in which we will omit the problem of
heteroscedasticity may be incorrect. Thus, an important element of creation of a correct
model is the examination whether the random factor is heteroscedastic. Most tests
detecting heteroscedasticity are based on the fact that the estimator of the least squares
method is consistent, even if heteroscedasticity is present. Therefore, the model’s
residuals obtained by means of the least squares method will behave very similarly to
real residuals, even with heteroscedasticity. Bearing in mind this attribute, the test is
constructed on the basis of the received residuals from regression.

The White’s test is a general tool detecting presence of heteroscedasticity, by which
we verify the following hypotheses [14, 15]:

• H0: the random factor is homoscedastic,
• H1: the random factor is heteroscedastic (contradiction of H0).

The test consists of three phases. In the first one, we estimate the initial regression model
Z ¼ byþ � and we remember the vector of residuals�̂. Then, we perform linear
regression of the variable �̂2 on the constant, squares of explanatory variables, and all the
mixed products of explanatory variables, and as a result we obtain the determination
coefficient R2. By fulfilling the assumption H0 statistics nR2 on distribution v2. Next, we
calculate the size of statistics nR2, and on such basis we verify the hypothesis H0.

Intuitively, the idea of the test is simple. If the model is correct, and
heteroscedasticity is not present, the squares of residuals should not explain much.
Thus, if the testing statistics is small, we do not have grounds for stating that
heteroscedasticity is present in the model.
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4.3 The Choice of the Model and Its Parameters’ Estimation

The methods often used for parameters’ estimation in autoregressive models ARIMA
and GARCH are: the maximum likelihood method (MLE) and the quasi-maximum
likelihood method (QMLE). It results from the fact that parameters’ estimation by
means of both methods is relatively simple, quick and effective. However, the main
computational problem of the two methods is finding a solution to the equation

@ln LX .ð Þð Þ
@h

¼ 0; ð14Þ

where h is the estimated set of parameters, LX .ð Þ is the likelihood function, and X is the
number of observations. Most often, in general case, analytic solution to the Eq. (14) is
impossible, thus, numerical estimation is used.

The basic problem appearing while using the maximum likelihood method is
necessity to determine the whole model, and, in consequence, sensitivity of the
obtained estimator to possible errors in the AR and MA polynomials, which answer for
the process’s dynamics.

There is no universal criterion for choosing the form of the model. Usually, the
more complex the model is, the highest is its likelihood function’s value, and then
matching the model to the data is more optimal. However, estimation of greater number
of parameters is usually burdened with bigger errors. Therefore, a form of compromise
is sought between the number of parameters occurring in the model, and the value of
likelihood function. The choice of sparse representation of the model is most often
performed on the basis of information criteria, such as the Akaike’s (AIC), Schwarz’s
(SIC), or Hannan-Quinn’s (HQC). Then, out of different forms of the model, the one
that is chosen has the lowest value of information criterion [16, 22].

In this work, for the parameters’ estimation and for selecting the form of the model
we used the maximum likelihood method. The choice was based on the method’s
relative simplicity and computational efficacy. For ARIMA model we used the auto-
matic selection algorithm of the row of the model based on information criteria (see
Hyndman and Khandakar [23]). For the GARCH model estimation, on the other hand,
we used methodology described in work [17].

5 Experimental Result

To check usefulness of the proposed anomaly detection method we used testbed based
on LAN network with SNORT [24] anomaly detection preprocessor, where anomaly
detection algorithms were implemented. We used similar network architecture which
we proposed in [25]. Network traffic features are collected by SNORT IDS (see
Table 1). We used C1–C26 LAN network traffic features in order to evaluate perfor-
mance of the proposed anomaly detection method.

We simulated different network attacks/anomalies in a controlled network envi-
ronment. Attacks were performed by means of Kali Linux [26] toolset implemented in
this Linux distribution. Attacks/anomalies belong to different groups, such as: DoS,
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APPDDoS - application specific DDoS, DoS, different methods of port scanning,
DDoS, packet fragmentation, Syn Flooding, reverse shell, spoofing, and others.

For statistical algorithms network traffic features C1–C26 are converted to subse-
quent time series representing these features. After time series preprocessing (for e.g.
time series normalization see Sect. 4.1), the SNORT preprocessor calculates models
parameters for traffic C1–C26 features (we control our network and we assume that
there is no anomalies/attacks during this period of time). We achieve for every model
forecasting prediction intervals profiles (for example, 30 samples prediction intervals
[25]). Prediction intervals profiles are used to detect possible anomalies/attacks during
normal work of the proposed network preprocessor. If network traffic features values
C1–C26 exceed the range specified by calculated prediction intervals, we assume a
possible anomaly/attack.

Results of the comparison between ARIMA, GARCH and ARIMA-GARCH sta-
tistical models for network anomaly detection are presented in Table 2 (DR[%] values)
and Table 3 (FP[%] values). For a given 26-traffic-features set and simulated
attacks/anomalies, the best results of DR and FP were achieved for ARIMA-GARCH
model. Worse results were achieved for GARCH and ARIMA models. GARCH model
gives us slightly better results than ARIMA model. Hybrid ARIMA-GARCH model
uses best features of both models (see explanation in Sect. 3.3), which is why we were
able to achieve better results than in the case of ARIMA and GARCH. FP were under
10%, while DR achieved 90%. Some low values in Tables 2 and 3 require more

Table 1. Description of C1–C26 network traffic features

Feature Traffic feature description Feature Traffic feature description

C1 Number of TCP packets C14 Out TCP packets (port
80)

C2 In TCP packets C15 In TCP packets (port 80)
C3 Out TCP packets C16 Out UDP datagrams (port

53)
C4 Number of TCP packets in LAN C17 In UDP datagrams (port

53)
C5 Number of UDP datagrams C18 Out IP traffic [kB/s]
C6 In UDP datagrams C19 In IP traffic [kB/s]
C7 Out UDP datagrams C20 Out TCP traffic (port 80)

[kB/s]
C8 Number of UDP datagrams in LAN C21 In TCP traffic (port 80)

[kB/s]
C9 Number of ICMP packets C22 Out UDP traffic [kB/s]
C10 Out ICMP packets C23 In UDP traffic [kB/s]
C11 In ICMP packets C24 Out UDP traffic (port 53)

[kB/s]
C12 Number of ICMP packets in LAN C25 In UDP traffic (port 53)

[kB/s]
C13 Number of TCP packets with SYN and

ACK flags
C26 TCP traffic (port 4444)
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explanation. For example, C1, C6 and C7 have low values because simulated
anomalies/attacks do not have an impact on these features.

6 Conclusion

Ensuring an appropriate level of safety for resources and IT infrastructure systems is
currently an extensively studied and developed issue. It is obvious that wired
LAN/WAN networks, and radio Wi-Fi/WSN networks, due to their nature, are exposed
to a significant number of hazards, coming from both: the outside and inside of their
infrastructure. Therefore, those networks require providing integrity and confidentiality
of transmission, but also protection of the data sent with their use.

Table 2. Results of detection rate DR[%] for C1–C26 network traffic feature

Feature ARIMA ARIMA-GARCH GARCH Feature ARIMA ARIMA-GARCH GARCH

C1 3.10 4.20 3.26 C14 8.16 9.12 8.84
C2 8.12 9.12 8.84 C15 8.16 9.12 8.84
C3 8.12 9.12 8.84 C16 0.00 0.00 0.00
C4 8.12 9.12 8.84 C17 3.45 4.56 2.45
C5 8.12 9.12 8.84 C18 8.16 9.12 8.84
C6 0.00 0.00 0.00 C19 8.16 9.12 8.84
C7 0.00 0.00 0.00 C20 3.22 4.56 2.45
C8 28.64 30.20 26.54 C21 8.48 9.24 8.84
C9 85.46 90.24 83.42 C22 0.00 0.00 0.00
C10 85.46 90.34 82.22 C23 0.00 0.00 0.00
C11 0.00 0.00 0.00 C24 0.00 0.00 0.00
C12 75.26 78.84 73.12 C25 0.00 0.00 0.00
C13 8.16 9.12 6.34 C26 74.42 76.00 72.21

Table 3. Results of false positive rate FP[%] for C1–C26 network traffic feature

Feature ARIMA ARIMA-GARCH GARCH Feature ARIMA ARIMA-GARCH GARCH

C1 7.44 5.24 6.22 C14 7.54 5.25 6.24
C2 7.42 5.42 6.15 C15 8.48 5.43 7.22
C3 7.44 5.22 6.15 C16 4.24 3.24 3.75
C4 7.62 5.12 6.17 C17 4.14 3.52 4.29
C5 6.14 4.42 5.32 C18 7.64 5.12 6.35
C6 6.16 4.26 4.56 C19 7.26 5.23 6.62
C7 7.32 6.84 6.92 C20 8.24 6.72 7.12
C8 8.76 6.42 7.21 C21 8.26 5.32 7.14
C9 9.14 7.74 8.14 C22 5.32 4.21 5.14
C10 4.24 3.82 4.46 C23 7.46 5.45 6.26
C11 5.22 4.27 5.44 C24 0.00 0.00 0.00
C12 3.22 2.24 3.25 C25 2.21 1.05 1.82
C13 8.12 6.14 7.63 C26 2.21 1.45 1.82
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A constantly growing number of new attacks, their global scope and level of
complexity enforce dynamic development of the network protection systems. The most
often implemented mechanisms, serving to provide this safety, are methods of detec-
tion and classification of abnormal behaviors (usually being a consequence of an
attack) reflected in the analyzed network traffic.

The strength of such an approach is protection from attacks not known so far,
which were developed deliberately (targeted attacks) for realization of activities on
particular network infrastructure resources, or simply constituting the, so called,
zero-day exploits. The attacks (anomalies) detection systems can have special input in
such environments. The role of such systems is then detection (for the purpose of
automatic reaction) of not typical behaviors in the network traffic which are symptoms
of unauthorized actions (attacks), directed against the protected IT infrastructure
resources.

This work presents a detection method of attacks onto (anomalies in) the network
traffic parameters, with the use of a mixed statistical model (hybrid) ARIMA-GARCH.
To detect anomalies in the network traffic there was conducted research on the dif-
ferences between the real traffic and the estimated model of that traffic for the analyzed
network parameters. The choice of the sparingly parameterized form of the model was
made on the basis of a compromise between the sparse representation and the size of
estimation error. In the proposed method, statistical relations between the estimated
traffic model and its real variance were used to detect abnormal behavior, which is
possibly an aftermath of a network traffic attack. The obtained experimental results
confirm efficiency of the presented method, and accuracy of the choice of statistical
models for the analyzed parameters of the protected network.
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Abstract. The paper concerns the risk management issue. Different approaches –
static and real-time (dynamic) are reviewed, as well as their advantages and gaps.
A broadly used static risk assessment/management (SRA/M) process is compre-
hensive, complex, invoked periodically, but it omits fluctuating risk factors and
has limited ability to adapt itself to the changing risk picture. The paper proposes a
mixed-mode approach. The SRA/M process is transformed towards the adaptive
risk management (ARM) process. This adaptation is based on real-time risk
management (RTRM) results gathered during a period between static risk
assessments. All risk management processes are expressed in a pseudo-code. The
method is exemplified by a simple but representative case study.

Keywords: Risk management � Real-time risk management � Adaptive risk
management

1 Introduction

The paper concerns an event-based advanced risk management methodology which
embraces static and dynamic aspects of the risk nature in security.

Risk management is a continuous process. It includes the identification, analysis,
and assessment of potential hazards in a system or hazards related to a certain activity.
Once the risk picture is recognized, there are some risk control measures proposed to
eliminate or reduce potential harms to people, environment, or other assets. In addition,
the risk management process embraces risk monitoring and communication. ISO 31000
[1] is the basic risk management standard. Examples of the most recognized risk
management methods and techniques are included in ISO/IEC 31010 [2]. This issue
was discussed in [3–5].

The methods described in the standards have static character, are performed peri-
odically and are able to analyze steady state and low frequency risk factors. The main
gap in this approach is related to the fact that fluctuating threats or hazards, occurring
between the performed analyses, are omitted, though they can be dangerous as well.

The objective of the paper is to analyze whether fluctuating, dynamic phenomena
may be taken into consideration during the risk management process and to present a
new mixed-mode approach.

Section 2 includes a short review of static and dynamic risk management
approaches. Section 3 presents the static approach and how to integrate real-time risk
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management in this approach to obtain the mixed-mode approach. Section 4 discusses
a short example of the mixed-mode method, while the final section concludes research
results and discusses further steps.

2 Risk Management – Static, Iterative and Real-Time
Approaches

Today’s risk analysis methods (including those described in [2–4, 6]) are based mainly
on a static risk management approach. This approach is typically applied in strategic
risk management where the risk is assessed based on static factors existing over rel-
atively long periods of time. The analyses are made periodically with respect to the
current situation and historical data. However, risk levels that are determined might not
reflect adequately the changes occurring in the business environment, as fluctuating
risk factors are not taken into consideration.

These drawbacks can be eliminated by means of the iterative risk management
approach (IRM), also called adaptive risk management approach (ARM). For example,
the paper [7] uses this approach to mitigate the uncertainty problem during a sample
risk analysis for the technical component used in the oil and gas industry. These
analyses are conducted periodically too, still, each successive analysis is made in an
improved manner (with respect to the knowledge acquired over time). The idea is to
use the experiences learnt from the operation of security measures that had been
selected and implemented based on the previous analysis. Though this approach is
definitely a flexible one, it is still related to some disadvantages. For example, it is
difficult to identify suitable risk thresholds when multiple risks are acting together, and
when different scenarios and threshold assumptions have to be considered. Whenever
the methods and thresholds change, it is difficult to compare the results.

As fluctuating risk factors and the related increased uncertainty are disregarded,
currently used risk management methods of these two approaches are often ineffective.
Thus it is necessary to employ risk management methods that would assess and reduce
risk in real time. Static and iterative methods should be supported by methods that
would adapt dynamically to the fast changing picture of threats and changes in the
protected objects (their assets and vulnerabilities). The newly developed solutions
should provide on-line communication, statistical data about incidents to support risk
management, data from security analyzers or on-line security monitoring systems.

Cyber security needs on-line monitoring of the existing risks due to fast changes of
fluctuating risk factors. It deals with both previously identified and emerging threats
and vulnerabilities. New technologies, such as cloud computing, mobile computing,
virtualization, Internet of Things, etc., generate new, specific threats and vulnerabilities.
This was motivation to elaborate real-time risk management (RTRM) approaches
which are typical of operational risk management. According to [8], RTRM systems
should comprise the following elements:

• instantaneous knowledge – changes in assets, threats, vulnerabilities, risk categories
and levels should be visible instantly;
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• comprehensive visibility – to have a clear picture of assets and the related vul-
nerabilities and potential impacts, one must have consistent data, visibility, and
alerts;

• constant controls assessment and adjustment – security measures should be assessed
periodically and persistently in order to address new or changing risks.

The objective of the real-time risk management approach is to view the entire IT
infrastructure in this respect and ensure a deep technical insight into each technology of
this infrastructure. This approach makes it easier to monitor security events in real time,
to find their correlations, to interpret, alarm and visualize the current security picture.
According to [8], advanced real-time risk management systems have to be supported by
uninterrupted threat monitoring, knowledge correlation and alerting engines, and, as far
as possible, automatic response.

The role of the Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) has been
growing recently [9, 10]. SIEM systems are designed to aggregate, analyze and present
large volumes of security-related data acquired from the network and security devices
with a view to detecting threats, incidents, vulnerabilities, frauds, including proper
reaction and warning against them.

Cyber security cannot be properly managed when its status is not measured.
Measures can be based on indicators coming from different sources:

• SIEM and data analytics tools which provide valuable information on actual or
potential compromise on the network,

• threat intelligence services, compliance management, vulnerability management,
penetration testing and audits are helpful to identify data losses and provide valu-
able information on actual or impending attacks.

The holistic approach is recommended – using all this information [11] the cyber
security status can be identified and presented to decision makers. A very important
issue is to maintain and share security-related information [12, 13].

Real-time risk management is used mainly for cyber security risks. There are no
integrated, holistic approaches that would embrace the static-, adaptive- and real-time
risk management. It can be strong motivation for researchers to work out methods and
tools in this field. The paper proposes a concept of such a method.

There are many event-based risk management techniques applied in the security
domain. Similar techniques exist in the safety domain, along with system theory-based
techniques to better tackle issues in this domain, such as complex software-intensive
systems, complex human-machine interactions and systems-of-systems [14].

3 Mixed-Mode Risk Management Approach – A Concept

A mixed-mode risk management concept is based on the static risk management loop
supplemented by real-time risk management facilities. The methodology should
comply with ISO 31000 [1]. There are a lot of static risk analysis methods [2].
The elaborated mixed-mode risk management framework will be based on a commonly
known and relatively simple method: consequence-probability matrix. Other, more
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complex methods can be considered in the future. Both process- and asset-oriented
approaches are possible but the paper is focused on the asset-oriented one.

3.1 Static Risk Management (SRM) Process

The static risk assessment is performed periodically, e.g. yearly (Organizational
Security Policy specifies “when”). Let us assume that when this time occurs the
SRA_event is triggered, initiating the main loop of the SRM process – presented below
in a pseudo-code. For any quadruple <asset, threat, vulnerability, existing counter-
measures> the likelihood and consequences of the hazardous event caused by a threat
are assessed and then the risk level is calculated using these two parameters (usually as
a product of them).
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As a result of that, the risk pictures before and after the mitigation are identified.
Please note that the heuristic, human activities are expressed as “functions()”, and
marked italic.

Risk management embraces risk analysis, risk assessment, and the selection of
countermeasures, when the current risk level (AfterRiskLevel) exceeds the
RiskAcceptanceLevel. The method assumes that during the preliminary analysis
(BeforeRiskLevel) certain countermeasures exist and mitigate the risk to a certain
extent, usually insufficiently. These measures ought to be revised. They can be
accepted or replaced by their more effective combinations, and then the risk should be
reassessed. Countermeasure is understood here as a coherent, diversified set of ele-
mentary security measures.

Summing up, for any triple <asset, threat, vulnerability>, called risk scenario, the
risk before and after reduction is assessed and the existing and applied countermeasures
are specified as the static risk record:

The static risk can be considered as a sum of these records for all scenarios:

SR ¼
[

all scenarios
fsrrg ð1Þ

The static risk (SR) assessment creates a general picture of the risk situation in a
certain moment of the system life cycle. These moments can be shown as points on a
discrete time scale: SR T0ð Þ; SR T1ð Þ; . . . SR Tið Þ; SR Tiþ 1ð Þ; SR Tiþ 2ð Þ; . . . SR Tnð Þ:

Please note that SR Tiþ 1ð Þ is determined using the risk factors identified at the end
of SR Tið Þ and it represents the current static risk picture, valid until the new analysis
result, i.e. SR Tiþ 2ð Þ replaces the old one, e.g. after one year. Between any consecutive
time points many unpredicted, negative phenomena may occur. The time period
between these points is called the SRA period. It is difficult to raise the frequency of
static risk assessments to increase the preciseness of assessments because SRA is a time
and cost consuming process. RTRM may be helpful to solve this problem.

3.2 Real-Time (Dynamic) Risk Management (RTRM) Process

Real-time risk assessment allows to detect changes of risk relevant factors which
influence the overall risk picture and its elements, like: assets, threats, vulnerabilities,
countermeasures, likelihood, consequences, etc. RTRM allows to react to these
changes as well. This reaction occurs in a relatively short time, allows to revise the
current static risk picture and to properly respond to incidents or their symptoms.

Please note that during the previous static risk assessment certain threats or vul-
nerabilities may be unknown, and some of them may not be identified properly. For
this reason the security system (set of the managed countermeasures) is unable to react
to them. Similarly, after the previous static risk assessment some organizational
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changes may occur as well as changes in the business processes, IT infrastructure or
business environment. Due to that the countermeasures, selected or updated last time,
do not suit the new situation.

The risk assessment and change management shortcomings may cause security
incidents, which should be properly managed (reaction, mitigation of damages, lessons
learnt, corrective actions within the protection system). Factors, e.g. incident symp-
toms, non-compliances should be identified immediately and properly managed by the
real-time risk management process. The factors influencing a current risk level are
diversified, derived from different sources and have different dynamics and nature. The
paper proposes means and ways to manage them in a unified way and to identify how
the current risk factors modify the previously identified static risk picture.

The real-time risk management process needs input, i.e. information about risk
relevant factors. Table 1 presents six sources of information about incidents or their
symptoms which can be considered as the input for the real-time risk management
process. They should be compared with these specified in the paper [11]. The SEM
(Security event management) and SIM (Security information management) systems are
distinguished because they have different input. Both can be replaced by SIEM.
Sources are activated on request when a behaviour anomaly is detected, when an
incident occurs or a certain variable exceeds the assumed level. These sources have
different response (identification) time and nature with respect to the incident or its
symptom. For each component representing sources, the main outputs are specified
along with the activities required in the RTRM process. “Ex ante” concerns incident
symptoms, and “ex post” – incident consequences.

Sources of information constitute an intermediate layer of components between the
secured object and the RTRM process. The layer is identified and presents, in a unique
way, all risk relevant factors whose changes may influence the current overall risk
picture. Based on this input, the RTRM process will focus only on the areas of the risk
picture which are impacted by these factors. The areas may concern all scenarios
(called RT scenarios) related to the given asset or group of assets.

The real-time risk management process runs similarly to SRM, though it is pre-
ceded by the preliminary stage of identifying the RT scenarios, which should be
reassessed by the RTRM process. This is necessary for SEM, SIM, Penetration tests,
and vulnerability scanners, because their output usually points at threats and vulnera-
bilities only. For this reason, during the preliminary stage all relevant assets for pairs
<threat, vulnerability> should be identified. These activities are represented below by
the CompleteRiskScenarios() function. Generally it is an operation on the
database storing the risk scenarios.

One or more completed RT scenarios <asset, threat, vulnerability> are provided as
the input for the RTRM process. These scenarios define an area of the overall risk
picture which requires reassessment, because the changed risk-related factors may
influence the risk level in this area.

Any change in any source component output generates the event RTRM_event
initiating the RTRM process:
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Table 1. Real-time risk management process – inputs and activities

Source Description Invoked Identification
time

Nature Main output RTRM
activities

SEM Real-time
monitoring of the
IT system
behaviour
(events), the
correlations
analysis of
events, issuing
warnings and
aggregated
information

By
behaviour
anomalies

Fast Ex
ante

Threat
symptoms
Possible
vulnerability

Find
relevant
assets and
perform the
RTRM
process
with respect
to the
<threat,
vulnerab.>

SIEM Long term
storage, analysis,
reporting of log
data, issuing
aggregated
alerting data

By
behaviour
anomalies

Fast Ex
ante

Threat
symptoms
Possible
vulnerability

Find
relevant
assets and
perform the
RTRM
process
with respect
to the pair
<threat,
vulnerab.>

Incident
management

Identifies causes,
consequences and
circumstances of
the occurred
incident

On
incident

Fast Ex
post

Breached
asset,
Damages,
Occurred
threat,
Exploited
vulnerability

Perform
RTRM
process for
relevant
assets using
available
information

Penetration
tests and
vulnerability
scanners

Controlled attack
on a computer
system that looks
for security
weaknesses,
potentially
gaining access to
the computer
features and data

On
request

Fast Ex
ante

Not properly
countered
threats,
Possible
vulnerabilities

Find
relevant
assets and
perform the
RTRM
process
with respect
to the
<threat,
vulnerab.>

Audit
process

Identifies non
compliances
including
exposures to new
threats, new
vulnerabilities,
non-efficient
countermeasures,
organizational
and procedural
shortcomings, etc.

On
request

Slow Ex
ante

Not properly
countered
threats
Possible
vulnerabilities
Possible
damages

Perform
RTRM
process for
relevant
assets using
available
information

(continued)
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Summing up, for any triple <asset, threat, vulnerability> belonging to the assessed
area, the risk before and after reduction is assessed and the existing and applied
countermeasures are specified as the real-time risk record:

The real-time risk can be considered as a sum of these records for all possible RT
scenarios:

RTR ¼
[

all RT scenarios
frtrg ð2Þ

The RTRM risk assessment creates a dynamic picture of the risk situation during a
certain SRA period i. This picture consists of a set of scenarios in the area impacted by
changes of the risk relevant factors. These moments can be shown as points on a discrete
time scale too, in the range of the given SRA period i: RTR Ti;0

� �
; RTR Ti;1

� �
;

. . .RTR Ti; j
� �

; RTR Ti; jþ 1
� �

; RTR Ti; jþ 2
� �

; . . .RTR Ti;m
� �

; where RTR Ti;m
� �

is the
real-time risk accumulated at the end of SRA period i (m RTRM events occurred). Please
note that RTR Ti; j

� �
is determined using the risk factors identified when RTRM_event j

occurs.

3.3 Mixed-Mode Risk Management Process

In the pure static approach, SRA Tiþ 1ð Þ is determined with the use of risk factors
identified at the end of SR Tið Þ and it represents the current static risk picture, valid until

Table 1. (continued)

Source Description Invoked Identification
time

Nature Main output RTRM
activities

Security
effectiveness
measures

Provide
aggregating
security-related
characteristics

On
warning
(issued
when a
measure
exceeds
the
assumed
level)

Slow Ex
ante

Breached
asset,
Damages,
Occurred
threat,
Exploited
vulnerability,
Incident rates,
Protection
costs,
Security
management
status

Perform
RTRM
process for
relevant
assets using
available
information
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the new analysis result, i.e. SR Tiþ 2ð Þ replaces the old one. SRA is focused on steady
state or low frequency risk factors. The real-time-risk management process is per-
formed parallel to the static risk management during the given SRA period and is
focused on dynamically changing, fluctuating risk factors. The RTRM process can be
invoked many times during this period and particular events may concern different
areas of the risk picture. The RTRM process samples dynamically occurring events and
reacts to them. The dynamic risk picture cumulates all dynamic risks within the SRA
period.

The authors propose a new integrated approach combining the static, real-time and
adaptive approaches.

It is assumed that at the beginning of the SRA period i, a real-time risk analyzer is
initialized with the current static assessment results: RTR Ti;0

� � ¼ SR Tið Þ: This ensures
a common starting point of both assessments. Starting from this point the real-time risk
is cumulated until the end of period i. The accumulated result RTR Ti;m

� �
is used in the

adaptive risk assessment for the next period i + 1 (SRA and ARA periods are the
same).

When the SRA/ARA period ends, the dynamic risk picture parameters are con-
sidered by the new ARM process allowing to determine the adaptive risk AR Tiþ 1ð Þ :

AR Tiþ 1ð Þ ¼ ARF SR Tiþ 1ð Þ; RTR Ti;m
� �� � ð3Þ

The new SRA results, i.e. SR Tiþ 1ð Þ, are refined by the RTR results RTR Ti;m
� �

accumulated at the end of the previous period. This refinement, expressed by the
Adaptive Risk Function (ARF), is a complex heuristic process in which many fuzzy
factors and relations must be taken into consideration. Three groups of data are used on
the input to determine the adaptive risk for the next period AR Tiþ 1ð Þð Þ :
• the static risk picture at the beginning of the previous SRA/ARA period SR Tið Þ ¼ð

RTR Ti;0
� �Þ : BeforeCountermeas, BeforeLikelihoodLevel, Before

ConsequencesLevel, BeforeRiskLevel; it expresses the common refer-
ence point, the context of assessment;

• the updated static risk picture at the beginning of the next SRA/ARA period
SR Tiþ 1ð Þð Þ : AfterCountermeas, AfterLikelihoodLevel, After
ConsequencesLevel, AfterRiskLevel; it represents the risk related to
steady state or low frequency risk factors;

• the cumulated real-time risk RTR Ti;m
� �� �

at the end of the previous SRA/ARA
period expresses the “corrections” caused by real symptoms or incidents occurred
and the knowledge related to them: AfterRTRMCountermeas, AfterRTRM
LikelihoodLevel, AfterRTRMConsequencesLevel, AfterRTRM
RiskLevel; it represents dynamically changing, fluctuating risk factors.

It is necessary to answer some difficult questions, like: how to merge the static and
dynamic countermeasures, how they will impact jointly threats and vulnerabilities, how
to assess the risk level and consequences in this situation, etc. The automation of this
decision process may be advantageous though it still remains a challenge.
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The above described mixed-mode risk management process focused on the selected
risk scenario is summarized in Fig. 1. Please note the static and real-time paths and the
process adaptation (a decision improvement by RTR acquired data) before the next
step. Please note that only the most important elements of risk records are shown.

4 Exemplification of Mixed-Mode Risk Management Process

The exemplification of the presented concept is restricted to the selected example
embracing one asset Ax. A more extensive validation is planned after the methodology
implementation on the software platform.

It is assumed that likelihood levels and consequences levels (SR/RTR/AR) are
measured in the range from 0 to 10, causing the risk range from 0 to 100. Risk
acceptance levels are 60.

Let us consider a scenario: Threat Ty exploiting the vulnerability Vz breaches the
asset Ax despite of the existing countermeasure Cp. It is also assumed that every
countermeasure represents a set of different, working coherently security measures:
technical, physical and organizational. A short notation for risk records, instead of
self-explaining ones, is proposed as well:

1. The first static risk assessment (T1), started with SCM1;0¼Cp is performed on request
and gives the following results: SRðT1Þ¼ðSCM0; 70; SCM1; 55Þ, where BeforeR-
iskLevel=70, AfterRiskLevel=55. These data are used to initialize the
real-time risk record RTRðT1;0Þ¼SRðT1Þ:

2. Let us assume that during the T1 period an incident related to the considered threat
Ty occurs (RTR_event). The incident lessons learnt conclude that the likelihood
and consequences (i.e. the risk) were underestimated (probably they are higher than
55) in reality. In order to maintain the risk on this level, better countermeasures
should be applied (to reduce vulnerability/threat impact). The existing counter-
measures SCM1 are improved to RTCM2, causing the risk level modification:
RTRðT1;1Þ ¼ ðRTCM0¼ SCM1; 55; RTCM1; 54Þ. The RTR risk level is a little lower
(54), because RTCM1 is more effective than RTCM0.

3. Let us assume that during T1 SIEM discovers an anomaly in the area related to Ty
(RTR_event), interpreted as attack symptoms. The security problem analysis
concludes that certain risk scenarios related to these symptoms, including the
considered scenario, should be reassessed. As a result of this RTR reassessment, the
countermeasures were improved again: RTRðT1;2Þ ¼ðRTCM1; 54; RTCM2; 53Þ and
RTR risk level decreased (54–>53).

4. Let us assume that during T1 the audit in the data center detects a previously
unknown vulnerability (RTR_event), reinitiating the RTRM process. The
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reassessment concludes that this vulnerability should be removed by further
countermeasures improvement (RTCM3): RTRðT1;3Þ¼ ðRTCM2; 53; RTCM3; 52Þ:

5. The security policy statement regulates the times of the next static risk assessment
which has to be done. The SRðT2Þ assessment takes into consideration the current
risk situation, including all RTR assessments and countermeasures applied during
T1 (an adaptive approach): SRðT2Þ¼ARðT2Þ ¼ARF½SRðT1Þ;RTRðT1;3Þ�:
The SRðT2Þ assessment results are used to initialize RTRðT2;0Þ. The adaptive risk

management system starts to watch for RTR_events during the next time period T2.

5 Conclusions

The paper is focused on the integration of static and dynamic risk management
methods to minimize drawbacks, when they are used separately. The mixed-mode risk
management method is proposed.

The static approach is comprehensive and embraces relatively long time periods,
e.g. one year, and its loop is invoked on the security managers’ request. Between static
risk assessments the fluctuating risk factors (new threats, their symptoms, unconfor-
mities, new vulnerabilities, etc.) may occur suddenly and countermeasures are not able
to counter them. Thus during these periods the real-time risk management loop is

Fig. 1. General scheme of the mixed-mode risk management
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invoked on each dynamically occurred event, allowing for the reaction and correction
of countermeasures. The security related data sampled by the RTR manager during this
period are used to update the risk picture for the next “static” time period. Section 4
presents an example how the mixed-mode approach can be used.

The subject of discussion is very extensive because it comprises the integration of
several subsystems, like risk manager, incident manager, SIEM, audit subsystem, etc.
Most of them exist in the OSCAD software platform [15]. For this reason a more
comprehensive validation is planned using this platform. This will allow to reach a
certain level of automation. Future research should embrace also the unified repre-
sentation of threats, vulnerabilities, assets, countermeasures and relations between them
within the mixed-mode risk manager using renown standards.
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Abstract. The paper deals with the Common Criteria assurance methodology,
particularly vulnerability assessment which is the key activity of the IT security
evaluation process. Vulnerability assessment is specified by the Common Cri-
teria Evaluation Methodology (CEM). The paper is focused on software support
for vulnerability assessment. As the implementation platform, a ready-made risk
management software developed by the author’s organization is applied. The
paper includes introduction to the vulnerability assessment, review of the
existing methods and tools, specification of the CEM-based method to be
implemented in the software, implementation and short exemplification. The
conclusions summarize the validation and propose future works to extend and
improve the tool.
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1 Introduction

Today’s societies and economies are based on Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT). Digitalization increases cyber security risk across many sectors.
There is a necessity to minimize the risk inherent to the ICT use in the society and
economy. One of the ways to do it is rigorous development of ICT products as
accompanied by their independent evaluation and certification. This approach allows to
achieve security assurance for the products, still, it is complex, time and cost con-
suming. Computer support for developers’ or evaluators’ works, focused on the most
difficult or arduous activities, allows to make the development and evaluation processes
much more efficient.

The paper concerns computer support for the Common Criteria compliant IT
security development and assessment process. The Common Criteria (CC) [1]
methodology presented in the ISO/IEC 15408 standard is a basic assurance method-
ology. According to this methodology, the assurance is measurable using EALs
(Evaluation Assurance Levels) in the range EAL1 to EAL7. The CC methodology
comprises three basic processes:

• IT security development process of the IT product or system called TOE (Target of
Evaluation); after different security analyses have been performed, a document is
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prepared, called Security Target (ST); the Security Target embraces the security
problem definition (SPD), its solution by specifying security objectives (SO),
security requirements and functions; security functional requirements (SFRs),
derived from the security objectives, describe how security measures should work
in the operational environment; security assurance requirements (SARs), related to
the EAL, determine how much assurance we can have in an IT product; the ST
includes TOE security functions (TSF) meeting SFRs; the TSFs are implemented on
the claimed EAL;

• TOE development process (according to the EAL) concerns the IT products
(TOE) and their documentation; they are submitted together with the ST to the
security evaluation process;

• security evaluation process carried out in an independent, accredited laboratory in a
country which is a signatory of the Common Criteria Recognition Arrangement
(CCRA) [2].

The Common Criteria methodology is described in publications worldwide [3, 4]
and the author’s publications [5–8].

A very important issue of the Common Criteria methodology is vulnerability
assessment whose rigour depends on the claimed EAL. Vulnerabilities can be exploited
by threat agents in the product operational environment. This exploitation results in
security breaches. The development process should be focused on the vulnerabilities
minimization. The developer, specifying the threat environment (SPD), should consider
the attack potential, i.e. a measure of the effort to be expended in attacking a TOE,
expressed in terms of the attacker’s expertise, resources and motivation [1]/part1.

In addition, vulnerability assessment is one of the key elements of evaluation. The
vulnerability assessment is performed according to AVA_VAN (Vulnerability analysis
assurance components family). The AVA_VAN assurance requirements (components)
are specified in the third part of the Common Criteria standard [1] and the CEM
(Common Evaluation Methodology) document [9]. Annex B of this document [9]
includes a general guideline for evaluators. They are able to see how to calculate the
attack potential possessed by the assumed attackers (threat agents) of the TOE. The
methodology presented in the paper complies with these guidelines. Please note that the
vulnerability assessment is a specific risk assessment focused on attack potential,
expressing possibility of the asset breach. This possibility is related to the term
“likelihood” used in the risk assessment. The second factor – “consequences” is
considered but not explicitly assessed.

The objective of the paper is to present a software implementation of the Common
Criteria vulnerability assessment methodology. The Enhanced Risk Manager
(ERM) developed by the author’s organization is used as the software implementation
platform.

Section 2 discusses the vulnerability assessment issue. Section 3 features the review
of publications in the paper domain. The review shows that there are no works related to
the automation of the vulnerability assessment. Section 4 presents the methodology, and
Sect. 5 its implementation. The paper is completed by conclusions – Sect. 6.
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2 Vulnerability Assessment According to Common Criteria

Vulnerability assessment (VA) is focused on the flaws or weaknesses in the TOE
working in its operational environment. First, they should be identified and then
assessed whether they can be exploited by threats agents of the defined capability, i.e.
the attack potential sufficient to violate the SFRs.

The assessment embraces vulnerabilities possible to exploit by a huge number of
attacks, which can be ordered by five main categories: bypassing, tampering, direct
attack, monitoring and misuse [9]. Each category has its subcategories.

Bypassing embraces means which can be used by an attacker to avoid security
enforcement done by TSFs. Bypassing may concern:

• inheriting privileges or other capabilities that would not be granted otherwise;
• exploiting the capabilities of TOE interfaces, or of utilities interacting with the

TOE;
• getting access to sensitive data stored in or copied to inadequately protected areas,

where confidentiality is a concern.

Tampering encompasses attacks focused on the behaviour of the TSF (i.e. cor-
ruption or deactivation), for example:

• forcing the TOE to deal with unusual or unexpected circumstances;
• disabling or delaying security enforcement;
• getting access to data whose confidentiality or integrity the TSF relies on;
• modifying the TOE in its physical aspect.

Direct attack covers the identification of penetration tests to check the strength of
permutational or probabilistic mechanisms and other mechanisms to ensure they
withstand a direct attack.

Monitoring attack is aimed at information related to the TOE operations, e.g.:
information of internal TOE transfer or export from the TOE, information generated
and passed to other user data or gained through monitoring the operations.

Misuse may be caused by:

• incomplete guidance documentation;
• unreasonable guidance;
• forced exception behaviour of the TOE;
• unintended misconfiguration of the TOE.

This classification has an open character and is refined to express specific tech-
nological issues related to the given IT product category.

The examples of vulnerabilities are:

• absence of the required security enforcement on interfaces or utilities,
• possibility to illicitly acquire privileges or capabilities of a privileged component,
• inadequately protected areas.
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3 State of the Art in the Research Domain

The review embraces the following fields:

• methods and tools supporting the CC methodology processes, including evaluation,
• vulnerability assessment methods and tools.

Apart from the Common Criteria standard and the supplementing guidelines [2],
the support given to the Common Criteria methodology developers and evaluators is
rather poor and embraces only the following:

• general guidelines, like: ISO/IEC 15446 [10] for security targets and protection
profiles elaboration, the BSI guide [11] for other evidences up to EAL5, and books,
like [3, 4], however, they are focused on the Common Criteria methodology pre-
sentation, not on vulnerability assessment;

• a few software tools, like: Common Criteria (CC) ToolboxTM [12], GEST [13],
Trusted Labs Security Editing Tool (TL SET) [14]; please note that these tools are
focused on the ST preparation and do not support the elaboration of other evidences
concerning the TOE design, life cycle, guidance, testing, vulnerability assessment,
etc.; they do not deal with vulnerability assessment either;

• the CCMODE Tools [15] embraces full implementation of CEM, but omits vul-
nerability assessment details discussed in this paper;

• the extensive Information Assurance Technology Analysis Center (IATAC) [16]
report encompasses detailed methods and tools focused on different kinds of vul-
nerability analyses designed for specific IT products or systems, like network
scanners, host scanners, web application scanners, multilevel scanners, penetration
test tools, vulnerability scan consolidators, etc.; they can be used on the lower layer
of the software tool presented in this paper.

There are no specialized software tools supporting vulnerability assessment.

4 Methodology

During the vulnerability assessment a huge number of attack scenarios are assessed
with respect to potential vulnerabilities. Some vulnerabilities are encountered during
evaluation activities “by the way”, some of them are results of unstructured, focused or
even methodical analyses. The rigour applied depends on the claimed EAL.

For all exploitable vulnerabilities the evaluator calculates the attack potential to
determine whether the exploitation conditions are adequate to the level of the attack
potential assumed for the attacker. The attack potential rises proportionally to the
increasing motivation, resources and expertise of the attacker.

The attack potential (AP) sufficient to breach the TOE can be expressed as the sum
of factors:
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AP ¼ ETþ SEþKTþWOþEQ;where: ð1Þ

ET – Elapsed Time, i.e. time taken to identify and exploit the vulnerability
(Table 1);
SE – Specialist Expertise, i.e. the level of generic knowledge of the attacker
(Table 2);

Table 1. Measures of the Elapsed Time (ET)

Elapsed time ET Elapsed time ET

<=1 day 0 <=3 months 10
<=1 week 1 <=4 months 13
<=2 weeks 2 <=5 months 15
<=1 month 4 <=6 months 17
<=2 months 7 >6 months 19

Table 2. Measures of the Specialist Expertise (SE)

Specialist
expertise

SE Comments

Laymen 0 Has no particular expertise
Proficient 3 Is familiar with the security behaviour of the product or system type
Expert 6 Is familiar with the underlying algorithms, protocols, hardware,

structures, security behaviour, principles and employed concepts of
security, techniques and tools for defining new attacks, cryptography,
classical attacks for the product type, attack methods, etc. –
implemented in the product or system type

Multiple
expert

8 On the expert level different fields of expertise are required for
distinct steps of the attack

Table 3. Measures of the Knowledge of the TOE (KT)

Knowledge of
the TOE

KT Example

Public 0 Information gained from the Internet
Restricted 3 Knowledge controlled within the developer’s organisation and

shared with other organizations under a non-disclosure agreement
Sensitive 7 Knowledge that is shared between discreet teams within the

developer’s organisation. Only members of specified teams have
access to it

Critical 11 Knowledge familiar only to a few individuals. The access to this
knowledge is very strictly controlled on a strict-need-to-know
basis and individual undertaking
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KT – Knowledge of the TOE, i.e. dealing with the TOE design, operation (Table 3);
WO – Window of opportunity, i.e. considerable amounts of access to the TOE or
the number of samples of the TOE that the attacker can obtain; related to ET
(Table 4);
EQ – Equipment, i.e. IT hardware/software or other equipment required to identify
or exploit the vulnerability (Table 5).

Table 4. Measures of the window of opportunity (WO)

Window of opportunity WO Example

Unnecessary/unlimited
access

0 The attack does not need any kind of opportunity to be
performed because there is no risk it will be detected
during access to the TOE and one can access the number
of TOE samples for the attack

Easy 1 Access is required for less than a day. Fewer than 10 TOE
samples are required to perform the attack

Moderate 4 Access is required for less than a month. Fewer than one
hundred TOE samples are required to perform the attack

Difficult 10 Access is required for at least a month. At least one
hundred TOE samples are required to perform the attack

None ** The attack path is not exploitable due to other measures in
the intended operational environment of the TOE; the
period during which the asset to be exploited is available
or is sensitive is shorter than the opportunity period
needed to perform the attack

Table 5. Measures of the equipment (EQ)

Equipment EQ Example

Standard 0 Is readily available to the attacker, either to identify a vulnerability or
to attack. This equipment may be a part of the TOE as such (e.g. a
debugger in an operating system), or can be readily obtained (e.g.
Internet downloads, protocol analyser or simple attack scripts)

Specialised 4 Is not readily available to the attacker, but could be acquired without
too much effort. This could include the purchase of some equipment
(e.g. power analysis tools, use of hundreds of PCs linked across the
Internet), or development of more extensive attack scripts or
programs. If distinct steps of an attack require clearly different test
benches consisting of specialised equipment, this would be rated as
bespoke

Bespoke 7 Is not readily available to the public as it may need to be specially
produced (e.g. very sophisticated software), or because the equipment
is so specialised that its distribution is controlled, or even restricted.
The equipment may be also very expensive

Multiple
bespoke

9 Different types of bespoke equipment are required for distinct steps of
an attack
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All factors are measured using the predefined enumerative scales (Tables 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5).

The symbol specified in Table 4 “**” has special meaning and should not be seen
as natural progression from the timescales specified in the preceding ranges associated
with this factor.

The AP is assessed in the range 0 to 57 with special WO = None option. Table 6,
based on CEM [9] (Annex B/Table 4), shows how these values are assigned to the
enumeration values (second and third columns). For example, it means that if the
minimal AP to exploit scenarios is 15, i.e. “Moderate”, than the TOE is resistant to
attackers with the attack potential of “Enhanced-Basic”.

The above method, compatible with those specified in this annex, is sufficient to
calculate the attack potential. This method does not go beyond the vulnerability
assessment, e.g. towards risk assessment/management, though it is related to this issue.

5 Implementation and Validation

The ERM configurable software platform has been incrementally developed. Currently
it contains the following risk assessment methods [17, 18] implemented:

• Consequences-probability matrix (called here TVC, because it is based on triples:
threat-vulnerability-controls),

• Business impact analysis (BIA),
• Fault Tree Analysis (FTA),
• Event Tree Analysis (ETA).

For each kind of analysis one or more analysis profiles can be defined, embracing
dictionaries, formulas and configuration parameters. Using the given profile, one or
more analyses can be provided, and based on the risk assessment results, new or
improved security measures can be proposed (in this sense it is a risk management
tool). This tool has an open character and it should be validated in different application
domains. The paper [19] shows the tool and one of the first ERM applications.

Apart from the first aim, i.e. providing the ERM-based vulnerability assessment
tool (ERM-VA) for Common Criteria evaluators, the second aim is to validate the
ERM software itself to sample data for its future development. ERM-VA is based on
the TVC method. The implementation embraces the profile elaboration and performing
analyses. The goals of the implementation are the following:

Table 6. Attack potential and the TOE resistance

AP
range

Attack potential required to exploit
scenario

TOE resistant to attackers with attack
potential of

0–9 Basic No rating
10–13 Enhanced-Basic Basic
14–19 Moderate Enhanced-Basic
20–24 High Moderate
¼>25 Beyond high High
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• to manage the systematic and complex vulnerability assessment process,
• to calculate attack potentials for considered attack scenarios and to assess the TOE

resistance to the attacks of the given potential.

5.1 TVC-VA Analysis Profile

The TVC-VA profile should consider the predefined threats and vulnerabilities dis-
cussed in CEM [9] (Annex B/Table 4). Analyzing this document, the lists of predefined
threats and vulnerabilities are elaborated and introduced to the TVC-VA profile. The
main categories and subcategories of threats and the list of vulnerabilities are presented
in Sect. 2. No controls, i.e. security measures are needed for the vulnerability analysis.
The dictionaries are open. They can be refined or supplemented for the assessed IT
product to express its specific character. The right part of Fig. 1 shows a part of the
global threat dictionary made according to CEM/Annex B including two main cate-
gories: bypassing and tampering with subcategories and particular threats. The left part
shows three selected pairs threat-vulnerability for further analysis Fig. 2.

Each pair represents an attack scenario (AS). For the given AS the attack potential
should be calculated. Thus the basic formula (Eq. 1) used in Common Criteria is
implemented in the tool. The ERM formulas and their variables are defined by the user.
Each variable has minimal (L_VAR) and maximal (H_VAR) values to express
uncertainties. For the discussed profile, uncertainties are not considered, both values are

Fig. 1. Threat dictionary – an example in the EMAG-ERM tool
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the same and only variables with prefixes “H_” are used. Each variable representing an
AP factor has predefined measures according to Table 1 through Table 5.

Figure 3 shows an example of the factor measure configuration. It is an imple-
mentation of Table 5 concerning the threat agent equipment.

This way the TVC-VA profile is ready to use.

5.2 TVC-VA Analysis

The vulnerability assessment is shown by an example embracing three attack scenarios
(Fig. 4). The left part of the window presents these scenarios, the right part the
assessment of particular factors with respect to the first AS:

• threat: “Invoking an additional TSFI from the sequence”,
• vulnerability: “Absence of the required security enforcement on interfaces or

utilities”.

Each factor has basic and extended explanations helping the evaluator.
Figure 5 presents the results of the assessment. Different attack potentials are

obtained, belonging to different enumerative values (please compare these results with
Table 6).

Based on this table the following conclusion is possible. One of the attack scenarios
has AP = 18. It means that the considered TOE can be exploited by an intruder of this
attack potential, so the TOE is resistant to the attackers with attack potential of
“Enhanced-Basic”. Particular attack potentials are marked by different colours.

Fig. 2. Attack potential formula implemented in the TVC-VA profile in the EMAG-ERM tool
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Fig. 4. Vulnerability assessment based on the TVC-VA profile in the EMAG-ERM tool

Fig. 3. Equipment (EQ) factor related to data in the TVC-VA profile in the EMAG-ERM tool
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6 Conclusions

The paper is focused on two main goals:

• automation of arduous and difficult vulnerability assessment,
• sampling experience for further development of the Enhanced Risk Manager

software.

Analyzing CEM, especially in the range of vulnerability assessment, a concise
specification of the vulnerability assessment method is prepared, being an input for
software implementation of the method on the open, fully configurable ERM risk
manager. The implementation embraces the analysis profile definition according to the
vulnerability assessment methodology, i.e. preparing dictionaries of threats and vul-
nerabilities, defining some attack scenarios for analysis, defining the formula and
measures of the formula factors. For the given profile many analyses can be performed,
including the one presented in the paper.

For each identified attack scenario, i.e. the pair threat-vulnerability, the attack
potential is calculated and classified according to CEM as: “Basic”, “Enhanced-Basic”,
“Moderate”, “High”, “Beyond High”. It allows to determine the TOE resistance to
attackers with the given attack potential.

The quantitative values of the attack potential are automatically translated to
commonly used enumeration values and marked by colours. The validation shows that
the complete vulnerability assessment can be performed using the ERM tool.

One issue was not properly implemented in the ready-made software. It concerns
the “exception” in the Window of opportunity factor, i.e. WO = NONE. The possi-
bility of the implementation exists, but needs extra, uncomplicated programming
(introducing a special flag to mark this exception).

The threat and vulnerability dictionaries fully implement items extracted from CEM
[9] (Annex B), but it should be noted that they have a generic character. They should be
extended by IT products/technologies specific items or specified within the supporting
guides and standards, like [20].

The discussed software support embraces the main management activities of vul-
nerability assessment. Please note that each attack scenario represents an experiment,

Fig. 5. Vulnerability assessment results in the EMAG-ERM tool
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sometimes very complex, long lasting and based on specialized equipment. The tool is
able to manage results of these experiments, but particular experiments should be
performed using the specific methods and tools (similar to these, owned by potential
attackers). This range of automation seems to be enough. A good idea would be to
integrate the Common Criteria evaluation tool existing in the CCMODE Tools [15]
with the presented vulnerability assessment tool discussed in the paper.
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Abstract. In some types of dependable applications (e.g. controlling some
electronic devices) the execution time of a program has to be very short to
enable the appropriate control of the device. Implementing code for Kamika’s
device that measures small particles in the air or in the liquid we are using C#
language. Some parts of the code were also transformed into C++ to find
overheads. The main part of the paper are results of some comparative exper-
iments measuring the performance of alternative C# constructions. We were
especially interested in extension methods which enable to “add” methods to
existing types without creating a new derived type, recompiling, or modifying
the original type.

Keywords: C++ � C# � Performance � Extension methods

1 Introduction

At the Institute of Computer Science, a software for the three-dimensional analyzer
(called IPS) of micron-size particles being designed and produced by KAMIKA
Instruments [10] is under development. This project is founded by the National
Research and Development Centre (NCBiR in Polish). KAMIKA Instruments is Polish
producer with rich experience in laboratory and industrial sector. Kamika has been
producing measuring devices for thirty years and offers optical-electronic instruments
for measurement of: materials’ granulation in the air or in the liquid, pollution, drops of
liquid and aerosol grain. Kamika’s measuring system can be used e.g. for: control and
optimization of industrial processes, research, measure the cleanness of water and air.

The IPS device consists of an optical head and a fast A/D converter (ADC) card.
The substance particles are sucked by the air into the measuring pipe with a com-
pressor. The feeder is responsible for accurate control of the rate at which particles flow
through the pipe. In the measurement process two optical, crossed channels are used in
the measuring pipe. Each channel uses a light source and a sensor. The way the optical
measuring channels are made is a trade secret of Kamika. The main idea of the
measurement process is to measure how the particle will shade the light as it flies
between the light source and the sensor. As the channels are crossed, the amplitudes of
impulses for each channel are correlated to one dimension (width - X for channel 1 and
depth – Y for channel 2) of the particle. The width of the impulses is related to the
height (Z) while being affected by the speed of the particle within the measuring pipe
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(related to the compressor speed). As the sizes of the measured particles can be even
single micrometers, a lot of optical effects might affect the measurement process, so
high precision manufacturing is required. Also thorough calibration is obligatory. The
light level from the sensors (in each channel) are sampled by the A/D converter. In
two-channel configuration, the sampled values are gathered by the ADC card with the
sample rate of 6 mega samples, i.e. 3 000 000 samples per second from each channel.
Each sample is represented as a short (16 bits) value within the range of 0�4095. As a
consequence, the IPS collects 3 000 000 * 2 * 2 = 12 megabytes each second.

The IPS uses USB 2.0 interface to communicate with the workstation (PC).
A special driver for the IPS is provided as well as dynamically loaded library
(DLL) that implements basic programming interface (startAcquisition, re-
ceiveBuffer, stopAcquisition, etc.). The collected data can be read by the
application in portions – fixed size buffers. The data is interleaved, i.e. odd short values
in a buffer are samples from channel 1 while even values are channel 2 samples. The
typical size of a buffer is 512 kilobytes (256 kilo-samples from both channels).

The ADC card has very limited resources. Each buffer has to be read in time, which
is less than the time to collect data in the second buffer. Otherwise, the data will be
overwritten. For the 512 kB buffer this is approximately only 43 ms and such value is
very severe performance constraint. In the first step of processing, the data for each
channel has to be decoupled. Then, in each channel, the stream processing includes
averaging, zero-level tracking, detection of impulses, analysis of impulses against
coincident (several particles are coupled or are too close to each other), and merging
impulses from both channels. The statistic about each buffer (e.g. number of qualified
particles, coincidental events) is necessary to control properly the feeding of the sub-
stance being measured. As a result, the analysis of the data has to be made in real time –
not delayed for offline processing, etc. So, it is crucial to assure the high efficiency of
processing while keeping the overall system software architecture simple for further
development.

In the software we are designing and developing for Kamika, the C++ [1] and C#
[2] programming languages are used. C++ produces native code which has to be
compiled, with some optimization options, to run on a particular machine, while C#
produces code in intermediate language (named as IL) which runs on a virtual machine.
The JIT compiler, compiles IL the first time it’s executed, and can make optimizations
that a C++ compiled program cannot because it can query the machine and can adapt
the code to the available instruction set or hardware features. Another factor is that JIT
compiler cannot spend too much time on advanced optimizations, because it runs at
runtime, and the end user would notice if it takes too much time. On the other hand, a C
++ compiler has all the time it needs to do optimizations at compile time. Therefore, it
is not quite clear which code in C++ or in C# will perform better.

We were looking in the literature for comparisons of C++ and C# performances.
The following data bases were searched: Springer Link, IEEE/IEE Electronic Library,
Elsevier, ACM Digital Library, and Wiley Online Library. Unfortunately, only two
works were found, i.e. [12, 14]. More information was available on Internet pages.
Experiments, described in Sect. 2, show that the performance of C++ and C# programs
depend on the language constructs used in the program code, algorithms, and envi-
ronments. Some experiments show predominance of C++ while other of C#. In these
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experiments we were not able to find language constructs used in our code, so we
conducted our own experiments and their results are presented in Sect. 3. Section 4
contains some conclusions.

2 Related Work

In the Internet there are several comparisons of the effectiveness of programs written in
C++ and C# e.g. [3–10]. Some authors find the advantage of C++ over C# while others
claim that C# can execute faster than C++.

C++ code is optimized by the compiler in the same way for all computers while C#
code may be optimized for special machine (e.g. AMD, Intel, Pentium).

C# has many features which are very useful while writing applications, e.g. many
libraries. If the programmer is not able to find a function in the standard library, maybe
can find a C or C++ library for it, and quickly create a wrapper class for a C#. C# seems
to be better suited to applications that need to be developed quickly and to complex
projects where organization is important.

In [3] the author claims, that the main problem with C# compared to C++ is high
memory consumption, which eventually slows down .NET software. In [3] the over-
head of virtual method calls and object creation is also discussed. Virtual methods
prevent optimizations such as method call in-lining. C++ has an advantage because
templates may be used to achieve a different kind of generalization with no impact on
runtime as they are resolved at compile time. In such cases C++ wins against C#.

In [6] the author made a fair comparison between the performance of C# and C++
code in desktop and mobile (Windows CE) environments. The majority of the code
was written in C# first, and manually, line-by-line, translated to C++. Standard .NET
classes were replaced by STL equivalents. Also cross-language benchmarks written by
two different people and a variation of hash table benchmark using sorted maps were
added. The main goal was to measure the performance difference in the compiler/JIT
and parts of the standard library that are often used. The tests were limited to C++
standard library. The benchmarks were limited to the following areas: string handling,
hashtables, binary trees, simple structures, mathematical generics, simple arithmetic
(add, subtract; multiply, divide, modulo) for different data types, 64-bit integers, text
file scanning (read text files line by line), sorting [6]. The author claims that for desktop
application a programmer, which is equally skilled in C# and C++, can advantage of
the simpler syntax, rich standard libraries, stellar IntelliSense, and reduced develop-
ment effort that C# offers. The detailed results showed only a small performance
penalty for C# versus C++.

In [7] other comparison of performance C# versus C++ is briefly described. The
subject of the experiment was the performance of binary search. The test started with an
“overhead” run, where a dummy search routine was called to assess the calling over-
head. Next, an “iterative” algorithm and a “recursive” algorithm (calling itself in order to
search the appropriate segment of the input array) were executed. The results using an
array of 1 million values and doing 10 million searches, under C# and C++ are fol-
lowing: C# - overhead 0.0676 s, iterative 1.4688 s, recursive 2.5938 s; C++ - overhead
0.4720 s, iterative 2.0400 s, recursive 6.8290 s. The results are rather astonishing.
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Unfortunately, the author hasn’t described the environment in which this experiment
was made nor explained the shorter times of C# programs.

Josiah Manson conducted also an experiment comparing the performance of C++
and C# programs and described it in [9]. As he is interested in programming games, he
coded a ray tracer in C#. He did not optimized the code and used integers and doubles
to store numbers. He was using mostly triangles in scenes, which were treated
generically by inheriting attributes from a base shape class. All pixel colors were
treated similarly, through generic shaders that inherit from a base class. When the code
was bug-free he ported the code to C++ as identically as possible for a fair comparison.
He traced different types of scenes that have varied code paths, amount of calculation,
and memory access patterns. All the testing was on Windows 7 64-bit. Visual Studio
2010 Beta 2 for both C# and C++ was used, C++ was compiled with optimization
options. For each scene initialization time and actual ray tracing time were measured
separately, startup and shutdown time for the program were ignored. All times were
measured in seconds. Manson concludes that C# is slow, approximately five times
slower than identical C++ code on average.

Florent Clairambault in [8] also describes an experiment - comparison of C++ and
C# (also Java) performance conducted on nine algorithms. He showed that C# can
actually be considered as a very fast language. For four algorithms used in this
experiment (i.e. Binary Tree, Spectral Norm, n-Sieve bits, and n-Sieve) the execution
times were shorter for C# than C++ in Windows environment. In other algorithms
(Spectral Norm, N Body, Mandelbrot, Fankuch, Fasta, and Recursives) C++ appeared
to be faster. Florent Clairambault explains the good results of the C# with efficient
hardware-specific optimization available in C# and not possible in C++.

In [12] Gerlach and Kneis compare the performance of the Bellman-Ford single
source shortest path algorithm [13] when using parameterized data structures imple-
mented in C++, Java, and C#. Theirs measurements showed that both Java and C#
generics introduce only little run time overhead when compared with non-parameterized
implementations. A C++ implementation that heavily was using templates has served as
a reference implementation.

In [14] Gherardi, Brugali, and Comotti present their work on quantifying the dif-
ference of performance between Java and C++. They measured the execution times of
an algorithm written in Java and in C++. The chosen algorithm was the Delaunay
triangulation and its implementation was from the OSG library [15]. The algorithm is
well suited for the purpose of comparison of performance because it stresses several
critical points of the programming languages performance such as the frequent access
to the memory for operating on dynamic size array and the frequent evaluation of
logical conditions. Results showed that, using the appropriate optimizations, Java is
from 1.09 to 1.51 times slower than C++ under Windows and from 1.21 to 1.91 times
under Linux.
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3 Experiments

During the measurement process (briefly described in Sect. 1) software must read data
from Kamika’ electronic device. Currently 12 megabytes appear in one second, split
into samples. Each sample is 16 bits number which is written to a buffer. Buffer filled
with samples can be read by USB interface. The producer of the electronic device
provides a driver and a library (64 bits) for Windows system. With functions from this
library we can read a buffer, establish its length, etc. Our application reads periodically
the buffer (12 million of bytes per second) and has to read and process the buffer before
the next buffer is filled. The device uses two buffers, while one is being filled the
second one is available for reading. Our goal was to quantify the difference between the
execution times of several C# and C++ constructs and to choose the constructs which
offer good code readability and enable the processing of samples. As in the literature
(see Sect. 2) we were not able to find information concerning the constructs suitable for
our software, we carried out many experiments, some of them are described below.

3.1 Experiment with Reading Buffer

As the results of experiments described in Sect. 2 are not clear and we were not able to
find the answer if C# application will manage to read the buffer while the other one is
being filled we conducted our own experiments. Two simple application were written:

• one in C++,
• second in C# (Microsoft.Net).

Application periodically reads buffers with data and writes them to a file. Before two
successive readings, a delay (slightly less than the period the buffer is enabled for
reading) is introduced (function Sleep). The simple test application was reading 1200
buffers, checking if the data were not lost. The time of reading 1200 buffers and the
processor load were gathered. It is worth to note, that the C# application has to use data
marshalling in order to read the buffer from the device library. The experiment was
made on a computer with: 2x Dual Core AMD Opteron 280 2.40 GHz processor,
8 GB memory and operating system Windows 7 Professional x64.

Two buffer lengths were examined (1048576 and 524288) and the delays were
respectively set to 60 and 30 ms. The detailed results are given in Table 1. It appeared
that the processor usage is similar for C++ and C# application, so, we decided to use
C# as the implementation language for the component reading measured raw data. For
smaller buffer lengths than these shown in Table 1, C# application was “loosing” some
data (buffers were overwritten with new values) while C++ application not.

3.2 Comparison of Some Language Constructs

The comparison of selected language constructs were conducted on processor Intel
Core I7 720QM 1.6 GHz, with 8 GB memory and operating system Windows 10
Enterprise x64. We were using prototype module NoiseAnalysisApp - a part of
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the system being developed for Kamika. In this program one thread is reading data
from a file while other threads are responsible for noise analysis in each channel stream
(maximum two). In the “analyzing” thread the histogram of noise and its mode are
produced. The time to calculate these values and the number of samples processed in a
second are measured. As test data, we used four files given by Kamika with noise for
one- and two-channel measuring device. These files contained approximately 400
buffers of the size of 524 288 samples (approx. 200 000 000 samples in each file).

We conducted several experiments checking how different C# language constructs
and the organization of processing the stream of data influence the performance of
processing samples. The application for Kamika measuring device has to be able to
process 12 million of samples in a second. In each of these experiments we measured the
execution time of MakeNoiseAnalysis method. In all experiments the calculations
were similar – we only changed the way samples were extracted from the buffer and the
calculation of moving average values. Each experiment was repeated three times and the
mean values were calculated. First we prepared a “reference version” – with classic for-
loop, without iterators and extension methods. The code is shown in Fig. 1

Experiments
We were examining different ways of reading samples from buffers and calculating
moving average. The detailed results for two stream measuring device and for the
following list of experiments are shown in Table 2:

Table 1. Results of reading buffer test

Buffer
size

Lang. Application
latency

Reading
time
for 1200
buffers

Attempts
to read

Processor performance
[%]
min. avg. max.

1048576 C++ 60 105118 1679 0 0.01 1.5
1048576 C# 60 105156 1679 0 0.057 1.562
524288 C++ 30 52715 1684 0 0 0
524288 C# 30 52687 1681 0 0 0

1. voidMakeClassicNoiseAnalysis(IEnumerable<RawDataBuffer>bufferSource)
2. { 
3. DateTimestartTime = DateTime.Now;
4. varaverager = newMovingAverage(15);
5. foreach (var buffer inbufferSource)
6. { 
7. for (int i = Channel; i <buffer.rawData.Length;i+=buffer.ChannelCount)
8. { 
9. var sample= buffer.rawData[i];
10. varavg_sample = averager.ProcessNextSample(sample);
11. ProcessSample(avg_sample);
12. } 
13. } 
14. Result.ProcessingTime = DateTime.Now - startTime;
15. } 

Fig. 1. Reference version of MakeNoiseAnalysis method
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1. We change the way buffers with samples are read. Instead of interface IEnu-
merable (line 1 in Fig. 1) and foreach loop we created our own interface. The
execution time was similar, so, we can reason that constructs IEnumerable and
foreach are not decreasing the performance (lines 3-4, Table 2).

2. We added a class – classic iterator, providing successive samples from buffers. The
decrease in performance was 10–13% only. We observed that iterators make the
source code more easy to read and understand but slightly decrease its performance
(lines 5–6, Table 2).

3. We prepared extension method ToSamplePipe, which internally uses extension
method EnumerateChannel and this one is using extension method EveryNth
for taking samples from appropriate channel. Those methods build up an IEnu-
merable stack, similar to LINQ [11] library. The code of these methods is shown
in Fig. 2. In the MakeNoiseAnalysis method line 7 (Fig. 1) was substituted
with: . The results showed
significant performance decrease – about 40% (lines 7–8, Table 2).

4. Next, instead of extension method EnumerateChannel, for reading successive
samples we used for and yield instructions (Fig. 3). The performance was 75–
78% of the performance of the first approach (Fig. 1) but was over a dozen greater
than in point 3. This experiment revealed that the usage of extension methods
significantly slows program execution (lines 9–10, Table 2).

5. The extension method ToSamplePipe was used for reading samples and
extension method MovingAverage was calculating the moving average
(Fig. 4). In the method MakeNoiseAnalysis we substituted some instructions

Table 2. Results of experiments
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with: .
The code with these methods looks very elegant, is easy to understand but the
performance of such code was unacceptable, only 40% of the performance from the
basic version was achieved. In our program such slow execution disabled appro-
priate communication with the measuring device (lines 11–12, Table 2).

6. In this experiment we changed extension method MovingAverage, which is
using basic class MovingAverage to calculate the average moving value and
extension methods Skip and Take of interface IEnumerable. The code is shown
in Fig. 5. The performance is similar to the performance from the previous point
(lines 13–14, Table 2).

7. The cost of an LINQ-style IEnumerable stack was also examined. Previous
experiments shown that such coding style significantly slows down the execution of
a program. We wanted to have the detailed value, how much time each stack
element adds to the time of processing sample. We measured that each layer adds
28–35 ns to the processing of each sample. This is quite a significant value because
it is approximately 25% of the time of processing a sample without stacking
IEnumerable.

Fig. 2. Extension methods used for reading samples

Fig. 3. Loop and yield instructions used for reading samples

Fig. 4. Extension method MovingAverage
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8. We also examined the cost of classic calls of methods. The cost appeared to be
insignificant. For single call is was unmeasurable, for several calls was 30 times less
than the cost of structures built with extension methods (experiment described in
point 7).

3.3 Summary

We examined the performance of several C# constructs. It appeared that interface
IEnumerable and foreach loop do not decrease significantly the performance of
the code. Stacking IEnumerable in a similar way as LINQ library does (using
extension methods, e.g. ToSamplePipe, MovingAverage, AddToSample –

Sect. 3.2) is “expensive” in terms of the performance. The time of the call of
IEnumerable wrapping another IEnumerable is 30 times longer than the regular
call. The usage of LINQ-style extension methods makes the source code “elegant”,
more “functional programing style”, easy to use but significantly slows down the
execution of a program. In our application, which should process about 12 million
samples in one second, extensions methods can’t be widely used. It appeared that
classic calls of methods are very effective and should not be avoided.

The reason behind performance drop hides in the cost of the virtual function call –
each IEnumerable accesses the next in layer via MoveNext and Current virtual
calls, even if those calls are not directly used by the programmer (yield construct can
shadow them). Our extension method was in reality creating another class imple-
menting IEnumerable interface and, as such, providing the next level of virtual
calls, which C# compiler and JIT failed to optimize. LINQ library uses several tricks to
overcome those bottleneck (Select(…).Where(…) does introduce only single
layer), but the result is not as readable as extension methods with yields.

4 Conclusions

The results of the presented experiments proved that application written in C# (envi-
ronment Microsoft.Net) may be used to process in real time the data stream obtained
from a measuring device, even quite fast. We also shown that some programming
constructs, nice and useful for a programmer, may significantly decrease the perfor-
mance of an application. Extension methods and LINQ-style expressions make the
source code clear, are easy to use but are significantly (about 30 times) slower than the
classic ones – so, can’t be used in applications for which the performance is significant.

Fig. 5. Other implementation of method MovingAverage
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Classic methods call and for-loops or inline functions are quite efficient and should be
used. It is worth mentioning that a programmer who knows the programming language
very well will certainly produce faster code than the one who doesn’t, regardless of the
languages. Algorithm choice and implementation have a more intense effect on per-
formance than implementation language chosen. Programmers should concentrate on
first implementing the application correctly in whatever language suits them best, then
finding performance bottlenecks, and then optimize the code. Sometimes critical parts
of a system can be written in lower level language. The performance depends also on
the software architecture. In [16] software performance antipatterns that represent “bad
practices” decreasing performance are introduced.

Acknowledgments. The research leading to the presented results has received funding from the
National Centre for Research and Development grant number POIR.01.01.01-00-0459/15-00.
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Abstract. In the paper the architecture of Deep Stacking Convex Neuro-Fuzzy
System for data stream processing in on-line mode is proposed. The advantage
of proposed system is that its layers are formed by multivariate modification of
hybrid generalized additive neuro-fuzzy system. Such system is characterized by
simplicity of computational implementation, high speed learning, increased
approximation properties. For learning of the proposed system both conven-
tional least squares method (including its recurrent version) and specialized
learning procedures, which have tracking and smoothing properties are used.
Proposed system is aimed at solving of wide range of Data Stream Mining
problems, which are connected with processing of nonstationary stochastic and
chaotic processes under conditions when information is fed to the system in
on-line mode.

Keywords: Computational intelligence � Deep learning � Deep stacking
convex neuro-fuzzy system � Hybrid systems

1 Introduction

Nowadays hybrid systems of computational intelligence, which are formed based on
conventional artificial neural networks, are wide spread for a lot of information pro-
cessing tasks, including tasks of Data Stream Mining where data are fed for processing
in on-line mode in the form of multivariate time series. It is clear that not all neural
networks and, first of all, conventional multilayer perceptrons, and also their hybrids
(neuro-fuzzy systems) can operate in this mode. That is why, such systems demand
significant improving and modification for possibility to operate under conditions when
data are fed to the processing in sequential mode, one after another observation. Recent
years, the information processing systems based on deep learning (first of all, deep
neural networks [1–4]) call attention to itself. Such systems demonstrate high quality of
obtained results, however at that demand high time spending for learning in compar-
ison with conventional shallow neural networks. The learning time can be reduced
using so-called deep stacking convex neural networks [2], whose layers are formed by
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simplified neural networks modules, and learning problem is reduced to convex opti-
mization, which has an analytical solution. It is clear that having analytical solution, it
is easy to realize recurrent on-line learning process. Generally implementing of on-line
learning process is possible for neural networks, whose output signal depends linearly
from tuned synaptic weights, for example, Radial Basis Function Networks (RBFN)
[5–7], and Normalized Radial Basis Function Networks (NRBFN) [8, 9], however their
using is often complicated by, so called, the curse of dimensionality. In addition, here
the key moment is not computational complexity, but the problem is obtaining of data
sets from the real plant that can be too small for estimating of large synaptic weights
number. Neuro-fuzzy systems that combine the learning ability of neural networks and
transparency and interpretability of the soft computing methods, have a range of
advantages ahead of the conventional neural networks. Here, first of all, it should be
noticed TSK-system [10], and ANFIS [11], whose output signal also depends linearly
from the synaptic weights and has less number of synaptic weights than RBFN or
NRBFN. The more complex hybrid systems of computational intelligence are
well-known and have improved approximation properties, for example, the hybrid
fuzzy wavelet neural networks [12, 13], but learning algorithms complexity limits their
using in on-line mode. Therefore in deep stacking convex systems of computational
intelligence it is appropriate to use multivariate adaptive hybrid neuro-fuzzy systems
that allow to process nonstationary information that is disturbed by noises in on-line
mode, have smaller number of tuned parameters comparatively with known
neuro-fuzzy systems, is simple in the computational implementation (due to the par-
alleling of the information processing) and doesn’t demand previous defining of the
training set, i.e. to implements the learning process starting with the first observation,
which is fed to the system.

2 Architecture of Deep Stacking Convex Neuro-Fuzzy System

Figure 1 shows the architecture of proposed deep stacking convex neuro-fuzzy system,
which is hybrid of cascade-correlation neural network of Fahlman-Lebiere [14] and
cascade neuro-fuzzy systems [15–17] with a priori unknown number of layers that can
increase steadily. The proposed system realizes a nonlinear mapping Rn ! Rm, that is
provided by sequentially connected layers of information processing, which number g
is defined directly under learning process. On the input of the first hidden layer vector
xðkÞ ¼ ðx1ðkÞ; . . .; xnðkÞÞT 2 Rn is fed and the output of this layer is vector ŷ½1�ðkÞ ¼
ðŷ½1�1 ðkÞ; . . .; ŷ½1�m ðkÞÞT 2 Rm; the input of the second layer is signal ðxTðkÞ; ŷ½1�TðkÞÞT 2
Rnþm and its output - ŷ½2�TðkÞ 2 Rm; the input and output of the third layer are ðxTðkÞ;
ŷ½1�TðkÞ; ŷ½2�TðkÞÞT 2 Rnþ 2m,ŷ½3�ðkÞ 2 Rm, and finally, the input of g-th layer is
ðxTðkÞ; ŷ½1�TðkÞ; . . .; ŷ½g�1�TðkÞÞT 2 Rnþðg�1Þm, and output is ŷ½g�TðkÞ 2 Rm. This system
architecture allows not to use for learning the conventional errors back propagation
algorithm, but to tune each layer sequentially using output signals from previous layers.
At that if output signal of each layer depends linearly from the tuning parameters, the
learning process is transformed into convex optimization.
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3 The Zero-Order Takagi-Sugeno-Kang Neuro-Fuzzy
System

The zero-order Takagi–Sugeno–Kang (TSK)-type neuro-fuzzy system (known as
Wang-Mendel neuro-fuzzy system too) [18] is one of the most effective ones for
processing of information that is fed in real time. Such system is characterized by
relative small number of tuned synaptic weights that can be adjusted by high-speed
second order optimization procedures such as recurrent least squares learning
algorithm.

The architecture of neuro-fuzzy system by Wang-Mendel consists of five sequen-
tially connected layers. To the input layer n� 1ð Þ-dimensional vector of the input
signals xðkÞ ¼ x1ðkÞ; . . .; xiðkÞ; . . .; xnðkÞð ÞT is fed that has to be processed, where k ¼
1; 2; 3; . . . is current instant time. The first hidden layer consists of nh membership
functions lliðxiÞ, l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; h and provides fuzzyfication of the input variables. The
second layer implements the aggregation of membership levels that are computed in the
first layer and consists of h multiplier units. The third hidden layer consists of synaptic
weights that have to be adjusted during learning process of neuro-fuzzy system. The
forth layer contains usual summators and computes sums of the output signals of the
second and third layers. And, finally, the fifth (output) layer produces a normalization
where as the result output signal ŷpðkÞ (p ¼ 1; . . .m) is computed.

Therefore this system implements the nonlinear mapping x 2 Rn ) ŷ 2 Rm. If the
vector signal xðkÞ is fed to the system input than the first layer elements compute the
membership levels 0\lliðxiðkÞÞ� 1, at that as membership functions the bell-shaped
structures with nonstrictly local receptive field are used, that allows to avoid “gaps”
appearance in the fuzzificated space under using scatter partition of the input variables
space. The most often as a membership functions of the first layer the Gaussian
functions are used in the form

lliðxiðkÞÞ ¼ exp �ðxiðkÞ � cliÞ2
.
2r2i

� �
ð1Þ

Fig. 1. Deep stacking convex neuro-fuzzy system
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where cli, ri are center and width parameters respectively. These parameters can be
chosen by empirical way or tuned during learning process by the backpropagation
learning algorithm. It can be also noticed that previous input variables coding on the
limited interval, for example, 0� xiðkÞ� 1, allows to simplify the computations
because the width parameter ri can be set equal for all components of the input vector.

The second hidden layer outputs compute aggregated values in the form

~xlðkÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1
lliðxiðkÞÞ ð2Þ

and for Gaussian functions with equal values of width parameters r we can write

~xlðkÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1
exp �ðxiðkÞ � cliÞ2

.
2r2

� �
¼ exp � xðkÞ � clk k2

.
2r2

� �
ð3Þ

(here cl ¼ ðcl1; . . .; cli; . . .clnÞT ), i.e. elements of the first and second hidden layers
process the input signal similarly radial basis neurons in RBFN and NRBFN.

The outputs of the third hidden layer are values in form

wplðk � 1Þ
Yn

i¼1
lliðxiðkÞÞ ¼ wplðk � 1Þ~xlðkÞ; p ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m; l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; h ð4Þ

(here wplðk � 1Þ are mh values of synaptic weights that are computed using k � 1
previous observations), the output of fourth layer is

Xh

l¼1
wplðk � 1Þ

Yn

i¼1
lliðxiðkÞÞ ¼

Xh

l¼1
wplðk � 1Þ~xlðkÞ ð5Þ

Xh

l¼1

Yn

i¼1
lliðxiðkÞÞ ¼

Xh

l¼1
~xlðkÞ ð6Þ

and, finally, the system outputs (the fifth layer) produce signals in form

ŷpðkÞ ¼
Ph

l¼1 wplðk � 1ÞQn
i¼1 lliðxiðkÞÞPh

l¼1

Qn
i¼1 lliðxiðkÞÞ

¼ wT
p ðk � 1ÞuðxðkÞÞ ð7Þ

where ulðxðkÞÞ ¼
Qn

i¼1 lliðxiðkÞÞ
Ph

l¼1

Qn
i¼1 lliðxiðkÞÞ

� ��1
, wpðk � 1Þ ¼ wp1ðk � 1Þ;�

. . .;wphðk � 1ÞÞT , uðxðkÞÞ ¼ u1ðxðkÞÞ; . . .;uhðxðkÞÞð ÞT .
It is simply to note that such system produces nonlinear mapping of the input

signals into the output one similarly to normalized radial basis function network,
however contains essentially smaller number of synaptic weights in comparison to
NRBFN.
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4 Multivariate Hybrid Neuro-Fuzzy System

Reducing of synaptic weights number in the neuro-fuzzy system by Wang-Mendel in
comparison to normalized radial basis function network is achieved due to scatter
partition of inputs, at that however in the areas, which are remoted from centers cl of
multidimensional membership functions in form

Yn

i¼1
exp �ðxiðkÞ � cliÞ2

.
2r2

� �
¼ exp � xðkÞ � clk k2

.
2r2

� �
ð8Þ

the provided quality of approximation can be nonsufficient.
Of course we can improve the approximation quality using grid partition of input

space but at that the number of tuning parameters increases rapidly, i.e. the neuro-fuzzy
systems advantages are lost ahead of the conventional neural network. For improving
the approximation properties of neuro-fuzzy system we can introduce, so called, non-
linear synapses in the third hidden layer instead of usual synaptic weights wpl,
p ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m, l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; h. These nonlinear synapses are building elements of
neo-fuzzy neuron [19], which is enough simple and effective real-time system of
computational intelligence, which is aimed at operating in on-board applications [20].
The neuro-fuzzy system based on neo-fuzzy neurons was proposed in [21] and its
simplified version in [22]. This system confirmed their efficiency for many tasks con-
nected with Dynamic Data Mining and Data Stream Mining. Here, it is necessary to
notice that systems based on nonlinear synapses and neo-fuzzy neurons are the single
output systems while for it is necessary to use multi inputs – multi outputs description a
lot of real tasks’ solution. In generally we can solve many tasks using some number of
the parallel one-type single output systems. This approach was proposed in [23] where
for solving of smart house tasks the group of parallel ANFIS have been used. At that,
therefore, the implementation of such systems is getting more complicate and the
number of tuning parameters is increased. In the connection with this, we have proposed
[24] adaptive multivariate hybrid neuro-fuzzy system, which is characterized by the
comparatively small number of adjustable parameters allows to tune parameters in real
time under nonstationary and stochasticity of processed information conditions. Fig-
ure 2 shows the architecture of proposed multivariate hybrid neuro-fuzzy system, which
is generalization of neuro-fuzzy system with single output for multivariate cases, which
is considered in [25, 26]. The first and second layers are absolutely similar with the such
layers of Wang-Mendel system, so we can write the values on their outputs in form

~xlðkÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1
lliðxiðkÞÞ: ð9Þ

These signals are fed to the inputs of multivariate nonlinear synapses MNS1;
MNS2; . . .;MNSh that together with summator of fourth layer compose the generalized
neo-fuzzy neuron architecture [27, 28].

Generalized neo-fuzzy neuron (GNFN) is nonlinear learning system with many
inputs and outputs that implements mapping in the form
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fpð~xðkÞÞ ¼
Xh

l¼1
fplð~xlðkÞÞ ð10Þ

where ~xðkÞ ¼ ~x1ðkÞ; . . .;~xlðkÞ; . . .;~xhðkÞð ÞT , fpð~xðkÞÞ is p-th output of GNFN
(p ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m). Each nonlinear synapseMNSl consists of g membership functions

~ljlð~xlÞ, l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; g and mg tuned synaptic weights wpjl.
Therefore, the mapping, which is implemented by each multivariate nonlinear

synapse, can be written in form

fplð~xlðkÞÞ ¼
Xg

j¼1
wpjlðk � 1Þ~ljlð~xlðkÞÞ ð11Þ

and generalized neo-fuzzy neuron realizes nonlinear mapping in form

fpð~xðkÞÞ ¼
Xh

l¼1

Xg

j¼1
wpjlðk � 1Þ~ljlð~xlðkÞÞ; p ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m ð12Þ

i.e. is actually multivariate generalized additive model [29, 30] that is characterized by
computational simplicity and improved approximation properties.

The second integrator of the fourth hidden layer similarly to Wang-Mendel system
computes the value

Fig. 2. Multivariate hybrid neuro-fuzzy system
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Xh

l¼1

Yn

i¼1
ljlðxiðkÞÞ ¼

Xh

l¼1
~xlðkÞ ð13Þ

and the outputs of system produce signals in form

ŷpðkÞ ¼
Xh

l¼1

Xg

j¼1
wpjlðk � 1Þ~ljlð~xlðkÞÞ

.Xh

l¼1
~xlðkÞ ¼ wT

p ðk � 1Þ~uð~xðkÞÞ ð14Þ

where

~ujlð~xðkÞÞ ¼ ~ljlð~xlðkÞÞ
Ph

l¼1 ~xlðkÞ
� ��1

¼ ~ljl
Qn

i¼1 lliðxiðkÞÞ
� � Ph

l¼1

Qn
i¼1 lliðxiðkÞÞ

� ��1
;

wpðk � 1Þ ¼ ðwp11ðk � 1Þ;wp21ðk � 1Þ; . . .;wpg1ðk � 1Þ;wp12ðk � 1Þ; . . .;wpjlðk � 1Þ;
. . .;wpghðk � 1ÞÞT ; ~uð~xðkÞÞ ¼ ~u11ð~xðkÞÞ; ~u21ð~xðkÞÞ; . . .; ~ujlð~xðkÞÞ; . . .; ~ughð~xðkÞÞ

� �T
:

It can be noticed that system under consideration is hybrid of the neuro-fuzzy
system by Takagi-Sugeno-Kang and multivariate generalized additive model by
Hastie-Tibshirani, which implements Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference and is protected
from the problem which connects with the scatter partition. The output signals of such
system depend linearly on the synaptic weights, whose number is in g times larger than
in the system of Wang-Mendel and is the same as number of tuned synaptic weights of
generalized neo-fuzzy neuron with h inputs. It is necessary to notice that as mem-
bership functions of nonlinear synapses MNSl it can be used the same Gaussian
functions, that are used in the first hidden layer. But if as ~ljlð~xlÞ we use membership
functions, which satisfy to the conditions of unity partition (triangular, cubic and
B-splines and etc.) the architecture of proposed system can be reduced by the rejection
of one integrator in the fourth layer and devisors in the fifth (output) layer due to the
fact that in this case we don’t need to produce output signal normalization, i.e. in this
case the output signal is computed similarly as in the standard neo-fuzzy neuron.

5 On-line Learning of the Proposed Deep Neuro-Fuzzy
System

The learning process of the proposed system can be presented based on the first hidden
layer L1, at that such learning process is considered as process of synaptic weights
estimation of GNFN in each layer of system. Let’s introduce under consideration
ðm� 1Þ reference signals vector yðkÞ ¼ ðy1ðkÞ; . . .; ypðkÞ; . . .; ymðkÞÞT , ðm� ghÞ
matrix of synaptic weights in k-th instant of time k ¼ 1; 2; . . .;N

WðkÞ ¼

w111ðkÞ w121ðkÞ � � � w1ghðkÞ
w211ðkÞ w222ðkÞ � � � w2ghðkÞ

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

wmn1ðkÞ wm21ðkÞ � � � wmghðkÞ

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ¼ fwpjlg ð15Þ
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and learning criterion

EðNÞ ¼ 1=2
XN

k¼1
yðkÞ � ŷðkÞk k2

¼ 1=2
XN

k¼1

Xm

p¼1
e2pðkÞ ¼1=2

XN

k¼1
yðkÞ �W ~uð~xðkÞÞk k2 ð16Þ

Analytical minimization of this criterion leads to standard least squares estimate

WðNÞ ¼
XN

k¼1
yðkÞ~uTð~xðkÞÞ

XN

k¼1
~uð~xðkÞÞ~uTð~xðkÞÞ

� ��1
; ð17Þ

which for operation in on-line mode can be rewritten in the recurrent form

WðkÞ ¼ Wðk � 1Þþ yðkÞ�Wðk�1Þ~uð~xðkÞÞð Þ~uT ð~xðkÞÞPðk�1Þ
1þ ~uT ð~xðkÞÞPðk�1Þ~uð~xðkÞÞ ;

PðkÞ ¼ Pðk � 1Þ � Pðk�1Þ~uð~xðkÞÞ~uT ð~xðkÞÞPðk�1Þ
1þ ~uT ð~xðkÞÞPðk�1Þ~uð~xðkÞÞ :

(
ð18Þ

In the tasks of non-stationary data stream processing it is appropriate using of its
exponentially-weighed modification instead of learning criterion (16)

EðkÞ ¼ 1=2
Xk

j¼1
ak�j yðjÞ � ŷðjÞk k2 ¼ 1=2

Xk

j¼1
ak�j yðjÞ �W ~uð~xðjÞÞk k2 ð19Þ

(here 0\a� 1 is forgetting factor), which minimization using Gaussian-Newtonian
procedure leads to well-known algorithm that provides both tracking and high speed of
convergence to optimal values of synaptic weights

WðkÞ ¼ Wðk � 1Þþ yðkÞ�Wðk�1Þ~uð~xðkÞÞð Þ~uT ð~xðkÞÞPðk�1Þ
aþ ~uT ð~xðkÞÞPðk�1Þ~uð~xðkÞÞ ;

PðkÞ ¼ 1
a Pðk � 1Þ � Pðk�1Þ~uð~xðkÞÞ~uT ð~xðkÞÞPðk�1Þ

aþ ~uT ð~xðkÞÞPðk�1Þ~uð~xðkÞÞ
� �

;

8<
: ð20Þ

which can be unstable at small values of parameter a.

6 Experiment Results

Efficiency of hybrid neural network was examined based on solving forecasting
problem of real ecological time series. This time sequence describes monthly pressure
above the sea level from 1882 to 1998 (Darwin sea level pressure). This time series is a
key indicator of climate change, as well as important in the study of the effect of the El
Niño or Southern Oscillation index. Inputs number of network were taken as n ¼ 6,
that for input vector in the form xðk � 5Þ; xðk � 4Þ; xðk � 3Þ; xðk � 2Þ; xðk � 1Þ; xðkÞ
for the prediction value xðkþ 1Þ. As the quality criterion of forecasting root mean
square error (MSE) was used (Table 1).

Thus as it can be seen from experimental results the proposed approach having the
best quality of prediction in comparison with conventional neural network.
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7 Conclusions

Proposed deep staking convex neuro-fuzzy system is simple in computational imple-
mentation and has high speed of learning due to freedom from error backpropagation in
the learning process. Such system can be used for solving wide spread of Data Mining
tasks, including Data Stream Mining and Dynamic Data Mining tasks, and first of all,
identification, forecasting, emulation, pattern recognition in on-line mode, for example,
in on-board applications, which need the nonstationary data streams processing with
high speed in sequential mode.
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Abstract. Testing is a significant part in the development of fault-tolerant
systems on chip (SoCs) based on ASIC/ULA. This is due to complexity of the
systems themselves and to the necessity to verify not only main functionality,
but also efficiency of the implemented fault tolerance ensuring mechanisms. The
FPGA-based fault injection method is widely used to speed up this process but
its efficiency depends on implementation. This article discusses adequacy issues
for the novel testing methodology for the fault-tolerant SoCs based on
ASIC/ULA.

Keywords: Fault injection � FPGA-prototyping � ASIC to FPGA conversion �
Fault tolerant system testing

1 Introduction

Testing is a crucial part of the modern ASIC/ULA based SoCs development life-cycle
but growing devices densities and reduced elements sizes turn it into a significant
challenge. Moreover, fault tolerance requirements which are increasingly imposed not
only for special purpose systems (e.g. aerospace) that traditionally have high reliability
requirements but also to commercial systems, make its own contribution to the great
complexity of the testing. These requirements may be due to the need for a chip yield
improvement [1] and the increased influence of external harsh environments owing to
devices dimensions shrinking [2]. In our work we examine testing method only for
SoCs with hardware implemented fault tolerance. However, complex computing sys-
tems may also use software approaches, such as [3].

The fault injection method is widely used for testing of fault-tolerant systems [4, 5].
However, the analysis of works in this field can define four basic approaches to its
implementation [6, 7, 8]: (1) Hardware fault injection methods, which refer to the usage
of special equipment that generates physical impacts on the prototype of the target
system. Basic features of this group of methods include high cost, high speed, bad
repeatability of the experiments and high probability of prototype corruption.
(2) Software fault injection methods, which also can be applied only after production of
a pilot batch. These methods implement fault-injection at the software level.
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(3) Simulation based fault injection methods. This group of methods involves creating
a software model of the system and injecting faults in it. Basic features of this group of
methods include wide opportunities for implementation of different fault and failure
models, high visibility of the testing results, and low testing speed. (4) Emulation based
fault injection methods. This approach usually implies creation of synthesizable system
model with the help of hardware description languages and its further implementation
as FPGA prototype to which fault injection is applied. It combines advantages of both
hardware and simulation based methods enabling high-quality fault-tolerant SoCs
testing in a short time. Testing time reduction plays a key role, since in some cases the
cost of testing can reach up to 40% of the final product cost [9].

This article describes fault-tolerant SoCs testing method and its implementation via
hardware-software complex (HSC), based on fault injection and FPGA prototyping.
The particular implementation of fault injection method, used in HSC, is considered to
review the functional compliance achievement between the system being developed
and its FPGA prototype.

2 Proposed Method

In [10] we proposed hardware-software complex (HSC) for testing of fault tolerant
computing systems on chip (see Fig. 1). The complex comprises of the workstation (or
host computer) which runs HSC software and four PCIe expansion boards, each
containing Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA and used for conducting fault injection experiments.

The HSC implements multi-phase simulation methodology (also presented in [10])
that allows to perform both basic functionality testing and effectiveness evaluation of
fault-tolerant ensuring means. It has an extended concept of fault injection method.

PCI-E

Expansion board 2
Host computer

HSC so�ware

Custom 
EDA Xilinx EDA

Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA for modified user 
project functional testing

Expansion board 3

PCI-E

PCI-E

Expansion board 4

Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA for alternative user 
project functional testing

PCI-E
Expansion board 1

Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA for initial user project 
functional testing

PCI-E

Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA for fault tolerance level 
evaluation of the modified user project

Fig. 1. The HSC block diagram.
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[11] as a basis and uses “fault appearance model” to simulate harsh operation
environments during fault injection. This concept refers to transformation of chemical
and physical changes of the chip, caused by impact of external or internal fault sources,
into faults and failures in logic circuit of computing system. It was proposed to dis-
tinguish three main components of the fault appearance model: external influences
model (EIM), threats occurrence model (TOM) and fault localization model (FLM).
These three models form a stack (see Fig. 2) since the output of one model is used as
input of another one. The EIM produces fault sources characteristics from the
user-defined operation environment characteristics. The TOM then determines what
physical and chemical effects such fault sources will cause in the chip. These changes
are then finally converted by FLM to logic faults in computing system circuit. These
faults are directly inserted during the fault injection.

The process of direct faults injection to the system elements is carried out by
modification of their source code. Computing system is described at the gate level and
is presented in the Verilog netlist format. Modification is made by replacing the
description of certain elements of the system to their analogues with additional func-
tionality for fault injection. This method refers to the class of code-modification
techniques and to the group of saboteur-modules implementation methods, according
to classification given in [4].

The distinctive feature of our fault injection method implementation is organization
of saboteur modules control. We use a set of hardware modules, implemented together
with the target computing system (user project) in one FPGA for that purpose. These
modules form so-called “simulation support microkernel” (SSM) (see Fig. 3).
The SSM implements the following functionality: fault injection, input actions pro-
viding, user project clock control, receiving of the project responses and interaction
with HSC software for transferring simulation results and receiving control commands.
Most of the work is done by the local control unit (LCU) which manages other SSM

External Influences Model

Fault Appearance Model

Fault
List

Operation
Environment

Characteristics

Threats Occurrence Model

Fault Localization Model

Fault Sources
Characteristics

Chip Response

Fig. 2. Fault appearance model block-diagram.
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units (such as Fault Injection Unit (FIU), Input Actions Generator (IAG) and Response
collector, RC) and interacts with HSC software.

The testing methodology implemented in HSC uses the following input data:

• Computing system model (initial user project), presented in Verilog netlist format
and in a target hardware basis (THB). It is produced by the special THB-oriented
electronic design automation tool (“Custom EDA”) which should be presented in
HSC.

• List of circuit elements chosen by the user for fault injection.
• List of outputs of the internal circuit elements, which values should be under control

during the testing (list of monitoring points).
• Fault appearance model (which is implemented as a dynamic link library, DLL) and

its input data.
• THB primitives description library represented in Verilog/SystemVerilog and used

to convert system project from THB to Xilinx FPGA basis.
• Xilinx EDA, allowing to form netlist for the system project and configure an FPGA

in accordance with this netlist.
• Library of THB primitives with fault injection capability represented in

Verilog/SystemVerilog.

All input data should be initialized by the HSC user before the testing begins. After
that HSC consistently performs: (a) initial user project analysis; (b) user project
migration to Xilinx FPGA basis and corresponding netlist file creation; (c) replacement
of chosen circuit elements by their counterparts with fault injection capability in netlist
file received in (b), and creation of corresponding netlist (so-called “modified user
project”); (d) generation of two SSM netlist files (one with and one without fault
injection capability), as well as their integration with netlists, obtained in (c) and
(b) respectively.

Expansion board 

Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA

LCU

User project

FIU IAP RC

SSM

To Host
computer

Fig. 3. “Simulation support microkernel” organization. SSM – simulation support microkernel;
LCU – Local Control Unit; FIU – Fault Injection Unit; IAP – input actions provider; RC –

response collector
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Next, HSC generates the arrays of input actions and reference outputs. These arrays
are used for functional testing of both the original and modified user projects. After
that, HSC manages Xilinx CAD to configure three Xilinx FPGAs using netlists
obtained in (d). The first FPGA contains initial user project and SSM without fault
injection capability; the second and the third FPGAs both contain modified user project
and SSM with fault injection capability.

After all previous actions HSC performs functional testing of the initial and
modified user projects in the absence of faults. This phase of the methodology helps to
ensure that projects are consistent. In case of testing results coincidence HSC manages
fault appearance model to perform fault list generation. Current HSC version supports
three basic fault models: memory element logical value inversion, forcing trigger to 0
and forcing trigger to 1. Fault appearance model firstly analyzes its input data and
determines estimated operation conditions of the target SoC. Then it performs fault list
generation by converting the possible chemical and physical changes in the chip to the
faults of these three types.

The created fault list is then used for performance simulation of the modified
project in the presence of faults (the third FPGA is used). If it turns out that the current
fault tolerance level of modified project is not enough, the HSC user could test an
alternative fault tolerance ensuring means in parallel, by implementing alternative user
project and provide its functional testing using the fourth FPGA.

Simulation results allow to determine the effectiveness of fault tolerance means
used in computing system.

The software part of the HSC is described in [12], and consists of five main
components: simulation management component, component of system project pro-
cessing, input actions generator, fault list generator and simulation results processor. In
general, the HSC software provides the following functions: (1) functional analysis of
the original system project (2) Detecting circuit elements, which are more likely to be
affected. (3) Determining the consequences of fault occurrence. (4) Generating external
influences for the system project. (5) Generating configuration data for FPGA based
expansion boards. (6) Implementing performance simulation of the system project in
the presence of faults. (7) Generating timing diagrams of the internal signals of the
system project. (8) Performing the collection, analysis, storage and processing of the
simulation data.

The hardware part of the HSC consists mainly of the SSM modules and expansion
boards. It allows implementing both the original and modified system projects in FPGA
and carrying out their functional testing in the absence or in the presence of faults.

3 Implementation Analysis

During the HSC development the following limitations have been taken: firstly, we
assume that computing system being developed utilizes single ASIC/ULA
chip. Another requirement is that the propagation delay of the critical path should be
less than the clock period. In other words, if you look at the circuit of the system as a
set of sequential and combinational logic, the signal on any combinational path have to
spread from the beginning to the end during one clock period. These requirements
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simplify the prevention of possible functional discrepancies between computing system
and its FPGA prototype.

The main factors of appearing of functional discrepancies between computing
system and its FPGA prototype are the following: different clock frequencies in FPGA
and target ASIC/ULA, different logical functions implementations, different voltage
levels and different time of signal propagation through FPGA and ASIC/ULA elements
(various delays of the elements).

In general, when using FPGA prototype for performance simulation of the target
system in the absence of faults, the testing results adequacy could be reached by
providing the same ratio of the signal propagation time between all corresponding
combinational paths in target system and its FPGA prototype. In other words, signal
propagation time between each two memory elements in logic circuit of the system
represented in ASIC/ULA basis and propagation time between corresponding elements
in such circuit represented in FPGA basis must be either equal or should relate with a
certain proportionality factor. This factor must be the same for all logical paths.
Ensuring the fulfilment of this requirement is sufficient to obtain reliable testing results
if previous requirement for signal propagation is met (all signals should manage to
propagate during one clock period).

The SSM was entrusted with clock control function for this purpose. It generates
active clock edges for system project between sessions of input signals feeding to its
inputs and reading values from its outputs. Thanks to this solution, it became possible to
avoid functional inconsistencies during performance simulation in the absence of faults.

When we speak about functional conformity while performing simulation in the
presence of faults, we should take into account the used fault models and models of
fault sources.

The HSC was developed for the testing of fault-tolerant aerospace computing
systems, which suffers mainly from cosmic radiation [13]. There are a lot of radiation
fault models designed for different production technologies. However, regardless of
fault type, it ultimately comes down to signal values changing in the device logic
diagram. Among main types of logic faults we define faults in memory elements, such
as logic value inversion, forcing trigger to zero or one and spurious pulses in combi-
national logic. In real systems, faults mainly occur during clock period between active
edges, so the implementation of fault propagation models is of great importance.

Due to different signal propagation times for ASIC/ULA and FPGA and analog
nature of faults in combinational logic it is inconvenient to implement such models in
hardware. In this regard, it was decided to implement in HSC only three previously
described fault models for the direct injection in system elements. But fault appearance
model which is used for the fault list generation can comprise of software models,
implemented in external DLL. These external models can be used for simulating faults
in combinational logic and calculation of erroneous signal propagation (from the
moment of fault occurrence until it would be triggered in registers, connected to this
combinational path). The objectives of these models include faults occurrence local-
ization, fault type determination, calculation of the erroneous signals propagation time
until they would be triggered in memory elements or attenuated. A set of memory
elements in which these erroneous signals would be triggered should also be
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determined as well as the vector of their values and the number of the corresponding
modelling cycle. However, all calculations should be done for the THB.

The proposed approach gives an opportunity to simulate almost any kinds of faults
by developing an appropriate models. Herewith, functional compliance between
computing system and its FPGA prototype also provided, because the simulation of
further propagation of triggered erroneous signal is similar to performance simulation
in the absence of faults.

4 Conclusions

The article presents testing method for the fault tolerant computing systems on chip
based on ASIC/ULA. Used software and hardware solutions allow to simulate almost
any types of faults arising from different sources. The article describes the solution used
for ensuring functional compliance between computing system and its FPGA prototype.
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Abstract. Critical energy infrastructures (CEI) are the basis for the develop-
ment of modern society. CEI consists of interacting systems that are integrated
to implement the target function. There are interconnections between system
safety states. Failures and accidents of CEI are characterized by the high severity
of consequences. One of the causes of accidents (failures) in CEI is the
imperfection of methods of risk analysis, in particular, not accounting for
emergent risks (ER) associated with a negative interference between system
safety states. There are two strategies for decreasing of ER in CEI: the use of
diversity (off-line emergent risk management) and the reallocation of resources
between systems (on-line emergent risk management). In this chapter, the
problem of redistribution of CEI resources was formulated and two additional
strategies to reduce ER were offered. The main difference between the offered
strategies is based on individual preferences of CEI systems, in which redis-
tribution takes into account (excludes) the capabilities of systems to decrease
their ER and to ensure the required values of the safety indicators. In this article,
the comparative analysis of the offered strategies was carried out.

Keywords: Critical energy infrastructures � Security � Redistribution of
resources � Emergent risks � Interference

1 Introduction

According to [1], the critical energy infrastructure (CEI) is a set of interrelated service
structures or objects, which form the basis of the functioning of modern society. In a
broader sense, the term “infrastructure” refers to the people, organizations, processes,
services, information flows and as well as technical installations and constructions that
are included in the functioning of society, economy, and the state, individually or in a
network. Analysis of the number of accidents [2, 3] associated with CEI, confirmed the
relevance of the problem of safety. Safety analysis (risk) of CEI is carried out at all
stages of its life cycle (LC). However, the initial phase (design of CEI) is characterized
by a high uncertainty due to lack of awareness of the subject of analysis (the researcher)
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about the risks, the modalities of CEI, the degree of mutual influence between systems,
etc. This leads to uncertainty (inaccuracy) of the risk analysis and, as a consequence,
problems (errors) in identifying, assessing and reducing the risks in CEI.

The interaction (informational, physical, geographical, etc.) between systems in
CEI leads to new (emergent, hereinafter ER) risks that cannot be identified in the early
stages of LC. If the local risk (LR) are measured and reduced at the design stage of the
system, the uncertainty in the estimation of ER remains one of the main sources of
danger to CEI and its safety. Thus, increasing the safety of CEI can be achieved by
identifying and reducing ER.

It should be noted that the safety of CEI can be achieved by introducing diversity
between systems [4]. However, this strategy is acceptable only at the design stage of
CEI design (off-line risk management), when design solutions aimed at reducing
overall vulnerabilities in CEI are proposed and implemented. However, when ER arise
during combining systems in CEI, a strategy of diversity may not provide the required
level of safety (LS). It is, therefore, advisable to consider some resource T (tangible
assets, percentage of the total load) for each system which can be used to reduce ER
when operating CEI (on-line risk management). This assumption is based on the
analysis of the accident [2], in which the systems of CEI were able to increase its
contribution to the regulation of overall load, distributing it among them. The more
total load (generation of electricity as a service) the system has, the more its own
resources it should allocate for CEI as a whole (in fact, to pass her).

Since each of the CEI systems has some resources (ability to load-sharing), then
one of the possible strategies to reduce ER is the redistribution aimed at the use of the
excess resources of one system to reduce ER of another system, due to the interaction.

Currently, there are many approaches to the reallocation of resources in the systems.
In [5] an analysis of methods of resource allocation and the possibility of their use in
Grid systems are presented. In [6] a general mathematical model of dynamic scheduling
in a distributed computing system is described. It is shown that the task assignment to
the computing resource is reduced to the problem of finding a maximum matching in a
bipartite graph. In [7] we can see a mathematical model and method of dynamic allo-
cation of scarce resources to the system computer applications in the aggregate, which
takes into account the needs and priorities of each application with varying user load on
them. In [8] the development of the Internet as a dynamic stochastic network, which is
characterized by the spatial distributions of information resources and information
flows, is shown. In [9] we offer the standpoint of control of network resources dynamic
mathematical models of telecommunication systems in terms of the adoption of various
hypotheses about the nature of the parameters of the system and completeness of initial
information about them. Attempts for creative solutions to tasks involving alternative
planning tools are made. So, in [10] game theoretical models of spectrum sharing in
wireless cognitive radio networks (spectrum is an available resource) are considered. In
[11] it was proposed to use the reserve funds to cover unexpected expenses and to
establish the correlation between the potential risks and costs necessary to overcome the
effects of these risks. In the general case, the reserve is used to finance additional work,
compensation for unforeseen changes in material and labor costs, overhead costs and
other expenses arising in the course of the project.
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Thus, the main disadvantages of the offered methods are: ignore of ER during
deployment; ignore of differences in the target function of each system, which can be
allocated to the individual preferences of each of the system resources to other systems;
ignore of interference between systems; systems are not treated as a single unit, which
leads to a lack of formalization of a common target function for the system as a whole.

The purpose of the article is the formation of safety strategies of CEI through the
reallocation of resources between its systems to reduce ER.

2 Safety Strategies: Redeployment of Resources in CEI

All systems in CEI are open, i.e. systems which in the course of their LC exchange
resources (power loadable reserve, etc.) and information with other systems. The
degree of openness (DO) is characterized by many parameters: number of ties with
other systems type, period of interaction. DO of any CEI system changes as all the
parameters of the interaction change. Open systems are subject to the negative influ-
ence of other systems in CEI. The more the system is, the greater its vulnerability to
negative influence.

The results of risk analysis of CEI depend on the adopted (under studies) system
DO. To determine DO, especially at the stage of project analysis, is quite difficult. The
underestimation of interaction makes the system in some sense conservative “closed”.
This leads to the fact that risk analysis becomes inaccurate, deterministic, which
reduces the reliability of the results and effectiveness of countermeasures aimed at
reducing ER. Please do not include section counters in the numbering.

CEI can be represented as a set of interacting systems (see Fig. 1), linked by bonds
of different nature (electricity flow, information, logical, etc.). In the general case, CEI
(S0) can be represented as a set of interacting systems. Risks in open and closed
(without interaction) systems are different.

Fig. 1. General view of CEI S0 and the interaction between it systems
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In the general case, the total amount of LR for a closed system S1 (without taking
into account the interference from other systems in CEI) at time t can be represented by
the additive convolution of the form:

RClosed
S1 ðtÞ ¼

XN

i¼1

aiRiðtÞ; ð1Þ

where RClosed
S1 ðtÞ - cumulative LR for the closed-loop system S1 at time t;

RiðtÞ - specific LR for S1 at time t;
ai - coefficient describing the priority of LR for the system.
We can assume that for system S1, some CEI component part of S0, in the presence

of interference between S1 and S2, the magnitude of the resulting risk to system S1 is
related to the S2 system will be greater than the magnitude of the risk for S1 closed the
effect of the system S2. In other words, the cumulative LR for the closed-loop system
S1 is less than its total risk as part of a system S0, containing systems S1 and S2. The
difference between the total risk of a closed and open system can be represented as:

Remerg
S1 ðtÞ ¼ RS0

S1ðtÞ � RClosed
S1 ðtÞ; ð2Þ

where Remerg
S1 ðtÞ - the value of ER that occurs in the system S1 as a result of interaction

with S2 in the system S0;
RS0
S1ðtÞ - the risk of system S1 to the system CEI (S0).

We can assume that for system S1, some CEI component part of S0, in the presence
of interference between S1 and S2, the magnitude of the resulting risk to system S1 is
related to the S2 system will be greater than the magnitude of the risk for S1 closed the
effect of the system S2. In other words, the cumulative LR for the closed-loop system
S1 is less than its total risk as part of a system S0, containing systems S1 and S2. The
difference between the total risk of a closed and open system can be represented as:

Remerg
S1 ðtÞ ¼ RS0

S1ðtÞ � RClosed
S1 ðtÞ; ð3Þ

where Remerg
S1 ðtÞ - the value of ER that occurs in the system S1 as a result of interaction

with S2 in the system S0;
RS0
S1ðtÞ - the risk of system S1 to the system CEI (S0).

Thus, at any point in time, the system Sj is characterized by the value of LR and ER
due to the negative influence of h-type (informational, physical, etc.) from another
system Si. Assume that each system Si has a resource (reactive power) which can be
used to reduce LR.

In the general case, the task of redistribution of resources within the CEI to reduce
ER caused by interference between the systems can be formed. A shared resource of
CEI is an additive amount of system resources, which is a limitation in redistribution.

Condition. The system may not transfer the resources if the current safety index
(SI) and the value of ER do not match the required values.
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Assumption. These resources are only used to reduce ER.

In general, the task of reallocating resources in CEI can be formulated as:

– there is some system Si in CEI, with resources MSi. Safety Index and ER do not
meet the required values, i.e. CEI ¼ Sif gI; fMSi

� �
; fSISi tð Þ 62 XSIacceptSi tð Þg; fRemerg

Si

ðtÞ 62 � Raccept
Si tð Þgg;

– it is necessary to provide an acceptable level of LS and ER system by redistributing
resources within CEI, i.e. CEI ¼ Sif gI; fM�

Si

� �
; fSISi tð Þ 2 XSIacceptSi tð Þg; fRemerg

Si ðtÞ 2

� Raccept
Si tð Þgg subject to the restrictions that MCEI ¼

PI

i
MSi.

Within CEI there are various strategies of redistribution of resources to reduce ER.

3 Strategy of Redistribution with the Mandatory Allocation
of Sufficient Resources

The system (the subject of influence, donor system) transfers to another system (object
of influence) the amount of resource as necessary to reduce ER that it creates. In this
case, the donor system must allocate a number of resources sufficient to maintain SI of
another system (As Safe As Reasonably Practical, ASARP). This approach may not be
rational for the donor system, because there are risks of situations in which it will not
be able to reduce its ER, due to the influence of other systems. Object the influence of
this approach is rational because required SI is provided.

Condition. The donor system Si can allocate resources to reduce ER just in case, if the
current SI and the level of ER are acceptable, i.e. SISiðtÞ 62 XSIacceptsi ðtÞ;R

emerg
Si ðtÞ 2

�Raccept
Si ðtÞ.
The critical system condition Crt (Si) is considered as SI.

Assumption. The current resource system provides a reduction of its LR, i.e. the
system must have resource is not less than that required to reduce the LR.

We introduce an indicator which characterizes the vulnerability of the resource
(resource vulnerability index, RVI) systems in CEI:

RVISi ¼ NSi!Sj

NSj!Si
; ð4Þ

where NSi!Sj - the number of outgoing ties (the system Si is the subject of influence);
NSj!Si - the number of incoming ties (the Si system is the object of influence). The

higher the value of RVI is the more risks of resource insecurity system in CEI.
We introduce an additional indicator – the ratio of the current LS Crt (Si) to the

value of RVI – overall vulnerability index (OVI) of the system. The smaller OVI is the
more vulnerable the system (low safety and high risks of resource insecurity).
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The reallocation of resources within the framework of the first strategy includes the
following steps:

1. Evaluation of ER Remerg
Si ðtÞ, current SI Crt (Si) of systems and resource vulnerability

index Li, OVI.
2. Ranking of CEI systems to a minimum of OVI with the purpose to select the system

for the initialization of redistribution. Note that the distribution of resources between
systems in CEI begins with systems with a minimum value of OVI. This means that
the system has a low safety and high risks of insecurity. Thus, from the ranked series
we take the vulnerable system, from which the improved safety is begun.

Start

End

Indexes evaluation (Remerg, Crt, 
Yow) of systems within the CEI

Ranking of systems by minimum 
OVI to select the system for 

initialization of the redistribution. 
The choice of the donor system and 

the most vulnerable system

Are the current indeces (SI & ER) 
of the donor system acceptable?

Yes

The donor system transmits the 
resources M to its objects of 

influence in order to reduce the 
ER (as needed). Safety impact 

of an object improved

System from ranked series
is available  (selection of object of 

influence)?
Yes

Select the next 
system, the donor 
(from the ranked 

series)

System from ranked series
is available  (selection of donor)?

Yes

The decision to engage external 
resources to the CEI. Not 

enough resources in the CEI

No

Select the next system, 
the object of influence 
(of the ranked series)

ER of all systems are reduced. 
Enough of system resources

No

No

Fig. 2. The first strategy algorithm
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3. Determination of possibilities of the systems-subjects (associated with the affected
system) for the transfer of resources to reduce ER system with a minimum OVI. If
you have multiple subjects of influence, the transfer of resources for the object of
influence begins from the “strong” system (the highest of OVI). Transfer of
resources from the donor system of resources (with a minimum of OVI) is per-
formed only if the current ER and the indicator of the safety of the donor are
acceptable. The choice of the donor of resources system.

4. The resource transfer by the donor system for its objects of influence with the aim of
reducing ER (subject to the requirements of LS and ER). Because the donor system
transfers as much as you need, ER system of an object of influence is reduced after
the transfer of resources.

5. Further, we considered the following system in ranked-set specified in step 2. Step 3
is repeated.

6. In the case when the donor system is not satisfied the conditions of admissibility of
LS and ER, the transmission resources are not performed. Next, we study the
following donor system (including ties) for the object of influence.

7. Transfer of resources is over when: it is impossible to transfer resources of one of
the systems in CEI or when the conditions of admissibility of ER and SI for all
systems in CEI.

Thus, each donor system must provide the resources to its object of influence,
sufficient to reduce its ER. The algorithm of implementation the first strategy is shown
in Fig. 2.

4 Strategy of Redistribution with the Possible (but
Insufficient) Resource Allocation

The donor system transfers to the object of influence as many resources as possible,
with a view to ensuring the required level of SI (with the existing ER relating to the
negative influence of other systems), i.e., it allocates a certain surplus of resources,
leaving itself just exactly what it needed.

This strategy is acceptable for the donor system because the remaining resource is
sufficient to reduce its ER. For the system-object of influence, this approach may not be
rational, as the allocated resources may be insufficient to reduce the ER created by the
donor system.

Condition. The donor system Si may allocate resources only if its current SI and ER
are acceptable, i.e. SISiðtÞ 62 XSIacceptsi ðtÞ; R

emerg
Si ðtÞ 2 �Raccept

Si ðtÞ.

Assumption. The current resource of a system provides the reduction of LR of the
donor system.

It should be noted that in deployment (for both strategies), there are risks in which
the donor system will give more resources than you get from the other systems. For
example, the system S4 (see Fig. 1) should give part of its resources to the system S1
and S5. System S1 receives resources from the systems S4 and S5, transferring the
portion of the resources of the system S2. The larger the index of RVI system is,
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the greater the risk of its insecurity resource to reduce LR and ER. The algorithm of
implementation of the second strategy is shown in Fig. 3.

There are two special cases in the framework of the second strategy:

– resources M��
Si ; transferred by the donor system are not enough for full compen-

sation of the ER, i.e. only some of the same resources, the size of which does not
compensate for ER, are transferred. This means that you must use the following
donor system (if any);

– resources transferred to another system fully ensure the reduction of ER. This case
reduces to the first approach, therefore only the first case is further considered.

The second strategy is more complicated as to reduce ER object system of influ-
ence, can be used resources of all systems of the donor (including ties), which could
lead to a situation where the donor systems can reduce their own ER (because they are
subject to influence from other systems). For the first strategy, the number of possible

Start

Indexes evaluation (Remerg, Crt, 
Yow) of systems within the CEI

Ranking of systems by minimum 
OVI to select the system for 

initialization of the redistribution. 
The choice of the donor system and 

the most vulnerable system

Are the current indeces (SI & ER) 
of the donor system acceptable?

Yes

The donor system transmits the 
resources M to its objects of 

influence in order to reduce the 
ER

Donor system has resources M
to transmit?

Yes

Select the next 
system, the donor 
(from the ranked 

series)

System from ranked 
series is available

(selection availible)?

Yes

The decision to engage external 
resources to the CEI. Not 

enough resources in the CEI

No

Select the next system, 
the object of influence 
(of the ranked series)

Are the current ER 
of the object of influence system 

acceptable?

Yes

No

No

End

No

Fig. 3. The second strategy algorithm
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donors will be less because it is defined more strict requirements on the transfer of
resources to another system.

Let’s consider the illustrative example of the implementation of two strategies. The
source data for the implementation of the strategies are shown in Table 1.

In the present example (see Fig. 1) we obtained: final redistribution of risks and
resources (first strategy, see Table 2); final redistribution of risks and resources (second
strategy, see Table 3). A specific feature of CEI is to conduct risk management for all
CEI in general.

The decrease in ER for a particular system is due to the allocation of resources
across CEI. For example, the first strategy is implemented in two stages: (1) revealed a
system with low-level LS and a high level of risk of resource failure; (2) this system
provides resources to other systems (subject to the restrictions on relations), provided
that its ER can be parried with the available resources of these systems.

Table 1. Initial data for the strategies implementation

System Local risk Emergent risk System resource Safety index, SI RVI SI/RVI, OVI

S1 RClosed
S1 ðtÞ Remerg

S1 ðtÞ Ms1 Crt (S1) RVI1 L1

S2 RClosed
S2 ðtÞ Remerg

S2 ðtÞ Ms2 Crt (S2) RVI2 L2

S3 RClosed
S3 ðtÞ Remerg

S3 ðtÞ Ms3 Crt (S3) RVI3 L3

S4 RClosed
S4 ðtÞ Remerg

S4 (t) Ms4 Crt (S4) RVI4 L4

S5 RClosed
S5 ðtÞ Remerg

S5 ðtÞ Ms5 Crt (S5) RVI5 L5

Table 2. The final reallocation of risks and resources for the first strategy

Resource
state, T0

Resource state due to its
redistribution, T1

The ability to fend
off the ER

The ability to
fend off the LR

S1 MS1 MS1 þM�
S5 �M�

S1 �M��
S1 + –

S2 MS2 MS2 þM�
S1 �M�

S2 + –

S3 MS3 MS3 þM�
S2 + +

S4 MS4 MS4 � M�
S4 þM��

S1 + –

S5 MS5 MS5 þM�
S4 �M�

S5 + –

Table 3. The final reallocation of risks and resources for the second strategy

Resource
state, T0

Resource state due to its
redistribution, T1

The ability to fend
off the ER

The ability to
fend off the LR

S1 MS1 MS1 þM��
S5 �M��

S1 �M���
S1 – –

S2 MS2 MS2 þM�
S1 �M�

S2 – –

S3 MS3 MS3 þM�
S2 – +

S4 MS4 MS4 � M�
S4 þM��

S1 – –

S5 MS5 MS5 þM�
S4 �M�

S5 – +
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Comments. When using the first strategy the common ER of all CEI are balanced,
because the systems transmit their resources to reduce them. In this case, if the system
originally allocated the excess resources to reduce LR (with some margin), then LR are
balanced in CEI.

It is obviously, that the second strategy does not only allow you to reduce ER but
may not reduce LR for individual systems (provided that the transferred resources are
not sufficient to mitigate ER). In this regard, CEI cannot provide the desired level of
LS. For CEI, it is advisable to allocate additional resources.

A software tool has been developed to support this method. This program gives an
ability to define system structure, describe elements state and predict a better strategy of
resource redistribution as a result of calculations. The software tool was developed on
top of Microsoft.NET platform using WPF framework to achieve a fast result and a
high user experience. It gives an ability to easily create extensions and improvements to
an application as an applied realization of the method.

4.1 Illustrative Example for Strategies Implementation

As a practical case of strategy application, the safety modeling of Siberia energy grid
was performed (see Fig. 4). All generation systems (S1–S5) pull electricity into grid
according to their capacities (resources). The systems’ resources are their power
(MW) capacity. ER for each station is a threat of event of taking additional power load
in case when other systems will be lost due to accidents. System might be not able to
take this additional load and the whole grid will be lost (black out). OVI is calculated
after defuzzification of SI.

Fig. 4. The initial data for the first strategy
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All the systems have a reserve capacity that can be allocated to support the balance
of power grid (the balance of production and consumption). ER associated with the
possible exclusion of one of the stations from the process of power generation.

The remaining systems will have to take the burden if it happens. If the station
reserve has been decreased, it means that the system took over a part of someone’s
load. Physically - it started additional energy generation (for example, a generator for a
power plant). If the reserve was increased, it should turn off these facilities, because the
other system has taken over the part of the total load.

Analysis of final data (see Fig. 5) shows that after resource distribution only two
generation stations (Irkusk and Mamakansk HPPs) improve their capacity to cope with
ER, but decreased their capacity to cope with LR. If such strategy was considered by
Syberia operator during decision-making likely Sayano–Shushenskaya HPP accident
would have been avoided as this be based on the station abilities to decrease ER.

5 Conclusions

Thus, the strategies implemented by reallocating the resources between systems in CEI,
allow you to provide the required level of SI and ER with constraints on resources.
Each of the offered strategies takes into account individual preferences in CEI systems:
to provide as many resources as needed or as possible, taking into account the
assessment of individual risks. The first strategy is preferable in incensement of risk of
accidents (failures) associated with the (it is necessary to increase SI), the second
involves the functioning of CEI in the moderate risk. Thus, the choice of strategy is due
to the current SI systems, dynamics of interaction, resource safety of CEI. With the

Fig. 5. The final data for the first strategy
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increasing of risks of accidents, it is advisable to use the first strategy. Monitoring of
LR and ER will allow you to flexibility choose a particular strategy.

It is advisable to develop to support decision-making and implementation
approaches. The implementation of the proposed approaches to the reallocation of
resources is supported by the tool. This tool allows simulating the redistribution taking
into account the characteristics of the systems included in CEI (strategy, initial amount
of resources, communications, LR and ER).
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the development and approbation of a
methodological approach to the modelling of an optimal structure of a joint stock
company. The optimal capital structure is defined by the authors as a combination
of debt and equity, which maximizes the overall value of the company. The
article contains the main conclusions received from different economic resear-
ches on the optimization of a capital structure. The authors invented a model of
the optimal capital structure that may be used by the joint stock companies in
emerging markets with greater risk due to political instability, domestic infras-
tructure problems, currency volatility and limited equity opportunities. This
model is supplemented with corrective indicators of financial risks.

Keywords: Capital structure � Debt and equity � The cost of capital � Financial
risks � Risk management

1 Introduction

Statement of the problem. The capital of the joint stock company determines a
potential production (trade, services) during activities, and finances its development.
Decisions of the management always influence on the capital structure of the company.
The capital structure also has a direct impact on the market value of the company which
is determined by a valuation of its discounted future cash flows which depend beside
with the choice of the discount rate based on profitability level and on the expected
risk. Therefore, the main objective of the financial manager is the maximization of
return on the asset in the adopted level of financial risk in order to raise the value of
business. That is why the optimization of a capital structure is a fundamental process in
a business management.

The theory of finance is not able to determine a universal formula which would
allow constructing an optimal capital structure for all companies. Therefore the authors
of this article have set the objective to systematize the main conclusions received from
different economic researches on the formation and optimization of a capital structure
and find the model of an optimal capital structure suitable for emerging countries’ joint
stock companies.
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The purpose of the study is to develop an integrated approach to the assessment of
the optimal capital structure and of the debt-to-equity ratio, which allows reducing the
financial risks of the company and maximizing the value of the corporation. This
integrated approach may be used by the joint stock companies in emerging markets,
which have greater risk due to political instability, domestic infrastructure problems,
currency volatility and limited equity opportunities.

The object of the research is a capital structure of a Russian telecommunication
joint stock company, mobile telesystems.

Main results of the study. The comprehensive review of the models of an optimal
capital structure, including some very interesting empirical approaches, was done.
Within the current situation in emerging markets, every theory and model for deter-
mining the optimal capital structure may be used only with restrictions and corrections
for the effect of financial risks. The main criteria for determining the optimal capital
structure while using different simulations of the capital structure are: acceptable levels
of return and risk in the company’s activity; minimization of the weighted average cost
of capital of the company; maximization of the market value of the company.

The authors proposed a model for the determination of the optimal capital structure.
They used the original model designed by A. Damodaran [2] and added several other
author’s assumptions, including the influence of modern risk factors (credit, interest
rate, and equity risk).

2 Theoretical Background

The concept of “optimal capital structure” reflects the certain ideal ratio of a debt and
an equity increasing the value of the company. It is very difficult to estimate the value
of this ideal ratio of equity and debt capital. Therefore, managers of the company, while
using various high-quality and quantitative methods, can only determine a certain target
objective of a capital structure for the company which, in their opinion, will promote its
successful development.

The optimal capital structure is defined by the authors as a combination of debt and
equity, which maximizes the overall value of the company.

Currently, there are two main theories that compete with each other, static and
hierarchical theories of capital structure [4]. The static theory of capital structure sets a
target ratio of debt to asset value, and the company adjusts dividends by gradually
moving in this direction.

The hierarchical theory of capital structure is presented in the form of financial
hierarchy, where the company prefers domestic financing to an external one and debt to
equity (equity issuance) [1]. In the hierarchical theory, the company has no distinct target
ratio of debt to asset value. The capital structure of an enterprise is usually considered as
the ratio between different sources of capital (equity and debt capital) used to finance its
activities). Sometimes short-term borrowings are excluded from the capital, thus the
capital structure is defined as a total of sources used to finance the investment activity of
the enterprise in the long term [10]. However, in cases where short-term borrowings are
made on a regular basis (which is mostly the case), in our opinion, they should be
included in the capital composition in the analysis of the financing structure.
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Nowadays, there is no consensus among the economists concerning the model of an
optimal capital structure. Most of them perform an empirical analysis (using regression
equations), introducing proxy variables which correlate with the major factor of the
model, for instance, with the leverage level. Some financial economists, particularly
Murray Frank, Vidhan Goyal, Mark Leary, Michael Roberts, Christopher Hennessy,
and Toni Whited [5, 6] have offered very interesting empirical approaches to solving
the mystery of capital structure (rebalancing the capital structure, return on the actual
value of the capital structure to the average level (tests of mean reversion) in a rela-
tively short period, dynamic capital structure models). Nevertheless, such issues as a
company’s criteria for the selection of debt, equity (common shares) or hybrid secu-
rities (preference shares) remain debatable when addressed [3]. The main direction of
researches is a definition of the capital structure of an enterprise which is usually
considered as the ratio between different sources of financing its activities. Sometimes
short-term borrowings are excluded from the capital, thus the capital structure is
defined as a total of sources used to finance the investment activity of the enterprise in
the long term [10]. However, in cases where short-term borrowings are made on a
regular basis (which is mostly the case), in our opinion, they should be included in the
capital composition in the analysis of the financing structure.

If we approach the issue of determining the optimal capital structure from the
perspective of the relative cost of financing sources, it is necessary to take into account
that debt is cheaper than shares. Therefore, the price of debt capital is lower than the
price of equity. Consequently, replacement of shares by the cheaper debt capital
reduces the weighted average capital cost of capital, which results in an increase of
business efficiency and, therefore, maximizes the value of the enterprise. Moreover, a
number of financial management theories are based on the conclusion that the optimal
capital structure involves the use of debt capital to the maximum possible extent. For
example, several theories take into account agency costs. The Jensen’s model defines
the optimal capital structure as the structure when all the benefits of debt cover the cost
of debt [8]. M. Harris and A. Raviv affirmed that the optimal capital structure should
support the balance between debt, benefits and information costs to serve them [7].

However, in practice, one should take into account that the replacement of shares
by the cheaper debt capital reduces the value of the company, which is determined by
the market value of the company’s equity. In addition, the growth of the debt increases
the risk of bankruptcy, which could significantly affect the price that potential investors
will agree to pay for the common shares of this company.

The use of debt capital also involves such important non-financial costs as the result
of restrictions on the freedom of actions of managers in loan agreements. These may be
obligations of creating additional reserves for debt repayment or limiting conditions in
the declaration of dividends, which certainly reduces the value of the business [9].

The impact of the mentioned factors above greatly complicates the determination of
the optimal capital. In addition, the attraction of financial resources from different
sources has organizational, legal, macroeconomic and investment restrictions. There is
organizational and legal restriction that include legally binding requirements to the
value and the order of formation of certain elements of equity and debt, as well as
control over the management of the company by the owners.
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3 Methodology

In order to invent the model for emerging market companies, we adopted original A.
Damodaran’s model for determining the optimal capital structure to the emerging
markets, with the Russian market in particular. We made several adjustments: for
example, if Damodaran’s model calculates the cost of equity using the CAPM model,
in our calculations, we used the dividend approach. Its application was due to the fact
that equity valuation is oriented towards the participants of the stock market, for whom
the size of the dividend payment is fundamentally important as an indicator of the
company’s financial stability. As equity value, we used a specially designed dividend
rate corresponding to the current position of the company, which was extrapolated to
other ratios of debt and equity. This new model allows objectively evaluate the capital
structure of the company, the cost of equity, efficiency of debt use, as well as to
develop the parameters of the optimal capital structure of the company in the future.

As a basis for the approbation of the proposed complex dynamic theory approach to
the assessment of the optimal capital structure, we selected MTS (Mobile Telesystems,
MTS JSC) public joint-stock company, which occupies a leading position in the
Russian economy and is characterized as an active participant in the stock market. The
issuer which borrows capital on both domestic and international capital markets.

In 2014, the volume of Eurobonds of MTS JSC on the international markets were
estimated at 106.477 billion rub., 22.7% of which were short-term securities. Assets in
a foreign currency account for about 58% among the company’s bonds. At the same
time, the largest borrowing amounts from the issue of foreign currency bonds have
maturities in 2020-2023, therefore in case of an unfavourable economic situation, the
interest paid on these bonds will be high for a long period of time.

The company’s problems should also include the downgrade of the credit rating by
the three international rating agencies in early 2015. For a company, this means an
increase of floating LIBOR. Another issue of MTS JSC is the presence of loans and
bonds in foreign currency. Let us have a closer look at the structure of the company’s
commercial loans. As of June 30, 2014, approximately 25% (43.2 billion rub.) of
MTS’s loans were in foreign currency MTS. Given the current economic instability,
such funds entail high equity risks.

In addition to these external risks, the company also possesses internal ones.
Table 1 shows the main performance indicators of the company for 2010-2014

interest rates on, i.e. the cost of the use of foreign debt in conjunction with the collapse
of the ruble significantly increases, making the debt much less profitable. In this case,
in addition to interest rate risk, there is also a currency risk related to the high volatility
of the ruble against the dollar and the euro.

In 2014, there was a significant decrease in the growth rate of revenue from sales of
services, as well as total revenue of the company. The growth rate of operating profit
also decreased sharply compared to 2012 and 2013 and is only at 0.58%.

Net profit decreased by 35% compared to 2013, and the growth rate of this indi-
cator is at its lowest in the 4 years under consideration. ARPU (average revenue per
user) also shows a very low growth rate and remains at the level of 2013. The same can
be said about MOU (minutes of use). In 2014, the average annual asset value of
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MTS JSC increased by 10.85% (Table 2), while the net profit decreased by 35%.
Return on assets was at 9.71% in 2014, down by 6.9% compared to 2013. The average
cost of debt was at 7.92% in 2014, 7.34% - in 2013.

Performance analysis of MTS JSC has shown that the financial policy of the
company has distinct risks. They include currency risk, credit risk, unstable economic
situation, a lower rate of revenue growth, as well as the downgrade of the credit rating
of both the company and the Russian Federation. Each of the mentioned risk affects the
capital cost and financial stability of the company. In order to evaluate the effectiveness
of the use of debt by the company, let us calculate the degree of financial leverage.

The financial leverage equal to debt-to-equity ratio was at 2.29 in 2014 and 2.57 in
2013. The degree of financial leverage was calculated using the formula (1):

DFL ¼ 1� tð Þ � ROA� Rð Þ � D
E

� �
ð1Þ

Table 1. Performance indicators of MTS JSC for 2010-2014.

Indicator 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Sales from the communication services 321 589 322 546 349 338 371 950 381 822
Change in % 0.30 8.31 6.47 2.65
Sales from subscriber equipment 21 532 26 025 28 902 26 493 28 936
Change in % 20.87 11.05 −8.34 9.22
Total sales 343 121 348 571 378 240 398 443 410 758
Change in % 1.59 8.51 5.34 3.09
Operating profit 82 996 80 296 93 793 101 758 102 349
Change in % −3.25 16.81 8.49 0.58
Net profit 46 969 45 939 30 612 80 787 52 393
Change in % −2.19 −33.36 163.91 −35.15
Average reveue per user 252.8 272.7 297.1 338.6 339.1
Change in % 7.87 8.95 13.97 0.15

Source: Drawn up based on the reports of MTS JSC.

Table 2. Calculation of financial leverage of MTS JSC for 2013-2014.

(mln rub.) 2014 2013
Average annual asset value 539 697 486 844
Net profit 52 393 80 787
Average interest rate on liabilities 7.92% 7.34%
ROA 9.71% 16.59%
Income tax rate, t 20% 20%
Financial leverage 2.29 2.57
DFL 3.3% 19.0%

Source: Calculated based on the information of MTS JSC
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where DFL is for the degree of financial leverage;
T is for income tax rate;
ROA is for return on assets;
R is for rate on the liabilities of the company;
D is for debt;
E is for equity.

According to our calculations, the degree of financial leverage in 2014 was at 3.3%,
which demonstrates the increasing return on equity by this value through the use of
borrowed funds. Compared to 2013, this figure is down by 15.7%, which is primarily
associated with a significant decrease in net income and an increase in the asset value,
which drove the decrease in the return on assets. One of the main indicators to be
considered when determining the structure of the capital is the cost of capital (Table 3).

Since the capital structure is defined as the long-term debt-to-equity ratio, short-
term liabilities were not taken into account when calculating the cost of capital. It
should be noted that when calculating the cost of equity, capitalization of the company
was considered as the volume of source, rather than the net book value. The dividend
approach was used to determine the cost of capital (2), i.e.

Cost of equity ¼ Paid dividends=Capitalization ð2Þ

The cost of debt was calculated as the weighted average interest rate based on the
interest rates on loans and bonds indicated in the reports of the company.

According to the data presented in Table 3, the cost of equity in 2014 was at 9.6%.
This indicator makes equity the most expensive source of funding. It is noteworthy that

Table 3. Cost of capital of MTS JSC for 2013-2014.

2014
mln rub. Shares Long-term bonds Long-term loans

Volume of source 520,000 83,700 157,084
Weight 68.35% 11.00% 20.65%
Cost 9.60% 7.55% 8.14%
Tax discount 20.00% 20.00%
Total 6.56% 0.66% 1.34%
WACC 8.57%

2013
Volume of source 587,100 85,282 108,792
Weight 75.16% 10.92% 13.93%
Cost 6.80% 7.88% 6.85%
Tax discount 20.00% 20.00%
Total 4.09% 0.69% 0.76%
WACC 5.54%

Source: Calculated based on the information on MTS JSC.
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in 2013, the capital attracted through shares was the cheapest source with its cost at
6.8%. A 2.8% increase in the cost is due to the impact of financial risks, as well as to
the increase in debt share in a capital structure of the company to 31.65% from 24.85%.
Since the increase in debt capital entails a higher risk, investors demand from the
company higher yields on investments, which increases the cost of equity.

In 2014, the cost of debt attracted through bonds was at 7.55%, down by 0.33%
compared to 2013 and becoming the cheapest source of capital. There were no sig-
nificant changes in the structure of debt capital due to the fact that in 2014 the company
did not issue new bonds, and only repaid the old ones. However, it should be noted that
the lack of a significant decrease in the volume of funds attracts by this source is due to
the revaluation of previously issued Eurobonds denominated in US dollars, which is
associated with a significant change in the ruble exchange rate.

For MTS JSC the cost of attracting long-term loans in 2014 was at 8.14%, which is
1.25% higher than in 2013. As opposed to the situation with the bonds, in this case the
rate increase is associated not only with an increase in the volume of loans in foreign
currency, which amounted to 12, 22 billion rubles, but also with the receipt of an
additional credit from Sberbank in the amount of 45 billion rubles at the rate increased
by more than 2% compared to 2013.

The weighted average cost of capital of the company amounted to 8.57% in 2014,
which is 3.03% more than in 2013. In one year the cost of capital rose more than one
and a half times, it can be concluded that the company’s capital cost grew significantly
in 2014. Such an increase in WACC cost the company over 23 bln rubles.

In order to determine the optimal structure of the company, as well as to identify
possible ways to overcome the riskiness of the investment policy of the company, let us
simulate the value of the company and its capital in different proportions of equity and
debt (Bambi, 2015) The initial capital structure is as follows (Table 4).

The main criteria for determining the optimal capital structure are:

– Acceptable levels of return and risk in the company’s activity;
– Minimization of the weighted average cost of capital of the company;
– Maximization of the market value of the company.

The optimization process involves the establishment of a target capital structure which
determines the level of financial risk of the company in the condition of the maximum
value of the company. We calculated the value of the company as the forecasted free
cash flows discounted by the weighted average cost of capital (Table 5).

Table 4. Initial indicators of MTS JSC for 2014

D/(D+E) 31.21%
Cost of equity 9.60%
Cost of debt after tax 6.97%
WACC 8.78%
Value of company 700,563 rub.

Source: Calculated based on the
information of MTS JSC.
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Table 5. Model of the optimal capital structure on the changes of D/E of MTS JSC, mln rub.

D/(D+E) 0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00%
D/E 0.00% 11.11% 25.00% 42.86% 66.67%
Debt amount 0, 77,182 154,364 231,547 308,729
Cost of equity 8.50% 8.80% 9.10% 9.60% 10.42%
EBITDA 159,332 159,332 159,332 159,332 159,332
EBIT 84,622 84,622 84,622 84,622 84,622
Interest rate for debt 0 5,714 11,824 20,168 31,240
Taxable profit 84,622 78,908 72,798 64,454 53,382
Tax amount 16,924 15,782 14,560 12,891 10,676
Net profit 67,698 63,126 58,239 51,563 42,705
Cost of debt before tax 7.25% 7.40% 7.66% 8.71% 10.12%
Tax rate 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00%
D/(D+E) 0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00%
D/E 0.00% 11.11% 25.00% 42.86% 66.67%
Debt amount 0, 77,182 154,364 231,547 308,729
Cost of equity 8.60% 8.85% 9.10% 9.60% 10.42%
Cost of debt 5.80% 5.92% 6.13% 6.97% 8.10%
WACC 8.60% 8.56% 8.51% 8.81% 9.49%
Value of company 709,606 711,803 714,482 698,979 666,603
D/(D+E) 50.00% 60.00% 70.00% 80.00% 90.00%
D/E 100.00% 150.00% 233.33% 400.00% 900.00%
Debt amount 385,911 463,093 540,275 617,458 694,640
Cost of equity 11.58% 13.47% 16.76% 23.43% 43.08%
EBITDA 159,332 159,332 159,332 159,332 159,332
EBIT 84,622 84,622 84,622 84,622 84,622
Interest rate for debt 41,027 49,233 60,207 75,135 84,526
Taxable profit 43,595 35,389 24,415 9,487 96
Tax amount 8,719 7,078 4,883 1,897 19
Net profit 34,876 28,311 19,532 7,590 76
Cost of debt before tax 10.63% 10.63% 11.14% 12.17% 12.17%
Tax rate 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00%
D/(D+E) 50.00% 60.00% 70.00% 80.00% 90.00%
D/E 100. 150.00% 233.33% 400.00% 900.00%
Debt amount 385,911 463,093 540,275 617,458 694,640
Cost of equity 11.58% 13.47% 16.76% 23.43% 43.08%
Cost of debt 8.51% 8.51% 8.91% 9.73% 9.73%
WACC 10.04% 10.49% 11.27% 12.47% 13.07%
Value of company 642,647 624,374 594,883 554,404 536,394
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Table 5 also presents a model for determining the optimal capital structure of
MTS JSC. It calculates the approximate cost of the organization and the weighted
average capital cost for different ratios of debt and equity capital. A. Damodaran’s
model for determining the optimal capital structure was used as the basis for the
calculations presented in the table. Unlike the original model, where the equity capital
cost was calculated using the CAPM model, we used the dividend approach in our
calculations. As the equity cost at 30% of debt, the previously calculated rate of 9.6%
was used, which corresponds to the current position of the company. This rate was
extrapolated to other debt-and-equity ratios.

The cost of debt was calculated similarly, but in this case, there is an issue of
interest rates on loans and bonds not reflecting the current situation, as market rates are
currently higher than those indicated on the balance sheet of MTS JSC. This is due to
the fact that the major rate increase occurred after a significant drop of the ruble in
December 2014, i.e., as of December 31, the company has not yet had time to attract
debt at a higher cost. In addition, in January-February 2015, both the credit rating of
MTS JSC’s bonds and the sovereign rating of the Russian Federation were down-
graded, which, naturally, is also not reflected on the balance sheet. In this regard, we
used the weighted average cost of debt as of the beginning of December 2014, which
was increased in proportion to the risk-free rate (long-term federal bonds) from
01.12.2014 to 04.14.2015. The result amounted to 8.71%, which figure was extrapo-
lated to the rest of the capital ratios as per the proportions of the model.

Thus, the model built in accordance with the indicated assumptions demonstrated
the following directions for the improvement of MTS JSC financial strategy:

– Selection of the optimal debt-to-equity ratio is determined by the maximum value of
the company, which is calculated as its market capitalization and the amount of
debt;

– The achievement of the optimal capital structure of MTS JSC requires decreasing
the debt down to 20% of the capital, which provides with the given index the
greatest value of the company at the lowest capital cost;

– Optimization of the capital structure will increase the value of the company by 15.5
billion rubles and reduce the weighted average capital cost by 0.3%.

– Reduction of the company’s risks can be achieved by increasing the share of equity,
which will improve the company’s credit rating that has an impact on the cost of
debt;

– In order to achieve the optimal capital structure in accordance with the simulation
results, the value of the equity capital must be reduced by 0.5%, and debt capital by
0.84%.

4 Conclusion

Thus, the modelling of the optimal debt-to-equity ratio of the company can be carried
out using a variety of economic models, each allowing to trace the structure and
identify the relationship between the main indicators of the financial state of the
organization, as well as to calculate the cost of all types of capital. The authors chose
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A. Damodaran’s method of modelling, which allows determining the optimal
debt-to-equity ratio of the company in the most accurate way.

At the same time, instead of the method for calculating the cost of equity using the
CAPM model we used the dividend-based approach based on a specially calculated
dividend rate corresponding to the current position of the company, which was
extrapolated to other ratios of debt and equity. The application of the dividend
approach allowed us to reflect the impact of risks on the price of equity capital. This
formed the rationale for concluding that in today’s economic environment in the
emerging market, attracting long-term financing through debt is less advantageous than
the use of equity capital or short-term loans.

The approbation of this approach through the example of the risk management at
MTS JSC identified several ways to solve the investment problems, aimed at reducing
the debt share in the capital structure, which in relation to the current period may be the
main direction of minimizing credit, interest rate, and currency risks. For the MTS
company, the implementation lies in the transition to the domestic debt markets and
increased use of short-term financial instruments. This model of the optimal capital
structure may be applicable to other joint stock companies which have entered the
securities market, especially in emerging markets. It allows for the companies to
support a balance between the benefits of a debt and its expenses, increase the value of
the corporation and also to provide financial independence and stability.
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Abstract. A class of Systems-of-Systems (SoS) is considered, where systems
are hierarchically composed of subsystems. The structure of the system changes
during its lifetime, i.e. component subsystems are moved to other parents. Each
system has its configurable parameters. When the configuration changes, it may
lead to conflicts in the configuration of its components. There are constraints on
component systems configurations that are not limited to the systems, or even to
their ancestors in the hierarchy. A domain specific language is proposed to
describe constraints in the SoS. It consists of a list of assertions that the SoS
configuration must meet. Each assertion is a logical expression that is scoped to
a specific subset of component systems.

Keywords: Systems-of-Systems � Configuration � Constraint

1 Introduction

A class of Systems-of-Systems (SoS) [5, 6] is considered, where systems are composed
of subsystems. The composition is hierarchically oriented; each component system has
its parent system (except for the root SoS), which can be a component of another. The
structure of the system may change, i.e. component subsystems can be moved to other
parents during the system lifetime. Each system is configurable (has configurable
parameters), regardless where in the hierarchy it is situated. The SoS configuration is a
composition of its hierarchy of components (composition tree) and the configuration of
each of them.

The techniques used for changing system configuration are out of scope for these
considerations – the SoS may be self-organizing, manually reconfigured or reconfig-
ured [3] according to a fixed strategy. The issue is that when its configuration changes,
it may lead to conflicts in the configuration of its components. There are constraints on
component systems configurations that are not internal to the systems, or even to their
ancestors in the hierarchy.

The system configuration is described in terms of its parameters (their values). We
do not assume any particular format of the system configuration, except that it is tree
structured (a few other assumptions presented in Sect. 2). The configuration may be
expressed in XML, JSON or any proprietary format describing a structured set of
objects of given types. For clarity, we will refer to XML tools for checking the
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constrains, which are more widespread and mature then JSON ones (for example JSON
Schema1). There is no problem in transforming documents from JSON to XML or
serializing memory objects to XML documents, thus this does not limit the applica-
bility of the proposed solutions.

There is no standard for describing constraints in SoS. XML Schemas2 are adequate
for describing constraints within component systems but they are very restrictive when
attempting to extend them (using XPaths3) to the dependencies between components.
Some research papers address general problems of analyzing XML functional depen-
dencies and multivalued dependencies. The main approaches are tree tuple-based [2]
and Path-based [7]. However, these works deal with a general XML structure and do
not propose any working tools. In the paper we restrict the considerations to config-
urations of hierarchically composed systems of systems, i.e. a sub model of XML.

A similar problem is discussed in [1, 4], using other formats and types of config-
uration files.

To describe constraints in the SoS we propose a domain specific language
(Parameter Description Language PDL). It consists of a list of assertions that the SoS
configuration must meet. Each assertion is a logical expression that is scoped to a
specific subset of component systems (based on hierarchy and/or parameter values).

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, the SoS structure, configuration and
types of required constraints are analyzed. In Sect. 3, the proposed PDL language is
described.

2 Hierarchically Composed Systems-of-Systems

The considered class of systems encompasses situations, where a system is composed
of a number of subsystems. Each subsystem can in turn be composed of
sub-subsystems. This leads to a hierarchical composition tree of components. A huge
number of systems, software and hardware based, is structured in this manner.

Similar components can occur multiple times in the same system. In the paper, we
will be using the terms: objects (single instances of components) and classes (denoting
the type of similar components). This corresponds with the object-oriented program-
ming paradigm used when developing the systems.

The configuration of the systems changes during its lifetime, i.e. both the config-
urations of objects and their hierarchical compositions may change. It should be noted
that the changes are assumed to be infrequent in terms of the systems operation – this
differentiates the system configuration from the system state, which changes all the
time.

1 http://json-schema.org/.
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema11-1/.
3 https://www.w3.org/TR/xpath-31/.
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2.1 Configuration of SoS

The configuration of a system/subsystem/component is described by a set of its
parameters, i.e. configurable variables. The names, number and type of parameters is
specific to the type of component being described. So, each class has a specific set of
parameters. These parameters may be optional (may be omitted in a specific object),
may be obligatory (at least one parameter must occur in the configuration) or may have
multiple instances. The class specifies the names of the parameters, whereas specific
objects are characterized by their values (and number of occurrences).

The configuration of an object is specified by the values of its parameters, but also
by the configurations of all the subsystems it is composed of. Thus, if a component is
moved from one subsystem to another, both their configurations change, even if all the
parameter values remain the same. Reconfiguration occurs if any parameter values are
modified, components are moved in the composition tree, components are added or
removed from the system, or components are replaced (e.g. when some parts of the
system are upgraded).

2.2 Configuration Constraints

Usually, configuration parameters have restrictions placed on their values. When
reconfiguring a system, it is quite likely that some of these restrictions might be
violated. A well planned reconfiguration strategy must ensure that a system after
reconfiguration does not infringe any of the restrictions, i.e. besides the desired changes
in the system, some other must be performed so the system does not violate any
constraints. A formal specification of the constraints is essential to ensure early iden-
tification of invalid reconfigurations.

The configuration constraints can be very varied. Following, there is a discussion of
the most common types of constraints and how they can be handled.

• Constraints on the number, values and types of parameters

These are the most common types of constraints. Examples of these constraints include
range checks, e.g. a parameter must be in min, max range. They can limit the type of
parameter values, e.g. to integers. Also, the number of parameters of a specific name
may be constrained to one or more (a mandatory parameter) or to a specific number or
range.

These types of constraints are very well handled in case of XML documents by
XML Schemas (and in a limited way also by DTD document type declarations). There
is no need to develop alternate approaches if the constraints are limited to types, values
and occurrence of single parameter.

• Constraints on subsystems composition tree

These constraints restrict the classes of objects that can be the children of a specific
parent class. Also, restrictions are placed on the number of child objects.

These constraints can be handled by XML Schema too.
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• Constraints between parameters of objects in the same composition tree branch

The examples of such constraints are the requirements that some parameters are
smaller or larger than some others in the same object. Often the constraint might not be
limited to a single object, but to all the children of a parent object: the limiting value
(e.g. max frequency) set in the parent object may require that the corresponding
parameter (e.g. operating frequency) in all its children be limited to it.

Even though this type of constraints looks very simple, it cannot be directly
enforced with XML Schema. It is fairly simple to express with XPaths and enforce by
XSLT4 processing, but this is hardly user readable. This type of constraints would
hardly justify the introduction of a domain specific language, though.

• Constraints between parameters of objects related by some other parameter

The simplest possible constraint of this type is the requirement that all objects of a
specific type, having the same value of one parameter, must also have the same value of
another parameter, e.g. all network interfaces connected to the same subnetwork must
have the bandwidth set to the same value.

A more complex example of this type of constraints is based on cumulative values
of a parameter, e.g. the cumulated sum of the power consumed by objects (one
parameter) connected to the same power supply(second parameter) cannot exceed the
max power of the supply (third parameter).

These types of constraints cannot be handled by the XML Schema. They can be
enforced by using some XSLT code, but the problem with this approach is that for-
mulation of the constraint is completely lost. It is almost impossible to deduce the
constraint that is being implemented by the XSLT program. While this is a feasible
approach for validating the SoS configuration, it is useless to deduce the required
configuration changes if the validation fails.

These remarks are also true for the other types of constraints discussed hereafter.

• Constraints on parameter uniqueness

This type of constraint is very frequent in the systems of systems. A recurrent example
of such a constraint is the requirement that the same value (e.g. IP net address) is not
used twice anywhere in the system. It is very difficult to express in any language that
does not literally provide constructs for this purpose.

Actually, the uniqueness requirement becomes more complex to interpret when one
considers the possibility of multiple occurrences of the same parameter in an object.
Then, the parameter of an object may be considered to have a set of values. Does
uniqueness refer in this case just to the values in a single object or to all the objects of
the same class? Or maybe, it is required only that the sets of the parameter values must
be unique? There must be a way to distinguish

• Constraints between parameters of objects fulfilling some other constraint

A constraint can either be met or be violated. Thus, it can be considered as a specific
logical expression. This can be used as a building block of more complex constraints,

4 https://www.w3.org/TR/xslt20/.
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having other constraints embedded in it. The idea is to take all the objects that meet one
constraints and require that they also meet another one.

Of course, when using embedded constraints, it is necessary to differentiate the
references to parameters between the two constraints (since they may refer to param-
eters in different instances of the same class object).

3 Domain Specific Language

Parameter Description Language (PDL) was developed for the purpose of defining
constraints placed on configuration parameters. It is a domain specific language tar-
geting this field of application. It is targeted to enhance, not to replace XML Schema.
Thus, configurations are required to meet a specific schema, which is used to define
classes of objects and restrictions on the names and types of parameters that can occur
in them. The schema is also assumed to define the permissible values of parameters and
permissible hierarchical relationships. PDL is built on top of the schema, to define
additional restrictions.

The language references classes, objects and parameter instances described in the
schema. These are the variables of the PDL description. In the examples, we use the
convention that classes are named with capital letters only, while object parameters
have lowercase letters only. It is also possible to use literal and numeric constants,
which are denoted similarly to other programming languages.

Assertions form the main functionality of the PDL language. They define the
required dependencies between the values of parameters in a configuration. The list of
assertions does not depend on the order of occurrence – a configuration is conforming
if it meets all the constraints.

Whenever an assertion is described, it must contain information on the objects it
should be applied to. This is called the scope of an assertion. Then, it contains a logical
expression that evaluates either to true or false when applied to the configuration
parameters. In some cases, assertion can be evaluated neither as true nor as false, if it
references parameters that are undefined (do not occur) in a referenced object. For this
reason, the validator operates on 3-valued logic: true, false and undefined.

If the expression is false, then the configuration fails the assertion. If it is true, then
the constraint is met. It is not clear how to interpret an assertion that is undefined. For
this reason, we define two validation policies. In case of strict policy, the configuration
must meet all the constraints (undefined means that the configuration does not conform
to the requirements). Arguably, if any of the parameters in an assertion does not occur,
then its relationship to other parameters is immaterial. If this is the philosophy
underlying the SoS configuration, then the relaxed validation policy is more adequate –
only constraints that are not met (evaluate to false) signify a non-conforming
configuration.

The most common form of assertion statement is as:

SCOPE have logexpr
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There are various formats for describing the scope and logexpr expressions, e.g.:

SYSTEMX have holdAllowed = ’false’ unless ats = ’Extended’

The strength of PDL lies in its flexibility in defining the scopes of assertions. The
simplest declaration is to use class scope, which indicates that the assertion should
apply to all the objects of the named class that occur in the analyzed configuration. In
the above example, all objects of class SYSTEMX must conform to the requirement.

If the scope is empty, i.e. there are no objects of the specified class in the con-
figuration, then the assertion logexpr is not applied to it. Essentially, this means that the
configuration meets this constraint.

The class scope can be limited to a subset of managed objects of the specified class.
The most common method of reducing the scope is to define a logical expression that
the object parameters must meet to be taken into account: CLASS(logexpr). The
assertion is applied only to a subset of the objects that comply with the logexpr, i.e. for
which the expression evaluates to true. If the expression is false or undefined, the
assertion is not applied to the corresponding object. This means that objects excluded
from the scope will not generate errors during validation of this assertion.

The class scope is used when an assertion is applied to all instances of a class, or to
a single subset of them. It is not possible to express in this way that the set of class
instances has to be split into disjoint subsets and then the expression be applied to each
subset separately. The scope in the form of “set of subsets” is used to address this
situation.

The set of class instances can be split into subsets in two ways. PDL lets us classify
the instances into different subsets on the basis of the value of one or more of its class
parameters. The multiple parameters of the same name cannot be used for this to work.
Then, the PDL allows CLASS(parameter) notation. When an assertion is defined in the
“set of subsets” scope, then it is applied separately to each subset. If the assertion fails
on any of the subsets, it fails on the whole scope as well. Lets’s consider a simple
example. What is the difference in interpreting the following two PDL assertions?

SYSW(par1) have par2 identical
SYSW have par3 unique

In the first case, all objects of SYSW must have the same value of par2 if they have
the same value of par1. In the second case, all the par3 values are different.

A more common way to split the scope into disjoint subsets is to use the hierarchy
of the composition tree. The notation used in this case is CLASS/CLASS. The left class
corresponds to the parent and the right one to the child. The right-most class defines the
scope of the expression. It is split into subsets that are the child objects of the same
parent object. Obviously, decomposition is applied on the basis of common parent
object (instance, not class). This notion can be extended to any number of parent
classes, i.e. notation SYS1/SYS2/SYS3 is interpreted as: class SYS3 is split into
subsets having the same parent (SYS2 instance) and grandparent (SYS1 instance).

The class scopes, scope reduction, parameter decomposition and hierarchical
decomposition may all be combined to define very complex scopes. In our opinion,
this provides unique flexibility when defining configuration constraints. This is
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complemented by a number of techniques that can be used to define dependencies
between the parameters in the scoped objects.

The simplest constraint is just a logical expression. There is nothing noteworthy in
this, except for the interpretation of parameter references. Parameter value may be
undefined if the parameter does not occur in an object. The reference may have a single
value if there is just a single parameter of the specified name. If a parameter occurs
multiple times, then the reference to its name yields a set of values. Logical expressions
in PDL produce true/false/undefined values according to generally accepted 3-value
logic. Sometimes they produce errors if applied to sets.

A very nice feature of PDL is that it operates in conjunction with the schema. The
schema provides information, which parameters are mandatory and which cannot occur
multiple times. On this basis, PDL constraints can be semantically analyzed during
compilation – this helps identify the semantically incorrect rules when they are defined
and not when applying them against a configuration.

The exist/not exist assertions complement those defined by a logical relation-
ship. They test if the defined scope contains any objects. If the scope is decomposed into
subsets, then the assertion is applied separately to each subset of the scope objects, e.g.:

SYSX(par1 = ’true’)/SYSY exist

is interpreted as the requirement that every SYSX object with par1 set to true, must
have at least one associated child of type SYSY.

The assertions “unique” and “identical” test that all the scope objects have a
specific parameter value unique or identical, correspondingly. In case of hierarchically
decomposed or grouped scopes, the requirement applies to each scope subset sepa-
rately. PDL language allows the parameter used in unique/identical assertions to occur
multiple times in an object. This is interpreted as requiring the sets of values to be
unique (not disjoint). So, if in one object par1 = {1,2} and in another par1 = {1} they
are treated as unique even though they share the same value par1 = 1.

Contrary to comparing the whole sets, it is often useful to check if some elements
do not occur in more than one object. This is addressed by the list-unique construct.
A parameter is “list-unique” if within the scope objects the corresponding sets do not
have a common element (are disjoint).

Embedded assertions are constructed by including an assertion within a logical
expression, either in scope reduction or in dependency. They can be used everywhere
within the PDL language, where a logical value is expected. The embedded assertion
has its scope defined independently to the enclosing assertion, though it is usually
anchored within the external scope. The anchored embedded scope shares an ancestor
object with the enclosing scope. It is denoted by including the embedded assertion
within brackets in the external assertion. Within the embedded assertions it is possible
to reference parameters both from the embedded and the enclosing scope. To distin-
guish between these references, the external token is used to indicate references to the
enclosing scope parameters. Let’s consider the following example:

SYSP/SYSA/SYSB have (SYSP/SYSA(bId = external SYSB.id) have
cardinality <= 1) if cardinality > 2
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This example may be split into two assertions. The embedded assertion is inter-
preted as the requirement that under common SYSP parent object there can be at most
1 SYSA object with parameter bId equal to the id of every SYSB object:

SYSP/SYSA(bId = external SYSB.id) have cardinality <= 1

The external assertion (SYSP/SYSA/SYSB have ?? if cardinality > 2,
where ?? indicates the result of embedded expression) enforces that the embedded
expression matters only for SYSB objects that are not single children of a SYSA object.
This example illustrates the complexity of constraints that can be expressed using
assertion embedding and the flexibility of the proposed language.

4 Conclusions

We demonstrated in this paper that there is a need for advanced methods of expressing
configuration constraints. While simple configurations can be constrained with sche-
mas, this is not the case if constraints define various interdependencies between
parameters. We proposed a domain specific language to solve this deficiency. The
language is closely related to configuration schemas, which adds to its applicability.
The tools supporting the language have been developed at Wroclaw University of
Science and Technology. The language has already been adopted by a software
development company for maintaining configuration consistency of their products.

The proposed formal specification of configuration constraints can further be used
to introduce sophisticated reconfiguration strategies in the systems of systems. It can
also provide a basis for identifying conflicting requirements as well as automatic
resolving of conflicts in the target reconfiguration.
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Abstract. Modern automotive vehicles featuring ADAS (Advanced Driving
Assistant Systems) and AD (Autonomous Driving) represent one category of
dependable CPS (Cyber-Physical Systems). For such systems, the adaptation of
generic purpose COTS (Commercial-Off-The-Shelf) services and components
has been advocated in the industry as a necessary means for shortening the
innovation loops and enabling efficient product evolution. This will however not
be a trivial task due to the system safety- and time-criticality. This calls on one
hand for formal specification of systems, and on the other hand for a systematic
approach to module design, supervision and adaptions. Accordingly, we propose
in this paper a novel method that emphasizes an integration of system models,
formal contracts, and embedded services for effective self-management of
COTS. The key modeling technologies include the EAST-ADL for formal
system description and the A-G contract theory for module specification.

Keywords: Cyber-Physical systems � Commercial-Off-The-Shelf �
Dependability � Real-time � EAST-ADL � Contract � Composition

1 Introduction

Embedded system in modern automotive vehicle allows more effective realization of
advanced functionalities in a way that is impossible with pure mechanical and electrical
solutions. It makes an automotive vehicle CP (Cyber-Physical) in nature by having
both physical dynamics and energy flows under control, and the corresponding per-
ception, control and cognitive loops with software and hardware solutions. Currently,
the industry shares the view that the embedded system constitutes the most important
technology for the advances in sustainability, road safety, and novel traffic solutions
[1, 2]. For shortening the innovation loops and enabling efficient product evolution, the
adaptation of generic purpose COTS (Commercial-Off-The-Shelf) solutions for the
embedded system has been considered as necessary. Such COTS solutions typically
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range from camera, radar and other sensors for traffic perception, to speech recognition
and augmented-reality displays, and to wireless and telecommunication services for
V2V and V2I connectivity. There are however often big gaps in regard to the con-
formity of qualities. For example, the expected lifetime for electronics components
would be up to 15 years for automotive vehicles, in comparison to a length in 2–5 years
for consumer products [3]. Meanwhile, the operational temperature ranges are normally
–40*160°C for automotive vehicles and 0*40°C for consumer products. Moreover,
for the functional safety of automotive embedded systems, a systematic management of
the risks of COTS according to the safety standard ISO26262 becomes necessary [4].
The information of concern typically includes not only a specification of its functional
behaviors, but also a definition of its assumed failure modes, adopted quality assurance
measures, and related mechanisms for fault tolerance and treatment. This is not a trivial
task for a separately developed service or component.

This paper presents a novel approach that aims to act as a methodological frame-
work for effective integration and management of separately developed services and
components in safety critical CPS. The aim is to promote in general qualified CPS
development and evolution across the boundaries of domains and organizations. The
rest of this chapter is structured into the following sections: Sect. 2 provides an
overview of the proposed methodological framework. Section 3 introduces
EAST-ADL, which is the state-of-the-art technology adopted for systems modeling and
modularity design. Section 4 presents the contract theory used as the formalism for
module specification. Section 5 describes the corresponding run-time services devel-
oped for situation awareness and system adaptation. An overview of related tech-
nologies is given in Sect. 6. The paper concludes with Sect. 7.

2 The Methodological Framework

The methodology framework emphasizes an integration of the models for system
design and the service for post-deployment quality management. It follows the
knowledge-in-the-loop paradigm proposed in [5]. Shown in Fig. 1, the framework
consists of the following four main steps:

• Step I – System architecture design, responsible for the overall system design in
regard to the definition of system operational environments, the functional and
technical constituent units, the expected behaviors and quality constraints, the
corresponding verification and validation cases, etc. As the outcome, the design also
stipulates the design-space with compositional variants and restrictions.

• Step II – Partitioning and assertion specification, responsible for system modu-
larity design, which is centric on partitioning the target system into modules and
thereby refining the system design for potential external COTS solutions. In effect,
the design results in a restructuring of the target system so that some of its con-
stituent units can be developed and managed independently. We specify the con-
straints with the module assertions with the allowed input and output signals, their
preferred types and resolutions, execution time and criticalities, etc.
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• Step III – Isolation and Contract Specification, responsible for module interface
design for the given modules. By isolation, we refer to the process of configuring
the target system to allow each module, as a self-contained system unit, to be
isolated from changes or variations in the target system and in the COTS. The
results for modules are specified as contracts. Each contract formally specifies some
assertions for successful COTS integration, on the functional, operational, and
safety properties, referred to as Contract (C), Operation Contract (OC) and Safety
Contract (SC) respectively in Fig. 1. While the functional properties focus on the
input and output signal as well as the functions, the operational properties are
related to the nominal operation and the modes for diagnostics and maintenance.
The safety properties cover the failure modes, safe states, and the related transitions
for error handling and fault treatment.

• Step IV – Service-based Self-Management of System Services and Compo-
nents, responsible for the development and usage of quality management services
for post-deployment monitoring, assessment and adaptation. These services take the
module contracts as formal specifications of the parameters to be monitored, the
conditions to be judged, and the adaptations to be conducted.

The realization of this methodology is based on the combination of some state-of-
the-art technologies for system modeling, component specification, and self-
management. We introduce these technologies by the follow-up sections.

Fig. 1. The overall methodology for a model-based contract and service for self-management.
① Step I –Architecture design;② Step II – Partitioning and Assertion Specification;③ Step III –
Isolation and Contract Specification;④ Step IV – Service for self-management. R- Requirement;
C- Contract; OC-Operation Contract; SC-Safety Contract.
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3 EAST-ADL for System and Modularity Design

ADL (Architecture description language) is a modeling technology for structuring and
managing the information of a system, relating to the Step I and Step II introduced
previously. The EAST-ADL modeling framework, adopted here, represents a key
European initiative towards a standardized description of automotive E/E systems [6, 7].
The EAST-ADL system model, together with the associated requirements and con-
straints, constitutes a basis for effective but still very flexible modularity design. That is,
given the models capturing the system wide interdependencies, a particular modular-
ization task can be driven at any specific abstraction level in accordance with the
particular preferences. For example, the modules given by features (Vehicle Level)
provide a structuring of the externally visible functionalities of the target system and
allow a service-oriented composition of external functions. Meanwhile, module defi-
nitions can also be done for software components (Implementation Level) to allow a
component-based engineering of software solutions. In both cases, the EAST-ADL
system model constitutes a useful means for systematically reasoning about the corre-
sponding module coupling and cohesion, both in regard to the functional interactions
(which are given by communication links in the same level of abstraction) and technical
implications (which are given by realization links across the abstraction levels). By
capturing the associated requirements and constraints of system constituent units, an
EAST-ADL model also provides a systematic modeling support for deriving the related
module requirements and constraints.

4 A-G Contract for Formal Specification of Modules

Following the contract theory defined in [8, 9], we use formal contracts to specify the
expected functional and technical properties of a system module, relating to the Step
III. Fundamentally, a system module M is defined by its variables, behaviors as well as
some related quality constraints as follows

M ¼ V;F;Qð Þ ð1Þ

with V for all variables V ¼ U [X [Y [K, where U denotes the input variables, X
the internal variables, Y the output variables, and K the configuration variables; F for
all functional behaviors over the variables F ¼ FðU;Y;X ;KÞ ¼ 0½ �½ �; and Q for all
quality constraints over the functional behaviors Q ¼ P;R; . . .f g ¼ PðFÞ ¼ 0½ �½ �;f
RðFÞ ¼ 0½ �½ �; . . .g. with P for all performance constraints and R for all reliability
constraints, etc. For successful system integration, all COTS solutions implementing a
module implementation need to satisfy the expected module properties given by M,
under certain environmental conditions. Such a requirement is formally defined by
module contract C in terms of the pair:

C ¼ ec;Mcð Þ ð2Þ
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with Mc for all COTS solutions satisfying the M; and ec for all the legal environmental
conditions. A contract inconsistent if Mc 6¼ ; and compatible if ec 6¼ ;. A component
Mcomp � C if and only if Mcomp 2 Mc; An environment E� C if and only if E 2 ec.

A-G (Assume-Guarantee) contract is a formalism for the description of contract C
without directly referring to the actual COTS solutions Mc. Normally, it is used for
behavioral specifications of components, with A for the constraints on acceptable
behaviors of the environment and G for the guarantees in terms of the corresponding
component behaviors (as in e.g. [9]). Here, we use the A-G contract formalism in a
more generic sense for all constraints that are characterized by logical or technical
causalities from some environmental conditions (A) to some consequential module
properties. Formally, an A-G contract with logical or technical causality is defined as:

A ) G ð3Þ

with A for the constraints on the acceptable environment conditions; and G for the
corresponding constraints on the properties to be guaranteed by module implementa-
tions. There is a logical or technical causality between A and G (i.e. A \ M � G).
Currently, we use STL (Signal temporal logic) [10] and PrSTL (Probabilistic Signal
temporal logic) [14] to define the constraints.

Example for the transformation of system constraint to module contract: A vehicle
braking system has been introduced in [7] as a case study for EAST-ADL. For the

Fig. 2. The architecture model of an automotive vehicle braking system and the timing
specification in EAST-ADL (implemented with the DSM Workbench MetaEdit+)
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braking control, a brake controller receives the driver braking request and then sends
brake force request to ABS controllers. Figure 2 shows an excerpt of the system model
(SystemModel). The system design is converted to A-G contracts for module specifi-
cation. Suppose the entire braking system will be based on COTS, the A-G contract
Ccom 1, shown in Fig. 3, stipulates the communication and timing assertions.

The timing specification in Fig. 2 augments the system model with information
about the executional events and their timing constraints. In the model, an executional
event defines the occurrence of data arrival on port (e.g. pStimuli_PedalPosIn), and the
trigging of execution (e.g. E_p1). An event chain binds then these events for syn-
chronization, e.g. to capture the end-to-end timing from sensor input to actuator out-
puts. In the model, the event chains End-to-End Braking Response_FL and End-to-End
Braking Response_FR capture the timing requirement from driver braking request
(pStimuli_PedalPosIn) to the brake torque actuation on the FL and FR wheels
(pResponse_ForceActuation_FL, pRsponse_ForceActuation _FR) respectively. For a
module based implementation, the contract in Fig. 3 declares the related executional
events as contract variables: x for pStimuli_PedalPosIn, y1 for pResponse_
ForceActuation_FL, y2 for pRe sponse_ForceActuation_FR. All these events are of the
types control and latency critical. Given the assumption x about its size, periodicity and
priority, an external solution for the braking system needs not only to guarantee the
preferred size and periodicity y1 and y2, but also to meet the delays x ! F 0::#delayy1½ �y1
and x ! F 0::#delayy2½ �y2 for the torque response on the FL and FR wheels respectively.

5 Software Services for Self-management of System Services
and Components

An embedded system is self-managed if it is able to autonomously understand the actual
operational situations and alter its own configurations, behaviors to meet the require-
ments [11]. As a further support for COTS, relating to the Step IV, two embedded
software services have been introduced. These services, shown in Fig. 4, allow error
detection and fault treatment, while complementing the verification and validation at
development time with the post-deployment analysis. These two services are:

• Monitoring and Assessment Service, responsible for self-assessment by perceiv-
ing the operational conditions of component or system (e.g., the actual input and
output conformity, the CPU and memory utilization). Contracts are used for the

Fig. 3. The A-G contract for the vehicle braking. Here, we use STL (Signal temporal logic) [10]
to denote the constraints, with the operator G for always and F for eventually.
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decision-making. For example, for a component, the service monitors the external
conditions (A) and internal error states ðXErrÞ; it triggers error handling ðErrHandlÞ
when necessary, i.e. A ) G ^ ð:AWXErr ) ErrHandlÞ.

• System Adaptation Service, responsible for planning and controlling configuration
changes for quality-of-service adaptation and error handing. The decision-making
requires built-in knowledge about the configuration variability. For dependability,
the ability of inferring the causing factors of anomalies (e.g. based on the
minimum-cut sets of fault-tree analysis) plays a key rule for the success. The
adaptation is controlled by deterministic or probabilistic state-machines.

6 Related Technologies

This paper presents a methodological framework for a model-based integration and
management of COTS in safety critical CPS. There are many modeling frameworks
useful for the description and management of embedded systems, such as SysML [12],
AADL [13] and EAST-ADL [6, 7]. All these technologies focus on the system devel-
opment. For dealing with the partially unknown conditions and emergent properties, the
specification with abstract goals, control policies and contracts together with the pro-
vision of intelligent services for operation supervision and adaptation becomes neces-
sary. For example, a mission goal description based approach to the identification of
required capabilities for system operations has been proposed in [15]. A contractual
description of component interfaces, considering the imprecision and uncertainty, is
given in [16]. For quality assurance and certification, such contractual support however
needs to be managed seamlessly along with the system development and componenti-
zation. A great many techniques have recently been developed for advanced verification
and validation. One promising technique is on-line model checking as explored in [17].
In this approach, the state space is continuously monitored against critical safety
properties. Another approach that combines model-checking with self-assessment is

Fig. 4. The architecture of software services for self-management system services and
components. (Note, ①②③④ are for the methodological steps as depicted in Fig. 1).
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learning-based testing (LBT) [18]. New approaches to operational risk assessment also
include statistical analysis of incident data using Bayesian theory [19]. In regard to all
the above mentioned approaches, our work aims to facilitate the integration and
adoptions of technologies.

7 Conclusion

For CPS, the need to integrate COTS solutions, supporting dependable execution and
change management, calls for an integrated approach as proposed by this paper. The
complexity and safety concern demand both more formal approach to system devel-
opment and more advanced mechanisms for supervision and quality management. With
EAST-ADL for system modeling, our work has been focused on the provision of
contract formalism for module specification as well as embedded services for situation
awareness and adaptation. Currently, we are looking into how to enable run-time
supervision and control through the software stack of services for mixed-criticality
communication based on Ethernet and AUTOSAR.
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Abstract. Maintenance of a wind turbine is a combination of all technical,
administrative and managerial actions intended to retain it in, or restore it to, a
state in which the turbine is able to generate power. This paper presents an
influence diagram to estimate the expected utility that represents wind turbine
energy to be produced given period of time in the future. The conditional
probability distribution of a chance node of the diagram is obtained relying on
Bayesian networks, whereas the utilities of value node are calculated thanks to
the second order semi-Markov chains. The example shows the application of the
models in the real case of one wind turbine E48 by Enercon located in northern
part of Poland. Both Bayesian network parameters and kernel of semi-Markov
chain are derived from real data recorded by SCADA system of the turbine and
weather forecast.

Keywords: Maintenance scheduling � Wind energy � Influence diagram �
Second order semi-Markov chain � Bayesian networks

1 Introduction

Maintenance of a wind turbine is a combination of all technical, administrative and
managerial actions intended to retain it in, or restore it to, a state in which the turbine is
able to generate power. There are different maintenance strategies, e.g. preventive and
corrective ones. For example, preventive maintenance is dedicated to reducing the
probability of failures or the degradation of the turbine’s performance. Very often the
turbine should be out of service during the maintenance action. Performing the
maintenance of the wind turbine under good wind conditions may lead to energy not
served. To restrict this energy the maintenance scheduling should take into account the
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prediction of the amount of energy to be produced within the planned period of time of
the maintenance action.

The research in the field of wind turbines’ maintenance is focused mainly on
estimation of the effects of different maintenance strategies and their optimization, to
limit the maintenance cost and production losses due to turbine’s downtime [1–3].
Concerning production losses in these research works, losses estimation rely on sim-
plified approaches that do not assure the reasonable results, e.g. wind speeds are
averaged over 24 h time interval using historical data [1]. These approaches could be
updated with the stochastic model intended to make decisions on the best time of the
maintenance work that minimizes the wind turbine energy yield because of the turbine
being out of service.

This paper presents an influence diagram to estimate the expected utility that
represents wind turbine energy to be produced given period of time in the future. The
conditional probability distribution of a chance node of the diagram is obtained relying
on Bayesian network, whereas the utilities of value node are calculated thanks to the
second order semi-Markov chains. The example shows the application of the models in
the real case of one wind turbine E48 by Enercon located in northern part of Poland.
Both Bayesian network parameters and kernel of semi-Markov chain are derived from
real data recorded by SCADA system of the turbine and weather forecast.

2 Maintenance Scheduling as a Decision Problem

Appropriate maintenance scheduling of wind turbine is a decision problem, involving
the time of starting and duration of the maintenance activity. To make the best decision
that minimizes the energy not supplied because of the disabled wind turbine, the
influence diagram can be used. Such a diagram is an effective modeling framework for
representation and analysis of the decision making process under uncertainty caused by
stochastic nature of the wind turbine energy yield.

An influence diagram can be considered as a Bayesian network augmented with
decision variables, utility functions defining the preferences of the decision maker, and
precedence ordering specifying the order of decisions and observations [4]. The
objective of decision analysis is to identify the decision option that produces the highest
expected utility. To identify the decision option with the highest expected utility one
needs to compute the utility of each decision alternative. If A is a decision variable with
options a1,…, am,H is a hypothesis with states h1,…, hn and e is a set of observations in
the form of evidence, then one can compute the utility of each outcome of the hypothesis
and the expected utility of each action. The expected utility of action ai is

EU aið Þ ¼
X

j
U ai; hj
� � � P hjje

� � ð1Þ

where P(�) represents the belief in H given e and utility function U(�) encodes the
preferences of the decision maker on a numerical scale.

One shall choose the alternative with the highest expected utility. This is known as
the maximum expected utility which amounts to selecting an option a* such as
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a� ¼ argmaxa2AEUðaÞ: ð2Þ

In Fig. 1 one can see the diagram we created for the decision making problem of
wind turbine scheduling. It contains three types of nodes: decision, chance and value.
There are two decision nodes (drawn as rectangles) that represent decision variables,
i.e. ‘Starting point of maintenance’ and ‘Maintenance duration’. The options for the
first node refer to a discrete moment of time when the maintenance can be started,
whereas the options for the second node involve the number of time instants within the
maintenance to be taken. There is one chance node (drawn as oval) ‘Wind power
scenario’ that represents hypothesis with states determined by the combination of the
wind turbine output power states (total number of states is s) within two discrete
moments of time: (i) when the maintenance to be started and (ii) one unit of time
preceding the starting point of the maintenance. The number of wind power scenarios
depends on the starting point of maintenance activity. The s states represent different
partitions of wind turbine output power magnitudes within the power range 0 … PR

(rated power of wind turbine). They can be either observed from real data of wind
turbine output power or predicted from the forecast of wind speed and direction. ‘Wind
power scenario’ is a random variable quantified by conditional probability distribution
calculated given the option of the decision node ‘Starting point of the maintenance’.
There is one value node (drawn as a diamond) that represents the ‘Expected utility’.
This utility can be calculated relying on predictive model of wind turbine output power
trajectory given declared options of decision nodes and conditional probability distri-
butions of a chance node. The trajectory represents the process of evolution of power
and energy within each unit of time. In this case one shall choose the alternative with
the lowest expected utility (opposite to formula (2)) since we look for the decision that
would ensure the minimum energy to be lost because of the disability of wind turbine
caused by its maintenance activity. The node is quantified by the utility of each of the
combination outcomes of the parent nodes.

An arc in Fig. 1 denotes influence, i.e. the fact that the node at the tail of the arc
influences the value (or the probability distribution over possible values) of the node at
the head of the arc. Some arcs have a causal meaning, e.g. the path from a decision

Fig. 1. Influence diagram for decision making problem of wind turbine maintenance scheduling
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node to a chance node means that the decision will impact the chance node in the sense
of changing the conditional probability distribution over its outcomes.

Graphical representation of the wind turbine output power states along the timeline
of discrete time units is depicted in Fig. 2. It presents the idea of obtaining: wind power
scenario probabilities and output power trajectory needed for calculation of energy
yield. Below the timeline one can see the s states of output power for each time
t. Number of states s is the same for each t and should be optimized regarding the
satisfied error of the results to be obtained based on the models described in Sect. 3.
The output power states and their probabilities within t can be derived relying on either
real data recorded by SCADA system of wind turbine (up to t = 0) or prediction (from
t = 1). The state within t means that output power occupies this state for one instant of
time, e.g. 1 h. The power state within t derived thanks to real data occupies this state
with probability 1 whereas the power states (1 … s) predicted within t have conditional
probability distribution (joint distribution). The Bayesian networks approach is used to
derive wind power (WP) prediction based on wind speed (WS) forecast and wind
direction (WD) forecast, within t. Both of the meteorological forecasts are sometimes
accessible for the wind turbine (or farm) operator. If the forecast of wind speed and
direction at the wind turbine site are not accessible one can obtain the wind output
power trajectory relying on the real data recorded by SCADA system only. In such case
the satisfying trajectory can be obtained for quite a short period of time (around 50
instants of time). One can find details of BN model of WPP in Subsect. 3.1.

Wind power scenario (WPS) probability within t = i (let’s assume that starting
point of maintenance activity is i) is a multiplication of the probabilities of two wind
output power states – within t = i and t = i–1. When i = 0 probability of wind power
scenario is 1 whereas for i = 1 – this probability equals pu,1, u = 1,2,…,s. When i > 1
then the wind power scenario probabilities are derived as follows

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the wind turbine output power states (observed and
forecasted) along the timeline of discrete time instants. Designations in the text
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pWPS
g ði� 1; iÞ ¼ pu;i�1 � pu;i ð3Þ

where g ¼ 1; 2; . . .; s2.
The second order semi-Markov chain is used to derive wind turbine output power

trajectory given output power state within both t = i (starting point of maintenance
activity) and t = i − 1, sojourn time in state within t = i − 1, and maintenance dura-
tion. Since the number of wind power scenarios for t = 1 can be higher than 1 it is
needed to find the output power trajectories for all power scenarios. One can find
details of the second order semi-Markov chains in Subsect. 3.2. Energy yield is cal-
culated as follows

EYi;x;g ¼ x � Pi;g ð4Þ

where x is the number of time instants (maintenance duration) and Pi;g is the wind
turbine output power that represents power state within t = i.

The power Pi;g can be the middle value of i-th partition of the output power range (0
… PR). Expected utility given i and x is calculated as follows

EUi;x ¼
X

g
EYi;x;g � pWPS

g : ð5Þ

3 Modeling of Wind Turbine Output Power

3.1 Bayesian Network Model Used for Output Power Reasoning

The Bayesian network model used for wind power prediction is depicted in Fig. 3. One
model can be used within t = 1,…,m. The elements of this graphical model are nodes,
arcs between the nodes, and probability assignments. There are two root nodes WS and
WD, and they are parents of one child node WP. Each node represents a random
variable with a finite set of mutually exclusive states (a state is a possible value or
partition of values, associated with the random variable). The arcs represent direct
relevance relationships among variables. It is assumed that all the variables are discrete
ones. It means that the continuous real data need to be discretized into some states.

The conditional probability table (CPT) associated with the nodes is provided close
to them in Fig. 3. For WP with parents WS and WD there is CPT PðWPjWS;WDÞ.
The CPT of the nodes WS and WD come down to probabilities PðWSÞ and PðWDÞ,
unconditional on other nodes in the graph. The random variable WS is of states ws1,
ws2, …, wsb, whereas WD – of states wd1, wd2, …, wdc. CPT of the node WS is a b-
table (a table with b entries) containing the probability distribution PðWS ¼ wseÞ,
e = 1,2,…,b, with

P
e
PðWS ¼ wseÞ ¼ 1. CPT of the node WD is a c-table containing

the probability distribution PðWD ¼ wdf Þ, f = 1,2,…,c, with
P
f
PðWD ¼ wdf Þ ¼ 1.
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CPT of the node WP is a table containing all the probability assignments

PðWP ¼ wpu;e;f jWS ¼ wse;WD ¼ wdf Þ, u = 1,…,s, and
P
u
PðWP ¼ wpu;e;f Þ ¼ 1.

Learning CPTs amounts essentially to counting data records for different conditions
encoded in the network. It means that prior probability distribution of WS, WD and WP
can be obtained from relative counts of various outcomes in those data records that
meet the conditions described by a combination of the outcomes of the parent variables.
The data records in question (wind speed and direction measured by anemometer
installed at the top of the turbine nacelle and output power) can be gathered from real
data acquired by SCADA system of wind turbine. The resolution of data can be
different, but 1 h is very common (then data are average values along 1 h).

BN has a built-in computational architecture for computing the effects of evidence
on the states of variables in the model. This architecture allows for updating proba-
bilities of the states of the random variables, on learning new evidence. It means that
one can calculate conditional probability function of WP given forecasted wind speed
and duration, within time t = 1, 2, ..,m. Then p1;i ¼ p1;e;f (for t = i) ….. ps;i ¼ ps;e;f (for
t = i). Conditional probability function of WP needs to be calculated within the time
(t > 0 –see Fig. 1), i.e. t = i (starting point of the maintenance activity) and t = i − 1,
t = i − 2, … (mandatory for calculating the probability distribution of wind power
within t = i − 1 and duration of occupying the states within t = i − 1). It is assumed
that the states occupied within t = i − 2, t = i − 3, …. are the states of the highest
probability pu;i�2; pu;i�3; . . ..

The error of the WPP to be obtained based on BN model depends on the errors of
forecasting wind speed and direction (meteorological models) and the number of WPP
states in the BN model, the number of data used for learning parameters of BN and
marginal distributions of wind speed and direction data.

Fig. 3. Bayesian network for wind power prediction and the conditional probability tables of the
nodes: WS, WD and WP
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3.2 The Second Order Semi-markov Chains Used for Forecasting
of Wind Turbine Output Power Trajectories

We use a second order semi-Markov chain in state and duration as proposed by [5–7]
where additional results can be searched out. The model is used for forecasting wind
turbine output power trajectories given the real data of output powers at t = 0 and
t = −1, and duration of output power value at t = –1. The time t = 0 involves the last
unit of time when the output power is acquired whereas t = −1 refers to the previous
unit. The output power at t = 0 is average power within one unit of time up to t = 0.

Let us consider a finite set of states E = {w1, w2,…, wS} that represent the different
wind turbine output power values; we will often denote the generic wind power value
wj 2 E more simply with the symbol j. It should be noted that in this paper we model
directly the power output without considering a wind speed model as in [5–7].

Let us also consider a complete probability space (Ω, F, P) on which we define the
following random variables:

Jn : X ! E; Tn : X ! N:

The variable Jn denotes the wind output power at the n-th transition and Tn is the
time of the n-th transition of the power. We assume that

P Jnþ 1 ¼ j; Tnþ 1 � Tn ¼ tjr Js; Ts; 0� s� nð Þ; Jn ¼ k; Jn�1 ¼ i; Tn � Tn�1 ¼ x½ �
¼ P Jnþ 1 ¼ j; Tnþ 1 � Tn ¼ tjJn ¼ k; Jn�1 ¼ i; Tn � Tn�1 ¼ x½ � ¼: xqi:k;j tð Þ:

ð6Þ

Relation (6) makes the fact clear that the knowledge of the values Jn, Jn−1, Tn − Tn
−1 (the most two recent values of the output power and the length of time between
them) suffices to give the conditional distribution of the couple Jn+1, Tn+1 − Tn (next
power and length of time necessary to enter in next power) whatever the values of the
past variables might be. Therefore, to make probabilistic forecasting we need the
knowledge of the last two visited states and the duration time of the transition between
them.

Denote by N(t) = sup{n 2 IN : Tn � t} 8t 2 IN the number of transitions held by
the output power process up to time t. We define the second order (in state and
duration) semi-Markov chain as Z(t) = (Z1(t), Z2(t)) : = (JN(t)−1, JN(t)).

For this model ordinary transition probability functions and transition probabilities
with initial and final backward recurrence times were defined and computed in [5],
reliability measures applied to wind energy production were presented in [6] and
equations for higher order moments of the second order semi-Markov reward chain
were computed and used to quantify the total energy produced by a wind turbine in a
given time interval, see [7].

The probabilistic behaviour of the output power process can be summarized by the
transition probability function, namely the function defined by

xui:k;h;j tð Þ := P JNðtÞ ¼ j; JN tð Þ�1 ¼ hjJN 0ð Þ ¼ k; JN 0ð Þ�1 ¼ i; TN 0ð Þ ¼ 0; TNð0Þ � TNð0Þ�1 ¼ x
� �

:
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These probabilities satisfy the following system of equations, see [5]

xui:k;h;j tð Þ ¼ 1 i¼h;k¼jf g 1�
X
j2E

Xt
s¼1

xqi:k;j sð Þ
 !

þ
X
r2E

Xt
s¼1

xqi:k;r sð Þ � suk:r;h;j t � sð Þ:

For our purposes it is sufficient to consider the probability

x~ui:k;j tð Þ :=
X

h2E xui:k;h:j tð Þ: ð7Þ

Given the probability function (7) we can compute the forecast of the output power
process in the following way. First we note that the forecast of the wind power at a
given time t > 0 (t steps ahead) depends on the available information at the current time
s = 0. Therefore, if at time s = 0 we know that JN 0ð Þ ¼ k; JN 0ð Þ�1 ¼ i; TN 0ð Þ ¼
0; TNð0Þ � TNð0Þ�1 ¼ x then the forecast value at time t can be denoted by the xẐi:kðtÞ
where

xẐi:k tð Þ ¼ mode ZtjJN 0ð Þ ¼ k; JN 0ð Þ�1 ¼ i; TN 0ð Þ ¼ 0; TN 0ð Þ � TN 0ð Þ�1 ¼ x
� �

;

That is the mode of the conditional distribution of the state occupancy. It is simple
now to realize that

xẐi:k tð Þ ¼ maxj2E x~ui:k;j tð Þ
� �

: ð8Þ

The quantity computed in formula (8) is a punctual forecast of the output power.
Very often it is important to provide also the so called predictive intervals. To this end
we define the random variable called conditional forecasting error

xei:k tð Þ := xẐi:k tð Þ � Z tð Þ:

In our framework xei:k tð Þ is a discrete random variable that assumes values

xẐi:k tð Þ � wr; 8wr 2 E;

with corresponding probability x~ui:k;r tð Þ. This means that if we fix a predictive level a
we can compute the predictive interval to the level a by identifying the a

2– quantile
named pv1 and the 1� a

2

� �
– quantile denoted by pv2. Thus the interval

xẐi:k tð Þ � pv1; xẐi:k tð Þ � pv2
� �

;

gives the predictive interval to the level a.
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4 Application to Real Data

4.1 Description of the Case Study and Assumptions

The wind turbine in question is E-48 of rated output power 800 kW by Enercon.
Number of data records is 46,000 (duration of operation 5 years and 4 months). Data
resolution is 1 h. The data are used for: (i) learning the parameters of BN model and
(ii) formulating the second order semi-Markov chain.

The structure of the BN model is already defined (see Fig. 3). To learn the
parameters of this network one needs the dataset mentioned above. Each variable is
discretized following two assumptions, i.e. a method of discretization (uniform widths
and uniform counts) and the number of bins (5 and 10). Having learnt parameters of the
network given the method of discretization and the number of bins the validation of the
results has been performed. The K-crossvalidation has been taken for it given fold
count K = 10. As a result of validation the accuracy, confusion matrix, ROC Curve and
Calibration have been obtained. Finally the states of variables WS, WD and WF, and
their boundaries are derived (see Table 1) and the model can be applied for reasoning.

The wind speed and direction forecast and wind turbine output power probability
distributions given t are provided in Table 2.

The BN model used for derivation of wind turbine output power probability dis-
tributions achieved 88.852% accuracy in inferring the correct wind turbine output
power (it guessed correctly 88852 out of the total of 100000 records). Concerning
individual states the accuracy is as follows: S1 – 87.836%, S2 – 82.070%, S3 –

91.661%, S4 – 86.036% and S5 – 96,754%.
Let us consider two starting points of maintenance t = 1 and t = 2, and four

maintenance durations 5 h, 6 h, 7 h and 8 h. Durations longer than 8 h are uncommon
since a wind turbine (or farm) operator decides that the planned maintenance should be
completed within one work shift during the day.

Table 1. States of the WS, WD and WP, and boundaries of partitions represented by the states

State WS WD WP
From To From To From To

S1 0.0 3.2 0.0 84.0 0.0 21.0
S2 3.2 4.1 84.0 138.0 21.0 70.0
S3 4.1 4.7 138.0 163.0 70.0 144.0
S4 4.7 5.2 163.0 185.0 144.0 289.0
S5 5.2 5.7 185.0 208.0 289.0 835.0
S6 5.7 6.3 208.0 231.0
S7 6.3 7.0 231.0 256.0
S8 7.0 7.7 256.0 281.0
S9 7.7 8.8 281.0 313.0
S10 8.8 18.0 313.0 359.9
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4.2 Validation of the Wind Turbine Output Power Trajectory Modeling

To validate the model we performed Monte Carlo simulation to generate a synthetic
trajectory of output power. For real and synthetic trajectory the sample autocorrelation
function was computed for lag up to 200 h. The two sample autocorrelations are almost
identical, as shown in Fig. 4, and their mean percentage error equals 2.95%.

4.3 Discussion of the Maintenance Scheduling

The ‘Expected utility’ results of the influence diagram (see Fig. 1) for decision problem
of wind turbine maintenance scheduling are depicted in Fig. 4.

According to Fig. 5 the best decision that minimizes the energy not supplied
because of disabled wind turbine is to start the maintenance within t = 2 rather than
t = 1. It is valid for each maintenance duration considered in the study. To achieve
competitiveness of the maintenance to be begun within t = 1 as compared to the other
one, the limitation of maintenance duration is needed (at least 1 h). Sometimes it
cannot be possible because of restrictions in accessibility of technical and human

Table 2. The WS and WD forecast and WP distributions given t

Time t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 t = 6

Forecast Wind speed 6.5 5.6 4.9 4.4 4.1 3.8
Wind direction 199 191 181 174 167 160

State S1 0.0107 0.0017 0.0159 0.0609 0.0609 0.7475
S2 0.0047 0.1275 0.8325 0.9376 0.9376 0.2519
S3 0.0420 0.8693 0.1501 0.0014 0.0014 0.0006
S4 0.9421 0.0000 0.0015 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000
S5 0.0005 0.0015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Fig. 4. Sample autocorrelation function for real and synthetic output power trajectories
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resources. In both cases of starting points of maintenance activity the shorter (longer)
maintenance duration is the lower (higher) ‘Expected utility’ one can expect.

5 Conclusion

Wind turbine maintenance is one of the most important activities in the wind energy
industry. In this paper we presented methodology that considers maintenance
scheduling of wind turbines as a decision making problem. The optimal decision is
established in order to minimize the energy not supplied during the maintenance
activity. The methodology makes use of an influence diagram where the conditional
probability distribution of a chance node of the diagram is obtained relying on
Bayesian networks, whereas the utilities of value node are calculated thanks to the
second order semi-Markov chains.

The model has important practical implications because it may help wind energy
engineers in the planning and execution of maintenance activity following optimal
decision rules.

The work has been prepared under the project S/WE/4/13 and financially supported
by Ministry of Science and Higher Education, Poland.
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Abstract. Integrated Model of Distributed Systems (IMDS) is a formalism
which expresses duality of message passing and resource sharing and which
highlights locality, autonomy of distributed elements as well as asynchrony of
actions and communication. Combined with model checking, IMDS allows to
verify numerous properties of modeled systems. It also provides insights into the
behavior of model components (servers and agents) in the form of server view
and agent view of the system. IMDS is used in the Dedan verification envi-
ronment which can detect several types of deadlocks, including communication
deadlocks (in the server view) and resource deadlocks (in the agent view). The
paper also outlines a mapping of IMDS models into behaviorally equivalent
Petri nets, opening the way for many analysis techniques developed for Petri
nets to be used for analysis of IMDS models. In particular, structural
(siphon-based) methods for deadlock analysis in Petri nets can be used for
deadlock detection in IMDS models.

Keywords: Distributed systems � Distributed system modeling � Deadlock
detection � Petri nets � Petri net siphons � Formal methods

1 Introduction

IMDS (Integrated Model of Distributed Systems, [1–3]) is a formalism for describing
the behavior of distributed systems, especially for finding deadlocks. In IMDS, a
communication dualism is exploited, since the modeled system is represented as server
processes that communicate by messages, or travelling processes (agents) that com-
municate by means of servers’ states. A model of a distributed system is uniform, it can
be decomposed (“cut”) to server processes or agent processes. A system consists of
actions, which are combined in sequences to form the processes. An action has a
server’s state and an agent’s pending message on input, and which produces similar
pair (a new server’s state and a new agent’s message) on output.

The two views of a system (server view and agent view) are obtained by the two
possible groupings of a set of actions into sequences. In the server view, actions in
individual servers are grouped into processes. The server’s states are the carrier of the
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server’s process, and the messages are the communication means between server
processes. In the agent view, actions concerning an individual agent conform a process.
Messages are internal to a process: they are the carrier of the process. The agent
processes communicate via servers’ states.

The IMDS formalism was used, together with model checking technique [4], to
develop the Dedan program which finds various kinds of deadlock in a verified system
[5]. These are: communication deadlock (in the server view), resource deadlock (in the
agent view), partial deadlock (in which a subset of system’s processes participate) and
total deadlock (concerning all processes). A counterexample is generated if a deadlock
is found.

In Dedan, automatic conversion between the server view and the agent view is
performed. Also, observation of global transition graph and simulation on this graph
are possible.

Dedan is built in such a way that the specification of temporal formulas and
temporal verification are hidden to a user. The reason is that model checking techniques
are seldom known by the engineers. Therefore, the program is constructed in such a
way that a user specifies the system and simply “pushes the button” to check for the
existence of deadlocks.

The model checking technique has a disadvantage: the evaluation of temporal
formula consists in finding a single global configuration (will be defined in Sect. 2)
providing a false result is enough. The designer may repair the erroneous specification
and run the verification again. The scheme may be repeated for many times, until all
deadlocks are found and repaired.

The other technique of deadlock identification is finding siphons in a Petri net
corresponding to a verified IMDS specification. A siphon is a Petri subnet, which
cannot restore tokens if it is emptied [6–8]. If an empty siphon is reachable, it denotes a
deadlock. The deadlock concerns the processes (server processes and/or agent pro-
cesses) that take part in the siphon. Therefore, it may be total or partial deadlock.

A conversion of IMDS to a Petri net is described in Sect. 4 [1]. This allows for
finding some structural properties of a verified system, like identification of dead code
(unreachable part of a net), invariants discovery, finding separated subnets (indepen-
dent subsystems that do not cooperate) or location of siphons which help to find all
possible deadlocks in a system, not only one as in model checking techniques.

The main contribution of the paper is the integration of the IMDS formalism,
preserving communication duality, locality and autonomy of distributed elements, and
asynchrony of actions and communication, with siphon identification technology,
allowing for finding all deadlocks in verified system.

In this paper a definition of IMDS is given in Sect. 2, and the example of a bounded
buffer is in Sect. 3. The conversion of IMDS specification to a Petri net is covered in
Sect. 4. An example of deadlock detection using siphons and reachability is described
in Sect. 5. A problem with siphons in a system with leader is covered in Sect. 6.
Section 7 concludes the research.
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2 Integrated Model of Distributed Systems (IMDS)

IMDS is defined in [1–3]. Here we use simplified version of IMDS, without dynamic
process creation, which is suitable for static model checking. A system is composed of
a finite set of servers with their states as pairs (server, value). Any server is equipped
with a finite set of services. Servers communicate by messages (agent, server, service),
where agents are distinguishable distributed computations. States and messages are
together called items. A set of states and messages, one state for any server and at most
one message for any agent is a global system configuration (or configuration in short).
This configuration is concerned as a global system state (but we reserve a term state for
servers only): set of current servers’ states and pending agents’ messages, except for
terminated agents. The initial configuration consists of initial states of all servers and
initial messages of all agents. Formally:

S ¼ s1; s2; . . .; scardðSÞ
� �

– finite set of servers
A ¼ a1; a2; . . .; acardðAÞ

� �
– finite set of agents

V ¼ v1; v2; . . .; vcardðVÞ
� �

– finite set of values
R ¼ r1; r2; . . .; rcardðRÞ

� �
– finite set of services

P � S� V – set of states
M � A� S� R – set of messages
I ¼ P[M – set of items

T � I; 8p; p0 2 T \ P p ¼ ðs; vÞ; p0 ¼ ðs0; v0Þ; p 6¼ p0 ) s 6¼ s0;
8m;m0 2 T \ M m ¼ ða; s; rÞ; m0 ¼ ða0; s0; r0Þ; m 6¼m0 ) a 6¼ a0g � configuration; one

state for every server; at most one message for every agent

T0 � I; 8s2 S 9p2 T0 \ P p ¼ ðs; vÞ; v 2 V ;

8a2A 9m2 T0 \ M m ¼ ða; s; rÞ; s 2 S; r 2 Rg � initial configuration; one state for

every server; one message for every agent

A set of actions is defined by a relation K. An action is defined for a pair (message,
state), it retrieves the input state and the input message from the input configuration
and inserts a new state and a new message (or a new state only in the case of
agent-terminating action) to an output configuration. We say that a pair (message,
state) match if an action is defined for the pair. In a matching pair (message, state), the
server component in message and state must be the same – this means that the service is
invoked on the server the message is pending on. It is obvious that the server com-
ponent of the input state and the output state is the same, which means that an output
state refers to the same server as the input one. An output message (if any) is in the
context of the same agent as the input one, but the output message is typically directed
to some other server (it may be directed to the same server as well). Formally:

K ¼fðm; pÞ kðm0; p0Þg [ fðm; pÞ kðp0Þg j
m ¼ ða; s; rÞ 2 M; m0 ¼ ða0; s00; r0Þ 2 M; a0 ¼ a;

p ¼ ðs; vÞ 2 P; p0 ¼ ðs0; v0Þ 2 P; s0 ¼ s � set of actions � ordinary and agent-terminating
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TinpðkÞ ¼ T j T � fm; p j m; pð Þ k m0; p0ð Þ _ m; pð Þ k p0ð Þg � input configuration of action k;

contains input items of the action

ToutðkÞ ¼ T j T � fm0; p0 j m; pð Þ k m0; p0ð Þg _
T � p0 j m; pð Þ k p0ð Þf g ^ ðm ¼ ða; s; rÞ; 8m0 ¼ ða0;s0;r0Þ 2M a0 ¼ a ) m0 62 TÞ � output

configuration of action k; contains output items of the action; does not contain

output message of the agent in a case of agent-terminating action

A Labeled Transition System (LTS [9]) represents the behavior of a system as it
contains all executions of the system. Nodes (not called states for unambiguousness)
are global system configurations and transitions are actions. Formally:

d ¼fdðkÞ j k 2 K; TinpðkÞ dðkÞ ToutðkÞ;
ððða; s; rÞ; ðs; vÞÞ kðða; s0; r0Þ; ðs; v0ÞÞ _ ðða; s; rÞ; ðs; vÞÞ kððs; v0ÞÞÞ ^
8a00 2A a

00 6¼ a ^ ða00; s00; r00Þ 2 TinpðkÞ ) ða00; s00; r00Þ 2 ToutðkÞ ^
8s000 2 S s

000 6¼ s ^ ðs000; v000Þ 2 TinpðkÞ ) ðs000; v000Þ 2 ToutðkÞ g � succession relation;

replaces input items by output items; all other items preserved

LTS ¼\N;N0;W [ j
N ¼ fT0;T1; . . .g nodesð Þ;
N0 ¼ T0 initial nodeð Þ;
W ¼ fdðkÞ j k 2 K; TinpðkÞ dðkÞ ToutðkÞ ^
ðTinpðkÞ ¼ T0 _ 9k0 2K dðk0Þ 2 W ; Toutðk0Þ ¼ TinpðkÞÞ transitionsð Þg � labeled transition system

Actions are executed in interleaving way (one action at a time [10]). Note that every
server performs its action autonomously (only the server’s state and the messages
pending on this server are considered). Also, the communication is asynchronous: a
server process sends a message to some other server process (or an agent sets the
server’s state for some other agent) regardless of the current situation of a process with
which it communicates (and every other process). As a result, we may call the process
autonomous and asynchronous.

The processes in the system are defined as sequences of actions. If two consecutive
actions in a process are connected by a server state – it is a server process commu-
nicating with other server processes by means of messages (states are the carriers of
server processes). If two consecutive actions in a process are connected by a message
of an agent – it is an agent process communicating with other agent processes by
means of servers’ states (agent messages are the carriers of agent processes). Server
processes or agent processes are extracted by simply grouping of actions: a server
process is a set of actions having its states on input (the output state concerns the same
server as the input state). An agent process is a set of actions having its messages on
input (if there is an output message, it concerns the same agent).

The decomposition of a system into server processes is called a server view, the
other one is an agent view. Formally:
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BðsÞ ¼\k1; k2; � � � [ j
ðða; s; rÞ; ðs; vÞÞ k1ðða; s0; r0Þ; ðs; v0ÞÞ _ ðða; s; rÞ; ðs; vÞÞ k1ððs; v0ÞÞ;
ðða0; s0; r00Þ; ðs; v0ÞÞ k2ðða0; s00; r000Þ; ðs; v00ÞÞ _ ðða0; s0; r00Þ; ðs; v0ÞÞ k2ððs; v00ÞÞ � server

process of server s

C að Þ ¼\k1; k2; � � � [ j
ðða; s; rÞ; ðs; vÞÞ k1ðða; s0; r0Þ; ðs; v0ÞÞ; ðða; s0; r0Þ; ðs0; v00ÞÞk2ðða; s00; r00Þ; ðs0; v000ÞÞ _
\k1; k2; . . .; kk [ j
ðða; s; rÞ; ðs; vÞÞk1ðða; s0; r0Þ; ðs; v0ÞÞ; ðða; s0; r0Þ; ðs0; v00ÞÞk2ðða; s00; r00Þ; ðs0; v000ÞÞ;
ðða; s0000; r0000Þ; ðs0000; v0000ÞÞkkððs0000; v00000ÞÞ � agent process of agent

aðnon-terminating or terminatingÞ
B ¼ B sð Þf g j8s2 SB sð Þ 2 B – server view; decomposition of a system into server
processes
C ¼ C að Þf g j8a2AC að Þ 2 C – agent view; decomposition of a system into agent
processes

The deadlocks in a system are defined as follows:

• a communication deadlock of a server process – when there are messages pending at
the server, but no matching pair of any message with the server state will occur;

• a resource deadlock of an agent process – when an agent’s message is pending at a
server but it will never match any current or future state of this server.

The universal temporal formulas find the deadlocks [2, 3]: communication dead-
locks in the server view and resource deadlocks in the agent view. Therefore, temporal
logic is hidden in the verification tool and the user need not specify temporal formulas
to find deadlocks. In [3], an example is described of a system of two semaphores used
by two agents (and third server doing something else to show that a deadlock may be
partial). A detection of deadlocks in the server view (from the perspective of sema-
phores) and in the agent view (from the perspective of semaphore users) are presented.
The other example is Automatic Vehicle Guidance System [11]. The server view shows
the cooperation of road segment controllers while guiding a vehicle, and the agent view
shows the movement from the perspective of the vehicles.

3 Simple Example – Buffer

To present the two views in IMDS source language, a simple system containing a buffer
with producer and consumer agents (each one originating from its own server) is
included below. The system is listed in the server view. The notation is intuitional: server
types are defined (lines 3, 12, formal parameters specify agents and other servers used).
Every server includes states (l.4, 13), services (l.5, 14) and actions (l.7–10, 16–19)
(an action ((a, s, r),(s, v))k((a, s 0, r 0),(s,v 0)) has the form {a.s.r, s.v}!{a.s0.r0,
s.v0}). Then, server and agent variables are declared (l.21–22). The variables have the
same names as the types, they are distinguished by context. If a variable has the same
identifier as its type, a declaration variable:type may be suppressed to a single
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identifier, as in the example. At the end, servers (l.24–25) and agents (l.26) are initialized
(and variable names are bound with formal parameters of servers).

There are two obvious deadlocks in the example: when the two agents both try to
get from an empty buffer and when they try to put to a full buffer. The former one is
shown in the counterexample presented in Fig. 1. However, it is hard to “enforce” the
model checker to show the latter deadlock (if it is even known by the designer).
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4 Petri Net Equivalent to IMDS

Although the main target of Dedan is finding deadlocks, a user may be interested in
other properties of a verified system, for example:

• structural properties of a system: structural conflicts, dead code, pure cyclic system
or not, etc.,

• temporal properties other than deadlock: if a system is safe from some erroneous
situation, if given situations are inevitable, etc.,

• graphical definition of concurrent components of a system (servers or agents),
• graphical simulation in terms of concurrent components rather than in terms of a

global graph.

Fig. 1. The counterexample of a deadlock in “bounded buffer” system

pm

m’ p’
a) b)

pm

p’

λ λ

Fig. 2. Petri net interpretation of (a) regular action (b) agent-terminating action
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For the purpose of supporting the above possibilities, some additional facilities are
included into Dedan. Besides the export to external model checkers, for temporal anal-
ysis, the interface with Charlie Petri net analyzer [12, 13] is included, to obtain a structural
analysis. The export is in ANDL format (Abstract Net Description Language [14]).

An IMDS system may be converted to an equivalent Petri net. Every action is
converted to a Petri net transition, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Input items (a message m and a
state p) are converted to the input places m and p. In a regular action, output items (a
message m0 and a state p0) are converted to the output places m0 and p0 (Fig. 2a). In an
agent-terminating action, only one output place is present (corresponding to an output
state p0, Fig. 2b). The initial marking of the Petri net has tokens in all places of initial
servers’ states and all places of initial agents’messages. By construction of the described
conversion of an IMDS system to a Petri net, the reachable markings graph has identical
structure as LTS of IMDS (states$“state” places, messages$“message” places,
actions$transitions, configuration$marking, initial configuration$initial marking).

Fig. 3. Petri net representation of the “bounded buffer” system: servers Sprodcons[1..2], buf,
agents Aprodcons[1..2]
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The “bounded buffer” system converted to the Petri net (in ANDL format) is shown
below. First, the places with initial marking are defined. Then the transitions follow,
with input places marked “−1” and output places “+1”. The final “1” is not important.
The indices of vector elements (in square brackets) are replaced by indices separated
from vector names with underscore. Identifiers in messages (agent, server, service) and
states (server, value) are separated also by underscores. For example, a message
(Aprodcons[1], buf, put) is converted to place identifier Aprodcons_1_buf_put.

The Petri net is illustrated in Fig. 3. The states and messages in individual servers
are grouped and separated by dashed lines. The states of servers are filled red while the
messages are filled green. Also, Sprodcons[1] states have dense grill while
Sprodcons[2] states have rare grill. States of buf have chessboard filling. Mes-
sages of Aprodcons[1] have diagonal hatching while messages of Aprodcons
[2] have horizontal hatching. Initial states and initial messages are surrounded by bold
ovals. All messages have identifiers in italics.

5 Deadlock Detection Using Siphons and Reachability

The siphon report from Charlie [13] contains (among other data):
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As the system has deadlocks, there should be siphons that may be emptied, rep-
resenting the two deadlocks. There are 49 elementary siphons found. Every empty
siphon may be checked for reachability using model checking technique (in the
Charlie’s output, a set of places is listed that should be emptied, and every emptied
place represents the lack of a message or a state in a configuration), using the CTL
formula AG (not u) (or LTL formula □(not u)), where u is an empty siphon. In the
example above, the Uppaal formula (Uppaal [15] is one of external model checkers
used in Dedan) for the siphon number 1 is (services has the encoding 1-put, 2-get, 1-
doSth, 2-ok_put, 3-ok_get):

The verification gives the result false, which means that the siphon may be emptied.
Uppaal generates a counterexample, in which both agents perform get on empty
buffer (state elem0). Many other siphons may be emptied by two get operations on
the empty buffer. All these situations constitute a single deadlock (but the counterex-
amples may differ in the order of issuing get by the two agents). Therefore, every
siphon may be easily checked for emptying (there are some siphons that are not
emptied in the example, for instance (buf_elem0,buf_elem_1)). As some
siphons are equivalent (they have the same or equivalent counterexamples, differing in
the order or operations), abstraction classes should be made in the set of siphons. The
criterion for allocation of siphons to abstraction classes is a configuration that finishes a
counterexample (it is equivalent to a marking in the Petri net). In the example, there are
two abstraction classes representing the two possible deadlocks, they are identified by
the configurations (triples are messages, pairs are servers’ states):
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For small systems, for which an LTS may be prepared internally in Dedan, the
reachability of siphon emptying may be checked directly in the LTS. For instance for
the siphon number 1 the reachability of siphon emptying may be verified by the
inspection of the LTS and finding a configuration in which:

• pending message of the agent Aprodcons[1] is not put at buf, or the agent is
terminated (no pending message of Aprodcons[1]),

• pending message of the agent Aprodcons[2] is not put at buf,
• current state of the server buf is not elem_1,
• pending message of the agent Aprodcons[1] is not doSth at Sprodcons[1],
• pending message of the agent Aprodcons[1] is not ok_get at Sprodcons[1],
• current state of the server Sprodcons[1] is not prod,
• pending message of the agent Aprodcons[2] is not ok_get at Sprodcons[2],
• current state of the server Sprodcons[2] is not neutral.

6 Verification of a System with Leader

An example in Sect. 5 was a purely cyclic system. If a system is not cyclic, it may
contain a leader – a subnet initializing the system before it works cyclically. Such a
leader obviously contains a siphon – an emptied subnet which do not restore tokens
(because it is not needed). Such a system of “2 semaphores” is described in [3].
A siphon is found for every place implementing an initial state of a server or an initial
message of an agent:

For the siphon number 7, the formula A[ ] !(A_2_proc_2! = 1) evaluates to
false, suggesting a deadlock, but it is an initial message of the agent A[2]: (A[2], proc,
start), contained in the leader. Distinguishing between deadlock siphons and leader
siphons is obvious: if a siphon consists in a single place with no input arcs, it is a leader
siphon. As the siphon may be emptied, the initial marking is followed by some other
marking and therefore it is not a leader siphon and a deadlock siphon at the same time.
There may be some other patterns in LTS (such as initial loops, for example), so further
research on this issue is needed.
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7 Conclusions

The paper overviews the IMDS formalism and illustrates some of its aspects by dis-
cussing a small example of bounded buffer used by producer and consumer agents.
Also, a conversion of IMDS models into Petri nets is outlined. Due to this conversion, a
wide variety of Petri net model analysis methods can be used for verification of IMDS
models. In particular, structural analysis of Petri nets can be used which is not readily
available in the IMDS formalism.

There are several aspects of the IMDS formalism that require further research.
One is the usefulness of the IMDS approach for the analysis of large models and the

restrictions which the approach may impose on the analyzed models.
For large models, it would be attractive to have some sort of compositional

approach in which consecutive model components could be added to the analyzed
system without the necessity of reevaluating the system for each addition.

An interesting research question is if the structural methods used for analysis of
Petri nets can be adopted to the IMDS formalism; i.e., is it possible to develop
structural approach directly in the IMDS formalism, without deriving the Petri net
model?
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Abstract. This paper presents a new method to generate and schedule tasks in
the architecture of embedded systems based on the simulated annealing. This
novel method takes into account the attribute of divisibility of tasks. The paper
describes methods in the following chapters in order to generate target system
with established restrictions (deadlines). The research activities are an extension
of the research presented in the article [1]. As in the case of said work studies, in
researches the same algorithms was used for each considered case. Previous
studies have indicated very promising results after applying the attribute of
divisibility for tasks represented in the created systems.

Keywords: Scheduling � NoC architecture � Simulated annealing

1 Introduction

The necessity to increase productivity and continuous miniaturization within embedded
systems enforces continuous work in this area [4–6]. It represents the development of
embedded systems, speaks for multi-criteria optimization, which is aimed at creating
architectures of embedded systems optimized in terms of criteria, such as the cost of
setting up the system, power, speed and design time. These criteria must be met with
systems characterized by the increasing complexity [6]. Specified parameters must be
taken into account in studies concerning the creation of specialized architectures using
appropriate computer methods.

As co-design is defined by parallel designs of both hardware and software com-
ponents, the effect of which is embedded system implementing their tasks by using
integrated components. Usually, optimization undergoes several criteria. In some cases,
the aim is to obtain a system that meets one of the criteria with the given limits for the
other criteria [6, 7]. There are algorithms that minimize execution time of the system at
limited cost, the cost of creating a system at a given speed or to minimize power
consumption while providing a minimum speed. Similar algorithms process of
co-design is used in this work [8].

This novel method takes into account the attribute of divisibility of tasks. A pro-
posal of representing the process is made in the form of trees. Despite the fact that the
architecture of Network-on-Chip (NoC) is an interesting alternative to a bus archi-
tecture based on multi-processors systems, it requires a lot of work, which ensures the
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optimization of communication. This paper proposes an effective approach to generate
dedicated NoC topology solving communication problems. The research activities are
an extension of the research presented in the article [1].

In this work graphs are accepted as TGFF input proposed by David Rhodes and
Robert Dick [2, 3].

2 Scheduling

Scheduling problems are applied in the areas of computer science research discrete
optimization, discrete programming and combinatorial [9]. For each of the areas
becomes the goal of finding the optimum, accepted for the objective function to order
tasks using a set of machines for which the process is executed. This process should
include the restrictions imposed on the tasks, individual machines and their mutual
relations. A typical performance of the scheduling process. In the scheduling problem,
two sets can be distinguished:

– T = {T1, T2, …, n} – tasks set that need to be sorted
– M = {M1, M2, …, n} – set of machines/processors used to perform tasks

Such criteria as task dependency and independence are also being considered.
Whenever term “dependency” is used, it refers to occurrence of dependencies in the
order in which tasks are carried out. In case of this criterion, it can be concluded that
there are restrictions on the order of tasks. Otherwise, tasks are independent. If
dependent tasks are under consideration, they can be presented as a task graph, which
makes it possible to illustrate specific links between the tasks. Another task scheduling
criterion, quite rare in case of embedded systems, which is examined here, is task
divisibility. If a task can be interrupted in the course of performing it, we say that it is
divisible. Otherwise it is indivisible.

Typically it is considered in the case of operating systems, where it is possible to
interrupt the performance of a given task, and his resume after the completion of the
tasks of higher priority. The task can be suspended in the event of a higher priority, or at
the moment of the interrupt request. In this work only the case of suspension of the task
in the event of a higher priority tasks will be considered. Of course, if such an operation
was possible, the task must have the attribute of divisibility. Typically, these attributes
are not considered when scheduling tasks within embedded systems. In this article, in
addition to the above-described case are taken into account time constraints. Time
constraints are set for the selected tracks in the graph. It is one of the main objectives of
scheduling. Figure 1 shows the limitations imposed on each path in the graph.

Two types of optimization algorithms can be distinguished in scheduling: algo-
rithms using task succession graphs or algorithms using task interaction graphs. Among
the former algorithms are, inter alia, letter schedulers, and among the latter, genetic
algorithms.
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3 Synthesis of SoC Systems

Contemporary embedded systems are characterized by greater complexity, stemming
from the integration of constantly increasing diversity of functions in a single system.
In addition to the increasing complexity, another aspect of the development of
embedded systems are constantly growing requirements related to cost, power con-
sumption, speed of action and the time of design.

3.1 Synthesis and Co-synthesis

The designing of architecture using computer methods specifies the term system syn-
thesis. If such a synthesis is used for embedded systems which integrate components in
hardware and software it is called hardware and software co-synthesis [10]. As
co-design is defined parallel design of both hardware and software components, the
effect of which is embedded system implementing their tasks are using integrated
components. Usually optimization undergoes several criteria. In some cases, the aim is
to obtain a system that meets one of the criteria with the given limits for the other criteria
[7]. There are algorithms that minimize execution time of the system at limited cost, the
cost of create a system at a given speed or to minimize power consumption while
providing a minimum speed. Similar algorithms process of co-design used in this work
[8]. Some work on the co-design of embedded systems [7] allows the use of a simplified
architecture which includes a general purpose processor and specialized module.

Methods of co-design based on the specifications presented above form of com-
municating processes, automatically generate the architecture of the embedded system.
This process usually is performed iteratively by making various divisions of func-
tionality and comparing the resulting systems. If an example is considered in which
mapping can be used in different processors and hardware modules [7] of co-design
process can be divided into the following tasks:

Fig. 1. Elementary task graph
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– Defining the architecture through the allocation of modules
– Assignment of tasks to resources
– Scheduling tasks and transmissions

The allocation of computational modules is a step which defines the system
architecture. This step is possible after determining the available library modules and
their parameters. The next step, usually performed in parallel with the allocation, the
allocation of tasks to processors is a generalized problem of the division of tasks
between hardware and software. Tasks that are assigned to the processors are subjected
to the process of scheduling which is responsible for determining the order in per-
formance of specific tasks. The last two stages, both assigning tasks to processors and
scheduling is NP-complete problems. In the class of NP-complete problems finding the
target architecture is only possible by using effective heuristic methods.

Many of the proposed co-synthesis methods assumed multi bus architecture. In
recent years, single-chip network architecture NoC [4] for systems-oriented intensive
calculations was proposed. Many studies concluded that it is most effective architecture
for this type of systems.

3.2 NoC Synthesis

Depending on application, and ultimately generated NoC topology, synthetic methods
can identify the region in which the graph is synthesized in regular/irregular archi-
tectures and each group of the task graph is synthesized in the architecture of the
structure of regular/irregular. By selecting regular NoC topology is assumed to simplify
the design process. In case of such design decisions it narrows the search for a subset of
solutions. Previously, the algorithms took graph tasks as input. This approach allows
obtaining the benefits as well as certain restrictions. Approach which used a task graph
(TG) as a representation of the data, was used to good effect in [10, 11]. A large
number of existing algorithms co-synthesis is a refining [13, 14], such solutions starting
from sub-optimal solutions, in the course of operations proposed system is improved by
modifying the architecture. In such algorithms solution is usually the initial architecture
for the system fulfills the present limit, and then striving to achieve the best system
follows the migration process for existing PE, reduction or addition of PE.

Restrictions imposed by heuristic algorithms have been offset by the use in the
synthesis of embedded systems metaheuristic algorithms [13]. Simulated annealing
algorithm presented in many works multi-purpose research approach based on mapping
the mesh structure of NoC architecture. Here the heuristics used in the deterministic
algorithm to explore the space and finding the Pareto mappings that optimize perfor-
mance and power consumption. With the construction of the NoC network, it is pos-
sible to virtualize hardware that can map one or more logical tasks on a single PE.

According to current knowledge this is the first work in which the use of simulated
annealing has been applied in co-synthesis embedded systems considering divisibility
of tasks as attribute tasks.
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4 Simulated Annealing

It belongs to the group of so-called soft selection algorithms. These are algorithms
which allow to accept the growth of minimized objective function, in order to avoid
local minima zone. The basis for this algorithm is an analogy of creating a crystal solid
through the slow process of annealing. The aim is to achieve a minimum energy state
corresponding to crystal. This is accomplished by the slow decreasing of temperature,
so that at each temperature level heat balance is obtained.

Because the scheduling is classified as NP-hard problems still are being sought as
the most optimum solutions using algorithms approximating the most accurate results.
The best solution to the problem can be found by reviewing all possible mappings,
which in a multiprocessor system based on a network of NoC is first brought to the
mapping tasks in the correct network and then scheduling at the appropriate processors
tasks and the required transmission. This method is however impractical due to
exponential number of possible solutions.

One example solves the problem of mapping and scheduling the network NoC is
the method of simulated annealing [15–17]. This is an example of a method of per-
forming global optimization. The idea of this algorithm is taken from the metallurgical
where it describes the process of annealing of metals.

Initially, the algorithm tends to accept many random solutions with all available
space as to minimize temperature narrows the space of solutions until the freeze.
Stopping criterion is determined by the freezing condition or lack of changes by a fixed
number of iterations. In this work simulated annealing algorithm was used to find the
most optimal solution.

5 Preliminaries

This paper presents a co-synthesis hardware and software method based on the simu-
lated annealing method [11, 12]. The comparison of the methods used synthesis hard-
ware and software for the tasks and problems divisible and indivisible is shown here. So
far, the proposed approach to co-synthesis using any methods or algorithms not con-
sidered such an attribute which is the divisibility of tasks. According to the current state
of knowledge of the author it has not been studied as such issues in terms of scheduling.
The approach presented here is also proposing to split the graph into individual regions,
also performing at the minimization of certain parameters of NoC network.

Acyclic directed graph can be used to describe the proposed embedded system.
Each node in the graph represents a task, while the edge describes the relationship
between related tasks. Each of the edges in the graph is marked by a label d, where each
of its indices defines the tasks that connect. An exemplary task graph is shown in
Fig. 1. In the presented approach time constraints on the chosen path in the graph are
taken into account. In Fig. 1 presents the restrictions (deadlines) imposed on the path,
are marked them as T (rest).

The presented approach assumes that there is a database containing computing
elements for implementation in SoC systems:
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– tasks execution times
– modules surface

In the proposed method two basic types of PE can be distinguished:

– Universal programmable processor (PP)
– Specialized hardware modules (HC)

Each of universal programmable processors can perform all the tasks that are
compatible with them. Ppi is determined by memory space occupied by the required
task, while SPPI determines the area of PPi processor.

In contrast, PPi, HC hardware module can perform only one task, but there is a
possibility of many hardware implementations of the same task. In addition, certain
communication buses are also defined by channels of communication bandwidth. All
communication channels have the same bandwidth bNOC.

6 Methodology

The graph showing task dependencies in the constructed system is accepted as input
data in the proposed methodology for the simulated annealing. Parts of the graph are
submitted to annealing process, in accordance with the proposed optimization. Then the
individual parts are combined with each other at the same time specifying the best
possible architecture of the system.

6.1 System Design Futures

The proposed system includes the following functionalities:

– graph distribution into relevant regions
– mapping of certain regions into NoC
– annealing process which individual parts of the graph are subjected to

Each of the regions is subjected to annealing process in such a way as to meet the
limits and get the best possible reproduction into NoC or NoC region.

System construction consists in the following steps:

1. Drawing a number of algorithms for partitioning and mapping
2. Drawing division algorithms from the pool of available algorithms
3. Graph division in accordance with the rules of algorithm drawn
4. Drawing the calibration algorithms from the pool of available algorithms
5. Representation of input task graph part in the created portion of NoC
6. The combination of all the NoC regions into one network.

After mapping all tasks in the appropriate regions of NoC, one integral network has
created algorithm set for divisibility and mapping together with a description of the
values optimized by particular rules are presented below. Each of the proposed algo-
rithms suggests that one or more of the parameters associated with NoC problems
should be minimized. The above table (Table 1) shows selected individual NoC
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parameters proposed for optimization, such as: optimizing the speed, optimizing the
NoC traffic or optimizing NoC energy consumption. Optimizing NoC traffic is carried
out by the division gene proposing a cut at the point of the longest transmission from
the graph which is being examined. Removal of the specified transmission adds a
communication channel between the relevant NoC regions. Disabling the longest
transmission from the available NoC region provides more options for aligning the
remaining transmissions.

In the proposed approach, there are two types of algorithms to be distinguished:
dividing algorithms and mapping algorithms. The first type is responsible for the
breakdown of the graph into smaller parts of the network. The second type of algorithm
is used for representation of a portion of the graph (which is the result of division by
sharing algorithm/algorithms) into NoC region. Then each of the proposed (allocated)
graph fragments undergoes the process of finding the best solution for a given NoC
region by means of applying the annealing algorithm. After finding a set of solutions
for all the regions they are merged into one coherent and integral dedicated network.
Figure 1 shows a sample tasks graph with the tasks use as input to creating system.
Each of the proposed algorithms must ensure full compliance with the time limits
imposed on the graph that represents system tasks. The next step after the division task
to processors is task-specific mapping step in the specified region of NoC. The next

Table 1. Sample database for the system described by the Fig. 1

Task name P1 P2 P3
t s t s t s

T1 15 5 t s 41 13
T2 15 13 37 15 28 21
T3 15 21 26 23 20 23
T4 10 20 23 25 20 38
T5 10 28 18 40 20 35
T6 10 7 11 38 20 12
T7 10 15 26 15 20 19
T8 10 23 27 22 20 23
T9 10 18 18 27 20 35
T10 10 30 11 38 20 37
T11 10 11 12 41 20 26
T12 15 17 42 31 22 34
T13 15 15 15 37 14 21
T14 15 9 16 25 25 13
T15 15 11 15 17 30 8
T16 20 16 27 9 35 18
T17 20 18 18 27 22 35
T18 20 30 11 38 23 37
T19 20 11 12 41 51 26
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step is to create complete network architecture, combining all its regions and, if nec-
essary, regrouping tasks, as shown in Fig. 2. Architecture for the tasks usually attribute
divisible without it differ from one another, but in this case they are the same and are
shown in Fig. 2. Last step is scheduling. This is shown in Fig. 3 (for non attribute of
divisible tasks) and Fig. 4 (for the task with attribute of divisibility).

7 Result and Analysis

Research has been carried out on comparing task allocation with regard to divisibility
attribute and without taking account of this attribute. The same algorithms were used
for each of the cases under examination. The application of the proposed approach to
solving the problem resulted in a significant improvement in system performance as
well as in the implementation of all tasks and allowed for lower power consumption.
Division of graph into individual regions, which are then mapped into parts of NoC,

Fig. 2. NoC architecture for indivisibility and divisibility tasks

Fig. 3. Scheduling of invisibility tasks

Fig. 4. Scheduling of divisibility tasks
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which was already proposed, brings significant benefits in relation to representation of
the graph as a whole.

Because previous studies have been carried out on the graphs generated by the
author’s work in the current was used commonly known graphs presented for open
discussion and testing with their use. For graphs used in the paper, the author applied
for divisibility attribute randomly selected tasks. What is a new approach in relation to
the proposed works [2, 3]. Like the previous studies use divisibility attribute impor-
tance shortened the duration of the system. The following are generated to the target
architecture with all the data needed to create the system. Research has shown that by
using the attribute divisible of tasks, the obtained execution time is shorter than the
algorithm proposed by authors of TGFF graphs. The problem turned out to scheduling
tasks for some graphs TGFF without the use of an attribute divisibility. Thanks to the
additional use of task divisibility attribute, much faster execution of the system was
possible, as well as further energy was saved thanks to the proposed solution.

For the cases referred to were obtained times worse than those obtained by the
authors of graphs, which motivates you to change the algorithm search space of pos-
sible solutions to thereby further shorten the generation of the target system.

8 Summary

This work considers the problem of scheduling tasks in embedded systems including
attribute divisibility. The envisaged system is specified using the graph tasks. The
target system is constructed using the algorithm of simulated expression. In the process
of constructing the system and actually improve the original solution process is carried
out scheduling and, if necessary, the allocation of tasks to other processors to meet the
criteria of multi-criteria optimization in the process of creating a new system. The most
important criterion in the process of creating the system is to meet the restrictions
imposed on individual path in the graph representing the system tasks to create. The
presented approach is an extension of the work presented in the article “Scheduling
tasks in embedded systems based on NoC architecture, International Journal of
Computer Technology and Applications, 2014”. As in the case of said work studies, in
researches the same algorithms was used for each case considered. Previous studies
have indicated very promising results after applying the attribute of divisibility for tasks
represented in the created systems.

The study allowed us to achieve shorter lead times prioritization of tasks for graphs
TGFF than those obtained by the authors. In future work would be an interesting issue
to consider dual-processor tasks attribute divisibility and without this attribute.
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Abstract. The paper includes a proposal of a new algorithm for Computer
Aided Design (CAD) of complex system with higher degree of dependability.
Optimization: in scheduling of tasks, partitioning of resources, the allocation of
task and resources are basic goals this algorithm. These optimization problems
are NP-hard, but can be it solved efficiently e.g. by meta-heuristic algorithms.
Presented the CAD algorithm based on Ant Colony Optimization may have a
practical application in developing tools for rapid prototyping of such systems.
The Ant Colony Optimization algorithm is a probabilistic technique for solving
computational problems which can be reduced to finding good paths
through graphs.
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Dependable �Optimization � Pheromone � Evaporation �Ant Colony �CAD tools

1 Introduction

The objective of computer-aided design of complex computer systems (i.e. that contain
sets of processors and additional resources, that compute great number of programs) is
to find the optimal solution, in accordance with the requirements and constraints
imposed by of the stated specification of the systems. The following optimality criteria
are usually taken into consideration: the speed of action, the cost of the implementation,
the power of consumption and the degree of dependability.

The identification and partitioning of resources between various implementation
techniques is the basic matter of automatic aided design. Such partitioning is signifi-
cant, because every complex system must be realized as result of hardware imple-
mentation for its certain tasks and of software implementation for other. Additionally
scheduling problems are one of the most significant issues occurring in design of
operating procedures responsible for controlling the allocations of tasks and resources
in complex systems.

The new model and new construction methods - the par-synthesis - which are
presented in [1], software and hardware components are developed jointly in parallel
and coherently connected to each other, what the final solution reduced costs and
increases the speed of action, differently than before. This model and methods for
systems with a high degree of dependability were presented in [2].
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The resources distribution is to specify, what hardware and software are in system
and to allocate theirs to specific tasks, before designing execution details. Another
important issue that occurs in designing complex systems is assuring their fault-free
operation. Such designing concentrates on developing dependable and fault-tolerant
architectures and constructing dedicated operating procedures for them [3]. In this
system an appropriate strategy of self-testing during regular exploitation must be
provided. The general model and new concept of parallel to tasks scheduling and
resources partition for complex systems with higher degree of dependability was
presented in detail in [3, 4]. We proposed in these papers the following schematic
diagram of a coherent process of synthesis for systems of faults tolerant, Fig. 1, which
in turn increases the degree of dependability of these systems.

The suggested method of par-synthesis consists of the following steps:

1. specification of requirements and constraints for the system,
2. specification of all tasks,
3. assuming the initial values of resource set,
4. defining testing tasks and the structure of system, self-testing strategy selection,
5. scheduling of tasks,
6. the evaluation the operating speed and system cost, multi-criteria optimization,
7. the change should be followed by a modification of the resource set, a new system

partitioning into hardware and software parts and an update of structure and test
tasks (go to step 5).

Modeling fault tolerant systems consists of resource identification and tasks
scheduling problems that are both hard NP-complete [5, 6]. Algorithms for solving
such problems are usually based on heuristic approaches.

System specification

Set of all tasks (require-
ments and constraints)

Database of
resources

Initial set of resources

Analysis of system tasksDependable structure.
Set of testing tasks.

Scheduling 
of tasks

Tasks and resources alloca-
tion. System analysis.

Resources 
partition

Resources set
modifications

Resulting system 

Fig. 1. The process par-synthesis of dependable complex system
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The objective of this paper is to present of meta-heuristic approaches to the solution
problems of dependable complex systems design, i.e. a simultaneously solution to tasks
scheduling and resource assignment problems. The set of tasks consists with tasks of
self testing and tasks users. A collection of resources creates the redundant structure
with high dependability. We suggested in the paper [3] hybrid algorithm: evolutionary
with simulated annealing, in which there are Boltzmann tournaments. The paper [4]
presented other the meta-heuristic algorithm, based for the adaptation a neural network
Tsang-Wang, what has been applied for resolving problems of resource allocation and
task scheduling and also for a coherent solution to these problems. We present, in this
paper, other the meta-heuristic algorithm yet, based for the adaptation Ant Colony
Optimization, for aided design of system of higher degree of dependability. The
development of these algorithms allowed us to compare the results achieved by these
various meta-heuristics.

2 Adaptation of ACO to Solve the Problems of Par-Synthesis

The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm is a heuristic algorithm which uses the
idea of agents (here: ants) and imitating their real behavior in a way [7, 8]. On the basis
of specific information (distance, amount of pheromone on the paths, etc.) ants evaluate
the quality of paths and choose between them with some random probability (the better
path quality, the higher probability it represents). Having walked the whole path from
the source to destination, ants learn from one another by leaving a layer of pheromone
on the path. Its amount depends on the quality of solution chosen by agent: the better
solution, the bigger is amount of pheromone. Then the pheromone “vapors” to enable
the change of path chosen by ants and let them ignore the worse (more distant from
targets) paths, which they were walking earlier. The result of such an algorithmic
operation is not only the solution itself. Very often it is the trace, which leads to this
solution. It allows us to analyze not only a single solution, but also permutations
generating different solutions, although based on the same division (i.e. tasks are
scheduled in different order, though they are still allocated to the same processors).
This very kind of approach is utilized to solve problems such as synthesis, where not
only the partition of tasks is important, but also their schedule.

To adapt the ACO algorithm to synthesis problems, the following two parameters
have been defined:

• Number of agents (ants) in the colony.
• Pheromone evaporation coefficient (from the range (0; 1)).

The process of choosing these parameters is important and should consider that:

• For too big number of agents, the individual cycle of algorithm can last quite long,
and the values saved in the table (“levels of pheromone”) as a result of addition will
determine relatively weak solutions.

• On the other hand, when the number of agents is too small, most of paths will not be
covered and as a result, the best solution can long be uncovered.
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The situation is similar for the evaporation coefficient:

• Too small value will cause that ants will quickly “forget” good solutions and as a
result it can quickly come to the so called stagnation (the algorithm will stop at one
solution, which does not have to be the best one).

• Too big value of this factor will make ants don’t stop analyze “weak” solutions;
furthermore, the new solutions may not be pushed, if time, which has passed since
the last solution found will be long enough (it is the values of pheromone saved in
the table will be too big).

The ACO algorithm defines two more parameters, which let you balance between:

• a – the amount of pheromone on the path, and
• b – “quality” of the next step.

These parameters are chosen for specific instance of problem. This way, for parameters:

• a > b there is bigger influence on the choice of path, which is more often exploited,
• a < b there is bigger influence on the choice of path, which offers better solution,
• a = b there is balanced dependency between quality of the path and degree of its

exploitation,
• a = 0 there is a heuristic algorithm based only on the quality of passage between

consecutive points (ignorance of the pheromone level on the path),
• b = 0 there is a heuristic algorithm based only on the amount of pheromone (it is

the factor of path attendance),
• a = b = 0 we’ll get the algorithm making division evenly and independently of the

amount of pheromone or the quality of solution.

Having given the set of neighborhood N of the given point i, amount of pheromone
on the path s and the quality of passage from point i to point j as an element of the table
η you can present the probability of passage from point i to j as [9]:

pkij ¼
½sij�a½gij�bP

l2Nk
l

½sij�a½gij�b
when j 2 Nk

i

0 else

8
><

>:

Formula 2.1. Evaluation of the quality of the next step in the ACO algorithm.
In the approach presented here, the ACO algorithm uses agents to find three pieces

of information [9, 10]:

• The best/the most beneficial division of tasks between processors.
• The best sequence of tasks.
• Searching for the best possible solution for the given distribution.

Agents (ants) are searching for the solutions which are the collection resulting from
the first two targets (they give the unique solution as a result). After scheduling, agents
fill in two tables:
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• Two-dimensional table representing allocation of task to the given processor.
• One-dimensional table representing the sequence of running the tasks.

The operation of agent involves (Fig. 2).
To evaluate the quality of task allocation to processor, the following method is

being used (Fig. 3).
The computational complexity of single agent is polynomial and depends on the

number of tasks, resources and times of tasks beginning.

Selected algorithm parameters:

• a is number of ants: for number of tasks n < 50 this a = 75 and for n >= 50 this
a = [1,5 • n] i.e. the largest integer not greater than 1,5 • n

• the pheromone evaporation coefficient is 0,08.

After initiating the tables (of allocation and sequence) for each agent, the algorithm
starts the above cycle, after which the evaluation of solutions takes place. Having
completed the particular number of cycles, the parameters are being updated and
algorithm continues working (Fig. 4).

Like in other meta-heuristic algorithms, parameters of ants’ colony have been
selected through experiments. Algorithm tuning is to select possibly best parameter
values. This process demands many experiments which are conducted for different

Drawing the next available task with the probability specified 
in the table of task running sequence

Drawing a processor with the probability specified in the 
table of tasks allocation to resources

Task scheduling

Is it the last task?

End

No

Yes

Collecting information: Allocation of tasks to resources and 
running the tasks

Fig. 2. Agent (ant) operation scheme
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combinations of parameter values. For each combination of variable values, compu-
tation process has been repeated many times, and then an average result has been
calculated. The same graphs type of STG [11], like at previous algorithms (Genetic and
Neural), have been applied.

Evaluation of the best solution found in current cycle

For each agent – based on the best solution – updating the tables of 
tasks running sequence and allocation of tasks to resources

Is it the last cycle?

Optimization/customization of system parameters

No

Yes

Initiation of tables of tasks running sequence and allocation of tasks to resources

Completing the cycle of analysis for each agent

Fig. 4. The principle of ACO algorithm operation

Evaluation of the sequence obtained

Release the task

Was it the last of available resource

End

No

Yes

Evaluation of current (incomplete) scheduling

Allocation of task to the next of available resources

Fig. 3. The principle of path evaluation
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3 Computational Experiments

3.1 Example Actions of Algorithm for Scheduling Problem

Specifications: Two identical parallel processors and seven dependent nonpreemptive
tasks with known execution times. Should be found allocations and priorities (for
a > b).

1. Define the G - structure of the tasks unallocated and the S - structure of the possible
for allocation of tasks in the next step (for example, at the beginning of G = {T1,
T2,…, T7} and S = {T1, T2, T3}). Update pheromone level, include evaporation.

2. In the S choose the task with the strongest track structure with pheromone: e.g. after
the task T3 is selected the task T4, and not T7, if dominated by the quality of the
path: e.g. the length available next task, would be selected the task T7.

3. Allocate available the task to the processor - just as soon as you can and in
accordance with the precedence constraints.

4. Remove the selected task of G and S, and add to the list of correction by an ant.
5. Update the level of pheromone and leave a trace (Fig. 5).
6. If G = Ø is the end of the algorithm.
7. Go to point 1;

3.2 Examples of Selected Computational Experiments. Comparing
the Results of Par- Synthesis for Dependable Systems

3.2.1 Independent Tasks with Cost of Memory – Minimization of Cost
and Time
Algorithm Ant Colony Optimization obtained solutions with lower cost than other
algorithms solutions for almost all instances of problems. Solutions obtained with this
algorithms feature shorter scheduling lengths when compared to solutions of other

processor P1 T 1 T3 T 5 T 7
processor P2 T 2 T 4 T 6
time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Fig. 5. Gantt chart the result of scheduling
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algorithms. When the number of tasks is increased, ACO algorithm outruns others by
generating structures with much shorter scheduling lengths – Charts 1 and 2 (Fig. 6).

3.2.2 The Influence of Precedence Constraints on Computations
Calculations were conducted for ten sets of dependent, nonpreemptable tasks, with
different numbers of tasks and sequence constraints. Maximal number of processors:
15. Both time and cost were optimization criteria. Random access memory cost was
taken into account as well.

Ant Colony Genetic Neural

Fig. 6. The markings on the charts for algorithms: ACO, Genetic [4], Neural [5], respectively.
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Once again ACO algorithm obtained solutions at a lower cost than solutions of
other algorithms. The case is different for time criterion (scheduling length) – there are
instances of problems where similar and better solutions are obtained by genetic
algorithm, especially for the criterion on time – Charts 3 and 4.

4 Conclusions

This paper is about the problems of parallel design of complex systems with high degree
of dependability. Such a design is carried out on a high level of abstraction in which
system specification consists of a set of tasks, which should be implemented by a set of
resources and these are listed in the database (container or a catalogues) and are available
(exist or can be fast created). Resources possess certain constraints and characteristics,
including speed, power, cost and dependability parameters. Thus such a design concerns
complex system of the following type – resources, tasks and optimization criterions. The
problems of resource partitioning (selection) as well as scheduling (sequencing) of tasks
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Chart 3. Influence of precedence constraints on cost
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performed on these resources are determined simultaneously. Optimization of
afore-mentioned design actions occurs on the same high level.

Among presented in this paper results of computational experiments the new
solutions were obtained with method Ant Colony Optimization.

In papers [3, 4] were presented other methods - Genetic i Neural - was possible to
compare the results for of various methods, which selected are presented here.

For different problem instances, particular algorithms may achieve different suc-
cesses; others may achieve worse or better results at different numbers of tasks or for
other optimization criterions.

The recommended option is to obtain of results by different algorithms for different
their actions and the compare these solutions.

Adaptations of other methods and additional comparison of the results obtained will
now be studied.
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Abstract. To meet the reliability of embedded systems, fault-tolerant methods
are widely used. The first step in many of these methods is detecting faults and
anomaly detection is often the primary technique which leads to early indication
of faults. In the context of embedded systems, some anomaly detection methods
are available however; none of them are adaptable to dynamic environments. All
of the previous works attempt to provide anomaly detection systems without
considering the context of the data. Contextual anomalies, also referred to as
conditional anomalies, have different behavior in different contexts. The purpose
of designing a context-aware anomaly detection mechanism is to provide the
capability of detecting anomalies while the system’s environment changes. In
this paper, a method for detecting anomalies is proposed which adapts itself to
the changes in dynamic environments during detection phase. This method first
gives the context of a small window in a data flow and then loads corresponding
configuration to the anomaly detector. The results have shown an average of
68.83% of true positive rate and 11.41% of false alarm rate.

Keywords: Anomaly � Context-aware anomaly detection � Categorical data �
Dependability � Embedded systems

1 Introduction

Embedded systems have become inevitable parts of a diverse range of systems. They are
being deployed in many application areas ranging from control of critical infrastructures
to catch data from hostile environments [1]. Many of these devices with embedded
computers are safety critical and any malfunction can cause damages or loss in human
life and property, and therefore will require a higher level of dependability than usual. It
is presumed that fault tolerance, which is one way of achieving high dependability, will
be employed in such devices. In several fault-tolerant mechanisms, the first step requires
fault to be detected and then, fault tolerance measures can be applied to tolerate it.
Hence, fault detection is a primary step in achieving dependability [2].

Anomaly is an event or pattern in data that differs from a standard notion of normal
behavior. An anomalous event deflection from the expected behavior is higher than a
pre-defined threshold [3]. Threshold is denoted as the lowest level of deviation from
normalcy. According to the distance metric, any event exceeding the threshold is
beyond the normal region and considered anomalous. Anomaly detection refers to the
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problem of finding patterns in data which deviate substantially from a known behavior
[4]. The extensive use of anomaly detection is in a wide variety of application domains
such as fraud detection for credit cards, intrusion detection for security monitoring
systems, fault detection in military surveillance, safety critical systems and in many
other areas. The importance of anomaly detection is because of translating anomalies of
data into important (and often critical) practicable information in an extensive appli-
cation domain.

Fault detection can be performed either explicitly or implicitly [2, 4]. In the former,
faults are typically detected through pattern recognition, which classifies data based on a
priori knowledge or by extracting statistical information from the patterns [5]. In the
latter, faults are detected using some indicators, such as anomaly, which may have been
caused by faults. Some faults do not have any distinct signature and are detected
indirectly as a result of unusual behavior of the system that manifest itself as anomalies
in sensor data or monitored systems [6]. The data collected by such sensors are called the
sensor data that can be numeric or categorical. Numerical data often referred to as the
measurable data, are usually continuous have a unique zero point on a ratio scale and
have mathematical ordering properties. Categorical data, also called qualitative or
nominal data, are counts for a set of non-overlapping categories. They have no absolute
measurements, cannot be ordered by their values, but can be separated into groups [7, 8].
It seems likely that with increasing computing power, more of the sensor data will be in
the form of categorical data [2]. Working with categorical data, since they are much
more difficult to handle than numerical data, is a real challenge to users and developers
of such sensors [2].

Categorical data sets contain sequences of symbols. A collection of unique symbols
makes the alphabet. An anomalous event may occur when some particular symbols or
subsequences are adjacently located in the data stream. When system’s behavior is
considered normal for the environment, the data collected in the monitored sensors
used as the training dataset. During the collection period, which is called the training
phase, it is required that no unusual conditions dominate the operation of system [2].

Anomalies can be divided into three main types: (1) Point, (2) Collective, and
(3) Contextual anomalies. Point anomalies occur when an individual data instance is
anomalous with respect to w.r.t all other data in the dataset. This is the most common
anomaly discussed in literature. Collective anomalies occur when a data instance is
anomalous based on the values of its adjacent items. This is prevalent in sequence data,
graph data, and spatial data. The final type, contextual or conditional anomalies occur
when the data instance is only anomalous in a specific context. Most research is
concerned with the two prior types of anomalies with less focuses on the contextual
anomalies [3, 9].

This paper deals with the problem of detecting anomalies in a non-stationary
environment with categorical data. Considering that, normal behaviors may change in
different circumstances due to changes in some environmental factors [10], there is a
need for a detection mechanism which is adaptive to the changes during its detection
phase. Our anomaly detection technique is a window-based method and consists of
three steps: (1) Training in design time, (2) Identifying the data context in run time,
(3) Detecting anomaly in run time.
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Training in design time: Probability matrices are calculated. Each probability matrix
shows the probability of each unique subsequence in the normal data. Moreover rep-
resentative vectors are generated. These are explained more in the following sections.

Identifying the data context in run time: Data context is recognized by k-Nearest
Neighbor (kNN) classifier which assigns a class label to the captured sequence of the
test data using the representatives in the learning set.

Detecting anomaly in run time: When the context is recognized, the algorithm
automatically assigns the correct probability matrix for the context, and anomaly is
detected based on the Probabilistic method.

Major metrics for evaluating the proposed method are detection coverage, power,
area and time consumptions. The evaluation was done using a total of 460 test data sets
for different number of injected anomalies. The range of injected anomalies varies
between one to six. The average of 68.83% of true positive and 11.41% of false
negative rate shows the effectiveness of the proposed method on improving
fault-tolerance metrics of the embedded systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives the related work.
Section 3 presents the overview of our anomaly detection scheme. Section 4 describes
the construction of the benchmark datasets. Section 5 carries out the hardware
implementation. Section 6 discusses the experimental results and, finally, Sect. 7 draws
conclusions.

2 Backgrounds and Related Work

This section presents the terminology and the definitions related to the proposed
method.

Anomalous Event: An anomalous event in the output of the sensor is the one consist of
symbol or permutation of symbols which do not exist in the normal data set. There are
three phenomena which could make an event anomalous [2]:

Foreign symbol: These anomalies occur when a symbol not included in the training
data set, comes in testing data set.

Foreign sequence: A set of ordered elements containing no foreign symbol that is not
present in the training data set.

Rare sequences: Sequences which occurs less than a predefined threshold in the
training data set.

An anomaly detector should be capable to make decision about events within its
scope. It cannot decide on the events it cannot see. The scope of an anomaly detector is
the extent which the detector window overlaps the anomaly called as [2]: the Whole
Scope (detector window size equal to anomaly length), Internal Scope (detector win-
dow size less than anomaly length), Encompassing Scope (detector window size larger
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than anomaly length), Boundary Scope (detector see a part of the anomaly as well as
part of the background data), Background Scope (detector window see only the
background data).

2.1 Anomaly Detection Techniques

Anomaly detection has been a focus of many research papers within diverse areas. In
network area, the naive Bayesian classification method has been used to detect
anomalies in the sensor data [11, 12]. Several methods have been developed for
detecting anomalies in operating system call data [13]. A set of anomaly detection
techniques has been proposed that detect anomalies in large flight datasets.

Based on what is considered as a unit element in a test sequence, the anomaly
detection techniques are classified into four categories including: Kernel-based,
Markovian, window-based and Hidden Markov Models techniques. Kernel-based
techniques are similar to point-based anomaly detection, since the entire test sequence
is considered as a unit element. Markovian techniques learn a probabilistic model in the
training phase and use this model to predict the occurrence probability of each symbol
in the test sequence with respect to the previous few symbols observed so far [2]. In
window-based techniques, a short window is moved through the sequence and the
symbols within the window are analyzed. Based on the analysis on the subsequence,
the anomaly score of the entire test sequences is determined. Hidden Markov Models
techniques transform the observable set of symbols to hidden state space using prob-
abilistic rules and detect anomalies in this space.

2.2 Detectors

In the following we give brief reviews of methods that have been presented particularly
in the context of anomaly detection in embedded systems.

Markov, STIDE and Probability-based anomaly detectors are some effective
methods that have been evaluated in embedded systems.

Markov detector: A Markov model consists of a set of finite states and the probabilities
of transiting between them. Figure 1 shows a transitional matrix of a Markov model
with four states in which each letter represents a state and numbers are the transitional
probabilities between states. The main feature of a Markov model is that the next state
Stþ 1ð Þ in this model only depends on the current state Stð Þ not to any previous states.
This feature can be written as follows: The state of a system at time t is represented by
Xt, then

P Xtþ 1 ¼ xtþ 1jXt ¼ xt;Xt�1 ¼ xt�1; . . .;X0 ¼ x0ð Þ ¼ P Xtþ 1 ¼ xtþ 1jXt ¼ xtð Þ ð1Þ

The Markov anomaly detector calculates the transitional probabilities between
states in the training phase and uses them to estimate the transition between states in the
test data. The three required steps in a Markov model based anomaly detector are as
follows: (1) Constructing a transition matrix from training set, (2) Setting a threshold
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for the bound within which system’s operation is considered normal, (3) Examining the
test data using the transition matrix, made in the training phase.

STIDE detector [2]: STIDE (sequence time delay embedding) anomaly detector
stores all sequences of a certain size from normal data stream as “self” (normal)
sequences and compares the incoming sequence from test data to each of them. If a
sequence in the test data does not match any normal sequence, it is identified as
“nonself” (anomalous) sequence. The STIDE algorithm can be written as follows:

Let X ¼ x1; x2; x3; . . .; xNð Þ and Y ¼ y1; y2; y3; . . .; yNð Þ be two sequences of length
N; the similarity between them is defined by the Sim X; Yð Þ function:

Sim X; Yð Þ ¼ 0 if xi ¼ yi for all i; 1� i�N
1 otherwise

�
ð2Þ

It states that the Sim function returns zero, if the elements of two sequences are peer
to peer identical. Given the normal database with M subsequences of size N, Sn ¼
X1;X2;X3; . . .;XMf g and the test data with K subsequences of size N, Sq ¼
Y1; Y2; Y3; . . .; YKf g the anomaly score of a test subsequence Yt is computed as:

AYt ¼ 0 if Sim Xi; Ytð Þ ¼ 1 for all i; 1� i�M
1 otherwise

�
ð3Þ

Thus, if the test subsequence ðYtÞ does not match any subsequence of the normal
database, AYt ¼ 1. Finally for obtaining an anomaly score for the test sequence ðASqÞ,
the locality frame count (LFC) technique is used. In this technique, the number of
mismatching subsequences in a frame with length L (L is a user defined value) of the
test sequence is counted. If this number exceeds the threshold, ASq is incremented.

Probabilistic Detector: This method proposed in [14] is a window-based technique and
measures the probability of events for capturing system behavior during the learning
phase. While a sliding window is moved through the learning sequence, for all subse-
quences with the size of the detector’s window, the number of pairs of symbols and their
distance from each other is calculated in order to make the frequency function. This
information is stored in the form of a matrix which will be used in the testing phase.

Consider a matrix that is made during the learning stage. Members of the matrix are
the frequency function fiðx;yÞ, which represents the number of pairs of elements x and y
that occurs at distance i, “1\i\ðwindow length� 1Þ” from each other. Finally, by
dividing fiðx;yÞ to the total number of frequencies of distance “i”, an approximate
probability of elements x and y at distance “i” is calculated.

In the test stage, the probability of two elements at a specific distance of each other,
in the detector’s window is obtained from the matrix created in the learning stage and
the probability function is defined as:

p ¼
Y

x;y2DW pi x; yð Þwhere i ¼ d x; yð Þ ð4Þ
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Where “DW” is a set of elements in the detection window and the statement piðx; yÞ
is the probability of x and y occurring at i distance of each other. The data in the
detection window will be more normal, if this product is closer to one.

Previous techniques for anomaly detection presented in embedded system, only
consider the data itself, without any concern about the context of the data. These
methods, assume the environment to be fixed and so they fail to detect anomalies in
dynamic environments. An effective anomaly detection method should be capable of
recognizing anomalous activities ile adapting to the normal behaviour changes,
otherwise the false alarm rate will be greatly increased.

3 Proposing a Context-Aware Anomaly Detection Method
for Embedded Systems

The proposed method can be applicable specifically to embedded systems and differs
from the detection methods in information theory problems. First, because of the
cyber-physical property of embedded systems, the type of data collected from sensors
of these systems shows that data does have a correlation with each other. In other word,
detection in these systems is performed by considering dependencies in the context of
the data. Second, embedded systems substantially must be designed under some
constraints such as the limitation on resource usage, time and power consumption and
if these constraints are not met, may lead to critical failure or damage.

In this problem, a database of categorical data is collected in which, each single
data has two sets of contextual and behavioral attributes. Corresponding to a specific
context or condition, the behavior of data may be different.

Data was classified according to their context to different groups or classes, Such
that the database is a collection of categorical data in some groups that each corre-
sponds to a specific context.

Fig. 1. Transition matrix for a Markov
model with four states. The letters are
representing all states and numbers are
probabilities between states.

Fig. 2. Constructing representative
vectors for a training sequence
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The proposed anomaly detection method operates in semi-supervised mode where
the training strategy will be implemented using only normal instances. The probability
matrix presented in the probabilistic detector is also used in both learning and testing
stages of this algorithm. Using the probability matrix allows to perform mathematical
operations on the data.

3.1 The Training Stage

There is a training sequence in each class that characterizes the normal behavior of data
when the system is judged to be under normal usage. In this method, a probability
matrix and some representatives are created from the training sequence of each class,
and will be used in the test stage. A class representative is a subset of the class members
which contains exactly one element from the class.

Consider a database with M classes and assume ðni; i 2 1;M½ �Þ representative
vectors for each class. The representatives of the i-th class are constructed by dividing
the training sequence of that class into ni sections, and then a predefined number of
subsequences with a certain size, shown as step in Fig. 2, are randomly selected in each
section and the probability matrices are created for them. Eventually, by calculating the
average matrix, a representative vector for a section is obtained. To clarify the subject,
an example of constructing a representative vector is given next.

Let the training sequence of a class be a stream of n contiguous elements. Also,
suppose a set of m representative vectors needs to be defined for that class. Hence, the
training sequence is partitioned into m non-overlapping equal length sections. Having
set the number of subsequences needed to construct a representative vector to k and the
length of each subsequence to q, a representative vector can be generated for one
section as explained below.

First, k subsequences are extracted by randomly placing a sliding window of length
q over each section elements. Afterwards, the probability matrix is constructed for each
subsequence and the average of all the probability matrices is calculated as the rep-
resentative vector for one section. The representative vectors of a class are considered
as the class members which will be employed in the test stage. Figure 3 shows an
example of a probability matrix and three representatives created in the training stage
from a normal sequence.

In (5), �sj is the probability matrix of the j-th subsequence extracted from one section
of a training sequence and �R is the average vector of all the probability matrices,
indicating the representative vector for that section and is given by,

�R ¼
Pk

j¼1 �sj
k

ð5Þ

In this function, the distance of a test probability matrix to all classes members
(representative vectors) is calculated using a distance measure. Equation (6) shows the
Euclidean distance of two vectors x ¼ ðx11; x12; . . .; xnnÞ and r ¼ ðr11; r12; . . .; rnnÞ, in
which x is the probability matrix of the test subsequence and r is a class representative
vector,
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d ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1
xij � rij
� �2 ð6Þ

In kNN, the class label with the highest frequency of occurrence among the
k-nearest neighbors of the test matrix is assigned to it.

After determining the context of the selected test subsequence as an object, the
corresponding probability matrix is loaded and the test data stream is scanned for the
presence of anomaly by passing through the detection window of the probabilistic
detector (described in Sect. 2). This procedure will continue until an alarm occurs or
the end of the test data is reached.

As a result when the training stage ends, each class will have one vector storing the
normal data behavior and some representatives, all in the form of the probability
matrix.

3.2 The Test Stage

In this stage, a window with a certain size (referred to as step in the algorithm) of the
test data stream is buffered, and then the probability matrix is created for the captured
subsequence. Identifying the context or the class label of the captured subsequence, the
kNN classifier is applied to the corresponding matrix.

An alarm makes the context recognition process be repeated for the next step size
subsequence of the incoming test data stream. If the class label of this subsequence
differs from what already was, the alarm is ignored and the class label is changed to the
newly recognized one, so its corresponding probability matrix is loaded and scanning
the test data stream is continued with this matrix. Moreover, the alarm will be
announced, if the new class label is the same as previous one.

This is due to the fact that the probabilistic anomaly detector is bound to a fixed
context data stream, so in this case, any changes in the data context raises the alarms
that should be ignored as they do not indicate the presence of anomalies, but they are

Fig. 3. (a) The probability matrix created from a normal sequence and (b) three representatives
of that sequence
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due to changes in the data context, and with the same context, any alarm should be
reported.

Figure 4 depicts a pseudo code of the context-aware detector that the input data
stream is assumed to be from some data sources where the anomaly behavior is
different.

The first part of this algorithm represents the training stage of the detector which
receives the entire classes training data as an input. The input parameter wl indicates the
detector window length and step is the length of the extracted subsequences which are
used in creating the representatives and subsequently identifying the data class label.
Also, the k parameter denotes the number of these subsequences, randomly extracted
from one section of a training sequence. The step length is suggested to be several
times greater than the detector window length, allowing more information to be
extracted from one subsequence. Accordingly, the greater the step length, the more
information that will be stored.

In Fig. 4(a), the same commands are executed on every data class. Initially, the
training probability matrix of one class is calculated (step1), and then its training
sequence is divided into q sections and the class representatives are generated in the
form of the probability matrices (step2).

Figure 4(b) represents the test stage of the proposed detector. The input parameter k
indicates the number of neighbors in the kNN classification rule. Also, the step
parameter is the length of the buffer used to store the test data, as it is being fed into the
detector. Considering that, the step size is equal to the previous one in the training
stage. But, unlike before, it is desirable to choose a small step size to reduce the
computational complexity.

Estimating the label of the buffered test subsequence using kNN function and
consequently the class of the test data, detection function is performed with the training

Fig. 4. Pseudo code of the context-aware detector, (a) Training stage, (b) Test stage
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probability matrix of the specified class ðmatrixðlÞÞ. Any event that sets the flag to 1, as
long as the class label has not been changed, indicates the presence of anomaly.

4 Constructing the Benchmark Datasets

The process of generating training (normal background) and test data (background plus
anomalous events) used for evaluating our detection method are described here.

4.1 Generating the Training and Test Data

This algorithm works by starting with a training-set of purely normal data and then uses
the training-set to build a model of normal data in the form of a matrix, so that by
referring to this model, the test data will be examined.

First it must be stated that the sensors output data of an embedded system which
measures a variable (pressure, temperature, light, humidity, density, speed, road traffic,
etc.) in a changing environment can be used for training the proposed detector. For this
to work, seven images are taken of a scene with a fixed-position camera in rapid
succession. This procedure is repeated for several different light intensities. In other
word, our approach is evaluated using a synthetic dataset composed by images taken
from a fixed-position camera which differ between each other depending on light
intensities. It can be said that the measured variable is a tricolor (RGB) image and the
required changing environment is achieved by different light intensities during a day.

Each of the images was cropped to a 50 � 50 pixels image before processing. All
image processing were done in MATLAB environment. Any pixel in the image is a
three-dimensional array which is a categorical value by itself but the categories are a lot
which makes it difficult to evaluate. Converting each array to a decimal number, a
numerical vector is returned from an image pixel matrix. The numerical values of each
vector were turned into categorical data by matching the values in a given range to a
specified character, i.e. the numbers within the range of (0–9) are associated with the
symbol “a”, and symbol “b” is assigned to every data value in the (10–19) interval,
likewise other values are also categorized. Figure 5(a) depicts the methodology of
creating the benchmark dataset. This benchmark dataset also can be used in color
image processing applications.

Since, data behavior is also a function of changes in the environment conditions;
various lighting levels are used to make the change. As a consequence, collected data
for which the behavior is different, affected by the variation in the light intensity, are
put separately in distinct classes.

Accordingly, a set of classes that each consist of seven images is obtained. For each
class, a normal vector of length 10,000 and about six-hundred test vectors of length 100
are created such that, each element of the normal vector is a symbol with the highest
number of occurrence in all seven vectors. Creating the normal vector, the points in
other vectors that differ from the norm, are deemed to be anomalies. Also, a test vector
belonging to one of the classes is generated by randomly selecting a subset of normal
vector as a background data, as well as randomly injecting an anomaly with a specific
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length into it. As you can see in Fig. 5(b), a two-length anomaly is injected in the test
vector, randomly extracted from the normal data stream, considering that the class
members are three vectors derived from an equal situation.

The test data, suitable for evaluating the approach in such a problem, in which data
behavior is dependent on environmental conditions, is built by randomly selecting the
test vectors from all classes and serializing them consecutively as a contextual test data
stream.

5 Experimental Results

The most basic factors for evaluating an anomaly detection system are the false alarm
rate (or false-positive rate) and the detection rate (or true-positive rate). It should be noted
that the main objective in all anomaly detection methods is to determine whether the test
data is anomalous or not, without considering the type and location of the anomaly, so the
true-positive rate would be taken into account only in anomalous data sets and false
alarms would be evaluated when non-anomalous data sets are fed into the detector. This
section describes the experiments performed to evaluate our detection algorithm. Fur-
thermore, the delay and area of the detector is measured using a synthesis tool.

Each of the two detectors, probabilistic and context-aware was written in C++
language and was evaluated on a test dataset containing 460 test vectors; where the
anomaly length varies between 1 to 6 symbols. Moreover, four classes are considered,
each including a large proportion of training data sets; also the alphabet length in
different classes varies between 6 to 9 symbols. The number of representatives has a
direct impact on kNN classification accuracy that should be precisely chosen. In this
detection algorithm, the same number of representatives was considered for each class.

Table 1 shows the true-positive and false-positive rate of the context-aware
anomaly detection algorithm when the detection window size changes between 3 to 5
characters and the number of representatives varies between 4 to 32 vectors. As it can
be seen in this table, along with increasing the detection window size, the average rate
of true positive and false positive are both increased. This indicates that by increasing
the window size, for more test vectors the detector generate alarms that can be due to
the reduction in detecting the changes by kNN algorithm. Using this dataset and with a
fixed step size, increasing the window length reaches the detector to the point that the

Fig. 5. (a) Constructing categorical data, (b) Generating normal and test vector in a class
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probability matrices of different classes become more similar and this similarity will be
more by taking more representatives which makes the kNN algorithm deteriorates
dramatically. As a result, the detector cannot isolate data class changes with anomalies
and makes alarms for both of them. As it can be seen in the bottom line of Table 1, the
high value of true-positive and false-positive for wl ¼ 5 is because of the weakness of
detector adaptation to the changes in data context.

The true-positive and false-positive rate of the Probabilistic method is shown in
Table 2. It is worth mentioning that the high rate of false alarm is due to lack of the
detector awareness to the context changes. It should also be noted that, the Probabilistic
anomaly detector is not capable of differentiating the anomaly from changes in data
context and designates these changes as anomalous consequence. Accordingly, the
Probabilistic method cannot adapt itself to the new context and will fail in detecting the
contextual anomalies. In our experiment, the class of the test data has been changed
over time so the high rate of false alarm was generated.

6 Hardware Implementation

In order to verify the performance of the proposed method, the detector testing stage
was implemented in VHDL language and was simulated using Modelsim simulation
tool. In our implementation, some ports are defined in order to connect the outputs of
the training stage to the detector test circuit. We provide the entity of the design in
Fig. 6, in which the parameter n indicates the alphabet length of the training-set and the
ports mem and rep denote all class probability matrices and representatives. The
architecture of this entity is presented in Fig. 7. Finally, Leonardo Spectrum synthesis
tool is used to transform the hardware description of the proposed method to a gate
level netlist corresponding to the 65 nm ASIC technology. Adding that, the proposed
detector can be implemented on an ASIC platform included with a microprocessor and
a programmable memory integrated with other custom features. This is due to the
greater capacity and faster performance of ASIC technology. The area optimization
results for different detection window sizes are presented in Table 3.

Table 1. True positive and false positive rate of the proposed detector

# of representatives True-positive (%) False-positive (%)
wl ¼ 3 wl ¼ 4 wl ¼ 5 wl ¼ 3 wl ¼ 4 wl ¼ 5

4 67 65 63 2 3 5
8 63 65 69 1 2 2
16 65 63 61 4 7 5
32 63 87 95 5 6 75

Table 2. True positive and false positive rate of the probabilistic detector

Probabilistic method True-positive (%) False-positive (%)

100 100
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Fig. 6. Entity declaration of the context-aware detector

Fig. 7. Pseudo code of the hardware description of the proposed detection algorithm test stage

Table 3. The synthesis results of context-aware detector

wl Clock frequency(MHz) Total area (# of gates)

3 51.0 1804
4 38.2 3769
5 30.7 5793

Table 4. The synthesis results of Probabilistic detector

wl Clock frequency(MHz) Total area (# of gates)

3 84.5 245
4 54.1 572
5 38.9 972
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an anomaly detection method that makes a detection system,
aware and capable to react to the changes in its environment. This approach employs
the kNN clustering algorithm to identify the context of the test data stream feeding into
the detector. After determining the context of a short test subsequence, the corre-
sponding probability matrix is loaded into the detector. The context is assumed to be
constant until an alert is generated. Finally, based on the context of the new incoming
test subsequence, the generated alarm will be ignored or reported. All detection
methods provided in embedded systems are not applicable in changing environments as
all of them generate false alarms mainly due to failure in recognizing the context
changes. The proposed method can detect an average of 68.83% of anomalies while
generating 11.41% of false alarms. To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed
method, several experiments are conducted to demonstrate its effectiveness and effi-
ciency (Table 4).
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Abstract. The chapter introduces a comparative analysis of the complexity of
the Tate pairing operation on a supersingular elliptic curve and the complexity
of the final exponentiation in the tripartite key agreement cryptographic proto-
col. The analysis takes into account a possibility of using different bases of finite
fields in combination. Operations of multiplication and multiple squaring in the
field GFð2nÞ and its 4-degree extension, of Tate pairing on supersingular elliptic
curve and of final exponentiation are considered separately and in combination.
We conclude that the best complexity bound for the pairing and the final
exponentiation in the cryptographically significant field GFð2191Þ is provided by
the combination of the polynomial basis of this field and 1-type optimal basis of
the field expansion.

Keywords: Finite field � Extension of finite field � Optimal normal basis �
Combination of bases � Supersingular elliptic curve � Tate pairing � Algorithm
with square root extraction � Algorithm without square root extraction � Final
exponentiation

1 Introduction

The idea of combining bases to accelerate computations in finite fields was first
introduced in [1] on the basis of the estimates of complexity of transformations of bases
in the fields possessing the 2- or 3-type optimal normal basis (o.n.b.) [2]. In [3–5], a
number of modifications of the multiplication in these bases have been proposed. In
particular, in [5] multiplication algorithm in the so-called optimal polynomial basis of
type 2 (in the terminology of [1] - almost polynomial basis (a.p.b)) using the multi-
plication operations in the ring GF(2)[X] is described and estimated. The product is
converted into a.p.b. using a permutated o.n.b., i.e. by means of operations without
reduction modulo an irreducible polynomial.
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Recall that 1-type o.n.b. in the field GFð2nÞ occurs if p = n+1 is a prime number,
and 2 is a primitive root mod p, 2-type o.n.b. or 3-type o.n.b. arise when p = 2n + 1 is
a prime number, and the field characteristic 2 is a primitive root modulo p. If p�3
(mod 4), and 2 is a quadratic residue, we have 3-type o.n.b, otherwise 2-type o.n.b.

As used in this paper, the field GFð2191Þ, has 3-type o.n.b. and its 4-th degree
extension has 1-type o.n.b.. Availability o.n.b. allowing to speed up the operation of
raising to a power equal to the power of the field characteristics, or the scalar multi-
plication of the elliptic curve point by the power of the field characteristics, as well as
the operation of the square root extracting.

Polynomial basis p.b. of these fields has generators, which are the roots of the
irreducible trinomials that simplifies the implementation of the operations of multi-
plication in these bases. Thus, there is reason to explore the possibility of sharing o.n.b.
and p.b. in the implementation of the various stages of cryptographic protocols.

In this paper, we concretize the idea of using combinations of bases in relation to
the implementation of the tripartite key agreement protocol [6] in arithmetic super-
singular elliptic curve over a cryptographically significant field GFð2191Þ: tacking into
account security parameter k = 4 for supersingular elliptic curve over this field, security
of discrete logarithm problem in group of elliptic curve points is equivalent to security
of this problem in multiplicative group of order 2764 � 1 [7]. Recall that this protocol is
one round. System parameter is a point P of supersingular elliptic curve over the
ground field GFð2nÞ.

Each of the three participants A, B and C selects a private key a, b and c, computes
and publishes the public key KA = aP, KB = bP and KC = cP. Then each of them
receives the public keys of other participants, calculates an element e(bP,cP), e(aP, cP)
or e(bP, aP) of the field GFð2n�4Þ performing the Tate pairing operation e with two
points of an elliptic curve and then the operation of the final exponentiation (raising to a
power equal to the quotient of the order of the group GFð2n�4Þ� on the order of the
elliptic curve). The final step is to calculate the shared secret key by exponentiation of
the result to the power a, b and c respectively. The chapter provides upper bounds on
the number of elementary operations in the pairing and the final exponentiation phases
of the said cryptographic protocol. The rest part of chapter contains Sect. 2 were
operation of multiplication and multi squaring in distinct bases of the field GFð2191Þ are
considered, Sect. 3 that is devoted to these operations in 4-degree extension of this field
comparing their complexity for distinct combinations of bases of basic field and its
extension. In Sect. 4 we compare complexity of pairing and final exponentiation
operations separately and totally for distinct combinations of bases. In conclusion the
comparison results are summarized.

2 Bases and Operations in GF(2n)

Consider a sequence bi ¼ ai þ a�i 2 GFð2nÞ; n ¼ 191; i 2 Z. The set 1; b1; . . .;f
bi1; . . .; b

n�1
1 g is called a polynomial base (p.b) of GFð2nÞ, the set

b1; . . .; b
i
1; . . .; b

n
1

� � ð b1; . . .; b
i
1; . . .; b

2n
1

� �Þ forms an almost p.b (a.p.b) of GFð2nÞ
(doubled a.p.b). The set n1; . . .; ni; . . .; nnf g ¼ b2

0

1 ; . . .; b
2i�1

1 ; . . .; b2
n�1

1

n o
is an optimal
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normal base (o.n.b) of GFð2nÞ. The set b1; . . .; bi; . . .; bnf g ðor b1; . . .;f bi; . . .; b2ngÞ,
bi ¼ np ið Þ,i ¼ 1; . . .n, where p is a permutation

pðiÞ ¼ 2i mod p if 2i mod p� n;
ðp� 2iÞ mod p if 2i mod p[ n;

�

p ¼ 2nþ 1, is called a permuted o.n.b. (p.o.n.b) (or doubled p.o.n.b).
Let T ðT�1Þ denote the operation of the conversion from a.p.b to p.o.n.b (from p.o.n.b

to a.p.b). If 2k\n\2kþ 1, then the conversion complexity (number of xor-operations)
satisfies the recurrent inequality LTðnÞ� LT n� 2k

� �þ LT 2k
� �þ n� 2k with the initial

value LT 2ð Þ ¼ 0. This recurrence can be solved as LT 2k
� �� 2k�1 k � 2ð Þþ 1 [5]. Note,

that the weaker bound LT 2k
� �� 2k�1 kð Þþ 1 was derived in [1] due to the overestimated

initial value LTð2Þ ¼ 2. From this inequality one can obtain estimations LT 191ð Þ ¼ 513,
LT 382ð Þ ¼ 1227. Trivially, the complexity of the operation D of the conversion from d.
p.o.n.b to p.o.n.b. is n-1.

Following [5], we multiply elements of GFð2nÞ represented in a.p.b as elements of
the ring GF(2)[X] getting the product in d.a.p.b. Denote this operation �R. Also fol-
lowing [5] we denote Bottom(a) and Top(a) the lower half of product and product after
replacing of its lower half with zeros). We implement two multiplication operations in
a.p.b:

y�apbP z with result in a.p.b,
y�apbN z with result in p.o.n.b,:
y�apbP z ¼ BottomðcÞþ T�1 ðDðTðTopðcÞÞÞÞ,
y�apbN z ¼ TðBottomðcÞÞþDðTðTopðcÞÞÞ,
where c ¼ y�R z, «+» is n-bit xor.
It follows that complexity of each of these operations (number of logical opera-

tions) Lð�apbPÞ ¼ Lð�apbNÞ ¼ M nð Þþ LT 2nð Þþ 2n where M(n) is complexity of
operation �R (transformation D in this case is performed without “xor” - operations).

Implementing c ¼ TðyÞ �R TðzÞ instead of c ¼ y�R z we obtain also two multi-
plication operations in p.o.n.b:

y�ponbP z with result in a.p.b,
y�ponbN z with result in p.o.n.b.
Complexity of each of these operations Lð�ponbPÞ ¼ Lð�ponbNÞ ¼ MðnÞþ 2 �

LT ðnÞþ LTð2nÞþ n.
Denote �pbN multiplication in p.b. in the field GFð2nÞ with minimal polynomial

Ponb(X) that root generates o.n.b. It can be performed converting operands to a.p.b.,
executing �apbP and converting the product back to p.b. Mentioned converting’s are of
complexity n. Hence complexity of multiplication �pbN is Lð�apbPÞþ 3n.

P.b. is organized using the root of trinomial Ppb(X) instead Ponb(X). Let R(x) be the
modulo trinomial reduction of complexity 2n. Then multiplication in p.b. of GFð2nÞ is
denoted and described as y�R z ¼ Rðx�R yÞ. Its complexity is limited to
M(n) + 2n. Squaring in p.b. is performed by an algorithm that directly take into account
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the reducing of the vector-result. Below we denote this operation zð1Þpb ¼ Z2. Its com-
plexity is limited to n, but symbolically synthesis for n = 191 gave the squaring pro-
gram with only 99 xor’s.

Denote zðjÞponb ¼ z2
j
a raising to power 2 j operation implemented to element z in p.o.

n.b. with result in a.p.b.:
for i ¼ 1; nð Þ:
b i½ � ¼ a½p½p�1ðiÞ � j��
c ¼ TðbÞ.
Its complexity equals 0, because logical operations absent.

Operation zðjÞapb ¼ T�1ðTðzÞ2 jÞ is implemented to element z in a.p.b. with result in
a.p.b. Its complexity is 2LT (n).

Operation zðjÞapbN ¼ TðzÞ2 j

is implemented to element z in a.p.b. with result in p.o.n.b.
Its complexity is LT.

Operation zðjÞpbN ¼ TðzÞ2 j

is implemented to element z in p.b. (for minimal poly-
nomial PonbðXÞ) with result in p.b. Its complexity is 2LTðnÞþ nÞ.

Denote zðjÞpb a raising to power 2 j operation to element z in p. b. (for minimal
polynomial PpbðXÞ) with result in p.b.:

c = z
for i ¼ 1; jð Þ:

c ¼ cð1Þpb

Its complexity is bounded by nj (for n = 191 one can take estimate 99j).
In Table 1 there are represented the numbers of logical operations “xor” and “and”

(denoted ⊕ and &) and the total numbers of these operations in rows {⊕, &} for
multiplication and squaring in distinct bases of GFð2191Þ. Here and below we assume
implementation the fastest of the stated algorithms for multiplication in the ring
GFð2Þ½X� [8]. Here and below in tables there are represented data derived from esti-
mates of the complexity of operations and confirmed by computer experiment. Column
“D over the ring” contains numbers of operations without operations XR of multipli-
cation in the ring.

3 Multiplication and Squaring in GF(2191�4)

The field GFðð2191Þ4Þ contains a 1-type o.n.b. over the subfield GFð2191Þ. Operations
of addition, multiplication, and squaring in these bases can be implemented using
operations in GFð2191Þ in p.b, a.p.b, or p.o.n.b of this basic field. It follows that there
are 6 combinations of bases of basic field and its extension, and each of them can be
chosen to implement operations of Tate pairing, final exponentiation, and operation of
secret working key computing. Together with operations considered in the second
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section, algorithms of these operations use operations of multiplication in 4-degree
extension of the field GFð2nÞ and operation of raising to power 2 j.

Let a jð Þ
apb 4nP denote the operation of raising an element a to the power 2 j using

operation zðjÞapb of basic field and p.b. of its extension.
Let �apb 4nP be a multiplication using a.p.b. of basic field with multiplication �apb

and p.b. of its extension.
Analogous notation aapb_4nN

(j) , aponb_4nP
(j) , aponb_4nN

(j) , �apb_4nN, �ponb_4nP, �ponb_4nN,
�pb_4nP, �pb_4nN are used for operations in other combinations of field extension and
basic field.

Denote +4n an addition in field extension in any of its basis and any basis of basic
field, its complexity equals 4n.

In can be shown that operations �apb_4nN, �ponb_4nN, �pb_4nN can be implemented
performing 9 multiplications an 22 additions in the field GFð2nÞ.

So complexity of �apb_4nN equals 4 Lð�apbNÞþ 22n. Complexity of operations
�apb_4nP, �ponb_4nP, �pb_4nP exceed these values of 6n accordingly numbers of n-bit
additions for converting between o.n.b. and p.b. of field extension.

Complexity of multiple squaring is estimated analogously.
Numbers of logical operation for multiplication in distinct bases of the field

GFð2191Þ and its extension are presented in Table 2.

Table 1. Comparison of Operations in GFð2191Þ
Bases of
GFð2191Þ

Minimal
polynomial

Logical
operations

Squaring j-Times
squaring

Multiplication D over
the
ring

a.p.b. Ponb(X) ⊕ 1026 1026 15798 1418
& 0 0 5724 0
{⊕,&} 1026 1026 21522 1418

p.o.n.b. Ponb(X) ⊕ 0 0 16311 1931
& 0 0 5724 0
{⊕,&} 0 0 22035 1931

p.b Ponb(X) ⊕ 1408 1408 16371 1991
& 0 0 5724 0
{⊕,&} 1408 1408 22095 1991

p.b Ppb(X) ⊕ 99 99j 14758 378
& 0 0 5724 0
{⊕,&} 99 99j 20482 378
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Table 2. Comparison of Operations in GFð2191�4Þ
Base of
GFð2nÞ

Minimal
polynomial

Logical and n-
bit operations

Numbers of logical operations if there are used the bases of
GFð2n�4Þ over GFð2nÞ, n ¼ 191:

o.n.b. p.b

� squaring 661-times
squaring

� squaring 661-times
squaring

a.p.b Ponb(X) ⊕ 146384 4104 1026 147530 5250 5250

& 51516 0 0 51516 0 0
{⊕,&} 197900 4104 1026 199046 5250 5250

p.o.n.b Ponb(X) ⊕ 151001 0 0 152147 1146 1146

& 51516 0 0 51516 0 0
{⊕,&} 202517 0 0 203663 1146 1146

p.b Ppb(X) ⊕ 137024 396 65439 138170 1542 261756
& 51516 0 0 51516 0 0
{⊕,&} 188540 396 65439 189686 1542 261756

4 Tate Pairing and Final Exponentiation Operations

Let us consider four variants of Tate pairing computing with root extraction on
supersingular elliptic curve Y2 ¼ X3 þX þ b [9].

(a) A.p.b. of the field GF(2191), o.n.b of its extension.

Algorithm Pairing apb onbða; b; x; y; tapb onb; bÞ for pairing of points P ¼ ða; bÞ,
Q ¼ x; yð Þ using pairing parameter tapb onb (an element of the extension field with all
coefficients being 0 s and 1 s of the field GFð2191Þ), b ¼ 1apb (identity element rep-
resented in a.p.b of GFð2nÞ).

C = [1apb, 1apb, 1apb, 1apb]
t = tapb_onb
s ¼ tð1ÞapbP 4nN

for i = (1,n):
a = aapbP

(1)

b = aapbP
(1)

z = a+x
v = a�apbPx
w = z + v+b+y+1apb
u = [z�apbPt[0]), z�apbPt[1]), z�apbPt[2]), z�apbPt[3]),),
v = z+1apb
r = [v�apbPtapbs [0], v�apbPs[1], v�apbPs[2], v�apbPs[3]]
v = [w,w,w,w] + 4nu + 4nr
C = C�apbP_4nNv
x = xapb

(n−1)

y = yapb
(n−1)

Complexity of this algorithm estimated accordingly numbers if multiplication,
addition and squaring operations in them:
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LPairing apb onbðnÞ ¼ 191ð2Lðzð1ÞapbÞþ 2L(zð190Þapb Þþ Lð�apbPÞþ Lð�apb 4nNÞþ 15Lðþ ÞÞ:

Remark that here and below multiplication with multiples t or s containing trivial
elements are not taken into account in assessing complexity of pairing, L(+) is com-
plexity of addition in GFð2191Þ.
(b) P.o.n.b. of the field GF(2191), o.n.b of its extension.

Algorithm Pairing ponb onbða; b; x; y; tponb onb; bÞ for pairing of points
P ¼ ða; bÞ, Q ¼ x; yð Þ using pairing parameter tponb onb when b ¼ 1ponb (that is, the
identity element represented in p.o.n.b. of GFð2nÞ) differs from just considered only in
the type used in operations in the notation of which “apb” is replaced by “ponb”, 1apb is
replaced by 1ponb.

Hence complexity of this pairing operation is represented by formula

LPairing ponb onbðnÞ ¼ 191ð2Lðzð1ÞponbÞþ 2Lzð190Þponb þ Lð�ponbPÞþ Lð�ponb 4nNÞþ 15Lðþ ÞÞ:

(c) A.p.b. of the field GFð2191Þ, and p.b. of its extension.

Algorithm Pairing apb pbða; b; x; y; tapb pb; bÞ for pairing of points P ¼ ða; bÞ,
Q ¼ x; yð Þ using pairing parameter tapb pb when b ¼ 1apb.

C = [1apb, 0apb, 0apb, 0apb]
t = tapbpb
s = tapbpbapbP_4nPb

(1)

for i = (1,n):
a = aapbP

(1)

b = bapbP
(1)

z = a+x
v = a�apbPx
w = z + v +b + y + 1apb
u = [z�apbPt[0], z�apbPt[1], z�apbPt[2], z�apbPt[3]]
v = z+1apb
r = [v�apbPs[0],v�apbPs[1],v�apbPs[2], v�apbPs[3]]
v = [w, 0apb, 0apb, 0apb] + 4nu + 4nr
C = C�apbP_4nPbv
x = xapbP

(n−1)

y = yapbP
(n−1)

Its complexity is the following:

LPairing apb pbðnÞ ¼ 191ð2Lðzð1ÞapbÞþ 2Lðzð190Þapb Þ
þ Lð�apbPÞþLð�apb 4nPÞþ 11L(þÞÞ:
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(d) P.o.n.b. of the field GFð2191Þ, p.b. of its extension.
Algorithm Pairing ponb pbða; b; x; y; tponb pb; bÞ for pairing of points P ¼ ða; bÞ,

Q ¼ x; yð Þ using pairing parameter tponb pb when b ¼ 1ponb pb can be obtained from
the considered algorithm Pairing apb pbða; b; x; y; tapb pb; bÞ via substitution of
indices of operations, pairing parameter, and the field identity element. Its complexity
is estimated by formula

LPairing ponb pbðnÞ ¼ 191ð2Lðzð1ÞponbÞþ 2Lðzð190Þaonb Þ
þ Lð�ponbPÞþ Lð�ponb 4nPÞþ 11Lðþ ÞÞ:

Now consider two variants of Tate pairing computing without root extraction on
supersingular elliptic curve Y2 ¼ X3 þX þ b [9].

(a) P.b. of the field GFð2191Þ, o.n.b. of its extension.
Algorithm Pairing pb onbða; b; x; y; tpb onb; bÞ for pairing of points P ¼ ða; bÞ,

Q ¼ x; yð Þ using pairing parameter tpb onb when b ¼ 1pb.

C = [1pb, 1pb, 1pb, 1pb]
t = tpbonb
s = tpb_4nN

(1)

u = x pb
(1)

v = u
y = y pb

(1)

for i = (1,n):
a = apb

(4)

b = bpb
(4)

w = a�bp(v + 1pb) + u+y + b+((n-1)/2)pb
v = a+v
r = v+1pb
a = [w + v�pbt [0] + r�pbs[1], w + v�pbtpb[2] + r�pbs[3],
w + v�pbs [0] + r�pbs[1], w + v�pbs[2] + r�pbs[3]]
C = Cpb_4nN

(1) � pb_4nNa
u = u + v+1pb
v = v + 1pb

Its complexity is estimated as follows:

LPairing pb onbðnÞ ¼ 191ð2Lðzð1Þpb Þþ 2Lðzð4Þpb Þþ 2Lðzð190Þaonb Þ
þ Lð�pbÞþ 2Lð�pb 4nNÞþL að1Þab 4nN

� �
þ 16L(þÞÞ:

(b) P.b. of the field GFð2191Þ, p.b. of its extension.
Algorithm Pairing pb pbða; b; x; y; tpb pb; bÞ for pairing of points P ¼ ða; bÞ,

Q ¼ x; yð Þ using pairing parameter tpb when b ¼ 1pb differs from just considered in
four rows:
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C = [1pb, 0pb, 0pb, 0pb]
t = tpb_pb
s = tpb_4nP

(1)

C = Cpb_4nP
(1) � pb_4nP

Its complexity is represented by formula

LPairing pb onbðnÞ ¼ 191ð2Lðzð1Þpb Þþ 2Lðzð4Þpb Þþ 2Lðzð190Þaonb Þ
þ Lð�pbÞþ 2Lð�pb 4nPÞþ L að1Þab 4nP

� �
þ 16Lðþ ÞÞ:

Table 3 presents data on the number of logical operations executed considered
pairing algorithms on supersingular elliptic curve Y2 ¼ X3 þX þ 1 over GF(2191) (1
corresponds to 29910607 “xor”, or 10875600 “and” or 43094757 of both these
operations). In the tables below we also provide better bounds (given in parentheses)
obtained via conversion to a basis with faster implementation of the corresponding
operation.

For the considered supersingular elliptic curve over the field GFð2191Þ, the final
exponent is

Table 3. Comparison of complexity of pairing algorithms

Base of
GFð2nÞ

Minimal
polynomial

Logical and n-bit
operations

Relative numbers of logical
operations if there are used the
bases of GFð2n�4Þ over GFð2nÞ,
n = 191
o.n.b. p.b

Algorithms with root extraction
a.p.b Ponb(X) ⊕ 	1.0753 	1.0826

(	1.0753)
& 	1.0053 	1.0053
{⊕,&} 	1.0551 	1.0605

(	1.0551)
p.o.n.b Ponb(X) ⊕ 	1.0826

(	1.0753)
	1.0928
(	1.0754)

& 	1.0053 	1.0053
{⊕,&} 	1.0590

(	1.0551)
	1.0680
(	1.0551)

Algorithms without root
extraction

p.b Ppb(X) ⊕ 1 	1.0122(1)
& 1 	1
{⊕,&} 1 	1.0089(1)
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d ¼ 3091630018413806675756281512823633589197041669549687929671602408959
840129378579594402937527601299349322226669494907787798498735918079301
8784436808613949303377539749281529855:

Taking into account that in binary expansion of this number the units take the
places 0–95, 97–190, 192–381, 478, and 573 one can represent this exponent as

d ¼ ððð295 þ 1Þ2286 þ 2190 � 1
� �Þ295 þ 294 � 1

� �Þ297 þ 296 � 1
� �

¼ a02286 þ a1
� �

295 þ a2
� �

297 þ a3:

As a corollary, final exponentiation algorithm corresponds to the formula

xd ¼ ðððy0Þ2
286

y1Þ2
95

y2Þ2
97

y3, where y0 ¼ xa0 ¼ x95x and the remaining elements
y1 ¼ xa1 ; y2 ¼ xa2 ; y3 ¼ xa3 , can be computed by the additive chain
1,2,4,8,10,14,20,40,80,94,96,160,180,190 of lengths 13.

This allows obtaining the following program of final exponentiation using a.p.b. of
basic field and p.o.n.b. of its extension.

x = a; v = xapbP_4N
(1) ; z1 = v�apbN_4Nx; z = v�apbN_4Nz1;

v = z1ponbP_4N
(2) ; v = zponbP_4N

(4) ; z = y�apbN_4Nz; v2 = xapbP_4N
(2) ;

v = z�apbP_4nNv; z2 = v�apbP_4nNz1; v = xapbP_4N
(4) ; z = v�apbP_4nNz2;

v10 = x apbP_4N
(10) ; z3 = z2�apbP_4nNz2; z4 = z2� apbN_4nNz2; v3 = x apbP_4N

(20) ;
z = v3�apbP_4nNz3; z5 = v�apbN_4nNz4; x apbP_4N

(40) ; z = v�apbP_4nNz5;
z6 = z5� apbP_4nNz; v = x apbP_4N

(14) ; z = v� apbP_4nNz; y2 = v1� apbP_4nNz;
z = v2�apbP_4nNy2; y3 = z1� apbP_4nNz; v = x apbP_4N

(80) ; z = z6�v;
z = v6� apbP_4nNz; z = v3� apbP_4nNz; z = v3� apbP_4nNz; z = v3� apbP_4nNz4;
z = v10� apbP_4nNz; y1 = z2� apbP_4nNz; z = xponbP_4N

(95) ; y0 = z� apbP_4nNx;
z = y0 ponbP_4N

(286) ; z = z�apbN_4nNy1; z = zponbP_4N
(95) ; z = z�apbP_4nNy2;

z = z apbP_4N
(97) ; z = z�apbP_4nNy3; c = z.

Programs for other combination of fields bases differ only by operation notation.
These programs contain 17 multiplication and 14 multi squaring’s in the field
GFð2191�4Þ. It is easy to write formula of complexity of these operations and compute
their values that are given in Table 4 (1 corresponds to 3421756 logical operations
“xor” and “and”). In each case 374 additions, 153 multiplications and 2644 squaring’s
in GFð2191Þ are executed.

Table 4. Final exponentiation, n = 191

Base of GFð2nÞ Minimal
polynomial

Logical and n-bit
operations

Bases of the field GFð2n�4Þ over
GFð2nÞ, n ¼ 191:

o.n.b. p.b.

a.p.b. Ponb {⊕,&} 1 	1.0103(	1.0004)
p.o.n.b. Ponb {⊕,&} 	1.0061(	1.003) 	1.0165 (	1.0005)
p.b. Ppb {⊕,&} 	1.0134 	1.0192(	1.0135)
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In three partite key agreement protocol, final exponentiation is performed after
pairing operation. In Table 5 there are represented total numbers of logical operations
for implementations of this composition in distinct combinations of bases (1 corre-
sponds to 44310956 logical operations “xor” and “and”).

5 Conclusion

In this chapter, implementation of algebraic operations in finite fields possessing 2-type
or 3- type optimal normal basis and in its 4-degree extension has been comparatively
considered taking into account possibility of using distinct combination of bases.
Comparative data were also obtained on the complexity of the implementation of
pairing and final exponentiation operations in a three-partite key agreement protocol.
Based on these data, we can conclude that although for final exponentiation the best is
combination of almost polynomial basic of the base field and optimal normal basis of
its extension, pairing and final exponentiation are performed faster in polynomial basis
of GFð2191Þ and optimal normal basis of its extension. At the same time, it can be noted
that the differences in the complexity of implementation with the use of different
combinations of bases are not so significant. The advantage of a polynomial basis of
the base field is a consequence of the peculiarities of the pairing algorithm without root
extraction.
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Abstract. In the paper the channel reliability of communication network with
common set of standby radio stations for real conditions of Air Traffic Man-
agement (ATM) is discussed. ATM systems represent essential infrastructure
that is critical for flight safety and communication is a key element in the present
ATM system. As additional method of improving the reliability of the ATM
communication network a dynamic management of backup modes with
two-stage mode of redundant elements is proposed. Mathematical model of the
channel reliability is developed. Comparative analysis of redundancy effec-
tiveness for developed and used structure of ATM communication network is
performed.

Keywords: Reliability � Redundancy � Air traffic management � Controller �
Communication network

1 Introduction

Air Traffic Management (ATM) systems represent essential infrastructure that is critical
for flight safety. Communication is a key element in the present ATM system. Com-
munication between air traffic controllers and pilots remains a vital part of air traffic
control operations, and communication problems can result in hazardous situations.
Analysis of aviation accidents has identified that a breakdown in effective human
communication has been a causal or contributing factor in the majority of accidents [1].

There are different types of air traffic controllers:

• Tower controllers direct the movement of vehicles on runways and taxiways. Most
work from control towers, watching the traffic they control.

• Approach and departure controllers ensure that aircraft traveling within an airport’s
airspace maintain minimum separation for safety.

• En route controllers monitor aircraft once they leave an airport’s airspace.

The modern ATM system has independent direct communication channels (CC) for
each controllers operating at different radio frequencies fi, i ¼ 1;m, where m is number
of CC. The amount of the CC is determined by the structure of ATM in the area of a
specific airport and provides independent interaction with the aircrafts for all con-
trollers. Technical support of controller-pilot communication carried out by means of
radio stations (RS). Interoperability of technical means and controllers in ATM com-
munication network is provided by voice communications system which is a
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state-of-art solution for air traffic control communication. The modern approach to
system design focuses on providing high-availability solutions that are based on reli-
able equipment and on redundancy strategies tailored to customers’ needs and
requirements.

Currently, the main method of improving the reliability of controller’s CC is to
duplicate equipment to provide communications on each frequency of interaction
ground-to-air channel (Fig. 1). Each of the m controllers communicates with aircraft
using the main radio station (RS) as basic hardware. After the failure of main RS, it
switches into a work with the backup (redundant radio station).

Unfortunately the economic efficiency of used fault-tolerance approach is low. In
the paper another redundant method for communication network of ATM system is
discussed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 some important works in
the area of reliability with redundancy are reviewed. In Sect. 3 the main definitions and
assumptions are presented and models of ATM communication network reliability with
common set of standby radio stations for reservation of different ATM communication
channels are proposed. In Sect. 4 the conclusions are presented.

2 Related Works

The reliability of duplicated channels is well studied in the literature [2, 3].
One of the methods to increase efficiency of redundancy in the structures with

identical elements is the allocation of the common group of reserve elements. The k-
out-of-n system structure is a very popular type of redundancy in fault tolerant systems.
The term k-out-of-n system is used to indicate an n-component system that works (or is
“good”) if and only if at least k of the n components work (or are good). This system is
called a k-out-of-n:G system. The works [4–6] provide improved versions of the

Fig. 1. Redundant communication network of ATM system
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method for reliability evaluation of the k-out-of-n:G system. Liu [7] provides an
analysis of the k-out-of-n:G system with components whose lifetime distributions are
not necessarily exponential.

An n-component system that fails if and only if at least k of the n components fail is
called a k-out-of-n:F system [8]. The term k-out-of-n system is often used to indicate
either a G system or an F system or both. The k-out-of-n system structure is a very
popular type of redundancy in fault-tolerant systems. It finds wide applications in
telecommunication systems [9, 10]. This model can be used for analyse of reliability of
ATM communication network with k controllers and n RS provided availability of CC.

In real conditions it is important to know not the reliability of communication
network at whole but each selected CC for controller. The channel reliability problem
in standby system consisting of independent elements with some units used as a
universal component standby pool is formulated in [11]. In [12] the reliability of
selected communication channels with common set of standby radio station in the
system with periodical sessions of communications for real conditions of ATM is
discussed and advanced model of the channel reliability is developed. In [13] model of
the channel reliability in the ATM communication network based on embedded cloud
technology in the real conditions of operation is developed.

In this paper we investigate the reliability of selected communication channel with
common set of redundant radio stations and with dynamic management of backup
modes in ATM communication network.

3 Model Formulation and Solution

The following symbols have been used to develop equations for the models:
k – Failure Rate for RS
l – Repair Rate for RS
m – Number of communication channels
n – Number of RS in common set of redundant radio stations
A1 – Channel Availability with active backup mode of redundant elements
A2 – Channel Availability with dynamic management of two-stage backup modes
l – Number of repair bodies

In this paper we investigate a repairable redundant communication network of
ATM system with N ¼ mþ n radio stations, m of which are main RS and n radio
stations are used as a universal component standby pool (Fig. 2).

As an additional method of improving the reliability of the system we will use a
dynamic management of backup modes with two-stage mode of reserve elements.

Let the two-stage group reserve contains n elements, of which r\n are at the first
stage of readiness, and n� r are located on the second stage of readiness. At the same
time we assume that the second group of redundant elements are in cold standby
(standby components do not fail when they are in standby k2 ¼ 0) and can fail only
after their transfer to the first stage of the redundancy. Redundant elements of the first
group are in hot standby (standby components have the same failure rates as the main
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components k1 ¼ k). In case of failure of main operating radio station it without delay
is replaced by the backup station from the first stage of readiness. At the same time the
redundant element of the second stage of readiness is transferred to the group with first
stage of readiness.

The above two-stage model of redundancy required to support readiness on the first
stage only for z elements, which provide reliable level of operation. In [14] it is shown
that if k1 [ k2 at the first stage is optimal to have only one no-fault element. For our
case this condition is satisfied, so we can accept that z ¼ 1.

For system with 1� l� n number of repair bodies the behaviour of the examined
system is described by the Markov Chain state transition diagram (Fig. 3), where: Hi –

state with i failed RS, but in the selected channel there is a workable RS; HiI – state
with i + 1 failed RS, in the selected channel there is no a workable RS.

On the base of this diagram the system of Chapman–Kolmogorov’s equations can
be writing in accordance with the general rules [15].

By solving the resulting system of equations, we can obtain an expression for
availability of selected communication channel:

A ¼ 1�
X
8i;j

PijI ¼ a1 þ a2
a1 þ a2 þ a3

; ð1Þ

Fig. 2. Communication network of ATM system with common set of standby elements
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where

a1 ¼
Xl

i¼0

ðmþ 1Þi
i!

ci þ ll
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Xn�1

i¼lþ 1

ðmþ 1Þixi;

a2 ¼ ðmþ 1Þnll
l!

Xm�1

i¼0

i!
i

m� 1

� �
xnþ i;

a3 ¼ ðmþ 1Þnll
l!

Xm�1

i¼0

iþ 1ð Þ! i

m� 1

� �
xnþ iþ 1;

c ¼ k
l
; x ¼ c

l
:

For the system with n� l�N number of repair bodies the Markov Chain state
transition diagram of the system is shown at the Fig. 4. On the base of this diagram the
system of Chapman–Kolmogorov’s equations can be writing in accordance with the
general rules [14].

By solving the resulting system of equations, we can obtain an expression for
availability of selected communication channel in accordance of (1), where

a1 ¼
Xn�1

i¼0

ðmþ 1Þi
i!

ci;

a2 ¼ ðmþ 1Þn cn

nþ 1ð Þ! nþ 1þ
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i
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� �
ci
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þ m� 1ð Þ!ll
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( )
;

a3 ¼ ðmþ 1Þn 1
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i¼0

i
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� �
n

nþ iþ 1

� ��1
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N � l� i� 1ð Þ!x

lþ iþ 1

" #
:

Fig. 3. Markov chain state transition diagram ð1� l� nÞ
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4 Numerical Example

Let us investigate the reliability of selected communication channel with common set
of redundant radio stations and with dynamic management of backup modes in ATM
communication network. It is possible to evaluate the reliability in the proposed model
with two-stage mode of reserve elements in comparison to the active backup mode of
redundant elements with the help of the factor of reliability improvement V :

V ¼ 1� A1

1� A2

where the value of A2 is determined in accordance with the expression (1), equation for
the A1 availability of the system with active backup mode of redundant elements was
determined in [11].

Fig. 4. Markov chain state transition diagram ðn� l�NÞ

Fig. 5. The factor of reliability improvement
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At the Fig. 5 the factor of reliability improvement V is shown as function of
number m of communication channels with different number n of standby radio stations
in common redundant set of RS for Mean Time Between Failures of each RS
MTBF = 1/k = 3000 h, l = 1 and l = 2 h.

Analysis of the curves at Fig. 5 shows that factor of reliability improvement dra-
matically increases with increasing number of redundant elements at the second stage
mode of reservation. The intensity of the given functional relation decreases with
increasing number of channels.

5 Conclusions

Mathematical model of the channel reliability of the communication network of Air
Traffic Management system in the real conditions of operation is developed. ATM
systems represent essential infrastructure that is critical for flight safety and commu-
nication is a key element in the present ATM system. As additional method of
improving the reliability of the ATM communication network a dynamic management
of backup modes with two-stage mode of redundant elements is proposed. Mathe-
matical model of the channel reliability is developed. Expressions for channel avail-
ability of the ATM communication network with common set of redundant radio
stations and dynamic management of backup modes with two-stage mode of redundant
elements are developed. Comparative analysis of redundancy effectiveness for devel-
oped and used structure of ATM communication network is performed.

It is shown that at the first stage two-stage mode of redundancy is optimal to have
only one no-fault element. In this case channel reliability of communication network
increases with increasing number of redundant elements at the second stage mode of
reservation. This dependence is more active in the communication networks with a
smaller number of channels.
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Abstract. The paper deals with developing and researching Markov’s models
and assessing of the availability of Instrumentation and control systems which
are a part of smart building automation system (BAS). It was determined that the
causes of failures and unavailability of the BAS component architecture can be
hardware (physical), software (design) faults, and successful attacks on vul-
nerabilities (interaction faults), first of all. BAS failures are related to reliability
issue, attacks on vulnerabilities is related to security issue. These two reason
groups are considered as elements of two disjoint sets. The paper presents the
detailed analysis of the BAS architecture consisting of control (FPGA-based),
communication (ZigBee) and data levels considering their faults and vulnera-
bilities. Besides, maintenance procedures (without, common and separate
maintenance for reliability and security) are described.

Keywords: Software faults and vulnerabilities � Availability � Maintenance
strategy � Markov models � Smart buildings � Building automation system

1 Introduction

The development of virtualization technology and the creation of cloud computing
environments are responsible for the appearance of new variants of the architecture of
IT systems, which must be considered when assessing and ensuring the quality of
modern computer systems and services, which include a system of “smart home”. This
dynamic character of the processes of information interaction significantly complicates
the possibility of rapid assessment of the reliability and availability of software and
infrastructure resources available to remote access [1].

According to the international and national standards in [2, 3], we can assess the
level of risk for a building automation system and give the requirements that must be
met to achieve the desired goal of safety and availability.
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The primary goals of the work in [4] are security issues for system design and the
integration of security subsystems, which significantly tightens security requirements to
the protocol of a network control system, and weaknesses in the system design
according to hardware and software components.

In [5] it deals with development and research of Markov models of smart building
automation systems (BAS), it has been taken into account that BAS failures can be
caused by intra (reliability) and external (security) reasons including software faults
and attacks on vulnerabilities. The sets of faults and vulnerabilities are considered as
separated and disjoint ones, Markov models of BAS architecture with occurred soft-
ware faults and attacked vulnerabilities considering three maintenance strategies are
systemized and researched. These strategies are based on recovery without mainte-
nance, maintenance with common and separate activities on reliability (faults) and
vulnerabilities (security). Recommendations concerning choice of strategies and
parameters of maintenance are suggested.

We develop number of strategies using a Markov model. These strategies deal with
the system availability; it describes the possibility to recover the system from the down
state (the state when there is a need to use these strategies) to the up state (the level of
availability according to the customer requirements). The architecture of these strate-
gies depends on the kind of maintenance (common or separate). The result of these
strategies give different ways for recovering the system taking into account the cus-
tomer requirements as the maximum value of availability during the minimum time.

In Sect. 2 we presented the analysis of system design and presented the classifi-
cation of BAS. In Subsect. 2.1 the architecture of BAS and the main components in
system design are analyzed. The faults and vulnerabilities of the main BAS compo-
nents (FPGA, ZigBee, and database) are described in Subsect. 2.2. Subsection 2.3
analyzes the model and tree to draw the structure of the steps of the analysis using the
Markov model and give the wide picture of system analysis. Subsection 2.4 presents
the review of the development of Markov model strategy and how it can be applied to
this work, and describe the parameter of the strategy. In Sect. 3 the analysis of system
using Markov model for separated maintenance strategy is performed via marked
graphs for the model of separated maintenance [5]. Section 4 is dedicated to research of
Markov models depending to use the different strategies.

2 Approach and Modeling Technique

Analysis of the system is performed to determine its dependability taking into account
reliability and security issues; in this work we have developed a number of strategies,
which are used to analyze complex and big systems. According to [6, 7] BAS design
have been divided into three levels, system availability will depend on these levels. The
analysis the components for each level in [8] is performed. In Fig. 1, the classification
of BAS describes the parameter of system design, which is divided between the reli-
ability issues and security issues.
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2.1 Building Automation System Architecture and Components

BAS components are different depending on the area of system application, but in
general they can be divided as:

1. Upper level (Management Level): dispatching and administration as well as work
with databases and statistical functions. At this level cooperation between personnel
(operators, dispatchers etc.) and system is performed, which is implemented by
means of computer devices and SCADA systems. In our case study, we analyze the
database of this level taking into account reliability and security.

2. Middle level (Communication Level): it is responsible for connection between
levels and sending/receiving the information. According to our analysis we choose
ZigBee as one of these level components.

3. Low level (Automation Level): level of terminals with input/output functions. This
level includes sensors, actuating mechanisms, cabling between devices and low
middle levels. One of the important components used for this level is FPGA [1].

These levels are divided depending on our vision of analysis for the system as
shown in Fig. 2. There are different designs of BAS but we choose this design as the
easiest in use and analysis.

Building automation 
system (BAS) 

Operation (physical) 
failures

Manufacturer 
(physical) failures  

Software (design) 
failures

Hardware (Trojan/
backdoors)

Software 
vulnerabilities 

Reliability issue Security issue

Fig. 1 Analysis the availability of building automation system
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Data Basic Center 

WiFi ZigBee Protocol 

FPGA 
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FPGA FPGA 

camera
Movement 

Sensor
Gas SensorLight Sensor Air Sensor 

Management
level 

Communication 
level 

Automation
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Fig. 2 Architecture of building automation system
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2.2 Component Faults and Vulnerabilities

Field programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are silicon devices, which are ready to be
used. They can be electrically programmed and then can be used as a kind of system or
digital circuit. One of the features of FPGAs is easiness of configuration and
cost-effectiveness. It is also possible to make any updates and upgrade it. To do this it is
necessary just to download a new application bit stream. FPGAs have numerous
advantages but nevertheless, design flexibility remains their main advantage, when we
consider cyber-security of FPGA we must take into account all parts involved in the life
cycle of the FPGA chips and FPGA-based BAS. These are an FPGA chip vendor, a
developer of the BAS as well as a user of FPGA-based BAS. The analysis of
cyber-security for FPGA technology includes the development process as well as the
operation of the integrated BAS. It must be noted that cyber-security vulnerabilities can
be introduced by:

– the FPGA-chip vendor, during designing, manufacturing, packing and testing of
FPGA chips;

– the BAS developer, i.e. when FPGA electronic design is developed, implemented or
rested; the operator of the BAS, i.e. it is possible to make changes in the operating
BAS during operation or maintenance.

Database attacks have increased because of the increased availability of access to
data stored in those databases, database in BAS design contents the information, which
is important for the system and data from different levels for management and storage,
when the access to the stored information will be available for several users, it will
increase the possibility of data theft, that is why it is necessary to control this kind of
access because in the BAS system the attacker aims to access the important informa-
tion, which he can use for attacks or monitoring the system.

Let us consider what wirelesses networks consist of they have four basic compo-
nents. These are: the transmission of data via radio frequencies; access points providing
a connection to the organizational network and/or the client devices (laptops, PDAs,
etc.); and Users, the given components may have vulnerabilities and be attacked and
this will result in the compromise of confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

2.3 General Models

The pervious analysis in [8] was related using ATA technique taking into account the
vulnerabilities of system components. To analyze BAS and system components and
receive the state probability we need to use the Markov model. In the Markov model
[9] we have possibility to add more components and eliminate them without any effect
on the analysis process. During the first step in analysis process we need to give a big
picture for system with all possible sates, which the system can be in throughout its
cycle life.

Use Markov model to draw the path of transmission of system without taking into
account the past of state, also we have possibility to add more sate path to system
analysis without need to change the another state, the analysis will be divided between
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use the (separated and common maintenance). In Fig. 3, the first model, which ana-
lyzes all the possible states of the system and shows the transmission between state and
recovery. In Table 1 it describes transmission and recovery between the states. When
the Markov model is developed, we have eliminated number of states as shown in
Fig. 4a (first simplification).

2

3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10

Hardware

Software

Security Reliability  

1

Fig. 3 Markov graph for BAS availability

Table 1 Description of parameters Markov graph

Parameter Failure/recovery rates

kPH Physical operation failure (hardware)
lPH Physical operation failure (hardware/repair)
kPHr Physical failure operation (soft error)
lPHr Physical operation failure (soft hardware error/restart)
kPHc Physical manufacture failure (hardware)
lPHc Manufacture failure (hardware/changing design)
kINS Intrusion failure (soft hardware vulnerability)
lINS Intrusion failure (soft hardware vulnerability/restart)
kINSc Intrusion failure (severe hardware vulnerability)
lINSc Intrusion failure (severe hardware vulnerability/changing design)
kSD Failure caused by design fault (software)
lSD Soft error caused by design fault (software/restart)
kSDc Failure caused by design fault (software)
lSDc Failure caused by design fault (software/changing code)
kINSD Intrusion failure (soft software vulnerability)
lINSD Intrusion failure (soft software vulnerability/restart)
kINSDc Intrusion failure (severe software vulnerability)
lINSDc Intrusion failure (severe software vulnerability/changing code)
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Figure 4b shows the second simplified Markov graph. Second simplification is the
assumption of the successive manifestation of faults and vulnerabilities of component
BAS. Also, it is assumed that a fault or vulnerability will be eliminated from the
probability PR (PS).

2.4 Model Specification

We develop a few Markov model as shown in Table 2. The BAS analysis is divided
into security issues and reliability issues. The sates of transmission for Markov model is
divided according to these two issues. First, the security part is presented as Nv
(number of vulnerability); second is the reliability Nd (number of faults). The goal of
these model is to eliminate Nv, Nd in the minimum time of the system life cycle, and
recover to the maximum value of availability (AMBASconst) during period of time
(TMBASconst). In some cases, the elimination process inside the system will not be able
to eliminate the vulnerability or design fault; in this case we add the maintenance
strategies, which give the support for system to increase the elimination process. In our
case we use two types of maintenances strategies:

(1) the common maintenance, which deals with design fault and vulnerability in same
time, and it means that the process of elimination will be sequential between
design fault and vulnerability;

(2) the separated maintenance, which deals with vulnerability and design fault sep-
arately one by one. In next section, we will be describing the characteristics of
maintenance strategies for two models: one with common maintenance and
another with separated maintenance.
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Fig. 4 Simplified Markov model
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3 Markov Model for Separate Maintenance

The model is also extended toward the base and includes additional separate state
maintenance procedures, the number of maintenance states doubled since considered
maintenance procedures, the purpose of which is to identify software faults only, and
on the other hand, only vulnerabilities. Marked graph is shown in Fig. 5.

Table 2 Basic models BAS

Model
name

The number of
faults

The number of
vulnerabilities

Number of
maintenance

Type of
Maintenance

MBAS1 0……. Nd 0…..Nv 0 –

MBAS2 0……. Nd 0…..Nv ∞ Common
MBAS3 0……. Nd 0…..Nv ∞ Separate
MBAS4 0……. Nd 0…..Nv 0…..Np Common
MBAS5 0……. Nd 0…..Nv 0…..Ndp, 0….
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Conditions modeling separate maintenance procedures are shown by the dashed
circleswith differentfilling. Transitions in themaintenance of the state carried out a usable
state: the maintenance state for vulnerabilities - with the intensity of maintenance kMs, in
the maintenance state for software faults - with intensity kMr. Since we are considering
separate maintenance, formed two complete groups of events: the identification of vul-
nerabilities in the maintenance with the probability of not detecting vulnerabilities and
PCS with probability (1−PCS); identify software faults in the maintenance with the PCR
probability and failure to identify faults with a probability of (1−PCR).

Each maintenance state is performed by two transitions vulnerabilities: the first -
with PCS*lMs intensity simulates the detection and elimination of vulnerabilities for
maintenance, the second - with the intensity (1−PCS)*lMt simulates holding main-
tenance without identifying vulnerabilities. In the case of the removal of all vulnera-
bilities transition from the maintenance weighted intensity lMt.

Similarly, there is simulation of transitions from maintenance state on software
faults. Transitions with PCR*lMr intensity model identification and removal of soft-
ware faults for maintenance, transitions with intensity (1−PCR)*lMt model holding
maintenance without identifying faults.

4 Simulation and Comparative Analysis

Values of parameters for simulation were chosen the following as shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Values of input parameters of simulation processing

Symbol Illustration Value Unit

laR(1) The intensity of the first fault manifestation BAS kD1 5e−4 1/hour
laR(2) The intensity of the second fault manifestation BAS kD2 4.5e−4 1/hour

laS(1) Intensity of the first vulnerability manifestation BAS kI1 3e−3 1/hour
laS(2) The intensity of the second vulnerability BAS kI2 3.5e−3 1/hour
muR(1) The intensity of the restoration with the removal of the first fault BAS lD1 0.5 1/hour

muR(2) The recovery rate with the elimination of the second fault BAS lD1 0.4 1/hour
muS(1) The recovery rate with the removal of the first vulnerability BAS lI1 0.45 1/hour

muS(2) The recovery rate with the elimination of the second vulnerability BAS lI2 0.34 1/hour
muRH The intensity of the restart without removing faults lDH1 = lDH2 5 1/hour
muSF The intensity of the restart without removing vuln. lIF1 = lIF2 6 1/hour

PR The probability of fault elimination of the BAS during recovery 0.9
PS The probability of eliminating the vulnerability of the BAS during recovery 0.9

Nd The number of faults in the system BAS 2
Nv The number of vulnerabilities in the system BAS 2
laMj The intensity of the common maintenance kMj 1e−3 1/hour

laMs The intensity of the maintenance separate in vulnerabilities kMs 5e−3 1/hour
laMr The intensity of the maintenance separate in faults kMr 1e−3 1/hour

muMt The intensity of holding measures on common maintenance lMt 0.4 1/hour
muMs The intensity of detecting and removing a vulnerability lMs 0.2 1/hour
muMr The intensity of detecting and removing a fault lMr 0.3 1/hour

PCS The probability of identifying vulnerabilities in the maintenance process 0.4409
PCR The probability of identifying a software fault in the maintenance process 0.388
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Results of simulation are illustrated by Fig. 6. The following conclusions can be
formulated according with simulation of BAS with two different strategy of
maintenance.

Graphs of availability function have the same view (Fig. 6): at the first stage
availability is decreased to minimum and then is increased to stable value. Hence, three
parameters should be taken into account:

– a value of availability function minimum AMBASmin (for the model MBAS1 –

0.99641, the model MBAS2 – 0.99286, for the model MBAS3 – 0.97864);
– a value of availability function in stable mode AMBASconst (for the model MBAS1–

1, for the model MBAS2 – 0.9975, for the model MBAS3 – 0.9852);
– time of transition in stable mode TMBASconst (for the model MBAS1–28117 h, for

the model MBAS2 – 16225 h, for the model MBAS3 – 16810 h).

5 Conclusions

The paper analyzes Markov models which are used to research smart building BAS
availability and security considering maintenance strategies. The main strategies are
based on common and separated maintenance and the possibility to recovery system by
elimination the vulnerabilities and faults. Figure 6 shows the simulation of two
strategies and the difference between the time to recovery and the maximum value of
availability, the choosing of these strategies is done according to customer
requirements.
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Future steps include:

– development of integrated strategies for BAS maintenance oriented at Cloud
Computing taking into account reliability and security policies;

– investigation of the impact on the availability and the safety of other types of BAS
vulnerabilities.
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Abstract. The aim of the article was to develop a concept of a model that
allows for assessing the security control process, taking into account the eval-
uation indices of security, capacity and the level of service. For this purpose, a
hybrid model was proposed which used the computer simulation and fuzzy logic
method. The performed analysis allows for identifying relationships between
individual indicators and specification of the influence of one of the indicators
on the other ones. The proposed model extends the existing approach to the
security control process evaluation that was based on the independence of the
aforementioned evaluation criteria. Only one selected factor was considered.
The proposed model allows for selecting an appropriate structure of the tech-
nical system and the structure of the process including the criteria of security,
capacity and level of service.

Keywords: Security control � Airport � Multiple-criteria evaluation

1 Introduction

The Commission Implementing Regulation No. (EU) 2015/1998 imposes on airport
managers the obligation to designate boundaries between the landside and the airside.
The access to the landside area of an airport is possible after checking authorized
persons and after a security check. The aim of the article was to develop a model that
allows for assessing the security control process, taking into account the evaluation
indicators of security (efficiency), capacity and the level of service.

The aim of the security control process is the prevention of forbidden objects
specified [1]. The legislator allows for performing security control by means of various
control methods. For example, passengers undergo security control using at least one of
the following methods:

• a manual search,
• walk-through metal detectors (WTMD),
• dogs for detection of explosives,
• devices for detecting trace amounts of explosives (ETD),
• security scanners,
• devices for detecting trace amounts of explosives (ETD) combined with a hand-held

metal detector (HHMD).
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Various methods of control also apply to objects brought to the operating area. The
legislator accurately specifies the possibility of using control methods; however, the
process implementation methods are not defined in such a precise way. As a result, the
process must be performed in various variants. Thus, it will be important for the airport
operator to perform the process in accordance with security requirements while
obtaining a specified efficiency of the system to ensure timely passenger service. The
existing research on this matter concerns an analysis of these notions; however, they
are described as separate issues.

Some scientific studies focus on examining the structure of the process and the
structure of the system of the capacity of security control [7–9, 12, 23]. In such studies,
an analysis of the sensitivity of the system on changes in selected parameters is per-
formed (the number of operators, the volume of individual areas, the number of devices
used etc.). This allows for designing an appropriate structure of the system. A com-
prehensive set of information on systemic analysis was presented in report [4].

Another group of scientific studies is devoted to issues related to the level of
service. Such studies mostly focus on the process management method (management of
the dynamic quantity of resources). The measure of the assessment are indicators
characterizing the level of service – mostly the queuing time, system evaluation by
passengers, functional availability of the system etc. There are a quite a few studies
devoted to this aspect [10, 11, 13, 17, 26].

A separate group of studies focus on security issues. In this case, analyses are per-
formed that concern the reliability of systems for detecting forbidden objects [3, 19–21].
These studies show the level of security a given structure of the system or individual
technical devices are characterized by.

At present, no approach is available that would allow for simultaneous
multi-criteria assessment of the analysed structure of the security control system and
process. The airport manager must adopt a management strategy for the system that
will guarantee reliability as regards forbidden objects and also will allow for avoiding
delays in flight operations, thus guaranteeing a high level of passenger service.
A multi-criteria assessment was already presented in other areas [2, 5, 6, 14–16, 18, 22,
24, 25, 27–30], which confirms that it is commonly used.

2 Concept of a Model of Multiple-Criteria Evaluation
of the Security Control System

The proposed concept of a multi-criteria evaluation assumes the development of a
model on the basis of which it is possible to determine evaluation indicators in a
parallel manner: reliability of detection of forbidden objects (efficiency), system
capacity and the level of service. Next, on the basis of the values obtained, the entire
system is evaluated, which allows for selecting the best solution for the pre-defined
boundary conditions.

As input data, the structure of the technical system of security control must be
determined as well as the method of performing the security control process (the
structure of the process). One should also define figures for the structure of the system
and process for determining output data. The concept of the multi-criteria evaluation of
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the security control system is presented in Fig. 1. It is based on a hybrid model using
computer simulation methods and fuzzy logic.

For example, it was assumed that the security control process would be performed
at a single security counter. In the system, there is a queue of passengers waiting for
security control with an unlimited volume of Q1 = ∞ passengers. The security
checkpoint system consists of queues for WTMD control (metal detection) and x-ray
control (detection using x-radiation). The volume of these areas is equal to Q2 =
Q3 = 8 passengers. This means that 8 passengers submitting their objects for x-ray
control can prepare for the WTMD control at the same time. It was assumed that all
objects belonging to one passenger would be treated collectively as 1 piece of baggage.
Detection of forbidden objects using a WTMD or x-ray device can be performed for 1
person/piece of baggage at the same time: Q4 = Q5 = 1. The system also includes a
hand search and hand baggage control area. A passenger’s hand search and hand
baggage search is performed at the same time for 1 passenger/piece of baggage
Q6 = Q7 = 1. At any given time, 5 pieces of baggage Q8 = 5 and 2 passengers Q10 = 2
can be waiting for manual control of baggage. A passenger’s objects that were not
subjected to additional hand search are collected at the collection area, which can hold
a total of 5 passengers Q9 = 5. The diagram of a security counter is presented in Fig. 2.

The developed model performs the security process in a parallel manner for pas-
sengers in accordance with the algorithm we already presented in [10]. For the per-
formance of subsequent activities in the process, we assumed theoretical random
variables presented in Table 1.

Additionally, the time of a passenger’s control with a WTMD device was assumed
as deterministic equal 2 [s]. An appropriate probability of events was also adopted. The
probability of a passenger being directed to the hand search was adopted as 0.1. The
probability of detecting a metal objects with a WTMD device is equal to 0.99. The

Fig. 1. Concept of a model of multiple-criteria evaluation of the security control process.
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probability of detecting an object with an x-ray device is 0.80. The probability of
baggage being directed to the hand search was adopted as 0.05. The probability of
detecting forbidden objects by means of a hand search is 0.95. It was also adopted that
in the level of service aspects, points are awarded on a 5 to 1 scale at an interval of 60 s.
A passenger who waited in the queue for less than 60 s will give 5 points to the system.
A passenger who waited in the queue from 60 to 120 s will give 4 points etc.

Performance of a computer simulation allows for determining the following
indicators:

• the reliability indicator of forbidden object detection Xe – the share of correct
detections in the stream of passengers holding a forbidden object;

• the capacity indicator of the security control system Xc – the average number of
controlled passengers within an hour;

• the level of service indicator XLoS – the average evaluation of the system depending
on the passenger’s queuing time.

Membership functions were assigned to input data from the simulation model to perform
fuzzy reasoning. It was assumed that each variable could be represented by a low or high
level. Membership function of the output linguistic variable is represented by a low,

Fig. 2. Structure of the security control process

Table 1. Input data

Activity Distribution function

Passengers inter-arrival time Exponential (0.05)
Time of preparation for the control Normal (60.20)
Time of x-ray control of the baggage Normal (8.2)
Hand search time Normal (20.5)
Time of manual control of baggage Normal (30.10)
Baggage reclaim time Normal (80.20)

Where: exponential(k), normal(µ, r), dimensions are in [s].
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average and high rate. Membership functions were developed on the basis of data
presented in [4, 7] and the knowledge of experts from the Airport Wrocław (Fig. 3).

A set of rules was adopted to determine the index of the evaluation of the security
control. In the presented example, the weight is the same for all rules. The set of rules
has the following form:

• R1: If (Xc is low) and (XLoS is low) and (Xe is low) then (Ysc is low)
• R2: If (Xc is high) and (XLoS is high) and (Xe is high) then (Ysc is high)
• R3: If (Xc is high) and (XLoS is low) then (Ysc is average)
• R4: If (Xc is low) and (XLoS is high) then (Ysc is average)
• R5: If (Xc is low) and (Xe is high) then (Ysc is average)
• R6: If (Xc is high) and (Xe is low) then (Ysc is average)
• R7: If (XLoS is low) and (Xe is high) then (Ysc is average)
• R8: If (XLoS is high) and (Xe is low) then (Ysc is average)

For the adopted input data, FlexSim software was used in which a simulation model
was used which allowed for the determination of input values for fuzzy reasoning.
Next, an evaluation model was built on the basis of a fuzzy logic method using Matlab
software.

The devices used for detecting forbidden objects often concern specific groups of
objects. For example, the WTMD device is used for detecting metal objects only. Thus,
the results obtained were presented in various groups depending on the type of for-
bidden object and the method of carrying it. The summary is presented in Table 2.

a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 3. Membership functions of the input and output linguistic variables (a) capacity of security
control counter, (b) efficiency of prohibited items detection, (c) level of service, (d) evaluation of
security control process.
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For the adopted input data, the capacity of 140 passengers per hour was obtained.
Such a system would be evaluated at 4.95 points by passengers considering the waiting
time for a security check. The security technologies used, however, caused a difference
in the value of the obtained efficiency indicator. The minimal value was obtained for
detection of explosives carried by passengers. The maximum value of the Xe index was
obtained for detection of any objects carried in baggage. Such a differentiation also
contributed to the final value of the assessment of the Ysc process.

Analysis of process sensitivity was conducted as regards the influence of the Xc
indicator on the assessment of the Ysc process (Fig. 4.). It results from the conducted
analysis that using various detection methods for objects and an attempt at changing
procedures may influence the final evaluation of the system as regards Ysc 2
\2:5; 3:78[ . The maximum value of the index was obtained for detection of metal
objects carried by passengers. The minimal value of process evaluation was obtained
for the detection of explosives carried by passengers.

The analysis presented above was performed for theoretical input data. However, as
shown, the presented concept of the model can be used for an actual system after
performing actual research and implementing the results to the evaluation model.

Table 2. Evaluation of the security control process

Type of forbidden object XLoS Xc Xe Ysc

Metal object carried by the passenger 4.95 140 0.99 3.78
Explosive object carried by the passenger 4.95 140 0.10 2.50
Metal object carried in the baggage 4.95 140 3.71 3.71
Explosive object carried in the baggage 4.95 140 3.71 3.71

Fig. 4. Relationship between efficiency and the evaluation of the security control process.
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3 Summary

The article presents a concept of the model of assessment of the security control
process at the airport, which takes into account 3 indicators. The first of these is
capacity. It is of strategic importance for the airport manager who strives to obtain the
highest possible value of capacity. The efficiency indicator is an index opposite to
capacity. Detection of forbidden objects is a key indicator for legislator and safety
aspects. The use of additional control methods reduces capacity. Therefore, it is
important to find an optimal solution guaranteeing punctual performance of the ground
handling process while keeping an appropriate level of safety at the same time. The
concept we present also allows for an evaluation of the system taking the aforemen-
tioned assumptions into account. The concept we present also takes into account a third
index, which concerns the level of service. This, in turn, has a significant influence of
the non-aeronautical revenue for the airport [10]. Thus, these are three key indicators
that have not been considered simultaneously in scientific literature so far.

Further studies will be aimed at acquiring data from a real system and assessing
various structures of the security control system and process to find the optimal
solution.
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Abstract. The paper proposes extension of the Continuous Integration prac-
tices with debug automation of unhandled exceptions. Goal of this improvement
is to reduce the amount of redundant work when inspecting hundreds of failed
tests from possibly the same reason, and to decrease time necessary to provide a
fix to the codebase. The suitable CI infrastructure is proposed and an automatic
method how to eliminate duplicated bugs is discussed. Also an example of such
automation in the Windows operating system is presented.
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1 Introduction

All software contains bugs. Some of them are detected during the stage of development
(i.e. by running automated tests), but some of them are released with software to the
users, and result in crashes. When the volume of crashes is very high, it becomes
impossible to investigate all single occurrences of a bug, especially when the most of
them are duplicates (single bug causing hundreds of clients or tests to crash). To
facilitate this problem, it comes in handy to have a process that will help to remove
duplicates, and group occurring problems into buckets representing bugs. The benefit
of this approach is quite obvious: instead of investigating the cause of failure of each
test, they are analyzed automatically and grouped into buckets, so the developer has to
investigate a reduced number of buckets that has already been initially debugged by
automates.

There can be distinguished 3 general use-cases for the debug automation systems:
(1) handling error reports coming from the users after software release, (2) monitoring
machine software and hardware configurations (i.e. corporate laptops/desktops in an
organization, monitoring causes of server crashes etc.) and (3) extending Continuous
Integration development process of complex systems.

The first use-case was well described by the Microsoft researchers from WER
(Windows Error Reporting) [1] – also this system is described further in this paper. The
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reason why special attention is paid to WER is because parts of it are used as a base in
the example in this paper. More details are discussed in Sect. 4 of this publication.

The second use-case has been described and analyzed by the [2], analyzing causes
of crashes of systems and applications of 200 research machines running Windows
XP1 in the EECS department at UC Berkeley. It is worth to be mentioned, that data was
gathered and analyzed using an internal version of WER system.

The main focus of this publication is gathered around the third use-case – the
extension of Continuous Integration with a debug automation process – to answer the
question what was the reason of a test failures. Most of the automatic tests that are part
of the Continuous Integration process follow the “3-As” pattern (Arrange, Act, Assert).
In “Arrange” phase all necessary inputs and preconditions are set. The “Act” phase
invokes object or method under tests with data prepared in previous phase. The
“Assert” phase checks, whether the output of the “Act” phase meets expected result.
Also “Assert” is a phase, where test decides if it was failed or passed. But when
something unexpected happens during “Act” stage, test also fails but not due to dif-
ferences in expected output.

When test fails due to expected result mismatch it is often quite obvious why – so
there should be no reason to automatically debug it. But when the test fails because of
the unhandled exception resulting in application (or operating system) crash, the reason
is often unknown and needs further investigation – so it is important to address such
cases.

Other aspects related to the software development methods were discussed in
previous publications [3]. Also, this publication emphasizes an innovative approach in
Continuous Integration set of practices – to investigate not all failed tests, but auto-
matically debugged reasons of those test failures caused by unhandled exceptions –

other aspects of automations in software development process can be found in [4].
For the sake of this publication, the following definitions are used: error/exception –

behavior of the computer program not intended by the programmer, unhandled
exception – exception that was not handled by the program code causing it to crash,
crash – unexpected program exit due to error/exception, bug/root cause – single cause of
one or more errors in program code, bucket (noun) – error signature allowing one to
group problems, bucket (verb) – process of classification error reports into buckets, call
stack – ordered list of frames, in this case from the time when a crash occurred, order
indicates relation between frames (caller), frame – consists of module and offset, often
translated to function name using debug symbols, post-mortem debugging – process of
finding root cause of the error after crash occurred using data collected during that crash,
i.e. crash reports.

Section 2 of this publication contains description of the Continuous Integration set
of practices including Continuous Delivery and Deployment, also with the extension of
them with debug automation process. Section 3 discusses the idea of bucketing algo-
rithms, Sect. 4 provides a complete example of the debug automation process in a
Windows environment with description of the WER system. Section 5 concludes this
publication, summarizing the automation process and emphasizing areas for
development.
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2 Continuous Integration and Automating the Debug Process
of Unhandled Exceptions

As the basis of this paper are the practices of Continuous Integration, Delivery and
Deployment, it is worth to shortly describe them and emphasize relations between
them. More complex analysis of these (and other aspects of automations in software
development process) can be found in another paper written by authors [4].

The Continuous Integration (CI) is a set of practices, known for a long time, but
formally introduced as part of the eXtreme Programming methodology, and then well
described by Martin Fowler [5]. He has distinguished the 11 most important practices
of CI: (1) “Maintain a Single Source Repository”, (2) “Automate the Build”, (3) “Make
Your Build Self-Testing”, (4) “Everyone Commits To the Mainline Every Day”,
(5) “Every Commit Should Build the Mainline on an Integration Machine”, (6) “Fix
Broken Builds Immediately”, (7) “Keep the Build Fast”, (8) “Test in a Clone of the
Production Environment”, (9) “Make it Easy for Anyone to Get the Latest Executable”,
(10) “Everyone can see what’s happening” and (11) “Automate Deployment”. It can be
concluded in one sentence: the CI set of practices provides rapid feedback about
committed change quality, and helps to avoid integration problems.

Continuous Delivery [6, 7] is the practice of developing software in a way, where it
is always ready to be deployed to the production (software is deployable through its
lifecycle and the development team prioritize keeping the software deployable over
time spent working on a new feature). Continuous Delivery is built on the CI (adding
stages responsible for deploying an application to production), so in order to do
Continuous Delivery, you must be doing Continuous Integration. Continuous
Deployment is a practice built on Continuous Delivery. Each change is automatically
deployed to the production (which might result in multiple deployments per day). The
main difference (and the only one) between Continuous Delivery and Continuous
Deployment is that the deployment in Continuous Delivery depends on business
decisions and is triggered manually, and in Continuous Deployment each “good”
change (the one that has not broken the build and passed all of the tests) is immediately
deployed to the production [6, 8].

When the developed application is very complex, consisting of many components
with thousands of tests, sometimes information that the test failed may not be sufficient.
Especially, when after the commit hundreds of tests start to fail at the same time.
Inspecting all of them may be a time-consuming task. After all, it may be a single bug
that caused multiple tests to fail.

As mentioned before, when a developer is receiving hundreds or thousands of error
notices, it is almost impossible to investigate all of them, especially when they can have
a single root cause (bug). Having a process that extends the default Continuous Inte-
gration process might be very crucial for complex systems, reducing time needed to fix
the bugs, and also prioritize them.

The proposed method also reduces the chance of test noise (when unstable test or
environment where application is being tested crashes but the cause is not in the
application under test) influencing the results. The test noise can be explained using the
example: tested application is a windows kernel mode driver - each application running
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in kernel mode shares a single virtual address space and because of this a crash in
kernel mode results in an entire operating system crash. One of the test failure con-
ditions might be detection of a system crash. But when the system crash occurred
because of another faulty driver (not the tested one), the test will be marked as failed,
but the reason of this failure was not related to the tested application – so noise was
generated, and developers need to investigate this issue, wasting their time. Having
automated the process of debugging, such cases can be quite easily filtered out,
pointing to which test failures are noise-related.

Extension of CI process, with debug automation, has been presented on Fig. 1.
Starting from the beginning, the developer commits his change to the source code
repository. Then, CI server detects that new change was introduced to the repository
and starts the build (compilation, static analysis etc.). When the compilation process is
finished, automated tests are executed. Depending on the complexity of developed
system, this step can be executed in hundreds of thousands of machines (physical or
virtual). During this phase, due to errors introduced to the source code by developers, a
tested application often crashes.

In the proposed extension of default CI process, the Error reports acquisition stage
defines how the error report is prepared when the crash occurred, and how it is sent to
the next stage. The Debug automation is a stage, where from each acquired error report
all necessary data is extracted (using debugger). The last stage, Bucketing algorithm, is
to generate an appropriate bucket for the extracted debug data – the unique identifier of
a bug.

Developer

Source code 
repository

Continuous 
Integration Server 
and Deployment 

Pipeline

Automated tests

Error reports 
acquisitionDebug automationBucketing 

algorithm

Developer 
commits 
change to the 
repository
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(i.e. memory dumps and 
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way (i.e. using command -line debuggers ), 
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Default CI process
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Fig. 1. CI process with the proposed debug automation
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After that, a report of failures is presented to the user. It contains not only infor-
mation of which tests failed, but also the reason for those failures. It is very important,
because hundreds of failed tests can have a single root cause, so the developer does not
need to investigate each test, but only the reasons represented by the buckets. It
significantly reduces the time to fix an issue in the source code.

The main advantage of the proposed debug automation process is a significant
reduction of work and time needed to find and fix bug introduced to project source code
during development having CI process set up. It’s achieved by not analyzing all failed
tests, but looking into distinct reasons of those test failures (which were debugged
automatically) instead.

The implementation of debug automation extension in default CI process requires
to solve some additional problems: method of error reports generation during the
unhandled crash (currently all modern operating system can handle this case), method
of error reports acquisition from test environment to debug servers or collecting
additional debug artifacts from build stage needed by a debugger (i.e. debug symbols).

3 Bucketing Algorithms

Accuracy of the bucketing algorithm is crucial in debug automation systems analyzing
high volumes of incoming data. The ideal bucketing algorithm should strictly maintain
the property of orthogonality: one bug per bucket, and one bucket per bug [1]. “Second
bucket problem” appears when multiple crashes caused by the same bug spread into
more than one bucket, and “long tail problem” appears when multiple buckets con-
taining a small number of crash reports, represents a single bug [1, 9].

In WER [1], all bucketing heuristics (client-side labeling and server-side classify-
ing) have been divided into two main categories affecting the impact of a heuristic to a
final bucket: expanding (to prevent assigning different bugs into one bucket, increases
the number of buckets) and condensing (to assure that no two buckets represent the
same bug, decreases the number of buckets). Also those two types of heuristics should
not be conflicting with each other, instead they should be complimentary – expanding
should not introduce new buckets for the same bug, and condensing should not put two
bugs in one bucket [1].

In the server-side bucketing of WER, more than 500 heuristics have been imple-
mented into windows debugger extension “!analyze” in 100 000 lines of code [1]. The
most important ones are C1 to C5 – they allow the algorithm analyzing memory dump
to identify thread context and stack frame which most likely caused the crash. Result of
running “!analyze” command in windows debugger result in generating of a BUCK-
ET_ID, i.e. the one presented on the Listing 1.

According to the [9], depending only on WER bucketing heuristics may result in a
“long tail problem”, thus there is a need of a more complex method. Another approach
may be using the call stack of the thread when the crash happened - comparing error
reports between each other based on a call stack similarity metric, and assigning them
to one bucket when a threshold for similarity is reached.

Call stack is a stack (linear data structure of LIFO type – Last In, First Out) of
actively executed program functions. On top of it there is a function that is currently
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executed by the operating system. The great advantage of the method comparing
exceptions using call stack similarities is that it can be used to compare call stacks of a
multi operating system application, allowing one to classify errors that happened on
different operating systems (i.e. shared module used in Windows and Linux). This
similarity may be computed using simple string-like similarity (i.e. Levenshtein dis-
tance) or a much more sophisticated method, like the one proposed by the Microsoft
Research Team, Position Dependent Model (PDM) that’s part of a more complex
method called ReBucket [9]. However, those methods are complicated, including call
stack pre-processing (i.e. for removing recurrences and “safe functions”, unification of
C++ templates etc.). However, sophisticated methods of generating failure buckets are
very complicated problems and exceeds the scope of this publication.

4 Example

In the Windows operating system, the processor can run in two different modes: user
and kernel [10]. All normal applications, and some of the drivers, run in user-mode,
which means that when they are started, the Windows operating system creates the
process for them with private virtual address space and the handles table. Because
application virtual address space is private, one application cannot affect the data of
another application. When the crash occurs, it is limited only to that application, other
applications and operating system are not affected. Code running in kernel-mode shares
a single virtual address space – this means that kernel-mode drivers are not isolated
from each other and can damage each other and also the operating system, so if a
kernel-mode driver crashes, the entire operating system crashes (displaying the “Blue
Screen of Death” - BSOD).

Windows Error Reporting (WER) [1] is a distribute post-mortem debugging system
developed by Microsoft and partially is a part of the Windows operating system. It
originated from two initiatives from Microsoft developers: the Windows team devel-
oped a tool to automatically diagnose the most likely cause of the crash from a core
dump, and an Office team tool to automatically collect mini dumps (stack trace with
subset of heap memory) when the unhandled exception occurred. A combination of
those two tools, automatic diagnosis with automatic error data collection, resulted in
the creation of the WER service. The first program shipped with WER client side code
was MSN Explorer.

The goal of the WER system, according to its authors, is to diagnose and correct
every software error on every Windows systems. To achieve this goal, considering the
enormous number of systems running Windows, WER must be scalable and able to
deal with a big inflow of error reports every hour. So, to reduce the cost of error
reporting when the volume is high, WER uses progressive data collection. Most of the
buckets contain only a bucket identifier. When additional data is needed (i.e. this is the
first signature of the problem), WER can collect additional information like mini dump,
full memory dump or memory dumps of related processes. If the solution is already
known for WER for the provided problem signature, the user is automatically provided
the solution via a URL sent to him.
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To achieve progressive data collection, WER uses a set of heuristics first on the
client machine (called labeling) and then on the WER servers (called Classifying).
Labeling, the client-side bucketing, is an important step, because in most cases only a
bucket label will be sent to the WER servers.

To sum up the general WER system design: when the error condition is detected on
the client machine, a special error with label bucket is generated and sent to the WER
service. It stores the information about that error occurrence and, depending on the
information it already has for the provided bucket label, it may request more details
from the client machine (i.e. mini dump) or redirect a user or administrator of the client
machine to an already known solution. When a crash occurrence for a bucket exceeds a
threshold, WER automatically generates a bug report for developers in the bug tracker
to investigate the issue [9]. According to the data collected and analyzed by Microsoft
researchers [1], in comparison with errors reported by humans, bugs found by WER are
4.5 to 5.1 times more likely to be fixed.

Despite WER there are some already existing systems for generating error reports,
acquiring and debugging them, like Apple’s CrashReporter for Mac OS X [11] or
Mozilla’s Crash Reports [12]. Also, all modern operating systems are capable of
generating appropriate reports when the unhandled exceptions occur.

The Symbols files (.pdb) [13] in the Windows operating system are files generated
by the compiler during the project build stage. They contain the following information:
public symbols (typically all functions, static and global variables), a list of object files
that are responsible for sections of code in the executable, frame pointer optimization
information, name and type information for local variables and data structures, source
file and line number information. They are used by the debugger to show developers
more user-friendly information i.e. function names instead of offset value. They can be
stored in Symbols Server by using the Microsoft Symstore utility.

A simplified example of a crashing Windows user-mode application will be con-
sidered. Figure 2 presents the entire infrastructure with all stages: (1) first, developer
commits his change to the repository (in this example: missing NULL pointer check in
function “GoLeft”), (2) committed change is automatically detected by the CI server
(3) which performs compilation and building process. (4) After successful compilation
debug symbols are added to the Symbols server (using Symstore utility). During the
next step (5) CI server deploys the tested application to the test machines imitating
production environment (but having set the registry key to create memory dumps for
unhandled exception crashes) and perform tests. Some tests will fail due to missing
NULL pointer check. Then, (6) CI server sends memory crash dumps to servers run-
ning debuggers (cdb.exe). The most important parts of debugger output have been
presented on Listing 1. After that, CI server presents to the developer information about
the results - in this example, an unhandled exception for the reason (missing NULL
pointer check in “GoLeft” function) represented by the bucket from Listing 1. gener-
ated by WER heuristics in “!analyze” command of windows debugger. So, after that,
the developer immediately can see what the root cause was of those failures, and
quickly commit the fix. Handling crashes from kernel mode applications (drivers) in
the Windows operating system is very similar – instead of using cdb.exe debugger, the
kd.exe debugger should be used.
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5 Conclusion

When the developed application is very complex (contains multiple modules, devel-
oped by many developers), benefits of extending the typical CI process by automating
debugging are obvious – reduction of redundant work spend by programmers to narrow
down the root causes of failing tests due to an unknown reason (unhandled exception
causing crash), and shortening the time needed to fix errors in the application. The
more the system is complex (contains more automated tests), the more advantages
come from debug automation.

This paper discussed the Continuous Integration set of practices, and the problem of
test failure due to unhandled exceptions, and proposed the solution with an example of
implementation – the debug automation in Windows Operating system. The single
bug introduced in a line of the code (missing NULL pointer check) caused different
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Fig. 2. Example of CI infrastructure with the debug automation extension
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(and not relevant) tests to fail due to an unknown reason. Debug automation narrowed
this down to a single root cause in the source code, saving time in debugging different
cases with a common issue. Without this method, the developer would need to
investigate manually (reproduce error in his development machine) those cases.

However, crucial in terms of debug automation is the bucketing algorithm. Its
accuracy determines if developers will receive duplicated bug reports, or bug reports
with multiple different problems aggregated wrongly into a single bucket. Microsoft
researchers have done much work in this field [1, 9], but still there are many aspects
that need additional researches.

For the sake of this paper, the scope of provided example was reduced to Windows
operating system – this enables usage of heuristics implemented by Microsoft engi-
neers in WER parts of the debuggers to generate a bucket (using “!analyze” command
in KD or CDB debuggers). However, in some cases this approach is not sufficient [9]
and there is a need to use more sophisticated methods, i.e. using call-stack similarities.
Also, using call stack similarities methodology to compare error reports allows com-
parison of errors from different operating systems (for example when there is a shared
module used by both, Windows and Linux applications). But dealing with call-stacks
introduces other problems like how to calculate similarities, or how to treat recursions,
“safe functions”. Many of the aspects mentioned before will be the subject for further
researches.
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Abstract. Self-oscillating modes in computer networks control systems
quite negatively affect the characteristics of these networks. The prob-
lem of finding the areas of self-oscillations is actual and important as the
study of parameters of self-oscillations. Due to the significant nonlinear-
ity of control characteristics, the study of the oscillatory modes presents
certain difficulties. This paper describes the technique of research of self-
oscillating modes on the basis of the control theory. This material is
rather methodical than exploratory one.

Keywords: Traffic active management · Control theory · Self-
oscillating mode

1 Introduction

While modeling technical systems with control it is often required to study char-
acteristics of these systems. Also it is necessary to study the influence of system
parameters on characteristics. In systems with control there is a parasitic phe-
nomenon as self-oscillating mode. We carried out studies to determine the region
of the self-oscillations emergence. However, the parameters of these oscillations
were not investigated. In this paper, we propose to use the harmonic linearization
method for this task. This method is used in control theory, but this branch of
mathematics rarely used in classical mathematical modeling. The authors offer
a methodological article in order to introduce this method to non-specialists.
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2 The RED Congestion Adaptive Control Mechanism

To improve the performance of the channel it is necessary to optimize the queue
management at the routers. One of possible approaches is the application of the
Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm (see [1,5,9,11,14]).

The RED algorithm uses a weighted queue length as factor determining the
probability of packet drop. As the average queue length grows, the probability
of packets drop also increases (see (1)). The algorithm uses two threshold values
of the average queue length to control drop function (Fig. 1):

p(Q̂) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0, 0 < Q̂ � Qmin,
Q̂−Qmin

Qmax−Qmin
pmax, Qmin < Q̂ � Qmax,

1, Q̂ > Qmax.

(1)

Here p(Q̂) — packet drop function (drop probability), Q̂ — exponentially-
weighted moving average of the queue size average, Qmin and Qmax — thresholds
for the weighted average of the queue length, pmax — the maximum level of
packet drop.

Fig. 1. RED packet drop function

The RED algorithm is quite effective due to simplicity of implementation
in the network hardware, but it has a number of drawbacks. In particular, for
some parameters values there is a steady oscillatory mode in the system, which
negatively affects Quality of Service (QoS) indicators [10,15,19]. Unfortunately
there are no clear selection criteria for RED parameters values, in which the
system does not enter in self-oscillating mode.

To describe the RED algorithm we will use the following continuous model
⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

Ẇ (t) = 1
T (Q,t) − W (t)W (t−T (Q,t))

2T (t−T (Q,t)) p(t − T (Q, t));

Q̇(t) = W (t)
T (Q,t)N(t) − C;

˙̂
Q(t) = −wqCQ̂(t) + wqCQ(t).

(2)
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(see [4,6,7,12,13,16,17,20]) with some simplifying assumptions:

– the model is written in the moments;
– the model describes only the phase of congestion avoidance for TCP Reno

protocol;
– in the model the drop is considered only after reception of 3 consistent ACK

confirmations.

In (2) the following notation is used:

– W— the average TCP window size;
– Q— the average queue size;
– Q̂— the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) of the queue size

average;
– C— the queue service intensity;
– T— full round-trip time; T = Tp + Q

C , where Tp — round-trip time for free
network (excluding delays in hardware); Q

C — the time which batch spent in
the queue;

– N — number of TCP sessions;
– p— packet drop function.

3 Harmonic Linearization Method

The method of harmonic linearization is an approximate method. It is used
for study of start-oscillation conditions and determination of the parameters of
self-oscillations, for the analysis and evaluation of their sustainability, as well as
for the study of forced oscillations. Harmonically-linearized system depends on
the amplitudes and frequencies of periodic processes. The harmonic lineariza-
tion differs from the common method of linearization (leading to purely linear
expressions) and allows to explore the basic properties of nonlinear systems.

We will use the block-linear approach in control theory [3]. According to this
approach, the original nonlinear system is linearized and divided into blocks.
These blocks are characterized by the transfer function linking the input and
output values. The method of harmonic linearization is used for systems of a
certain structure (see Fig. 2). The system consists of linear part Hl and the
nonlinear part, which is set by function f(x). It is generally considered a static
nonlinear element.

For the harmonic linearization method free movement mode (input g(t) = 0)
is assumed. The free harmonic oscillations are applied to the input of the non-
linear element:

x(t) = A sin(ωt). (3)

On the output of the nonlinear element f(x) we get a periodic signal. Let’s
expand it in a Fourier series:

f(x) =
a0

2
+

∞∑

k=1

(ak sin(kωt) + bk cos(kωt)), (4)
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f(x) Hl

g x y

−

Fig. 2. Block structure of the system for the harmonic linearization method

where the coefficients of the Fourier series have the following form:

ak =
1
π

∫ 2π

0

f(A sin(ωt)) sin(kωt)d(ωt);

bk =
1
π

∫ 2π

0

f(A sin(ωt)) cos(kωt)d(ωt); k = 1,∞.

In this case we assume that in (4) a0 = 0, in other words the constant
component is absent.

The linear element is a low-pass filter, that is, when k is increasing the linear
elements suppress higher harmonics. We will consider only the first harmonics.
Then (4) will be presented in the form:

f(x) = a1 sin(ωt) + b1 cos(ωt), (5)

where

a1 =
1
π

∫ 2π

0

f(A sin(ωt)) sin(ωt)d(ωt);

b1 =
1
π

∫ 2π

0

f(A sin(ωt)) cos(ωt)d(ωt).

From (3) you can write:

sin(ωt) =
x

A
;

cos(ωt) =
1

Aω

dx

dt
=

1
Aω

d
dt

x.
(6)

Then we may rewrite (5) with respect (6):

f(x) = [κ(A) +
κ

′(A)
ω

d
dt

]x = Hnl(A, ∂t)x, (7)

where Hnl(A, ∂t) — approximate transfer function of the nonlinear unit, κ(a)
and κ

′(a) are the harmonic linearization coefficients:

κ(A) =
a1

A
=

1
Aπ

∫ 2π

0

f(A sin(ωt)) sin(ωt)d(ωt);

κ
′(A) =

b1
A

=
1

Aπ

∫ 2π

0

f(A sin(ωt)) cos(ωt)d(ωt).
(8)
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After finding the coefficients of harmonic linearization for given nonlinear
unit, it is possible to study the parameters of the oscillation mode. The existence
of oscillation mode in a nonlinear system corresponds to the determination of
oscillating boundary of stability for the linearized system. Then A and ω can be
found by using stability criteria of linear systems (Mikhailov, Nyquist–Mikhailov,
Routh–Hurwitz). Thus, the study of self-oscillation parameters can be done by
one of the methods of determining the limits of stability of linear systems.

3.1 The Nyquist–Mikhailov Criterion

This criterion belongs to analytical and graphic criteria. It has remarkable graph-
ical representation of the system behavior and regions of existence of the oscil-
latory mode.

The Nyquist-Mikhailov criterion – [18] allows to judge about the stability of
the open-loop automatic control system by using Nyquist plot (amplitude-phase
characteristic) of the open-loop system.

Make the substitutions ∂t → iω and s → ∂t → iω in the transfer function.
Undamped sinusoidal oscillations with constant amplitude are determined by
passing the amplitude-phase characteristics of the open-loop system through
the point (−1, i0).

The characteristic function of the system is:

1 + Ho(iω) = 0,
Ho(iω) := Hl(iω)Hnl(A, iω).

where Ho — the transfer function of the open-loop system.
Thus:

Hl(iω)Hnl(A, iω) = −1. (9)

Given by (7) from (9) the equality is obtained:

Hl(iω) = − 1
κ(A) + iκ′(A)

. (10)

The left part of the Eq. (10) is the amplitude-phase characteristic of the linear
unit, and the right part is the inverse of the amplitude-phase characteristic of
the first harmonic non-linear level (with opposite sign). And the Eq. (10) is the
equation of balance between the frequency and the amplitude.

This type of criterion is also called as a Goldfarb method.
Sometimes it is more convenient to write the Eq. (10) in the following form:

κ(A) + iκ′(A) = − 1
Hl(iω)

. (11)

This type of criterion is also called as a Kochenburger method.
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4 Harmonic Linearization of the Linearized RED Model

To rewrite the model (2) in the block-linear approach we need to linearize it. We
will follow the article [6].

Let’s write linearized system:
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

δW (s) = − 1

s+ N

CT2
f

(1+e−sTf )

C2Tf

2N2 e−sTf δp(s);

δQ(s) = 1
s+ 1

Tf

N
Tf

δW (s);

δQ̂(s) = 1
1+ s

wqC
δQ(s);

δp(s) = PRED
1

1+ s
wqC

δQ(s),

(12)

where the balance point is denoted by f index, variation is denoted by δ, and

PRED :=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0, 0 < Q̂ � Qmin,
pmax

Qmax−Qmin
, Qmin < Q̂ � Qmax,

0, Q̂ > Qmax.

Based on (12) the block representation of the linearized RED model (Fig. 3)
is constructed.

C2Tf

2N2

s+ N

CT2
f
(1+e−sTf )

1
s+ 1

Tf

N
Tf

δw

PRED
1

1+ s
wqC

e−sTf

δq

−
δp

Fig. 3. Block representation of the linearized RED model

Let’s reduce the block diagram of linearized model (Fig. 3) to the form
required for harmonic linearization.

As a static nonlinear function we will use PRED. The linear part is follows:

Hl =
1

s + N
CT 2

f
(1 + e−sTf )

C2Tf

2N2
e−sTf × 1

s + 1
Tf

N

Tf
× 1

1 + s
wqC

=
1

s + N
CT 2

f
(1 + e−sTf )

1
s + 1

Tf

1
1 + s

wqC

C2

2N
e−sTf . (13)

In the block representation the diagram from Fig. 3 will be as shown in Fig. 4.
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PRED Hl−

Fig. 4. Block representation of the linearized RED model for harmonic linearization

Let us compute the coefficients of harmonic linearization κ(a) and κ
′(a) (8)

for the static nonlinearity PRED:

κ(A) =
4

Aπ

∫ π/2

0

PRED(A sin(ωt)) sin(ωt)d(ωt);

κ
′(A) =

4
Aπ

∫ π/2

0

PRED(A sin(ωt)) cos(ωt)d(ωt).

We will get:

κ(A) =
4

Aπ

pmax

Qmax − Qmin

αmax∫

αmin

sin(ωt)d(ωt)

=
4

Aπ

pmax

Qmax − Qmin
− cos(ωt)

∣
∣
∣
αmax

αmin

4
Aπ

pmax(cos αmin − cos αmax)
Qmax − Qmin

; (14)

κ
′(A) =

4
Aπ

pmax

Qmax − Qmin

αmax∫

αmin

cos(ωt)d(ωt)

=
4

Aπ

pmax

Qmax − Qmin
sin(ωt)

∣
∣
∣
αmax

αmin

=
4

Aπ

pmax(sin αmax − sinαmin)
Qmax − Qmin

. (15)

The values of sin and cos from integration limits αmin and αmax:

x = A sin αmin = Qmin, sinαmin =
Qmin

A
; cos αmin =

√

1 − Q2
min

A2
;

x = A sin αmax = Qmax, sin αmax =
Qmax

A
; cos αmax =

√

1 − Q2
max

A2
.

(16)

Thus, from (14) and (15) with the help of (16) we will get:

κ(A) =
4

Aπ

pmax

Qmax − Qmin
(

√

1 − Q2
min

A2
−

√

1 − Q2
max

A2
);

κ
′(A) =

4
Aπ

pmax

Qmax − Qmin

Qmax − Qmin

A
=

4pmax

A2π
.

(17)
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Thus, from (10), (13) and (17) we may derive:

1
iω + N

CT 2
f
(1 + e−iωTf )

1
iω + 1

Tf

1
1 + iω

wqC

C2

2N
e−iωTf

= − Aπ

4pmax
[

1
Qmax − Qmin

(

√

1 − Q2
min

A2
−

√

1 − Q2
max

A2
) + i

1
A

]−1. (18)

For clarity, it is possible to plot parametric graphs on the complex plane
separately for left Hl(i, ω) and right −1/Hnl(A) parts of the Eq. (18) (of ω and
A respectively) (see Figs. 5 and 6). The intersection of the curves gives the point
of emergence of self-oscillations.

For the example of the calculation we have chosen the following parameters:
Qmin = 100 [packets], Qmax = 150 [packets], pmax = 0.1, Tp = 0.0075 s, wq =
0.002, C = 2000 [packets]/s, N = 60 (the number of TCP sessions). As a result
we obtained the following values for the amplitude and the cyclic frequency:
A = 1.89 [packets], ω = 16.55s−1.

The traffic behavior can be demonstrated by using the standard computer
networks simulation software NS-2 [2,8]. For selected parameters we will get the

Fig. 5. Nyquist plot for system (18) Fig. 6. Nyquist plot for system (11)
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graph of the window size change (at the traffic source) (Fig. 7) and oscillations
of the instantaneous queue length at router under RED control (Fig. 8).

5 Conclusion

The authors demonstrated the technique of research of oscillatory modes of the
systems with control. We tried to explain this technique for mathematicians
unfamiliar with the formalism of the control theory. We plan to apply this tech-
nique to the study of a wide range of algorithms of traffic active control. Also
it is interesting to compare these results with the previous results obtained for
self-oscillation systems with control.
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Abstract. Along with the continuous development of wireless networks a
problem with the availability of free bandwidth occurs more often. The amount
of distortion is growing at an alarming rate, which cannot be containing in any
way. The only solution is to develop systems that can dynamically adjust to the
prevailing conditions. The article presents a description of the tests performed
CSMA/CA (EMCD-Effective Multichannel Detector) multichannel detector
designed by Transbit Sp. z o. o. in the framework of the project financed by
Polish National Centre of Research and Development for advanced spectrum
management. Testing the detector has been implemented in the MATLAB
simulation environment.

Keywords: OFDM � CSMA/CA � Multi-channel

1 Introduction

Most modern wireless networks IP (Internet Protocol) based on CSMA/CA (Carrier
Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) access method. It is different from
that used in wired Ethernet networks, in which collisions are detected and frame
retransmissions are enforced. The main feature of the CSMA/CA is to avoid the
emergence of conflicts on the basis of the listening network status. If two stations at the
same time want to send data, the only one of them will be able to do it. CSMA /CA
properties are the object of many researches i.e.: analysis of priority arbitration with
throughput optimization and prediction [1, 2], optimization in heterogeneous networks
[3] or random CSMA networks [4]. In the study of new network solutions CSMA
should perform a test. The test requires reliable equipment. Therefore, the authors
decided to develop and implement a CSMA multichannel detector. The article presents
a description of the tests performed multichannel detector CSMA/CA taking into
account the legal nature of the project. Small networks with a small amount of the
station seem to work well. In the case of a complicated topology, the waiting time for
giving data may be too long from the point of view of user’s expectations. Therefore,
the idea of action network on several frequency channels at the same time forced a
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quick suitable detector which detects signals carrier on all channels. Testing and the
results described in the article relate to the detector as described in [5, 6].

2 Testbed

The tested detector has been implemented in simulation environment Matlab. The
detector itself consists of nine modules supported by the main program (detector).
Additional modules simulate the phenomenon of interference. The most important
modules are described in the following next subsections.

2.1 Pseudorandom Numbers Generator

A pseudorandom generator creates a batch data for the construction of the OFDM
signal. The diagram shows the following Fig. 1.

2.2 Inverse Fast Fourier Transform Module (IFFT)

The data of the generator are used to build the preamble and OFDM symbols [7, 8].
Subcarriers of this modulation are modulated using QPSK modulation. Framer is
responsible for correct formation of OFDM symbols. Figures 2 and 3 show respec-
tively the OFDM signal generated without interference, and its spectrum.

Pseudorandom 
numbers 
generator

Input data
Pseudorandom 

output data

Fig. 1. Pseudorandom numbers generator scheme

Fig. 2. Generated OFDM signal
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2.3 Additive White Gaussian Noise Module (AWGN)

Generated OFDM signal is transmitted by the noised channel. It was created by using
the White Noise Generator with Gauss distribution (AWGN). As an input to this
function takes the OFDM signal, while the regulated parameter is the target signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) in decibels (Fig. 4).

In addition, to check the resistance of the quality detection in the Simulator,
AWGN function at the input is the sum of the OFDM signal and narrow-band
interference.

2.4 Low-Pass Filter

Distorted (degraded) signal by AWGN is given at the input of a bandpass filter matched
to the width of the currently used channel. Because the spectrum of the signal consisted
of two symmetrical halves received as a result of digital Fourier Transforms are

Fig. 3. Amplitude spectrum of generated signal

Fig. 4. AWGN module scheme
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designed one low-pass filter (Fig. 5). After filtering the halves of the spectra have been
made in the complete spectrum of the signal using the Matlab fftshift (moves the
sample spectrum, so that a sample of zero was in the middle of the graph).

2.5 Energy Detector

Degraded signal, after filtering, is scanned in the channel by using energy detector,
which detects a signal level exceeding the set threshold, which triggers the correlative
detector (Fig. 6). Energy detector performs a summation of the squared values of
samples of OFDM signal in the length of 320 samples. This window corresponds to the
length of one OFDM symbol. After the calculation of the energy value for the duration
of one window, it compares its level from a previously defined threshold. The threshold
was schedule on the basis of receivers parameters (self-noise and the width of the
channel).

Achieving the required threshold of detection triggers correlative detector.

Fig. 5. Low-pass filter characteristic

Fig. 6. Energy detector module scheme
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2.6 Correlative Detector

The layout of the correlative detector is based on a method of Schmidl & Cox ‘ 97.
Degraded OFDM signal is given to entry of the detector. Burst and peak detectors are
closely related. The first detects the signal in the window that has been declared in the
transmitter. In this window the peak detector, based on the analysis of these dwellings,
generates a correlation peaks and counts them. If it detected all peaks (10 on the
symbol), the correlative detector tool would tell you that the signal has correct syn-
chronization (Fig. 7).

3 Tests

3.1 Tests Description

The test scenarios consist in validation the detection process determined by the
probability of correct detection (Pps) in the channel with white noise and narrowband
jamming signal. The study was performed for two channel width: 1 and 2 MHz. The
ratio of the amplitude of the interference to OFDM signal is given in decibels:

xdist
xOFDM

½dB� ¼ 20log10
xdist

xOFDM
ð1Þ

where:
Xdist – jamming signal amplitude,
XOFDM – OFDM signal maximal amplitude.

The following tests have been performed for each channel: at a constant
signal-to-noise ratio changed the level of interference in OFDM signal levels in the
range of −40 to 0 dB. The measurements were repeated 1000 times to determine the
probability value of correct synchronization. The above study was repeated for
SNR = 6, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 dB. SNR = 6 dB noise value of their own real receiver.

3.2 Results

The chart depicted in Fig. 8 illustrates the OFDM signal in time domain, energy level
of the signal in the receiver, and the moment of reaching the energy threshold level that
was defined in the detector. The point at which the detector triggered the process of
correlative detection was delayed by reaching a threshold due to the measurement of
energy in the length of 320 samples. Once it has registered in its power window
exceeding the threshold detector starts correlative algorithm.

Fig. 7. Correlative detector module scheme
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In the case of the channel with white noise without interferences, work of correl-
ative algorithm was not disrupted in any way. Because the generated noise has a flat
frequency characteristic, did not affect significantly the outcome of cross-analysis.

Figure 9 shows the measurement results for OFDM signal in a channel with a width
of 1 MHz. For SNR equal 6 and 10 dB were obtained the worst results.

Fig. 8. Noised OFDM signal

Fig. 9. Probability of correct detection on 1 MHz channel
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Above these values narrowband interfering signal amplitude equal to half of the
OFDM signal amplitude (−3 dB) does not interfere with the work of the correlative
detector and the probability of correct detection was oscillating within the limits of
95–100%. By SNR = 6 dB, 100% probability of correct detection was for xdist/
xOFDM � 10 dB. For the channel with a width of 2 MHz acceptable probability value
occurred for relative xdist/xOFDM = −4 DB (at SNR > 10 dB). This channel has proven
to be more resistant than 1 MHz channel noise with high amplitude (Pps = 100% for
xdist/xOFDM = −6 dB at SNR = 6 dB, Fig. 10).

Studies have shown that a low signal-to-noise ratio (0 dB), in the absence of
narrow-band interference, does not adversely affect the process of detection. With
narrow-band interference, the channel on a narrower band showed lower effectiveness
of correct detection than the channel with a wider band.

4 Conclusions

Continuous increase in the use of wireless telecommunications networks forced work
on methods of a dynamic and effective management of available frequency band. The
application of multi-channel access methods allows for a significant increase in net-
work capacity and its resistance to interference. Research has shown that by increasing
the width of the channel increasing the bandwidth of the channel as well as its

Fig. 10. Probability of correct detection on 2 MHz channel
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resistance to distortion of narrowband. Thanks to increasing effective throughput to
useful data.

Detector described in the article served as the research and development project for
create multichannel broadband radio by Transbit Sp. z o. o. Has it up to 4 MB/s in one
channel and range up to 30 km, while maintaining the quality of the transmission even
in a mobile application. Next, it is intended to extend research on the content presented
in the articles.
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Abstract. This work was carried out in order to examine the legitimacy of use
and to compare ongoing cost of cloud based (IaaS) and classic hosting for three
types of web applications. With a plethora of various cloud providers, increased
reliability and plummeting down daily ongoing cost – Infrastructure as a Service
seems to be a natural successor of traditional hosting for even fairly simple web
applications. However, there was unclear until now, how IaaS compares to
a traditional hosting in terms of cost-effectiveness. In that article three different
types of sites were used to provide a clear answer which type of hosting to use to
justify ongoing cost and the same time assure an optimal performance of
a certain types of web applications.

Keywords: Cloud hosing � Traditional hosting �Web applications � Resources
consumption � Cost effectiveness analysis

1 Introduction

In the contemporary world, Internet is an indispensable element for most companies in
all significant market areas; a basis for the functioning of majority of the government
agencies, NGOs and large portion of individuals. Statistics [10, 11, 19, 21] indicate
that approx. 50% of world’s population has access to Internet, there is around about
1,8 billion active webpages, 6+ million computers online 24/7 and connected to the
global network, and lastly 42 PT (!) bytes of data transferred every second. Internet
has become a vital aspect for an increasing number (as for now 6,4% of total
employed people) of professionally active people that work from home on a daily
basis. Nowadays, it is not a difficult task to create even a complex website - there are
many tools [12, 13] that isolate a user from the technical side - so that he could focus
only on their needs, that is, filling the created site content. These solutions offer
a range of capabilities desired by surfers, and everything is delivered in a very user
friendly way. Every newly created web page or application needs a server to run on.
Nowadays, there are two practical options: traditional hosting (on a dedicated server)
or hosting in a cloud. Choosing the appropriate type of hosting for a web application
may be difficult.
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2 To Cloud or not

In times of shrinking budgets many companies [5, 14], from small and medium-sized
businesses are looking for new ways to effectively ensure their web hosting needs.
Hosting environment is rapidly changing, and many people are now looking beyond
traditional hosting towards cloud one. Traditional approach comes mainly in two forms,
dedicated and shared. With dedicated hosting, a company pays for the complete
resources of one or more servers from a service provider. The client has full control over
a fixed amount of resources (dedicated bandwidth, CPU, RAM, and drive space). With
shared hosting, which is more common among small and medium sized businesses, the
client pays for a set amount of space (storage) on a single server, and that server’s
resources are shared by a number of other websites. Traditional hosting has drawbacks
[2, 3]. Because the resources of a single server are shared among a number of different
websites, spikes in traffic to those websites can mean decreased performance for your
own. Security breaches and other performance issues on other sites make take yours
down as well. And there’s a single point of failure. If the server itself experiences
technical problems, everyone hosted on that server will be affected. Cloud hosting offers
a level of scalability that traditional hosting can’t. Instead of paying for a set amount of
space upfront on a single server, the user pays as they go for what they actually use. With
cloud hosting, the load is balanced across a cluster of multiple servers. The information
and applications contained on those servers are mirrored across the whole cluster,
meaning that if an individual server goes down, there is no lost information or downtime.
Because of this redundancy, cloud hosting is much more elastic and resilient. Problems
with one website or application are unlikely to affect your bandwidth or performance.
Cloud hosting companies provide Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) [18], which is a s-
tandardized, highly automated offering, where compute resources, complemented by
storage and networking capabilities are owned and hosted by a service provider and
offered to customers on-demand. Customers are able to self-provision this infrastructure,
using a Web-based graphical user interface that serves as an IT operations management
console for the overall environment. IT departments needn’t to invest in in-house server
hardware. And customers don’t need to pay for up front for extra storage or processing
capacity that they don’t use. Cloud hosting is more quickly scalable than traditional
hosting [9]. If an application or website receives more or less traffic, the cloud servers
scale up and down automatically. With cloud hosting, there’s no need to manually add or
remove server space as there is in shared hosting. Cloud hosting is still a relatively new
technology, and many who have experience with traditional hosting are reluctant to
move to something different. Finding some suitable criteria for comparison IaaS and
traditional hosting is a major issue. It was decided that besides technical parameters,
a key constraint influencing the decision are ongoing monthly costs. Some studies have
shown [15–17, 20] that a cheaper and more efficient may be the cloud. Cloud allows
usually to handle a larger number of users at lower cost, which is a plus. However, one
should pay attention to the characteristics of website traffic and the budget that was
intended to allocate and obviously local market conditions. The research was conducted
for three, diverse types of websites. The results will give a clear answer what kind of
hosting is more suitable for which type of web applications on Polish market in late 2016.
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3 Factors Influencing the Decision About Hosting

The final choice on hosting type is due to the different priorities and frequently a matter
of a subjective decision. Given below factors helped us to structure research and make
fundamental decisions.

3.1 Hidden Costs

Common sense dictates that the costs associated with a certain hosting solution is the
most important aspect upon decision making. Everyone wants to spend as little as
possible, and at the same time to achieve the best results. However, it is essential to
address following question: How much capital do we need to run our website effi-
ciently (performance wise) and cost-effectively? One should answer this question in the
perspective of different time periods: one month, six months, year, or even two or three
years. Aside from a hosting offer, other a (local) factor is heavily influencing the final
cost – it is the exchange rate. While the dedicated servers have no problems with
the settlement in any currency (almost every country has local products), whereas, in
the case of cloud solutions most of them charge only in USD or EUR. Unfortunately,
tested by us, Amazon cloud does not allow settling in Polish zlotys. These issues lead
us the next uncertainty: the ability to predict costs. Hosting market is changing rapidly
which leads to difficulties in predictability of costs in longer periods of time.

3.2 Expertise

Building a website and decision where to host it, are two essentially different services.
Making a decision on the type of hosting still requires the physical implementation. At
the same time, it is not a one-time task. What is needed is an experienced administrator
with a certain knowledge: about the operating systems (usually Linux) and technolo-
gies used by the hosting site. In the cloud, one knows the architecture and the options
available in the selected service provider. With it, one can efficiently and cheaper set up
the server. With a traditional web hosting often happens that the administrator himself
must take care of virtual machines on a separate Virtual Private Server and creation of
backups, which are easily available in the cloud. In addition, in the cloud it is more
difficult to configure a particular (optimal for our needs) instance. This is due to the fact
that it can consist of many components: a separate service for file storage, database
management or additional drives.

3.3 Prospect of Possible Changes

A lot may depend on the period that we have to analyze. If it is longer (over a year), an
additional factor is the possibility of future site customizations. It may be due to
technical issues and/or popularity of the page. Technical changes can lead to change in
server requirements, since a website/application may require more resources over time.
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This in turn forces the analysis of how difficult it will be to change the current version
of the hosting to another (usually more expensive and time consuming). Much easier is
to predict whether in given time frame there will significant technical changes occur,
rather than predict its near time statistics (number of visits, load). Application owners
that count on their website high popularity must be prepared for consequences related
to it. For this reason, it carried out various tests and generates appropriate load estimate.
The more agents, the more difficult their effectiveness.

3.4 Risks

One of risk that should be mitigated is the potential unavailability of a site due to
a failure of various nature (e.g. server failure, high load with limited resources, power
outage etc.). It is common knowledge that uptime of the cloud servers is typically
higher. In the case of physical damage of a dedicated server it may not be available for
a longer while. The cloud hosting through replication avoids this problem. It is
imperative to pay attention to the volatility of the cost. In the case of the dedicated
hosting, cost for a defined period of time is fixed and known from the beginning. IaaS
price is variable, calculated based on pay-per-use scheme. Some sudden spikes of load
or unexpected influx of new users may result in unplanned, excessive costs. However,
there are methods to avoid such a scenario (notifications and locks).

3.5 Anticipated Results

Review of available hosting offers (of dedicated servers and IaaS) does not imply an
easy way how to compare them. Whereas once we can grasp the final price of tradi-
tional hosting solutions, TCO of IaaS offering without a detailed analysis, remains
mystery. There are a few, rather superficial and generic research made [4, 6–8, 16, 17]
that made attempt to address the question which hosting solution to choose. Unfor-
tunately, none has addressed significant nuisances like different type of web applica-
tion, different type of server load or local market conditions. Authors’ assumption was,
both approaches have to be competitive. If it were not so, one of them would not exist
or would significantly lost its presence on the market.

Since there is no “common knowledge” which is better in terms of monetary
resources, it is assumed that the cost-effectiveness of hosting services on a dedicated
server or cloud will “overleap” each other like on Fig. 1. Diagram in Fig. 1. depicts
authors assumptions, how the final results may look like. As one can see, the graph for
the classical hosting is non-linear (stepwise). One pays for the current hosting option
until it turns out to be inadequate to the load and one switches to a more expensive one.
Cloud chart is unpredictable, non-linear and with many variations. The costs vary in a
short period of time. The greatest riddle was the difference between these charts in real
world conditions. It was only assumed that for a certain load a better choice may be
traditional web hosting, and for another cloud based one.
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4 Test Environment

As a basis for experiments we developed three types of websites (a brochure, standard
and business one) that were later hosted on a dedicated server (provided by OVH – best
value in the market) and in Amazon Cloud, which was chosen due its undisputed
popularity.

A brochure was a very simple website (purely HTML based), which was mainly
used to display information. It didn’t require a database. It consisted of up to a few
pages (in our case it was a mere 2 MB total disk space). As for a standard site, we
considered an application (with a database) that interacted with users. It was CMS
based (WordPress) webpage of popular chain of restaurants (in our example: dB size
800 MB+, project files around 2 GB). As for business site, we considered a large set
pages and an engine that required considerable amount of computations and intense
database operations (it was a large Web-shop, based on Magento engine). The test
environment was prepared to accommodate requirements of test websites, so both
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Fig. 1. Assumed cost of hosting (dedicated vs. cloud based) for a various number of users

Table 1. Technical parameters of a dedicated server used for tests

Dedicated server type E5-SAT-2-32

CPU Intel Xeon E5 1650 3.1 GHz + (6 cores/12 threads)
RAM 32 GB DDR3
HDD 2 � 3 TB SATA
RAID Soft
Network link 1 GBit
Bandwidth 250 Mbps
Transfer unlimited
IPv4/IPv6 1/64
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standard (based on WordPress) and business application (Magento) require PHP along
with a database (MySQL). All websites were run on Ubuntu 14.04 with Apache 2.4 as
a web server.

4.1 Dedicated Server – Traditional Hosting

Thanks to free software called Proxmox we were able to utilize resources of the
dedicated server (Table 1.) as six Virtual Private Servers (Table 2). Monthly cost of the
dedicated server was (304,93 PLN gross) which was rounded down to 300 PLN.

4.2 Cloud Hosting - IaaS

As a cloud service provider, Amazon Web Services (AWS) was selected. This is one of
the largest companies providing such services. An additional argument to use AWS
was able to benefit from free testing. This offer is available for a year after opening an
account. And some services (including ones we used), for some tenant instances are
free for a period of 750 h of operation. It was very helpful during the initial server
configuration. The basic service used during the tests was Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2). Thanks to it one can create instances of the web servers. AWS offers 40
different configurations, which differ in the number of vCPUs, memory, disk type,
storage size and a price. The basic unit of account is the price per hour. Significant
reductions in price can be achieved by purchasing services for a year or three years in
advance (Table 3).

Table 2. Technical parameters of 6 VPS - derived from the dedicated server.

Name of VPS Monthly fee [PLN] # of cores RAM [MB]

Ubuntu1 50 1 5461
Ubuntu2 100 2 10923
Ubuntu3 150 3 16384
Ubuntu4 200 4 21845
Ubuntu5 250 5 27307
Ubuntu6 300 6 32768

Table 3. Price (per hour of usage) of selected (EC2 instances EU- Frankfurt).

Instance vCPU RAM (GB) Storage (GB) Price (USD/h)

t2.nano 1 0,5 EBS 0,0075
t2.micro 1 1 EBS 0,0150
t2.small 1 2 EBS 0,0300
t2.medium 2 4 EBS 0,0600
t2.large 2 8 EBS 0,1200
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It was decided to test our test websites in five instances, which were available in
competitive prices in relation to the dedicated server. EBS is an abbreviation of Elastic
Block Store, and acts as a disk storage (SSD based) that stores files for EC2 instances
(self-replicable, highly available and durable). In order to fully utilize the potential of
the cloud for database operations RDS service was used. In the case of RDS prices vary
due to the type of database (in our case MySQL) and a region (in our case EU –

Frankfurt was selected) (Table 4).

4.3 Tests and Measurements

The complete test scenario for a brochure, consisted in displaying the contents of all
subpages. For a standard page, following order of actions was considered as a com-
plete test scenario: opening main page, go to list of restaurants, choose one, choose
menu, list of menu entries, pick an entry (open PDF), go to page with categories of
recipes, choose a recipe, open contact page, fill and send a contact form. For a business
page a test scenario consisted in: opening main page, go to one of static pages, choose a
category of products, choose a product and its size, add a product to the shopping cart,
go to shopping cart page, choose a buy as a guest option, fill in delivery address, go to
the payment page, choose the form of payment, confirm the purchase and submit the
form. All the measurements during test scenarios were taken/processed by following
tools: Gatling, collectd, Graphite. During the tests following parameters were collected
[1]: total # of simultaneous requests, total test time (times of user’s initialization and a
test scenario preparation was included), time of users’ initialization (included in the
test time, but defined separately), % of fulfilled requests (measured in a given time-
frame, which could fall into one of following predefined ranges (in ms): >800, 800-
1200, <1200 and failed (> 60000)). If % of unfulfilled requests was higher than 1% it
was considered as failed, % CPU/RAM Usage, Server Load (for last minute), # of
requests per second. In case of IaaS, CPU and RAM usage was additionally measured
on a database instance.

5 Analysis of Results

One of the most important selection criteria is cost. And it was chosen as a parameter
that can be used for comparison of the two hosting types. Cost of hosting on a dedicated
server was trivial to define, since it was a simple monthly fee. Whereas the total cost of
cloud based hosting (AWS), was far more intricate to project and influenced by the
following factors: choice of EC2 and RDS instance type, storage type and its size, dB
size, time of use. In our case, data was stored only in EC2 and not in S3 so not additional

Table 4. The parameters and the price of RDS instances (MySQL in EU- Frankfurt).

Instance vCPU RAM (GB) Price (USD/h)

db.t2.micro t 1 0,020
db.t2.small 1 2 0,040
db.t2.medium 2 4 0,080
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cost for data transfer was incurred. The initial examination of AWS offer, proved to be
excessively expensive and simply unreasonable in comparison to offerings of traditional
hosting from the local (Polish) market. In order to make it more money-wise, it was
decided to use two different instances - one with better parameters (more capable) for
18 h. a day (where the load would be potentially higher) and other during remaining 6 h.
(at night) the less capable one. Amazon is very flexible in terms of form of charging. Pay
per use is the most expensive, whereas for payment in advance one may get accordingly
20–34% (depending on selection of a certain instance) discount for 1 year and 46–55%
for 3 yrs. Taking advantage of promotional pricing, requires allocation of large portion
of a budget before the application becomes profitable, which may not be suitable for
everyone. At the same time, it collides with idea of flexible solution, which does not
require large budget allocation for long period of time (Table 5).

Performance tests revealed that for Standard and Business websites, a single VPS
(the least capable) is able to meet almost twice higher load (in terms fulfilled requests
than the most expensive (most capable) variant of cloud instances. Due its simplicity
brochure website was independent of hardware - no matter of any variant of cloud or
traditional hosting was used. The bottleneck constituted here rather a webserver than
any other technical aspect. Brochure was the only case in the comparison where its
hosting was more affordable in the cloud regardless of a hosting time-frame (monthly –

23 vs. 50 PLN and annually – 189 vs. 600 PLN) (Fig. 2).

Table 5. Max. number of fulfilled requests – IaaS vs. Traditional hosting

VPS Brochure Standard Business IaaS

Ubuntu1 680 680 280 50 140 20 t2.nano
Ubuntu2 680 680 360 100 280 45 t2.micro
Ubuntu3 680 680 410 120 330 70 t2.small
Ubuntu4 680 680 420 190 370 110 t2.medium
Ubuntu5 680 680 420 190 390 120 t2.large
Ubuntu6 680 x 420 x 410
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For both the standard and business sites, cloud hosting turned out to be more
expensive and less (capacity) efficient solution. Results for traditional hosting
demonstrated that another (more expensive) VPS instance proved to be sufficient for
a larger number of users. In the case of the Business website, the first instance
(Ubuntu1) of the server allowed to handle 140 requests, another 280 (twice more),
following next one 330 and the last one 370. For cloud hosting, the transition to more
efficient configuration can mean considerable sudden increase in costs (e.g. from 200 to
340 PLN). One does not get significant increase of capacity but cost soars irresponsibly
(Fig. 3).

6 Conclusions

The work presented in the paper was devoted to the study cost effectiveness of tra-
ditional and cloud based hosting. We have examined three different websites in
diversified environments. During performance and resource consumption tests we were
able to demystify some myths that were considered as a common knowledge, but also
managed to generally examine the applications running on systems with multicore
processors. Analysis of the results allowed us to draw several noteworthy conclusions.

The research confirmed the fundamental belief stating that the choice of nowadays
web hosting is not a trivial task. However, it denied our expectation that both hosting
types would deliver comparable results, at least for the tested web applications. Some
believes that cloud based hosting is far superior in many ways; we can confirm that in
terms of resilience and availability it has no match; however, an intricate model of
charging and high ongoing costs make it still economically unjustified. The nuisance in
choice between two ostensibly alike hosting types, generally lies in finding a common
ground of comparison. Even if just a cost and technical parameters are set as a common
denominator, adequate comparison constitutes a bit of challenge. Monthly (and annual)
total cost of hosting was primary (and decisive) factor in our final assessment of
traditional and cloud based hosting. Traditional hosting proved to be a better choice for
two of three types of the surveyed sites (Standard and Business). The cheapest
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proposed solution (a single, and yet not very powerful VPS) on a dedicated server was
able to handle a larger number of active users than the most expensive instance of the
cloud. The only exception was a brochure for which both traditional and cloud based
hosting were able to handle the same maximum number of users at the same relatively
inexpensive, but the most affordable hosting for it, turned to be cloud (it was just
marginally less expensive). Situation would change diametrically if database would
have been used, which in cloud based hosting involves additional costs. That was the
main reason why for two other types of tested websites was cheaper to host them on a
dedicated server regardless of a time-frame. In terms of technical parameters, it is worth
to consider two things: even for websites with statistically little traffic the memory size
should be greater than 2 GB (not enough memory is usually a bottleneck), whereas
number of CPUs (and their speed) is vital for the websites with high traffic. The
achieved results have raised new ideas for research. It would be useful to prepare more
diversified sites. Architecturally and in terms even more mixed traffic. It would be
useful to analyze the effect of streaming services and those who need large resources
only in specific and custom time intervals. It would also good to break the limitation of
a Web server. The point here is not being limited by a number of active requests, and to
be able ALWAYS fulfil more requests with a stronger configuration. In the case of
services based on PHP (like our Standard/Business sites), it would be beneficial for the
sake of performance to test nginx server.
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Abstract. Inverted pendulum is an example of a model that is used
to simulate many phenomena eg. quiet standing. Because it is a non-
linear object and it is difficult to stabilize, new ways of controlling and
stabilizing the inverted pendulum are constantly being sought. Finding
these methods is very important in the reliable operation of the whole
system of which the inverted pendulum is a part. It should be emphasized
that the inverted pendulum generally has its critical point beyond which
it falls over, which makes the further work of the system impossible.
This paper shows a new approach to stabilization it using trigonometric
functions that are oscillating. The presented solution is characterized by
high stabilization efficiency simultaneously for small and large swinging
of the pendulum. The concept of stabilizing the pendulum is based on
the similarity of coping with this problem by human individual. The
individual without knowing the mathematical model of the object is able
to stabilize the inverted pendulum by oscillating movements, changing
the amplitude and the oscillation period. Such an action can be described
by a trigonometric function.

Keywords: Inverted pendulum · Stabilization and control · Nonlinear
systems

1 Introduction

Many examples of processes that use the inverted pendulum to model its com-
ponents can be found in the literature. Such solutions as a Segway, which is a
balancing robot, are widely known [1,3,11]. An inverted pendulum model can
be used to study in quiet standing [8]. Inverted pendulum may also be an intro-
duction to more complex calculations such as stabilization of helicopter in hover
[6,7] or other multirotors such as a quadrotor [9,14].

The basic regulator used to stabilize the inverted pendulum is PID [10,12],
but inverted pendulum is nonlinear and difficult to stabilize, hence new methods
of control and stabilization are constantly sought. Finding these methods is very
important in the reliable operation of the whole system of which the inverted
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2018
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pendulum is a part. It should be emphasized that the inverted pendulum usu-
ally has its critical point beyond which it falls over, which prevents the further
work of the system. Scientists are looking for new and better solutions. Fuzzy
logic [4,8,13], artificial neural networks [5,15], an inverted model [2] are used to
control. The paper presents a new approach to stabilization using trigonometric
functions that are oscillating. Studies show that the solution is characterized by
high stability at the same time for small and large pendulum swings. The con-
cept of stabilizing the pendulum is based on the similarity of coping with this
problem by human individual. The individual without knowing the model of a
mathematical object is able to master the stabilization of the inverted pendu-
lum by means of oscillating movements, changing the amplitude and oscillation
period. Such an action can be described by a trigonometric function.

2 The Simulation Model of the Pendulum

One of the processes that use inverted pendulum for process modeling is quiet
standing [8]. For the modeling of the inverted pendulum in this process, a system
is used where the base is still on the ground and the pendulum has the ability to
rotate in two planes separately stabilized by the same algorithm. The movement
of the pendulum in a single plane can be described in accordance with Fig. 1.
The pendulum has the ability to deviate from the vertical by an angle ϕ. For the
purposes of the test, it can be assumed that the angle ϕ takes values in a range
from +90◦ to −90◦. Stabilization of the position of the pendulum is obtained by
forcing the straightening torque M , where M equals the product of the forcing
force Fx and the radius (the pendulum arm) R.

Fig. 1. The model of inverted pendulum.

Model parameters:

m – mass of inverted pendulum,
R – radius (the pendulum arm), distance from the center of mass to the point

- the center of rotation,
ϕ – angle of the pendulum deviation from the vertical,
ω – angular velocity of the pendulum,
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ε – angular acceleration,
g – gravitational acceleration,
a – linear acceleration of the center of mass of the pendulum, acceleration vector

perpendicular to the radius R,
Q – force of gravity, therefore Q = mg,
Fx – force for stabilizing the pendulum.

Force of gravity Q is distributed to the pressure on the basis of the pendulum
and the force Fg, therefore (1).

Fg = Q sin(ϕ) = mg sin(ϕ) (1)

while the force for stabilizing the pendulum is (2):

F = −am = −εRm (2)

The resultant force F influencing the movement of the pendulum is described
by the formula (3). As a result, we obtain the equation of the pendulum (4)
and (5).

F = Fx − Fg (3)

− am = Fx − mg sin(ϕ) (4)

εRm = mg sin(ϕ) − Fx (5)

The simulation model of an inverted pendulum was made on the basis of the
formula (5) as shown in Fig. 2, in MatLab Simulink.

Fig. 2. The simulation block of the inverted pendulum.

The input vector of model consists of three variables:

m – mass of the pendulum, variable in the formula denoted as m, the first input
of block,

R – length of pendulum arm, the second input of block,
Fx – force for stabilizing the pendulum, variable in the formula denoted as Fx,

the third input of block.

The output vector of the model consists of two variables:

ε - angular acceleration, the first output of block,
ϕ - angle of pendulum deviation from the vertical, the second output of block.
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3 Inverted Pendulum Controller and Test Results

Human individual using oscillating movements, changing the amplitude and
oscillation period is able to effectively stabilize the pendulum. By observing this
way of dealing with the problem, controllers using the trigonometric function
can be developed. The paper presents two trigonometric controllers. The first
one is a simplified controller, while the second one is expanded and it is called a
complete controller.

The simplified controller is conforming to the formula (6). The controller has
one parameter to set ks coefficient. For the tests the value of ks coefficient was
assumed to be 1000.

Fx = ks

(
2g sin

(ϕ

2

)
+ 9.81ω

)
(6)

The complete controller is conforming to the formula (7). The controller
has one parameter for the setting of kc coefficient, which was set to 300 in the
tests. The study found that the sine function and the angular velocity should
be raised to the square, but the negative values of these elements should be
maintained. Hence, absolute values were introduced in the formulas. Similarly,
it was found that the value of general amplification of the formula should be
inversely proportional to the absolute value of the deviation angle.

Fx =
kc
|ϕ|

(
2g sin

(ϕ

2

) ∣∣∣sin
(ϕ

2

)∣∣∣ +
R

2
ω |ω|

)
(7)

In the studied models, the control system was designed to bring the inverted
pendulum to a state of equilibrium, i.e., ϕ equals to zero. In the inverted pen-
dulum model, the initial value of the angle ϕ of the deviation from the vertical
is introduced. The initial value of the deviation is set to 1 rad, which is approx-
imately 57.3◦. In the model of the inverted pendulum the values m = 80 kg and
R = 1.2 m were assumed.

The tests were carried out in a direct connection of the controller and the
inverted pendulum, according to the diagram in Fig. 3 and in the system with
a distorting inertial block, as shown in the diagram in Fig. 4. Transfer function
Fc1 of inertial block of executive system is compatible with the model (8)

Fc1 =
1

0.0025s2 + 0.1s
(8)

3.1 The Symulation Tests of the Simplified Controller

The simulation results of the simplified control system in the direct connection
of the controller and the inverted pendulum are shown in Fig. 5. The setpoint has
been reached in less than 15 s without visibly exceeding the set point. The sim-
ulation results of the simplified control system in combination with the inertial
block are shown in Fig. 6. After this change the stabilization was not achieved.
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Fig. 3. The scheme of the simulation system without inertial function.

Fig. 4. The scheme of the simulation system with inertial function.

Keeping in mind that the inverted pendulum is a non-stationary and nonlinear
object, it should be considered that the direction of research is appropriate. Sim-
ple oscillatory system very well adjusts the pendulum to the set point, however,
this proposal is not resistant to interference, which may occur in the real object.

3.2 The Symulation Tests of the Complete Controller

The simulation results of the complete control model in the direct connection
of the controller and the inverted pendulum are shown in Fig. 7, while the sys-
tem connected to the inertial block Fc1 is shown in Fig. 8. In both cases, the
system has been adjusted to a setpoint value in less than 5 s without exceed-
ing the setpoint. The influence of the inertial part on the adjustment process is
unnoticeable.

3.3 The Symulation Tests of the Complete Controller
for the Changed Object Parameters – The Change of Mass

In another test of the complete control model of inverted pendulum, attention
was paid to its sensitivity to the change in mass of the pendulum. During the
test the same initial conditions and all controller settings were set. The inertial
function Fc1 (Fig. 4) was also used. The mass of the pendulum was reduced by
half, instead of m = 80 kg it was set to m = 40 kg.
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Fig. 5. The simulation results of system without inertial function – the simplified
controller

Fig. 6. The simulation results of system with inertial function – the simplified controller

 

Fig. 7. The simulation results of system without inertial function – the complete
controller
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Fig. 8. The simulation results of system with inertial function – the complete controller

 

Fig. 9. The simulation results of system with inertial function – the complete controller
and m = 40 kg

As shown in the diagram in Fig. 9, the system has been adjusted to a setpoint
value of less than 5 s, without visibly exceeding the setpoint. The effect of mass
change on the control process is shown in the diagram in the form of minor
disturbances, but it did not significantly affect the stability of the system.

3.4 The Symulation Tests of the Complete Controller in Response
to Small Disturbances

The complete control model was tested for small disturbances. Sometimes, clas-
sical regulators tuned to large deviations, have a poor quality control with small
disturbances. During the test, the same initial conditions and all controller set-
tings were set as in the previous tests. The inertial function Fc1 (Fig. 4) was
also used. Tests were performed for two values of the pendulum mass m = 80 kg
and m = 40 kg.
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Fig. 10. The simulation results of system with inertial function and small disturbances
– the complete controller and m = 80 kg

Fig. 11. The simulation results of system with inertial function and small disturbances
– the complete controller and m = 40 kg

The disturbance was introduced into the Fx control value. The control value
was added to the external 10 N interfering force, occurring for 1 s at intervals
of 10 s.

The results of the tests are shown in Fig. 10 for a pendulum of mass m = 80 kg
while for a pendulum of mass m = 40 kg in Fig. 11. In both cases, the system
was adjusted to the setpoint in about 3 s without exceeding the setpoint and
without oscillation. The complete control model effectively responds to small
disturbances.

4 Conclusions

The conducted simulation studies have demonstrated the high quality of the
inverted pendulum stabilization for large deviations and small disturbances.
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Thus, the approach to stabilization using trigonometric functions is the appro-
priate direction. In classic solutions such as PID, the controller is tuned to a
particular work point, beyond which the new controller parameters are required
to be set. In nonlinear systems, such as inverted pendulum, the change of work
point, e.g. the change of mass (especially with such a high value from 80 kg to
40 kg) or work range, can destabilize the entire system. Sometimes the operat-
ing point of the pendulum may change due to minor damage, malfunction, or
operational reasons. Thus, the proposed solution can significantly increase the
reliability of the entire system. The presented model of inverted pendulum was
developed on the model of individual in quiet standing. Bearing this aspect in
mind, further studies of the human model in quiet standing can be carried out
using the controller proposed in the paper.

The scope of further research can be focused on the development of the
model of the inverted pendulum and systems similar to this model. An inverted
pendulum control model for the trolley can be developed, taking into account
the moment of inertia of the pendulum. In further research, the derived control
principles in the helicopter autopilot can be checked out.

It should be emphasized that the proposed model of controller has only one
parameter to set, so tuning such a controller is simple and quick to implement
by empirical method.
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Abstract. A process of ensuring the security of citizens requires an access to
the information from sensors located in different points of monitoring and data
acquisition systems [1]. Automating the process of detection and identification
of people that uses marking objects and their identification on the basis of
defined database is crucial for enhancing the level of security of protected
resources. The paper proposes a concept of application that combine the
advantages of RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) and technique of recog-
nition of persons on the basis of facial features. The proposed solution makes it
possible to increase the efficiency and reliability of the monitoring system in the
field of rapid and unambiguous identification of system users [2].

Keywords: Video monitoring � Reliable identification � RFID technology

1 Introduction

Video monitoring systems have been used for many years to increase security level of
citizens and protected facilities. We encounter video surveillance in both public and
national utility facilities, in commonly available places and in the areas with limited
access. Monitoring systems are a combination of video recording (sensors), transmit-
ting, storing and reproducing devices in one integral unit. They enable observation of
people or objects in real time as well as event recording for later analysis. Different
kinds of monitoring services in the technical environment have been described in [2, 3].

The detection and identification of people/objects is one of the primary advantages
offered in the modern surveillance systems. Automatic detection and recognition of
people based on facial features is an active area of research covering different fields of
science [4]. However, in order to obtain such functionality several factors that affect the
efficiency of the process of analysis, detection and identification of facial features
require consideration. In the reliable systems, the following factors should be taken into
account: lack of proper object lighting (insufficient sensitivity of the transducer) or no
infrared operation mode, too long distance between the object and the camera

© Springer International Publishing AG 2018
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(no proper selection of the focal length), no possibility of object specification (insuf-
ficient sensor resolution) or no extraction possibility (low resolution, sensitivity). The
impact of environmental and sensor technical factors on reliability of the detection and
quality of identification processes has been discussed in [5]. Each of these degrading
factors effect on the reliability and speed of the identification process, which are a
critical indicator of the system’s readiness for common use. They can lead to the
following problems associated with the reliable identification process (Fig. 1):

– false rejection - an object that has its model in the database is unrecognized and
rejected due to the fact that it does not have its counterpart,

– misclassification - an object that has its model in the database is not properly
assigned to other model in the database,

– false acceptance - an object that does not have its model in the database is assigned
to a model that already exists in the database.

In order to minimize the impact of mentioned degrading factors, in particular the
time of identification, the monitoring systems increasingly use solutions that support
the automation of the verification process. An example of such a solution may be the
RFID technology, in which the identification is carried out through the exchange of
data between the tag and the reading device using radio waves.

The RFID technology is currently one of the most widely used techniques for
automatic identification. This is due to the following facts:

– a global standardization, which enables the use of various patterns on a larger scale,
– improving the process of entering data, relevant to the verification of a large number

of objects,

Fig. 1. The Bow Tie analysis of object identification problems in terms of the influence of
external factors
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– the ability to re-write and modify data in the tag,
– an automated readout which does not require human intervention,
– a data security,
– the IDs resistance to damage and their long service life,
– the possibility of integration with other systems of automatic identification,
– shortening the time of objects verification.

A number of examples of complex monitoring systems using RFID technology can
be found in the literature [6, 7]. In the majority of cases passive tags are applicable,
which are used to identify objects in the processes of logistics, transportation, manu-
facturing, monitoring of supplies and support for navigation. An access control system
combining RFID technology and face recognition based on neural network is presented
in [8]. The system recognizes the face of the person holding the RFID card and denies
access if they do not match. Wide discussion of different attendance management
systems is given in [9]. Some advantages and disadvantages of Bluetooth, Iris, fin-
gerprint, face recognition and RFID solutions are explained as well. The [10] shows an
embedded face recognition authentication system, which consists of the RFID card
used to store the face eigen information and the face recognition unit. The main benefit
of this hardware solution is shortness of time for identification. An increasing a reli-
ability and speed of object identification was also the basic assumption taken into
account in the process of developing the RFID_FACE_REC application.

The paper presents the innovative concept, functional description and implementation
of application utilizing RFID technology in supporting the process of people identifica-
tion in the video surveillance system. The identification is carried out in two stages, and
combines the advantages of RFID technology and automatic detection and faces recog-
nition in a digital video image (Fig. 2). Presented application was practically imple-
mented in a video surveillance network of Telecommunications Institute laboratory.

Fig. 2. Diagram of a two-step identification of persons with the use of RFID and facial
recognition
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2 The Concept and Implementation of RFID_FACE_REC
Application

2.1 Functionality of the Application

As it was already mentioned, the concept of RFID_FACE_REC application is based on
implementation of two essential functions comprising identification of the object based
on the assigned RFID value followed by the identification based on the facial features
recognition. Application of these functionalities in conjunction with the fulfillment of
specific technical and operational requirements determines its effectiveness and relia-
bility. The essential functional requirements defined with reference to the presented
application are presented in Fig. 3 while the operational and technical requirements are
shown in Fig. 4.

Fast and unambiguous identification of persons, which allows immediate reporting
of threats in the monitored object is particularly important. The cooperation of appli-
cation with the family of IP cameras as well as a wide range of RFID tags makes it
possible to use it in a complex video surveillance system. Furthermore, through the use
of graphical interface, it is possible to signal detected threats using “pop-up” windows
that are activated automatically after completion of identification. The application
provides interaction with the Microsoft Office Access database, which offers access to
the information about user permissions.

Fig. 3. The functional requirements for RFID_FACE_REC application

Fig. 4. Technical and operational requirements for RFID_FACE_REC application
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2.2 Implementation of the Application

The RFID_FACE_REC application, which is the basis of the measurement system,
have been realized on the basis of Microsoft Visual Studio Community 2015 devel-
opment environment and consists of two software modules written using C# language.
The first module is responsible for the verification of the object using the RFID
technology. For verification purposes KT-STD-2 passive transponders have been used,
operating at a frequency of 125 kHz, which in its data memory has saved the unique
number assigned by the manufacturer. The UNIQUE readers of JABLOTRON com-
pany (modelJA-190T) cooperate with RFID transponders. They also operate at a fre-
quency of 125 kHz. The task of the reader is supplying power for the transponder and
reading the Transponder Identification Number (TID). The reader cooperates with a
personal computer through the USB interface. The data read from the reader are then
compared with the information stored in the database. In this way, the first step of
identification is carried out.

A graphical interface built on the activities related to the servicing start-up screen of
application (User.cs), menu for user creation (AddUser.cs), menu for graphical visu-
alization of data (Form2.cs) and the main menu of the application (RfidForm.cs), which
is responsible for the first stage of identification, have been developed for the com-
munication with the user. Communication with the database uses the OLEDB pro-
gramming interface developed by Microsoft. It guarantees universal access to data
sources, regardless of the form and ways of storing them.

The process of retrieving data for a specific RFID number is implemented using
RfidForm.cs class. The result of SQL (Structured Query Language) query is transferred
to the personData object and is then used by the module responsible for the identifi-
cation of a person based on the analysis of facial features. This module uses the
modified for the project purposes a “Multiple face detection and recognition in real
time” (MFRRT) application described in [11]. The application mentioned in the process
of detection and face recognition uses a method called “own faces” that utilizes
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). In the process of recognition an EmguCV library
is used [12], which offers a number of important functions related to the detection and
identification, including character recognition, face and motion of objects detection.
The modifications consist in adding new functionalities. The first enables adding a new
user’s face into database and linking it with the declared number of RFID (Class
Form2.cs). User’s picture (in the format of bmp) and the associated number of RFID
are stored in the root directory of the “TrainedLabels” project with a unique identifier.
The second function is responsible for face recognition of an identified person and
check whether it is associated with a previously verified RFID card. This operation is
supported with the MainForm.cs class that is responsible for generation of the graphics
window informing the system administrator about result of recognition and verification.

The application cooperates with family of IP cameras, whose main characteristics
are shown in Table 1. After running the main window of application is called in a
position of waiting for scanning RFID cards.
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3 Testing and Analyzing the Results

For the experiment, the existing infrastructure of the laboratory monitoring network has
been used (Fig. 5) [1, 2]. Reasoning about the correctness of network components
specification as regards data transmission reflecting information from the monitoring
system is based on a statistical estimation of reliability of the software and hardware
platform forming the service chain. The presented infrastructure is also a result of our
experience gained when designing a laboratory network environment, as well as the
conclusions of the analysis of the literature [3, 5]. Products of renowned suppliers of
hardware and software for both the systems and applications are the components of the
test platform. Therefore, concluding that the specified measuring system is a correct
and highly reliable testbed seems to be reasonable.

The presented system (Fig. 5) was supplemented with elements used in the veri-
fication process by means of RFID technology, which are already mentioned passive
transponders KT-STD-2 and the RFID reader (model type JA-190T). The position of
administrator (located in the domain l1.insigma.pl) was represented by PC laptop
equipped with Intel Core i3-3217CPU 1.180 GHz and working over the Windows
operating system. For communication with the camera Real-Time Streaming Protocol
(RTSP) is used.

Commissioning tests were related to the verification of the possibility of imple-
mentation and starting the application and determination of the correctness of its basic
functionalities. The application offers the user access to options supporting the process
of verification and identification as defined in the set of presented functional, operational
and technical requirements. The administrator gets an opportunity to create the user
based on the definition of an RFID tag, and create a database of face images (Fig. 6).

Table 1. Features of the used IP cameras

Model of IP cameras The image resolution

Axis M1031-W 640 � 480
Axis Q1755 1280 � 720
Axis 207 MW 640 � 480
Axis 215 PTZ 702 � 576

Fig. 5. Diagram of the test bed environment
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Another useful feature is the verification and identification mode of application
work where the ability to detect threats at the stage of verification of RFID (Fig. 7) or at
the stage of identifying facial features (Fig. 8) is offered.

Fig. 6. User creation menu

Fig. 7. The threat detected in the first stage of recognition

Fig. 8. Detection of threats - a person from the database with a different number of RFID
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The studies related to the determination the correctness of the user verification
process using the RFID reader and determination the effect of the number of images in
the database and camera resolution on the correctness of identification were carried out
within the functional tests. In order to evaluate the results the criterion of proper objects
identification was determined. This criterion has been established in the form of
recognition probability:

1. sufficient at least equal to 50%;
2. satisfying at least equal to 60%;
3. correct at least equal to 70%;
4. suitable at least equal to 90%.

The results of the experiments presented in the figure (Fig. 9) show the correctness
of identification in a function of number of images and camera resolution. During the

Fig. 9. The correctness of identification as a function of the number of images in the database
and camera resolution

Fig. 10. The reliability of RFID tag operation as a function of distance from RFID reader
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tests the camera worked in a low resolution mode (QCIF – 176 � 144), and then was
switched to the of high resolution mode (4CIF – 704 � 576). The database contained
respectively 1 or 6 images of recognized person. It should be noted that the correct
identification is possible even at low resolution of camera. It is also worth to emphasize
that for the first stage of the application work, i.e. verification of RFID, an almost 100%
correctness of recognition was observed (Fig. 10).

The use of this variant of work does not provide however the 100% guarantee of
correct operation of the system.

4 Summary

The obtained results confirm the accomplishment of assumptions set for the RFID_-
FACE_REC applications in order to improve the reliability and speed of people
identification in video surveillance systems.

The results of the tests regarded to the application RFID module indicates the
independence of verification from the test environment and used sensors. Each of the
tests performed for UNIQUE standard has confirmed the correctness of object identi-
fication that was based on the prepared database. This ensures a high level of security
of the protected object. Proper verification of the object in the first phase enables the
realization of the second stage, i.e. the identification of the person based on facial
features. In case of positive result of identification the transmission of information
about absence of any threat is realized. Otherwise, the alarm about the threat for the
controlled area or object is generated to the security.

In summary it is worth noting, that the use of a hybrid combination of two men-
tioned techniques of automatic identification improves the reliability of the system,
reduces the time required for identification and enhances safety. It should be also
mentioned that the presented application, at the current stage of development, does not
aspire to be a professional application, but its purpose is to estimate the possibility of
using it in specific environmental and technical conditions, in order to obtain con-
clusions for further development work. The obtained results are determinant for further
studies in the area of surveillance systems.
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Abstract. A new approach to service requests management in case of insuffi-
cient hardware resources is proposed. It is based on wide aspects of requests
analysis and it assures reliable and fast access to priority services. Requests are
analyzed for, among others, time of occurrence, category of user who made the
request, type of service, current system load and hardware utilization. Deter-
ministic but dynamic rules help to manage system load very effectively, espe-
cially in terms of dependability and reliability. The proposed solution was tested
on Gdańsk University of Technology central system, followed by the discussion
of the results.

Keywords: Service requests management � Aspect � Dependability �
Reliability � Load balancing

1 Introduction

Ensuring efficient and reliable access to IT services is a serious challenge. It becomes
even more difficult when requests for different services fluctuate over the time. That is
the reason why cloud computing is used so commonly. It allows to scale hardware
resources in a very quick, relatively cheap, and efficient way. But what happens, when
hardware resources are limited? Depending on organization where the system is used,
load can vary in a daily, weekly, monthly or even yearly cycles. A university is a very
good example at this point. Administrative staff and university lecturers use their
university system during working hours. Students, on the other hand, prefer evening
sessions. In addition, depending on the moment of academic year, also the need for
various IT services is different. For example, reading lecture plans is heavily used at the
beginning of the semester, but after a few days the number of requests for this service
drops drastically. Moreover, it is possible to determine the type of each service –

whether reading or writing the data dominates. An example of a university shows that
the allocation of resources for specific IT services should not be constant over time but
dynamically adjusted. The problem to solve is to develop such a method of service
requests management which in case of insufficient hardware resources will provide
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reliable and fast access to priority services. Of course, you can try to resolve this
problem using different types of load balancing but it does not give you the possibility
to prioritize requests, especially when hardware resources are limited. As a result of a
simple load balancing, we can achieve the consumption of all available resources and,
as a result, the denial of service very quickly. The aim of an effective solution is to use
multiple nodes and to handle service requests dynamically depending on the aspect in
which they are made. In this approach the critical services will be available regardless
of the load at all times.

2 Motivation and Related Work

The problem of proper and effective load balancing has been under intensive research
for years. Load balancing algorithms can be divided into two categories. There are
static algorithms commonly used such as Round Robin and Weighted Round Robin.
On the other hand, last connection as well as weighted last connection are dynamic
algorithms commonly used. There are also works on other issues of cloud or distributed
computing, e.g. cost-optimal scheduling on clouds [1], load balancing for distributed
multi-agent computing [2], agent-based load balancing in cloud [3], communication-
aware load balancing for parallel applications on clusters [4]. Also, there are approa-
ches that apply genetic algorithms to dynamic load balancing [5]. Latest approaches
focus on dynamic type-related task grouping on the same nodes [6] or weighted last
connection algorithms with forecasting mechanisms [7]. There is also some research
related to performance overhead while using virtualization in cloud [8]. Some other
research was done focusing on type of communication used in resource allocation
inside cluster and on load balancing – blocking or non-blocking connection, especially
in the message-oriented model [9]. It is very important when clusters and data are
located in different data centres spread all over the world. That impacts on availability
very much.

Our aim is to focus not only on availability but also on dependability and reliability
of services, where proper prioritization based on wide aspect of requests analysis takes
place. It is very important when there are not enough hardware resources to process all
requests at a time. This work is the continuation of our research on context analysis for
better security and dependability of distributed internet systems [10].

3 Proposed Solution

In contrast to a simple load balancing, management of requests based on an aspect of
their calls does not allocate resources evenly. Aspect-oriented management of requests
means that during the request realization there is not only services invocation but also
an additional functionality. This additional functionality includes reading the request
attributes and then, on the basis of them as well as the configured rules, deciding which
service node should be involved. This additional action is entirely separated from the
main request realization. All requests should be analyzed this way. This is a perfect
example of aspect-oriented programming. By using information about who, from
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where, and when invoke request to the service appears we are able to allocate resources
(often very limited) to meet changing demands and at the same time provide the
resources needed for critical services dependability. Figure 1 illustrates schematically
the definition of the problem and its solution.

System work on a single node during the biggest load is inefficient very often and
many requests are serviced in sub-optimal time. Detailed statistics from our case are
presented in Sect. 5. Adding more nodes with appropriate management of requests,
although they did not allow all services to maintain optimal execution time (node 1),
allows the selected priority services to work optimally and without any delay (node N)
during the increased load time period. If you have resources to ensure optimal per-
formance of all services during the biggest load, a simple load balancing is good
enough to ensure efficient performance. Dynamic management of requests on the basis
of modifiable configuration is a necessary solution when it is not possible to ensure
sufficient resources for all services and while priority services must be provided with
high performance and reliability during the whole period of increased load. In single
node configuration during the peak load snow ball effect appears, which means that
more and more services response in elongate time because they are waiting for access
to resources. In such situation whole system work with poor performance. When we
can divide load between many nodes and decide that on some of them only priority
services will work those services will not wait for resources. Even in peak load
snowball effect will not appear on nodes where demand for resources is less then
available.

Fig. 1. Management of service requests in terms of performance improvement with limited
hardware resources
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Of course, the proper system architecture is important to support aspect-oriented
management of requests. A perfect solution is to introduce an explicit separation
between the user interface layer and the services layer. It is assumed that the user
interface layer (web browser with running applications on the client side and the
network connection between the browser and the server) does not bring noticeable
performance drop during the request handling. Comparing with the time of the request
handling in the services layer, the time of transmission and request handling in UI layer
can be omitted. The discussed model of system architecture is presented at Fig. 2. This
architecture is used in the increasingly popular microservices [11].

Building a system that uses architecture of independent services and applications
assures flexibility. The problem of providing communication between services and UI
application requires an additional usage of REST and JSON protocol at a small effort.
The explicit separation of the UI layer from the business services layer provides a
number of advantages:

– less impact of errors for overall work of the system - by separating the requests, a
part of the system can be in error state while the remaining part is able to work
properly,

– scalability – you can easily deploy services that require more resources on machines
with greater computing power,

– the ability to customize system architecture to the realities of the organization - this
is important when the organization is large and has a complicated structure. It also
allows you to deploy selected applications and services for specific groups of users
to ensure the improvement of access control,

– the possibility of a partial modernization of the system – this is especially important
for large systems where frequent exchange of technology is impossible. With
independent services it is easier to upgrade some parts of the system. It is necessary
to ensure compatibility at the API level only.

As business services have only programming API and they do not have a user
interface, developers are forced to write unit tests because otherwise they are unable to
test what they have produced. The key to the implementation of high quality software

Fig. 2. Model of system architecture with request analysis between UI layer and services layer
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is writing automated tests. Unfortunately, when quick results are expected, this activity
is often omitted in the first stage of the system production due to the additional time
effort. However, when the work methodology forces developers to create tests, then
they will guarantee high quality solution at the maintenance stage. That and all pre-
vious advantages make the architecture of independent services very functional and
easily applicable, especially in systems with microservices architectures [12].

As for an aspect-oriented management of request deployment, the first thing to do is
determining the system’s characteristics. It means indicating time periods when the
system is the most intensively used, when delays in access to services happen which
result from inadequate hardware resources for the system’s load. The next question is in
which services the delay occurs and if it is caused by the massive use of services by
users or the services’ insufficiency. Another matter is if any services should be dis-
tinguished in terms of importance and priority. To answer all these questions you need
to perform some suitable measurements. The best way to deal with that matter seems to
be gathering traces of performed operations and their execution times on the service
layer. Additionally, it is worth saving the aspect of request characterizing the selected
call: which user invoked the request (what users’ group he belongs to), which appli-
cation the request was invoked from, when it was invoked and which service it was
sent to. After collecting these data and analyzing them, we can determine which
services consume the most resources, when, by whom and from what applications they
are used. You need to compare the above information with the business environment of
the system: who (which group of users) has to be provided with priority access, to what
services and in which period of time this access must be provided. In practice, the most
often it turns out that various services are not used extensively simultaneously and that
miscellaneous groups of users need priority at different time. Such dynamics of the
system usage enforces a similar dynamic in allocating resources.

The allocation of limited resources to services must not be constant but variable
with the ability to adapt easily, depending on the aspect of the request. For this purpose,
the requests management component must be introduced between the UI and the
services. That component should be able to analyze the mentioned above aspects of a
request. Then, depending on predefined rules, the request should be redirected to one of
the N nodes. In this way, you can specify the nodes that will serve a selected group of
users and requests to selected services. This allows you to prioritize periodically the
selected requests by providing reliable access to critical services and functions of the
system.

Figure 3 shows a formal diagram of request redirection to the nodes on the basis of
the aspect of the request and the defined configuration. The ideal solution is defining
the rules in the way which will ensure equal responsive access to all services for all
users. However, with a large number of users and services and with limited resources it
may be impossible. Then you have to choose which critical services should be available
in which periods of time.

The rules should be under modification as long as we reach the satisfactory level of
responsiveness of critical services. At the time of insufficient resources, low priority
services may not be available but those with a high priority will be able to work
properly. Figure 4 shows a life cycle of configuration. It will be usually a daily cycle,
but it can also be adapted to another time quantum, depending on the needs.
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Continuous monitoring of requests and the collected data analysis allows you to cus-
tomize the configuration of dynamic requests to the nodes allocation. This way you can
achieve the highest possible efficiency as well as ensure the dependability of key
services.

4 Verification Method – Case Study

The proposed solution was implemented in the system “Moja PG” at Gdańsk
University of Technology. A component of request management was introduced
between the portal (which is a collection of independent user applications) and services
layer (in which business components are embedded). Another node was added on
which all services are available in the same way as on the original node. The requests
manager distributes requests from user applications into these two independent nodes.

Using exactly the same UNIX operating system and the same version of the JVM
on both nodes provides the same threading, concurrency and parallelism mechanisms.
Exactly the same system software was used before and after adding the request
manager. Thus it is possible to compare the results of those two measurements without
the need to consider the impact of the operating system or JVM.

Dynamic requests management solution was introduced in the production envi-
ronment at the beginning of the academic year 2016/2017. It was a specific period of
time because you had to ensure reliable access to services for 30,000 users within a few
days. Students wanted to see their timetables, sign up for elective subjects or extend the
validity of their electronic ID cards. At the same time employees had to issue the
necessary certificates, give students their final grades and supervise the teaching pro-
cess. Student actions during the working day got lower priority in the access to

Fig. 3. Diagram of requests redirection to the nodes on the basis of the aspect of the request
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resources on the basis of the aspect of the request. However, full access to resources
was granted in the evening when university employees did not use the system.

Introducing such a separation, the average execution time was reduced. There was
no noticeable drop in performance during the first days of the academic year, which
occurred in the previous years. Services were available, there was no moment in which
the system was overloaded. Thanks to the dynamic request management and despite a
sudden increase in the number of system users, there was no snow ball effect. This
effect means lengthening the service response time as a result of taking over more and
more resources by other services. Reliable access to critical services was guaranteed all
the time because they were invoked on a separate node. The change from a traditional
balanced load distribution to dynamic request management helped to maintain full
reliability of critical system functions.

The process of determining the rules for the separation of requests between nodes
was discrete and was repeated once a day. Analysis was performed automatically on
the basis of log files in which service requests were saved along with their execution
times. As a result, we were able to calculate the following statistics:

– average time of service execution divided into groups of users,
– the total time of the service execution during the day divided into groups of users,
– the number of requests to the service divided into groups of users.

On the basis of those statistics it is easy to determine which services are the most
often invoked, by whom, and which occupy resources for the longest time. Of course,
changing the configuration directly affects the performance of the execution of services,
so you need to monitor regularly the statistics to ensure that the rules are properly
applied. Besides, changes in the way of using the system make a continuous control
essential, too.

Fig. 4. Life cycle of requests redirection configuration
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5 Measurements Results

Measurements of system “Moja PG” in the production environment were made on log
files generated by the system. A sample log file part is shown below:

Some part of the following lines content logged by the system had to be hidden for
security reasons. Pairing log lines talking about the beginning of the service request
processing (START) and its completion (STOP) was performed on the basis of the task
ID (e.g. “t-146”). Each STOP line contains also execution time in milliseconds. Ser-
vices are executed asynchronously, so log lines appear in a file in a random order, too.
In each line there is also included the timestamp, the name of the package of services,
e.g. StudentManagerBean or InventionsManagerBean, and the name of the proper
service.

The first log analysis checked only correctly completed invocation of services and
summed up their execution times. Then, on the basis of the total time in one-day
periods, a ranking list was created showing which services performed the longest. The
ranking presents services that are invoked very frequently or which are invoked rarely
but with a long execution time. Therefore, it is also worth analyzing the average time of
service execution. First, the measurements were performed on a loaded production
system without the additional node. Then, the services which occupied the first node
resources for the longest time were redirected to the second node. After 24 h log file
analysis was repeated, this time on both nodes. The collected results are shown in
Tables 1, 2 and 3 and in Figs. 5 and 6.

The charts on Figs. 5 and 6 show the average execution times of selected services at
the beginning of the academic year in 2015 and 2016. In 2015 “Moja PG” system
worked only on a single node without aspect-oriented management of requests. In 2016
an additional node was used and service requests were distributed between nodes on
the basis of their invocation aspects. The noticeable fact is the reduced service exe-
cution time (the longest service executions in 2016 lasted 765 ms and in 2015 –

1907 ms). In addition, on the graph of 2015 you can notice a significant increase in
services execution time on 2015-10-02 – all students started to use the system inten-
sively at the beginning of the academic year. Then a snowball effect occurred – an
extension of services execution time because the user load caused that each invoked
service was executing even longer. In the chart of the year 2016 there was an extension
of services execution time on 2016-09-30, when the students started to use the system
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intensively. However, thanks to using two nodes, there were enough resources to
prevent any snowball effect and the duration of execution time of services did not
exceed 800 ms.

Measurements from 2016 presented in Table 1 clearly show that the priority ser-
vices running on the second node had a single-digit increase in execution time under
load (from 1.33% to 8.03%), while services operating in the more loaded first node had

Table 1. The results of service performance measurement in 2016

Year 2016
Service name Max

execution
time [ms]

Avg.
execution
time
without
load [ms]

Avg.
execution
time with
load [ms]

The
increase in
execution
time
between the
loaded and
no-loaded
system [%]

getInvoiceSummary II 108.00 90.50 96.13 6.22
getMyCourseTree I 317.00 200.50 253.80 26.58
getMyGeneralInfo II 437.00 348.50 368.07 5.61
getMyPersonData II 15.00 14.03 14.33 2.16
getMyStudyProcessCard II 700.00 581.50 628.20 8.03
getObjectById I 765.00 547.50 638.53 16.63
searchFullCourseEctsByCourseId
II

20.00 15.00 15.20 1.33

searchMyStudentMessage I 692.00 523.00 578.33 10.58

Table 2. The results of service performance measurement in 2015

Year 2015
Service name Max

execution
time [ms]

Avg.
execution
time
without
load [ms]

Avg.
execution
time with
load [ms]

The increase
in execution
time
between the
loaded and
no-loaded
system [%]

getInvoiceSummary 172.00 71.17 94.67 33.02
getMyCourseTree 370.00 241.67 324.67 34.34
getMyGeneralInfo 1286.00 258.00 455.00 76.36
getMyPersonData 69.00 17.67 32.44 83.65
getMyStudyProcessCard 1907.00 1060.67 1670.78 57.52
getObjectById 1434.00 966.33 1270.56 31.48
searchFullCourseEctsByCourseId 157.00 43.33 56.11 29.49
searchMyStudentMessage 1078.00 552.67 820.22 48.41
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Table 3. The results of comparative measurements of service performance in 2015 and 2016

Service name Increase in
max
execution
time between
2016 and
2015 [%]

Increase in avg.
execution time
without load
between 2016
and 2015 [%]

Increase in avg.
execution time
with load
between 2016
and 2015 [%]

getInvoiceSummary −37.21 −10.54 −33.55
getMyCourseTree −14.32 −17.03 −21.83
getMyGeneralInfo −66.02 −4.52 −19.11
getMyPersonData −78.26 −20.58 −55.82
getMyStudyProcessCard −63.29 −45.18 −62.40
getObjectById −46.65 −43.34 −49.74
searchFullCourseEctsByCourseId −87.26 −65.38 −72.91
searchMyStudentMessage −35.81 −5.37 −29.49

Fig. 5. Chart of the average service execution time on selected days of the year 2016

Fig. 6. Chart of the average service execution time on selected days of the year 2015
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an increase in execution time under load in the range from 10.58% to 26.58%. On the
basis of those results it can be stated that the critical services running on a node II
worked stable and reliably, despite the system maximum load of 30 thousand users. If
the load had been distributed equally between the two nodes, some of the resources
would have been used by the services with a lower priority, and consequently the
priority services execution times would have been extended, affecting negatively on the
dependability of key system functionality. Table 3 shows compiled results of the
comparison of services execution time between selected time periods in 2015 and 2016.

Without load the percentage differences in execution time ranged from 4.52% to
65.38%, which means that the system running without load on one node selected
services (getMyGeneralInfo, searchMyStudentMessage or getInvoiceSummary) han-
dled at the optimal time. This is why differences are so small (from 4.52% to 10.54%),
while the execution time of remaining services even without load were reduced from
17.03% to 65.38%. This indicates that one node even without load did not have enough
resources for optimal work. The comparative analysis of the maximum service exe-
cution times between unloaded system and system under load shows an increase of
execution time from 14.32% up to 87.26%. The services of higher priority that were
transferred to the second node (II) were being executed shorter from 37.21% to
87.26%, while those of lower priority which were executed on more loaded first node
(I) showed a shorter duration of execution time in the range from 14.32% to 46.65%.
Summing up the results of the measurements, it can be stated that with the selection of
priority services and redirection of their execution on less loaded node a shorter exe-
cution time and reliable access, even at maximum load, were provided. Services with
less priority which were running on the more loaded node also recorded a reduction of
operating time (by distributing the execution of services on two nodes). However, it
was not as significant as in the case of priority services. The measurements’ results
show that using an aspect-oriented management of service requests can assure
dependable access to priority services which can be moved to a separated node. Of
course, when there are unlimited resources, a dynamic load-balancing is enough for
making all services unfailing. However, when there are insufficient resources, the
services should be prioritized and the most important ones should work properly
regardless of the load. In the production environment we were able to achieve our main
goals by adding another node and using an aspect-oriented management of service
requests. In this way:

– the execution time of all services decreased because more resources were available,
– the execution time of priority services decreased significantly because they were

invoked on a separated node,
– the most important goal – priority services guaranteed reliable performance

regardless of the load.

Priority service are used by finite and well known group of users. We were able to
estimate how much of resources were necessary for this group of users to work on
priority services. During work day of this group of users required resources were
granted to priority services which gave us confidence that they will work with high
performance and dependability. When priority services were not used, thanks to
dynamic configuration free resources were used by other services which needed them.
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Management of service request allows to react to a changing load and assure
necessary resources for the chosen services. When high performance and dependability
cannot be assured for all services because of the lack of resources, then a configurable
management of service requests is a good solution. Thanks to that the priority services
can perform efficiently.

6 Summary

The proposed solution is based on the aspect-oriented management of services
requests. It was introduced in the system “Moja PG” at Gdańsk University of Tech-
nology that supports 30,000 users. After adding an additional node, the services exe-
cution time was reduced, thanks to a dynamic management of requests. On the basis of
the request aspects and configurable rules, a snowball effect was avoided in the time of
the most intensive system use. Execution time of priority services got reduced by an
average of more than 60%. In the case of services with lower priority, the execution
time was reduced by more than 30%.

Summing up, when computing resources are limited, then appropriate arrangement
of rules for requests management provides a stable and fast access to critical services,
without the risk that less important services will lead to the seizure of resources. Of
course, the rules must be constantly modified, based on the performance results in order
to adapt them to the changing conditions of system usage. As a result of the need for
regular performance analysis and customization of the rules used in the configuration,
there arises a question if the system should be allowed to configure itself automatically.
Some work on the mechanism of dynamic recommendations was started. At this stage
we assumed that the system should suggest which rules will improve the efficiency of
access to services. However, the administrator will configure these rules in the pro-
duction environment manually. When the recommendation engine is refined, an ulti-
mate goal is to implement a module which will automatically reconfigure the system
due to changing user activities.
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Abstract. Recent tendencies in the field of application development indicate
the more and more significant role which mobile applications fulfill in everyday
live of the rapidly growing number of smartphone users. Development of mobile
application fulfils more and more important role in the everyday lives of the
visibly growing number of smartphone and tablet users especially from the pint
of view of security aspects. Addressing these tendencies the paper presents the
security development with the algorithm constituting the creation process of
mobile applications to overcome the existing threats faced by the mobile
application developers.
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1 Introduction

Currently there exists no standardized solution or methodology for developing the
applications which would be ultimately threat-resistant. Together with the invention of
newer and newer strategies to prevent the security breaches the more sophisticated
threats emerge and new vulnerabilities are detected by the platform developers. While
designing and building the mobile applications there will always be a tradeoff between
functionality, optimization and security. However none of these areas should be
omitted and treated with less importance than the others as only balanced combination
of those three will enable to create the reliable and useful solutions [2, 3, 6].

The increase in mobile Internet traffic is mainly due to the increasing possibilities of
mobile devices offered to the users. However, the intuitiveness and ease of use of
Android applications make it comparably attractive despite its known drawbacks in the
area of security. Any developer of mobile application for these platforms should be
aware of the threats and vulnerabilities that each of them carries and should adjust the
development strategies in such a way so that the optimal level of safety is assured
especially when interaction with confidential or sensitive data is required [1, 4, 7].

The model called Security Development Strategy (SDS) [10, 11] was developed in
the previous research works for building mobile applications so that they would be less
vulnerable to external attacks and leaks of sensitive dat. The existing another
approaches to mobile application security focus mainly on the transmission of sensitive
data to external services, whereas using the SDS approach equal focus is put on all
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aspects of the sensitive data management. Safe data transfer between mobile and
external devices is undoubtedly a crucial link in the process of securing the applica-
tions, however not the only one.

The problem presented in the paper concerns the development aspects of mobile
applications from the point of view of their security. It describes the general overview
of algorithms constituting the creation process of mobile applications to overcome the
existing threats faced by the mobile application developers. It proposes the design
pattern with some detailed technique suggestions to improve the security of developed
mobile applications.

The presented paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 gives the outline of Security
Development Model created for building secure mobile applications and the algorithm
of mobile application development. Section 3 deals with the algorithm of first pillar of
SDS, data storage security model. Section 4 presents the algorithm of second pillar of
SDS, data access security model while Sect. 5 describes the algorithm of third pillar of
SDS, the data transfer security model.

2 Security Development Model

The field of security of mobile applications requires the elevated attention because of
the privacy issues of millions of users of smartphones and the lack of adequate solu-
tions to assure the security of data. Having this in mind it is worth to think about more
ways of how to reduce the risks connected with the mobile security in the context of the
development process itself [5, 6, 8, 9]. One of the most crucial aspects which is the core
of the proposed solution is to create a model which assures less probability of capturing
the sensitive data by the malicious software or hackers [5, 6, 8, 9].

The idea of Security Development Strategy [10, 11] assumes that application should
conform to predefined security standards embracing three main areas: storage (of
sensitive data on the mobile device), access and transfer of sensitive data (Fig. 1).
Conformation to the standards should be achieved by implementing threefold security
pattern for each of the mentioned areas. The model specifies the assumptions on how to
achieve a proper level of security in each field and provides necessary details on the
implementation of mechanisms which will allow achieving desired safety effects.

Fig. 1. Pillars of Security Development Strategy for mobile applications
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The process of mobile application development from the security perspective
constituting the Security Development Strategy (SDS) is regarded as an integral process
during creation of any function of the mobile application.

The developers add security management features at the beginning of mobile
application development and remember to add them every time they create a function
handling sensitive data. Therefore the general structure of the process contains the
following steps: Create project. Add security management. Create function. Handle
security. Repeat for all relevant functions. Test security management. Improve security
management. Publish application.

The algorithm of mobile application development from the security perspective
contains the following steps (Fig. 2):

1. Define the scope of sensitive data, i.e. having the data structure of the application
define which data will be considered as sensitive. For example in Password
Manager application the sensitive data includes user credentials, user personal
information, passwords stored within the application.

2. Define the security level for the application. The security level describes how the
application should behave in case of security breaches. By default there are three
levels of security levels:

• minimum security – ignore breaches,
• medium security – alert about the breaches, but do not lock the application,
• maximum security – alert about the breaches and lock the application.

3. (optional) Specify the allowed locations for the application usage (e.g. applications
used in stores, hotels, restaurants – never outside a certain range).

4. Create SecurityManager class through which all requests for sensitive data should
be handled.

5. Create the function(s) of an application.
6. Specify in XML configuration the permissions for the function(s) which manipu-

late the defined scope of sensitive data.
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 whenever a new function handling sensitive data is being

created.
8. Perform security tests. The security tests should include all the security mecha-

nisms from SecurityManager class which are used in the application. The scenarios
of the security tests have to be created. They should embrace all the possible
courses of actions for the given functionality. For example for login process
embrace:

• user gives valid credentials,
• user gives invalid credentials one time,
• user gives invalid credentials X number of times, after which the application

should be locked,
• the same login credentials are used from two remote locations – alert e-mail

should be sent to the user.

9. If necessary implement improvements in the security configuration.
10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 until security tests results are satisfying.
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3 Data Storage Security Model

The first pillar of SDS storage concerns the client-side of the system i.e. the mobile
application. The major assumptions of data storage pattern embrace sensitive data
encryption, limitation and restricted access.

Mobile applications developer has two possibilities on where to store application
data. He can choose external server where data will be stored in databases and special
firewall mechanisms will block access to it. On the other hand some of the information
which the application uses is necessary to be stored on the device. The first option
seems to be a better solution as it eliminates the risk of losing data when the device is
damaged. However, it requires a large amount of data traffic between the application
and the server. In that light the second option comes in handy – it reduces the amount
of data transfer. It seems to be less practical, as the data to be valid need to be updated.
Moreover, the storage space of the device is also limited. Thus, the combination of both

Fig. 2. Algorithm of security mobile application development
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solutions comes from the need of keeping the data up-to-date and accessible by many
devices at any time simultaneously giving the possibility to store a little number of
crucial information on the device [11].

The storage mechanisms depend on the place of where the data is saved on the
device. Two places for data storage which are also a potential risk points can be
discussed for SDS: key-chain and device file system.

3.1 Key Stores

Mobile platform developers introduced special mechanisms for storing data in a secure
manner – key stores. The assumption is that the applications can access only those key
store values which they have privileges to. For jailbroken devices there is no problem
in reading the key store values with the use of special dumping applications. This is the
reason why the first assumption of SDS states that: Sensitive data should never be
stored as plain text, but they should always be encrypted and stored as such in key-
chains and any other storage places.

The other suggestion for storing sensitive data is to transfer the responsibility from
key-chains which are known to store valuable information, especially remembered
passwords, to the internal database of the application. This is expressed as the second
rule for data storage: Sensitive data could be stored within the application database
files and encrypted using encryption keys stored in the external server databases to
limit the risk of reading the data. The algorithm for limitation of storage and secure
storage constituting data storage security model in SDS is as follows:

1. Define the scope of data that the function which is currently being implemented
requires.

2. Classify the data according to its sensitivity.
3. Specify the necessity to keep the data on the device; for example the registration

process.
4. For each piece of data not required to be stored find another way on how user will

be accessing it. The example on when the data does not require to be stored is the
user personal information during the registration or login processes. This personal
information will be downloaded from the server every time the user logs in to the
application.

5. For each piece of data to be stored on the device.
1. Create a separate keychain.
2. Define a keychain entry.
3. Store the name of the keychain entry in the XML configuration file. The XML

configuration file was chosen as the most common approach to store the con-
figuration information. It is widely used, understandable and most of the pro-
gramming environments support the reading and writing to and from the XML
files.

4. Add the encrypted value to the created keychain entry. The choice of the
encryption algorithm depends on the developer. By default the AES algorithm is
being used.
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3.2 File System

Sensitive data could be stored within the internal database as custom structures known
only for developers of a specific application. This is not a common practice at the time.
The SQLite data records are stored in a file on the device, thus it may seem a hazardous
thing to store the passwords there. That is why credentials and simple character vari-
ables should be still stored with the use of key-chain stores, however in case of other
structured data one should definitely use the internal database of the device.

The algorithm for function privileges specifies for each function in the configura-
tion file which data it can have access to. It constitutes data storage security model in
SDS as follows:

1. Define the scope of data which will be accessed by the function.
2. Implement function (write function body).
3. If the required data is qualified as sensitive go to step 4, else go to step 7 and finish.
4. If it was not done previously add reference to the iSec Framework [11] through

which access to sensitive data is obtained. The iSec Framework provides an
interface for implementing security mechanisms into the application. Having ref-
erenced it we are able to call all the functions which it provides and use them to
build the security into our application.

5. Modify the chosen function and use the built-in iSec Framework [11] method to
access sensitive data.

6. Add the function name to the XML configuration file.

4 Data Access Security Model

The second pillar of SDS strategy concerns the access to data. This comes from the fact
that mobile applications need to communicate with external services and other appli-
cations. The major assumptions of this security area embrace three mechanisms which
aim to enable identification of the user requesting access to application resources:
geolocation, application-device ID and sessions.

To ensure the functionality of the second pillar of SDS strategy, the access control
model approach for mobile applications was proposed [11]. It was named mobile
Application-based Access Control (mABAC) model. The core part of mABAC
approach essentially represents the basic elements of access control, such as subjects,
objects and methods.

4.1 Geolocation

The geolocation became a common mechanism for locating devices and performing
certain services which enable to display proper language or time zone for the user.
Recently Google has used this mechanism to secure access to private user accounts.
The Google procedure works in such a way that the location of the computer together
with date and time of the registration and consequent logins to the account are
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registered and then used for validation. The location of the computer is obtained on the
basis of the IP address of the computer.

A similar mechanism can be implemented for a mobile application. Having a
unique identifier of the device, its location could be registered and sent to the server
with every request issued by the application. It would serve as a frame of reference for
future logins. In case a suspicious attempt would take place a message should be sent to
the user. This would require a mobile phone number or email specification by the user
or the application could notify itself about the attempt to login with the use of push
notifications. The algorithm for geolocation constituting data access security model in
SDS is as follows:

1. Implement the login mechanism provided with the iSec Framework [11].
2. Implement the request handling mechanism of iSec Framework [11].
3. If the function requires the sending a request to the server go to step 4, else go to

step 6.
4. Obtain current user’s location coordinates.
5. Encrypt the coordinates and add them to the request.
6. Send the request.
7. On the server side resolve the coordinates based on incoming IP address.
8. Compare them with the coordinates found in the message body.
9. If the coordinates match, go to step 10, else go to step 13.

10. Check the history of previous user’s locations.
11. If the location does not vary significantly from previous ones go to step 13, else go

to step 14.
12. Allow data access and finish the algorithm (omit the steps 14 and 15).
13. Inform the user about the possible risk of violation.
14. According to the users response, block or allow access.

4.2 Device Unique Identifier

Every device is assigned a unique identifier which enables to distinguish it from the
others. The transmission of a unique identifier can somehow violate the privacy as it
could be captured by unwanted parties. Nevertheless, Universal Device Identifiers
(UDIDs) seem to be the most reliable way which can be used to identify the requests
for the data sent to the server. Together with the geolocation coordinates they can
prevent external invalid requests to be served.

In order to conform to Apple standards it is best not to use the default device UDID,
but it does not change the fact that we do not want to resign from the possibility of
identifying a specific device. One has to remember that many users may log in to the
application from the same mobile appliance. This is the reason why SDS suggests that a
custom unique identifier was generated for the device during the installation phase.
This unique identifier will be referred to as an Application-Device Identifier (ADID)
and it will be characteristic for a single application only. That is why it will not be
possible to use it for any other purposes than for the application in subject.
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Application ID is stored in the configuration file of the server and the configuration
of the application (XML config file). UDID is transmitted during the first application use
and stored in the database (encrypted). The ADID is used to identify the specific device
which uses the application. It enables to identify the device, the possible users and the
application itself. The ADID enables to avoid the necessity to send the actual UDID of
the device which by some is considered as privacy leak. The algorithm for ADID
constituting data access security model in SDS is as follows:

1. Obtain application ID (AID) from the configuration file (it is installed together with
the application).

2. Obtain device UDID.
3. Take 24 random characters from the UDID together with their indices in the UDID

string.
4. Combine the obtained data into a single string consisting of an AID and additional

48 characters – one character from the UDID and its index, next character from
UDID and its index, etc.

5. Encrypt it with the 3DES algorithm.
6. Send ADID together with every request to the server.
7. If the ADID (connected with a specific user and location) does not exist and the

device requires access to other function than registration goes to step 8, else goes to
step 9.

8. Display information about violation to the user.
9. Allow access.

5 Data Transfer Security Model

Data transfer pattern refers to all mechanisms which involve the exchange of data
between the mobile application and the external services. These mechanisms should
incorporate in their action flow the additional security procedures – data encryption, the
use of security keys and the verification of the requests integrity [11].

Data transfer is the weakest link in the entire process of the mobile application
development. It comes from the fact that the requests are travelling over the Internet in
an unprotected space and they are prone to a special kind of attacks called the “man in
the middle”. This attack means that between the mobile device and server application a
third-party may be listening and waiting for the exchange of information.

5.1 Digital Signatures

As far as the integrity of the data is concerned it is a good and common practice to use
the digital signatures. They enable to check whether the message received is exactly the
same as the message sent and if it was not modified on the way to the receiver. The
digital signature mechanism relies on the encryption which should assure the authen-
tication. The Digital Signature Standard (DSS) relies on a private key algorithm. Only
the owner of the message knows the private key and the public key is known.
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It is however possible to use other encryption techniques and implement them instead.
The algorithm for request integrity constituting data transfer security model in SDS is
as follows:

1. Prepare the request.
2. Get current timestamp.
3. Hash the request with the current timestamp.
4. Add hashed string and encrypted timestamp to the request payload.
5. Send request to the server.
6. Resolve the hashed string with the timestamp.
7. If the string and the request body match go to step 8, else go to step 9.
8. Proceed with handling the request.
9. Display information about the lack of integrity of the message.

5.2 Security Keys

The last suggested mechanism represents security keys for digital signatures. Security
keys introduced by SDS are 128-bit strings which should be sent to the server before
the request for sensitive data. The security key can be unified for the entire application
and independent from the device. When transferred it should also be encoded with
chosen cryptographic algorithm. Security keys are used to sign the request and they
allow verifying whether there was no violation of this request on its way from the user
to the server. They contain the information about the ADID as which enables to
identify the device from which the request was sent. They also incorporate date
information which can protect from brute force attacks. The algorithm for security keys
constituting data transfer security model in SDS is as follows:

1. Get the ADID of the application.
2. Get the current UTC timestamp (as Unix timestamp).
3. Combine the last 8 character from ADID and the date into one string.
4. Hash the string with ADID using SHA-3algorithm.
5. Add the security key to the request payload.
6. Send the request to the server.
7. The web service function on the server should create the appropriate security based

on obtained timestamp and ADID stored on the server.
8. If the obtained security key and web service-generated key are the same, allow

access. Otherwise inform the user about the violation.

6 Conclusions

The complexity of the ecosystem leads to the complexity of the mobile application
development. Mobile applications have found to contain potentially malicious
behaviors. The paper proposes a development process or even a design patter with
detailed technique suggestions to improve the security of the applications.
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This paper aims to address the problem on balancing the functionality, optimization
and security of the mobile applications and proposes to take all aspects of sensitive data
management during the application creation process into consideration. In specifically,
it defines the security models of three data security aspects (i.e. data storage, data
access and data transfer) and specifies the guidelines in the models to add security
management features for each function which handles sensitive data. Moreover, the
presented work describes a set of algorithms to support the development of secure
mobile applications for all the three data security aspects.

In addition, a prototype framework is developed to implement the proposed model.
The implementation of the ready-to-use classes and methods which would assure
security of any mobile applications seems to suit the current needs for simultaneous
time-efficiency and safety. That is why the prototype framework iSec was developed.
Its main components correspond to three pillars of the security model presented in the
previous sections: storage, access and transfer [10].

The further research on data storage model should be conducted in order to provide
an easy to use way for developers to securely store indispensable data directly on the
device. The possibilities include especially the data access control mechanisms.
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Abstract. The paper deals with the problem of computer performance evalu-
ation basing on program benchmarks. We outline the drawbacks of existing
techniques and propose a significant enhancement using available performance
counters. This new approach needed development of supplementary tools to
control benchmarking processes and combining them with various measure-
ments. In particular, this resulted in some extensions of the open source program
Phoronix Test Suite. The usefulness of our approach have been verified in many
experiments taking into account various benchmarks and system configurations.
We present the measurement methodology and interpretation of the obtained
results, which confirmed their practical significance.
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1 Introduction

The technological progress in computer systems has a high impact on various utility
features. In particular, it results in improvement of performance, dependability, power
consumption, etc. An important issue is evaluation of these properties. For this purpose
various program benchmarks have been developed. They can be targeted at different
systems and aspects, and developed by commercial or scientific/industrial organiza-
tions. This topic is being discussed for many years in relation to appearing technologies
([5, 6, 8], conferences on benchmarking, e.g. [9, 17]). The proposed sets of benchmark
programs are sometimes considered as controversial. Especially, in the case of
superficially defined properties and technical documentation. Another issue is the
problem of controlling and performing measurements. Hence, various measuring
techniques and supplementary tools have been proposed [7, 14, 20, 22]. In our opinion
classical benchmarking techniques can be significantly improved by combining them
with performance counters.

The problem of system monitoring using performance counters have been
addressed in many publications within our Institute (e.g. [11–13]), so we have gained
good experience and developed some dedicated tools. Performing various experiments
we have found the need of deeper studies taking into account different system con-
figurations and their impact on the overall performance. This resulted in combining
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benchmarking techniques with performance counters (neglected in the literature). This
new approach needed developing some supplementary tools which have been inte-
grated with a comprehensive testing and benchmarking platform [22].

In Sect. 2 we characterize benchmark programs and outline the problem of their
analysis. Section 3 describes the developed methodology of enhanced measurements
including performance counters. Section 4 presents and explains results obtained for a
sample of experiments with different benchmarks and system configurations. Final
conclusions are comprised in Sect. 5.

2 Benchmark Programs

In the process of evaluation various features of computer systems an important issue is
selection of appropriate program benchmarks. In general, we can distinguish synthetic
and application benchmarks. Synthetic benchmarks are based on specially developed
programs targeted at imposing specific workload on the selected system components
and their interaction [5, 6]. Application benchmarks are composed from real programs
and measure overall system performance in relevance to the used application. In
practice, it is reasonable to mix these two approaches. Selecting or designing bench-
marks we should take into account workload specificity, e.g. its dynamics [6] and
system domain (embedded systems [8], cloud environment [4], mobile systems [3],
etc.). A static workload is one in which a certain amount of work is fixed and arrives at
once. The dynamic workload is characterized not only by the workload items but also
by a work arrival process.

Using benchmarks we should be conscious of the evaluation goals. In the stage of
system development we are interested in optimizing system components so using
various benchmarks we can check the performance of various solutions, the impact of
specific components on the whole system behaviour, perform design trade-offs, etc.
This goal can be further extended for system users in relevance to the possibility of
changing system configurations, e.g. compiler optimizations, caching and buffering
policies, memory organization and management, etc. [6]. Application designers can be
interested not only in speed (performance of algorithms and platforms) but also in some
high level user defined properties, e.g. the effectiveness of recognizing traffic signs [19]
or other visual objects [3, 15]. Taking into account green computing paradigm and
locally powered systems (Li-ion or solar batteries) power consumption becomes an
important performance feature.

Another issue is considering dynamic changes (during system exploitation) of
workload, memory or network usage, etc. Here, we can examine the impact of addi-
tional resources (even machines) on the performance (scale up and speedup elastic
issues) [4]. On the other side it is reasonable to check the performance decrease in
function of increased load. Developing subsequent system versions we face the
problem of checking whether they still satisfy quality goals. This can be verified with
so called regression benchmarks [20, 21] which simulate different usage patterns tar-
geted at specificity of the tested systems. Before deployment of a new system it is
reasonable to perform comparative performance evaluations [2].
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Depending upon the goal of benchmarking and the target tested environment
various benchmarks have been developed as open source or commercial ones. In
practice they are targeted at some specific system platforms or issues, e.g. embedded
systems (MiBench [8]), CPU architecture and processing kernels (e.g. SPEC CPU,
linpack [6, 9, 14]), operating system scheduling, graphical processor (Unigine Valley),
I/O subsystem (Flexible I/O Tester, HD Tune), memory usage and locality of refer-
ences, data base, parallel systems ([1, 24]), transaction processing (TPC [16, 25]), PC
and workstations; web, mail, system file server, disks (GNOME Disks, HD Tune),
database (pgbench). In addition, we have a lot of popular application benchmarks e.g.
gzip (file compression), x264 (video coder in format H.264/MPEG-r AVC), C-Ray
(image generation based on ray tracing), data centric and parallel processing applica-
tions. Here, we can include also real programs, e.g. word processing software, CAD
software and other user’s application software.

In most studies on benchmarking overall performance of the system is expressed by
a single metric [1, 5, 6]. In the case of a single program typically the performance is
given by the execution time, throughput or speedup in relation to some basic system.
For benchmarks comprising different programs targeted at different system components
or workloads the result aggregation is more complex. We can use here arithmetic mean
(e.g. for time based metrics), harmonic mean (for rate based metrics, e.g. cache miss
rate). In the case of benchmarks targeted at different features weighted means should be
used. In many cases the aggregated metrics are not satisfactory, moreover they can be
difficult for interpretation. Hence, we propose to enhance measurements with perfor-
mance counters or other internal variables used as some probes (e.g. ratio of invoking
specific program libraries).

Performance measurements allow designers and users to tune and configure sys-
tems, optimize application algorithms and codes, identify bottlenecks, match system
features with workload characteristics. In most cases performance is correlated with the
speed or system throughput. Recently, we are also interested in power consumption and
dependability features. Hence, special benchmarks are developed for these purposes.
Dependability benchmarking is intended to characterize system behaviour in the
presence of faults [10]. Such benchmarks reveal weak points in the system, evaluate
fault resistance of different solutions, etc. Dependability benchmarks are specified not
only by the workload but also by fault load (internal and external).

Dedicated benchmarks usually comprise embedded measurement functions. Taking
into account application benchmarks we have to perform some code instrumentation
for measurements. Detailed (fined grained) analysis of various benchmarks is needed
due to the fact that manufacturers provide and report benchmarks to show the best
features of their products (bench marketing). Dealing with various programs as
benchmarks it is important to automatize and manage measurements in testing pro-
cesses. In particular, we have to log in real-time (while test is running) various per-
formance sensors and present results. For this purpose we have enhanced popular and
recognized benchmarking platform Phoronix Test Suite [22] with developed modules
providing new capabilities using its extensible architecture (presented in Sect. 3).
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3 Managing Performance Experiments

Performance evaluation needs running various benchmark programs with different
input data for various configurations, Moreover, the performed tests should be repeated
to get some statistics of results, which may differ due to various fluctuations in the
evaluated system (e.g. processes related to operating system, program updates, memory
usage organization, caching and buffering policies). Finally, the collected results should
be presented in some numerical or visual form and analysed. Efficient handling of these
processes in an automatic way needs a special test platform. An example of such
platform is open source Phoronix Test Suite [22] (PTS). It is well accepted and easy to
use by practitioners, providing wide range of configuration options not encountered in
other benchmarking tools. Using this platform in our experiments we have found the
need and possibility to enhance it with useful supplementary functions discussed in the
sequel.

It is worth noting that classical benchmarks have limited capabilities of system
configuration and no mechanism of integration with performance counters. They have
embedded measurement functions which provide only parameters on basic usage
features for the tested program, e.g. execution time, transmission speed from/to disk.
On the other hand application benchmarks need additional code for the required
measurements. These drawbacks are mitigated in a large extent in PTS platform which
is written in PHP and works on many operating systems. It facilities managing complex
tests with many benchmarks and their configurations in an automatic way. As an open
source project it provides the capabilities of refinements, in particular a mechanism to
extend its functionality with plugins, for example a built-in plugin capable of moni-
toring performance counters during test execution.

PTS is based on test profiles which are composed of configuration files specified in
XML and various shell scripts describing actions needed to install tested applications
(benchmarks). This allows us to automatize testing process starting from loading the
application with supplementary files (e.g. libraries, files from Internet), performing
measurements and presenting final results. Hundreds of test profiles from different
categories are also provided with PTS, allowing quick and straightforward execution of
tests to assess different aspects of system performance without specialistic knowledge.
Test profiles are combined in test sets which can be executed sequentially within the
same Phoronix session. Moreover, their results can be aggregated. The test set can
comprise different benchmarks, and input data sets, including simulated environment
interaction. Each test can be executed a specified number of times with optional
additional repetitions performed till achieving a representative statistically significant
features, e.g. standard deviation below certain threshold. PTS evaluates statistical
properties of test results (e.g. standard deviation, minimal, maximal values). Moreover,
PTS is integrated with bisection mechanisms of Git version control system, which
allows to find code changes in subsequent versions related to performance reduction.
Experiment results can be presented in some standard visual forms as well as in XML
format, which is useful to add user defined analysis processes. The presented features
make PTS a particularly useful tool to support benchmarking processes and minimize
the threat of user-made mistakes affecting the result correctness.
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Having analysed practically extensive functional features of PTS system we have
found that it outperforms other open source benchmarking platforms. Hence, taking
into account the gained experience with monitoring performance counters we have
decided to extend the capabilities of PTS platform. The appropriate code extensions
have been prepared by the first author. These extensions relate to three aspects: inte-
gration of performance counters into PTS, integration of PTS with GNU/Linux cgroups
mechanism, improvement of MATISK (My Automated Test Infrastructure Setup Kit)
module and plot generation.

Inclusion of measuring performance counters needed significant changes in PTS
system_monitor module (pts-core/modules/system_monitor.php). In particular, the
previous solution was restricted to monitoring a small set of sensors (performance
counters) with static methods of phodevi-sensor interface. In consequence, it was not
possible to create many instances of the same sensor type (e.g. to trace many CPU
cores). Higher universality has been achieved by tuning phodevi_sensor into an
abstract class (pts-core/objects/phodevi-sensor.php), which became a super class for all
sensor classes. Further extension related to creating a list of sensors and verifications of
correct selection of sensor parameters (e.g. disk identifier). Whenever possible, the
available devices of a given type (e.g. disks, CPU cores) which can be monitored are
automatically detected. Moreover, the previous sensor functions comprised many faults
resulting from lack of source code updates needed to keep up with changes in standard
GNU/Linux utilities used to obtain sensor data. The whole code has also been refac-
tored. An important modification related also to improving time resolution of mea-
surements by handling separately sensors with direct reads (e.g. temperature) and
sensors introducing some measurement delays (e.g. CPU usage – counting time units
within a specified time period, e.g. 1 s). The first group of sensors is handled with a
common descendent process, the remaining by separate processes. In this way we
avoid reduction of read frequencies while increasing the number of active sensors. Prior
to modifications, all the measurements were performed sequentially. As a result, time
resolution was constrained by the sum of mentioned sensor delays, what quickly
became an issue with multiple instances of numerous sensors being monitored, espe-
cially during short tests.

An important issue is collecting performance data related strictly to the tested
benchmark. Most tools monitor system resources by counting all parameter values
which may cover also processes not related to the tested benchmarks. This problem has
been resolved by integrating PTS with GNU/Linux cgroups mechanism [18]. It allows
creating groups and assigning processes to them. Due to ability of resource accounting
for individual groups, monitoring only processes and threads related to the tested
benchmark is assured. When cgroup monitoring is enabled for the PTS test session, the
new control group is created. Every process and thread spawned by the benchmark is
then assigned to the newly created cgroup, which is destroyed after test process
completion. Combined with the total resource usage metrics, the data obtained with
cgroup accounting allows to estimate how the processes not related to the benchmark
running during the test process impact the results, e.g. by consuming CPU time, which
would be otherwise used by the benchmark itself. Cgroups mechanism provides
resource controllers, which allow limiting usage of the specified types of resources
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(block devices, CPU usage, memory). This gives the possibility of testing the impact of
resource availability on system performance.

It is quite useful to perform a set of tests based on contexts. The context describes
configuration specific for invoking a specified test profile. In particular, this can be a set
of compiler flags used in subsequent runs of the tested application or program version
identifier. This capability simplifies automatic comparisons. Such functionality was a
part of the built-in PTS MATISK module which disappeared in newer versions due to
compatibility problems. The developed improved version of this module has been
successfully integrated with PTS. Moreover, PTS has been combined with improved
graphical result plotting (extended by introducing the capability of displaying simul-
taneously many test results in one view). All the extensions and improvements have
been accepted by the project leader Michael Larabel and are included in the version
available to users since February 2015 [22, 23]. PTS system can cooperate with
Phoromatic tool operating in client-server architecture and can be used to remotely
manage tests on a group of computers. Tests can be automatically invoked at prede-
fined time schedule, so we can collect data on performance changes in time.

The usefulness of the PTS system extensions has been verified in many practical
experiments. It can be used to find most time consuming kernels as well as to evaluate
various interactions. Moreover, we can design long term experiments which are needed
to identify software aging effects (software rejuvenation), memory leaks, threats in
memory paging systems, etc.

4 Experimental Results

Using PTS system with described extensions and modifications we have performed
many experiments with various benchmarks. The capabilities of this approach are
illustrated for a sample of executed test sets. We show results for 5 representative test
sets:

• T1 - Tests targeted at checking the impact of GCC compiler optimization and the
number of used threads – C-Ray benchmark with image generation (http://www.
sgidepot.co.uk/c-ray.html); Intel Core i5-4670k (4 GHz, 4 GB RAM).

• T2 - Testing average disk read and write speed using Flexible IO tester benchmark
(https://github.com/axboe/fio) for 3 disks: D1 – SSD disk Crucial MX100, D2 –

West. Digital WD800BEVS, D3 – Samsung HD080HJ; taking into account dif-
ferent block sizes, sequential and random IO profiles.

• T3 - Testing the effectiveness of graphical processor with Unigine Valley bench-
mark (https://unigine.com/products/benchmarks/valley/); Intel Core i5-4670k
(4.1 GHz, 8 GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750).

• T4 - Data compression tests for gzip (https://www.gnu.org/software/gzip/),
• xz (http://tukaani.org/xz/) and bzip2 (http://www.bzip.org/) for different data sources

and different compression levels.
• T5 - video coding tests performed on 3 platforms (x264 benchmark, http://www.

videolan.org/developers/x264.html): P1 – PC with Intel Core i5-4670k (4.1 GHz,
8 GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 and OpenGL, SSD disk, Arch Linux),
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P2 – P1 without OpenGL, P3 – laptop Intel Core 2 Duo L9400 (1.86 GHz, 4 GB
RAM, graphical unit, SSD disk, Arch Linux), P4 – PC Intel Pentium E5200
(2 cores, 2.5 GHz, 2 GB RAM, Seagate disks, Debian GNU/Linux Stretch).

Table 1 presents results (execution times) for test set T1 (performed as one
experiment-single session of PTS) in function of 8 compiler optimization levels: O0 –

no optimization, O1 and O2 the lowest and standard levels, O2 standard with –

march = native profile, O3 and O3n – high level and high level with native profile, Of
and Ofn – aggressive optimization and with native profile. Each test has been executed
many times (standard deviation of results was in the range 0.05–0.35%). The best results
have been obtained for Ofn compilation. The number of threads has a significant impact
till 4 threads (system with 8 cores), however the speedup differed to some extent for
various optimization levels. Increasing the number to 16 threads has lower impact
(except O2).

CPU usage during tests T1 was practically stable at 100% level (25% for each
core). However, for 4 threads we observed lowering the CPU usage at the end to the
level of 25%, this resulted from faster termination of processing on the remaining
threads. This effect disappears in the case of more threads than the number of cores. We
have also checked the impact of floating point operations. Eliminating the use of FPU
unit instructions (appropriate setting of the compiler and using library libsoft-fp) we
have got over 212 times higher execution time for O3n level with 4 threads. This
confirms high impact of floating point operations.

Tables 2 and 3 present results for test set T2 in relevance to sequential and random
IO operations (disk reads and writes), respectively. The presented transmission speed
(Table 2) and IO operation rate (Table 3) are shown for 3 disks (D1-D3) and different
sizes of data blocks. SSD disk D1 outperforms standard HD disks in transmission
speed by several times. Comparing IO rates for random operations we see much higher

Table 1. Average execution times for tests T1 (in seconds)

No. of threads Compiler optimization level
O0 O1 O2 O2n O3 O3n Of Ofn

1 184.03 120.76 108.92 90.72 63.25 49.36 61.48 42.54
4 53.14 35.03 31.29 26.44 18.15 14.26 17.64 12.22
16 49.41 32.55 29.09 24.58 16.72 13.09 16.26 11.26

Table 2. Average disk transmission speed (MB/s) for tests T2 – sequential operations

Block size Read operation Write operation
D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3

4 kB 462.89 61.10 31.90 311.36 53.96 42.63
16 kB 530.95 61.23 58.78 322.12 59.66 57.41
128 kB 540.38 61.26 55.56 323.57 59.45 57.45
2 MB 538.53 60.69 51.04 319.40 56.54 57.38
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values for D1 disk by several hundreds times as compared with classical disks. This
results from head positioning (seeking time) involving mechanical movements. This
difference is lower for bigger blocks (lower number of needed head movements).
Standard deviation of results was in the range of a fraction to a few percent. In the case
of random writes it was higher for D1 disk (up to 7%).

In Fig. 1a and b we present the shape of CPU usage plot and average transmission
speed plot during the execution of test T2 for D1 disk (block size 16kB, sequential
writes). An interesting issue is that CPU usage is low (below 6%) except some spikes
up to 25%. These spikes result from operating system activities (OS system was
installed on the tested disk). Similarly, interference of these activities is visible in
Fig. 1b showing the transmission speed during the whole test. The presented multiple
plots refer to subsequent instances of activated tests.

Table 3. Average IO operation rate (IOPS) for tests T2 – random operations

Block size Read operation Write operation
D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3

4 kB 94795 201 175 74794 191 159
16 kB 26366 191 169 19016 184 152
128 kB 4249 137 123 2508 121 117

Fig. 1. Performance counter plots for: (a) CPU usage during D1 disk write (blocks 16 kB) in test
T2 (y axis 0–29%), (b) disk D1 write transmission speed in test T2 (y-axis 0–344 MB/s), (c) CPU
usage for test T3 (y-axis 0–57%), (d) graphical processor usage (y-axis 0–100%) – test T3
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In test set T3 we used Unigine-Valley benchmark and verified its operation for 7
different image resolutions: 800 � 600, 1024 � 768, 1280 � 800, 1440 � 900,
1280 � 1024, 1680 � 1050 and 1920 � 1080 pixels. The obtained numbers of gen-
erated frames per second were: 87.23, 67,88, 56.75, 48.15, 48.07, 37.98, 33.32,
respectively. Hence, the frame generation speed decreases with the number of pixels.
However, this follows a non linear relation. Standard deviation of test results was in the
range 0.05–0.2%. CPU usage during this benchmark was on average about 30%. It
fluctuated (compare Fig. 1c) with spikes ranging to 50%. Graphical processor was used
at high level (about 100% with sporadic negative spikes to 20% (Fig. 1d). For
increased resolutions the number and amplitude of these spikes decreased.

Table 4 presents results of test T4 related to data compression benchmarks based on
gzip (uses algorithm DEFLATE), xz (uses algorithm LZMA2) and bzip2 (uses algo-
rithm Burrows-Wheeler) programs for two input data sets (special GNU/Linux files
/dev/zero and /dev/urandom comprising null characters and pseudorandom data,
respectively. Moreover, these tests have been done for different compression levels
(1, 6, 9) assuming single tread (because multithreading is supported only for gzip and
bzip2). Standard deviation of results was in the range 0.2–1%. CPU has been used in a
stable manner at the average level of 25% (used only one core).

Results of test T5 are summarized in Table 5. The video coder x264 (64 bit edition
of x264 in r2666 version) has been used to code (a film available at https://media.xiph.
org/video/derf/y4m/in_toTree_444_720p50.y4m) in YUV4MPEG2 format. The effec-
tiveness of coding is measured as the speed of coding in frames per second. Standard
deviation of results was in the range 0.2–2% except platform P4 (2.7–7.7%) on which
there were some web activities. Processor i5 showed the best results (P1, P2), using
OpenCL resulted only in a small improvement (P1 platform). It is worth noting that
activation of more threads than CPU cores increases the speed by 15–20%. CPU usage
during the test was quite high. For P1 with 4 cores and 4 threads it was in the range 70–
84%. Doubling the number of threads increased this value to 100%. Usage of graphical
processor fluctuated in the range 6–18%.

Table 4. Average execution times for test T4 (in seconds)

Block size Input data sets

/dev/zero -1 dev/urandom -1 dev/zero -6 dev/urandom -6 /dev/zero -9 dev/urandom -9

gzip 4.17 26.10 5.48 27.30 5.47 27.76
xz 6.47 216.07 17.30 297.13 17.24 376.91

bzip2 7.56 114.14 7.65 113.09 7.71 115.96

Table 5. Average coding speed for x264 (frames per sec) – test T5

Number of threads System platform
P1 P2 P3 P4

1x number of cores 58.72 57.43 9.62 11.40
2x number of cores 70.68 65.98 11.07 13.69
4x number of cores 71.03 66.63 11.00 13.74
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Resuming we should notice that the introduced extensions to Phoronix Test Suite
gave the capability of performing more complex tests and collecting more information
which can facilitate interpretation of system behaviour for different benchmarks.

5 Conclusion

Performance evaluation depends upon selected benchmark programs, test suite man-
agement and measurement techniques. Running benchmarks we should collect large
amounts of high resolution data about the tested system (or its component) behaviour.
Moreover, we should analyse and characterize workload features and their impact on the
system performance. Hence, an important issue is not only appropriate system stimuli
but also measurements of high level performance parameters (e.g. speed-up, transaction
rates) combined with fine grained monitoring (using special counters) integrated with
result visualization and reporting. To eliminate the need of benchmark instrumentation
for collecting measurement results an efficient test framework is needed. For this pur-
pose we have extended the capabilities of Phoronix Test Suite (87 commits, over 15000
added lines) which is available as open source program [22, 23]. The usefulness of the
proposed testing methodology has been illustrated for a representative set of tests.

Further research is targeted at extending the list of performance sensors and
extending this capability for other operating system platforms. Moreover, it is rea-
sonable to improve time resolution of the monitoring processes.
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Abstract. Software-Defined Networks (SDNs) are a new networking
technology that provides important advantages in IP networking, related
to flexibility at network and application levels, especially in control prob-
lems. However the SDN prefers a centralized logical control principle.
There are still open research issues related to controller placement in
SDNs. In this paper a reliability optimization method is presented to
solve the problem with multi-controller placements between controllers
and network switches. An algorithm was developed that ensures the reli-
ability for deployment of controllers in SDNs.

1 Introduction

Software-Defined Networks (SDNs) enable a clear separation of the data planes
from the control [15]. The traditional networks, based on routers, switches, etc.
integrate both these planes in the same devices. Contrary to these networks,
SDNs propose the application of central controllers that provide central con-
trollers for the development of many control planes to realize a distributed sys-
tems [12]. This new network paradigm allows the data forwarding to be sim-
plified, enables full network programmability, and increases the reliability of all
network components, etc. Moreover, the SDNs provide designers with a number
of challenges, ranging from security, scalability and performance, and ending
with improving the reliability of the entire system.

SDN networks have been the subject of much research and numerous stud-
ies. Earlier papers presented initial solutions for the SDNs based on the concept
of OpenFlow standard [13], later developed in the SDN networks [18]. Further
problems associated with SDNs, including controller failures or network discon-
nections between the control and data planes leading to packet loss and per-
formance degradation have been studied by B. Heller et al. [8]. The adoption
of a controller model that acts as a distributed system has been presented by
P. Berde [4]. The placement of the controllers that consider some optimization
criteria have been analysed in the papers by Bari [2] and Muller [14]. In the
first paper dynamic controller provisioning in software defined network was pro-
posed. In turn, in the second paper a placement strategy was introduced which
can improve SDN survivability. Nevertheless, none of these proposals considers
the controller design up to the optimization of the controller placement in SDNs.
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2018
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Furthermore, the controller itself might fail and therefore the network nodes
might get disconnected from the controller. Moreover, some links can be perma-
nently or temporarily damaged. This will cause the network to lose their effi-
ciency and be deprived of their abilities. It depends on designers to determine
what number of defective parts will keep the SDN network at a predetermined
high reliability.

Reliability issues of the network have been the subject of numerous studies.
Among others, reliability-aware controller placement for SDN networks was pre-
sented by Y. Hu [9]. In this paper, through simulation of different placements,
algorithms are compared with each other. Network optimization, which aims to
achieve high reliability in the network is shown by the same authors in [10]. In
this paper a metric was proposed called expected percentage of control path loss
to measure reliability. An algorithm to achieve high reliability in the southbound
interface between controllers and nodes has been presented by F.J. Ros et al.
[16]. Nevertheless, none of the above services apply to multiple controllers, and
multiple links in the SDN networks.

The main contribution of this paper is an extension of the optimization
problem to multi-controller and multi-link placement in the SDNs. The over-
all objective is to attempt to solve this problem and provide an algorithm for
the sub-optimal optimization with multi-controllers and multi-paths. Moreover,
the reliability factors are here defined to define more precisely the reliability of
the SDN networks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
analytical model of controller placement in the SDN network to optimize the
network reliability. The placement heuristic is proposed in Sect. 3. Section 4 pro-
vides an approximate reliability evaluation of Software-Defined Networks. The
simulation results given in Sect. 5 evaluate the proposed method of solving the
problem. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the work.

2 The Proposed Analytical Model

In this section the reliability optimization framework is described, including
problem formulation, reliability lower bound and some results arising from opti-
mization theory.

Figure 1 shows the network architecture of Software-Defined Network with its
distributed control plane. The network is classified into three logical plane [17].
The bottom layer, switching layer, is composed of a number of switches which
guarantee the distribution of frames among different physical facilities. The mid-
dle layer, controller layer, is a centralized entity in translating the requirements
from application layer down to the switching layer and propagation the events
and local states from switching layer bottom to the application layer. Finally,
the top logical layer, application layer, consists here of a number of control
applications. In proposed approach all applications can run on multiple physical
facilities.

The SDN network is represented by an undirected graph G(V = N ∪ F,E),
where N is the set of network nodes, F is the set of facility placements where
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the Software-Defined Network with its distributed control plane.

a controller can be located, E is the set of links among them. Let u, v be the
vertices which are connected by means of a directed edge. Thus, pu,v is the
probability that the links (u, v) ∈ E are operational. We assume different i.i.d.
operational probabilities for all devices, such as controllers, nodes, and links.

Let j be binary variables that equal 1 if the facility j ∈ F holds a controller,
0 otherwise. The cost of deploying the controller in such facility is equal to Ψj .
Let yij be binary variables that equal 1 if the node i, i ∈ N , connects to the
facility j, 0 otherwise. The latency of data transmission to node i connected with
the node j is given by Lij which is treated here as a cost of deploying the switch
in such facility. Both costs Ψj and Lij can be measured in terms more relevant
to the network terminology or may also relate to the average economic costs.

The reliability controller placement problem in the SDN can be formulated
as follows:

min
∑

j∈F

Ψjxj + min
∑

j∈F

∑

i∈N

Lijyij (1)
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subject to ∑

j∈F

yij > 0 for ∀i ∈ N (2)

yij ≤ xj for ∀i ∈ N, ∀j ∈ F (3)

yij , xj ∈ {0, 1} (4)

R(G, i, fi) ≥ β for ∀i ∈ N (5)

where R(G, i, fi) is the probability defining the reliability between the node i
and node fi, (fi ⊆ F ), β is defined threshold. This means that each node i has
to connect to a subset fi ⊆ F of deployed controller. It is in accordance to the
conventional network reliability terminology introduced by M. O. Ball [1] which
defines such probability as the k-terminal reliability R(G, i, fi) between i and fi,
where k =| fi |.

It is also assumed that is optimized average network reliability, namely

min{1 −
∑

i∈N

∑
j∈F R(G, i, fi)
M

} (6)

where M , M ≤| N |, is the number of controllers in SDN.
The optimization given in Eqs. (1) and (6) allows to realize the controller

placement and optimize the average reliability of the network.

3 Sub-optimal Placement Algorithm to Optimize
Network Average Reliability

A challenge when deploying a control infrastructure in the SDN is to deter-
mine the control layer, which applies to the designed scenario. Given a network
topology, the objective is to find the number of controllers to deploy, and their
location. At the same time the reliability of the network must be taken into
account, which in accordance with the requirements must get the highest of all
possible values.

The proposed optimization follows the backtracking method [5], which is
a modification of the search into the greedy approach. The operation of this
algorithm is as follows (see Fig. 2). List is also a stack. However, the expansion
of the test node is replaced by its extension, here the generation of a single
child. If the new node does not meet the criterion of purpose or end, it is further
extended with one child. After successive expansions the resulting node meets
in the backtracking method the criterion of the end or you cannot allow it to
generate new offspring, then it returns to the nearest ancestor to the node, and
further expansion is possible.
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procedure BackTrack (n: node; solve: boolean);
begin

put node n on the stack;
while the stack is not empty do
begin
if the node at the top of the stack is leaf

if it is a good node and minimize Eq. (1) and Eq. (6)
return solve ← true

else pop it off the stack
end if

else
if the node at the top of the stack has untried children

push the next untried child onto the stack
else pop the node off the stack
end if

return solve ← false;
end;

end;

Fig. 2. Pseudo-code of the backtracking procedure used for finding all solutions.

4 An Approximate Reliability Evaluation
of Software-Defined Networks

This section presents the results of the approximate reliability evaluation of the
SDN networks.

A key issue in the design of interconnection networks, including SDN net-
works, is fault-tolerance. It is the ability of networks to operate in the presence
of components failures [6]. However, the appearance of faults in the network with
fault-tolerance should be included in the reliability analysis. It is recalled that
the reliability of a SDN network is a function of its topology and the probability
of failure of its components and links. To analyse this aspect of reliability, here
is introduced a failure model for the SDN.

In practice the parameters of the SDN are normally associated with reliability
evaluation and are described by probability distributions. Not all components of
the SDN will fail after the same operating time. These times-to-failure obey a
probability distribution which describes the probability that a given component
fails within a certain specified time or survives beyond a certain specified time.

The controller (switch) reliability can be expressed as the probability of a
controller (switch) surviving for a time t, if the i-th controller (switch) failure
rate λc

i (λs
i ) is constant, namely

Rc
i (t) = exp(−λc

i t) (7)

Rs
i (t) = exp(−λs

i t) (8)
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Assuming that these components in SDN network can be composed in the
parallel systems, gets for different components following dependences:

Rcontrollers(t) = 1 −
M∏

i=1

(1 − exp(−λc
i t)) (9)

Rswitches(t) = 1 −
S∏

i=1

(1 − exp(−λs
i t)) (10)

where M , S, are the number of controllers and switches, respectively.
The link reliability can be defined as the probability that a link will perform

under stated conditions for a stated period of time. Thus, the i-th link reliability
Rw

i (t) is expressed as
Rw

i (t) = exp(−λw
i t) (11)

where λw
i (t) is the link failure, i.e. the total number of failures per year for

link within year by dividing the number of failures by the lifetime of this link
(excluding links in operation for less than 30 days) [19], t is the operational time.

Thus, the reliability of all W links in the SDN network is given by

Rlinks(t) =
W∏

i=1

exp(−λw
i t) (12)

Then, the reliability of all hardware components, including controllers,
switches, and links, is given by

Rhardware(t) = Rswitches(t) ∗ Rcontrollers(t) ∗ Rlinks(t) (13)

In order to find a reliability of the SDN network, the connectivity reliability
must be also calculated. Generally, due to a huge computation volume arisen
from the exact solution procedures in large networks cannot be used in a realis-
tic scale network. A relevant approximate method is to compute an upper and
lower bound of connectivity reliability using minimal cut and path sets [3]. Con-
nectivity reliability of a Origin-Destination (OD) pair [7] indexed by v in the
SDN network can be computed as follows

Rconnectivity,v = (Rmin
v + Rmax

v )/2 (14)

where Rconnectivity,v, Rmin
v , Rmax

v are respectively average, lower bound, and
upper bound of connectivity reliability between OD pair v. To evaluate the con-
nectivity reliability of all OD pairs, the weighted average of OD pair connectiv-
ity reliability may be utilized with respect to the ratio of the required demand,
namely

Rconnectivity =
∑

v∈Ω

(
Rconnectivity,v ∗ qv∑

v∈Ω qv

)
(15)

where qv is the required demand between OD pair v, Ω is a set of all OD pairs.
Equation (15) provides a closed formula to evaluate the reliability of network
connectivity in the calculation procedure.
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Thus, the reliability of a SDN network can be expressed by

RSDN (t) = Rhardware(t) ∗ Rconnectivity (16)

5 Simulation Results

In this section the simulation results of proposed algorithm for optimization of
network reliability are presented.

In the simulation the Internet Topology Zoo [11] was used. or the purposes
of the calculation of the simulation experiment was chosen Bren topology, which
has 37 nodes. All simulation results were obtained using the Matlab 7.0. All algo-
rithms for the reliability optimization under the assumption of multi-controllers
and multi-paths in the SDN networks have been written in this language.

In the first scenario, it is assumed that the simulated SDN network consists of
5 and 10 controllers to be mapped into the topology. The failure rate for all nodes
and links is with uniform distribution between 0 and 0.2. The effectiveness of the
proposed method was compared to the Simulated Annealing (SA) method. The
Simulated Annealing method is used here in optimization problem of placing
controllers in a SDN as follows. In each iteration is generated a new candidate
solution. It is accepted, if it has a lower cost than the previous. If the new solution
is better than the previous, it is associated with an acceptance probability.

Figure 3 shows the average network failure rate versus the failure rate of each
node for a defined number of controllers in comparison with the SA method.

Fig. 3. Average network failure rate versus the failure rate of each node for a defined
number of controllers.
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Fig. 4. Average network failure rate versus the failure rate of each node with simulta-
neous failures of nodes and links for a defined number of controllers.

Reliability was computed according to the criterion given by Eq. (5). Thus the
topology is selected with the to generate offspring. This strategy ensures that
after the completion of all generated nodes, they are tested. As can be seen
from Fig. 3, all of the network average failure rates decrease with the number of
controllers for the given algorithm and the SA method.

In the second scenario the failure rate for the SDN network is studied with
simultaneous failures of nodes and links with a failure rate with uniform distri-
bution between 0 and 0.2 for both controllers and links respectively (see Fig. 4).
As with the previous results, those obtained were compared with the results of
the use of SA. The failure rate is slightly higher there than in the previous case.
However, the possibility of finding a new link among several does not reduce it
significantly. In both cases you can see here a comparison of the effect of the
proposed algorithm with the SA method.

In the third scenario, it examined the overall reliability of the SDN network
with various number of controllers. Figure 5 illustrates the reliability of the SDN
network with 5 and 10 controllers, respectively. With average failure rate of
each node equal to 0.08 failures/year, the SDN network with 10 controllers has
higher values of the overall reliability over a 6 year period than the network with
5 controllers.
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Fig. 5. Graph of analytical performance of the overall reliability of the SDN network
with several number of controllers.

6 Conclusion

This paper investigates controller placement in SDN to maximize the reliability
of control networks. An information-theoretic model of reliability in the SDN
networks has been provided which is useful in network reliability. Unfortunately,
the reliability optimization problem in SDN network is an NP-hard problem.
In order to simplify the computation complexity, a local optimization algorithm
based on the backtracking method has been proposed. Finally, the proposed
method of controller placement in the SDN networks has been compared in
simulation studies with the simulated annealing (SA) method applied to this
problem solution. The simulation results are encouraging: they are close to the
results of obtained using SA method.
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Abstract. Paper presents the analysis and discussion of the network systems in
case of the critical situation that happens during ordinary work. The formal
model is proposed with the approach to its modeling based on the system
behavior observation. The agent approach to constant network monitoring is
given using hierarchical structure. The definition of the critical situation sets are
created by reliability, functional and human reasons. The proposed method is
based on specified description languages that can be seen as a bridge between
system description and an analysis tools. Using a multilevel-agent based
architecture the realistic data are collected. Analysis is done with a usage of
open-source simulation environment that can be easily modified and extended
for further work. Based on the simulation results, some alternatives can be
chosen in case of system or service failure. This way it is possible to operate
with large and complex networks described by various - not only classic –

distributions and set of parameters. The presented problem is practically
essential for organization of network systems.

Keywords: Network systems � Critical sets � Reliability � Dependability
modeling

1 Introduction

Contemporary network systems are very often considered as a set of services realized
in well-defined environment created by the necessary hardware and software utensils.
The system dependability can be described by such attributes as availability (readiness
for correct service), reliability (continuity of correct service), safety (absence of
catastrophic consequences on the users and the environment), security (availability of
the system only for authorized users), confidentiality (absence of unauthorized dis-
closure of information), integrity (absence of improper system state alterations) and
maintainability (ability to undergo repairs and modifications) [1, 2, 12, 19].

The system realizes some tasks and it is assumed that the main system goal, taken
into consideration during design and operation, is to fulfill the user requirements. The
system functionalities (services) and the technical resources are engaged for task
realization. Each task needs a fixed list of services which are processed based on the
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system technological infrastructure. The different services may be realized using the
same technical resources and the same services may be realized involving different sets
of the technical resources. It is easy to understand that the different values of perfor-
mance and reliability parameters should be taken into account. The last statement is
essential when tasks are realized in the real system surrounded by unfriendly envi-
ronment that may be a source of threads and even intentional attacks.

The presented work uses the agents in task of the transportation system monitoring
and modeling, so we propose the following description of the most important agent’s
features [4]:

– unique identification within the proposed architecture,
– interaction abilities and proper interfaces for communication and different data

transfer,
– secure protocols necessary for communication purposes,
– hardware and/or software implementation,
– plug-and-play ability to guarantee promising scalable and flexible structure.

The temporary computer engineering still does not define an “agent” term in
detailed way, but it is not a real barrier to establish the unified semantic meaning of the
word in technical point of view. The agent can play the role of the autonomous entity
[5] as a model or software component for example. The agent’s behavior can be noticed
as trivial reactions, but is not limited – so we can easily find agents characterized by
complex adaptive intelligence. Sometimes is important to point the potential adaptive
abilities of the agents [6]. It means the agent can gather the knowledge from the
environment around and to tune their behavior as a reaction for different events.

This way we can say the agents belong to the softcomputing world. The agent’s
structure is not obligatory plain. We can easily [4] find at least two levels (lower,
higher) of the rules created for the agents. This approach allows to tune the level of the
sensitivity for the environment and to define the vitality feature of the agent understood
as activity or passivity [10, 14].

We propose to use the agents to create the intelligent hierarchical monitoring
architecture - described in Sect. 4. The Sect. 5 presents a solution of a description
language for a proposed model, called SML (System Modeling Language). As a format
of the proposed language XML (Extensible Markup Language) was chosen. Main
reason is a simple (easy to learn) and readable structure, that can be easily convert to
text or other format. Moreover, XML is supported not only with various tools (pro-
viding validation possibilities) but is also supported by many programming languages
and framework in case of quicker and more efficient implementation.

The aim of this paper is to point the problems of the critical situations in unified
network system – product of essential elements and features taken from the real sys-
tems: Discrete Transport System (DTS). Each part of the system is characterized by
unique set of features and can caused the critical situation of whole system if it starts to
work in unusual way or the fault or error of it is noticed. It is hard for an administrator,
manager or an owner to understand the system behavior and to combine the large scale
of variant states of it in single – easily observable and controlled global metric as a
pointer to make the proper decision in short time period. To overcome this problem we
propose a functional approach. The system is analyzed from the functional point of
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view, focusing on business service realized by a system [20]. The analysis is following
a classical [14]: modeling and simulation approach. It allows calculating different
system measures, which could be a base for decisions related to administration of the
transportation systems. The results of the system observation – understand as the set of
data collected during the simulation process are the basis to define the critical situations
and they allow providing proper solution to lift-up the systems in effective way if the
critical situation occurs. This is the only sensible way, because the critical situations are
the real and not removable part of the system life. The organization of this paper is as
follow. We start with description of the abstract service network model and its simu-
lation rules (Sect. 2). Base in it we define the quality performance metric (Sect. 3). In
Sect. 6 we provide the most adequate – in case of the level of detail - the
well-established description of the critical situation. Section 7 presents the case study
and the related results.

2 Network Model

A realization of the transportation system service needs a defined set of technical
resources. Moreover, the operating of vehicles transporting commodities between
system nodes is done according to some rules – some management system. Therefore,
we can model discrete transportation system as a 4-tuple [15]:

DTS ¼ Client;Driver; TI;MSh i ð1Þ

where: Client – client model, Driver – driver model, TI – technical infrastructure, MS –

management system.
Technical infrastructure includes set of nodes with defined distances between them

and a set of vehicles. Each vehicle is described by its load (number of containers) and
random parameters which model vehicle breakdowns (requiring repair by one of the
maintenance teams) and traffic congestion (which result in random delays in the
transportation time). The service realized by the clients of the transport system is mail
sending from some source node to some destination one. Client model consists of a set
of clients. Each client is allocated in the one of nodes creating the transportation system
[18]. The client allocated in an ordinary node generates containers (a given amount of
commodities, measured in discrete numbers) according to the Poisson process with
destination address set to ordinary nodes. In the central node, there is a set of clients, one
for each ordinary node. Each client generates containers by a separate Poisson process
and is described by intensity of container generation.

The human infrastructure is composed by the set of drivers. So the description of
this part of system infrastructure requires the analysis of the drivers’ state and the
algorithms, which model the rules of their work. Each driver could be in one of
following states (sd): rest (not at work), unavailable (illness, vacation, etc.), available
(at work – ready to start driving), break (during driving), driving. The number of driver
working hours is limited by the labour law. The daily limit for each driver equals to 8 h
and a single driver operates with one truck. Drivers work in two shifts, morning or
afternoon one.
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Moreover we propose to categorise the driver’s illnesses as follows: short sick: 1 to
3 days, typical illness: 7 to 10 days, long-term illness: 10 to 300 days [11]. We prepare
the daily record of the driver. The decisions (send a truck to a given destination node)
are taken in moments when a container arrives to the central node. The truck is send to
a trip if: the number of containers waiting in for delivery in the central node of the same
destination address as that just arrived is larger than a given number, there is at least
one available vehicle, the simulated time is between 6 am and 22 pm minus the average
time of going to and returning from the destination node.

The truck is send to a node defined by destination address of just arrived container.
If there is more than one vehicle available in the central node, the vehicle with size that
a fits the best to the number of available containers is selected, i.e. the largest vehicle
that could be fully loaded. If there are several trucks with the same capacity available
the selection is done randomly. The restriction for the time of truck scheduling (the last
point in the above algorithm) are set to model the fact that drivers are working on two
8 h shifts.

2.1 Network Systems Simulation Tools

There are various methods of system analysis. Some researches try to do it using graphs
[8], others choose some simulation techniques. In this paper we consider system
behavior that will be as close to reality as is can be. Usage of simulator allow us to
mimic the behavior of a system. In literature, two main types of simulators can be
found: a continuous time and discrete event based simulation [10, 17]. Continuous
simulation requires a representation of the system using differential equations [8]. This
type of simulator is predominately related with electric power studies. For this reason it
will be excluded from further research. The other group of simulators are discrete
events that describe the system behavior as a series of events. Classically discrete event
simulators are basis for telecommunication and IT analysis tools.

The set of the most popular simulators of this kind is as follows: OPNET [4, 16] and
NS-2 [13], both well known by stakeholders, as well as QualNet [1], OMNeT++ [6],
SSFNet/PRIME SSF [20], and SGOOSE [8]. Experiments reported in this paper were
performed using the SSFNet simulation environment developed by the Renesys Cor-
poration with support from DARPA. SSFNet has large number of protocols models and
network elements; moreover open-source code allows modification. In this paper Java
based version of SSFNet was used since Java language allowed much faster develop-
ment then a usage of C++. SSFNet simulator consists of three major parts: SSF engine,
DML language [7] and SSFNet models.

The SSF (Scalable Simulation Framework) is public-domain standard for
discrete-event simulation implemented in C++ with Java and C++ interface. Scalable
Simulation Framework is a base for higher level - the SSFNet. SSFNet module is a
collection of Java packages for modeling and simulation of networks and Internet
protocols. Moreover SSFNet uses public-domain standard called DML (Domain
Modelling Language) to configure simulation scenarios. For the purpose of this work
some extensions were developed, mainly connected with support for traffic generation
(models of user behavior), simulation of business level services, implementation of
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resource consumption for requests processing. Since fault and failures models are
integral part of dependability analysis the SSFNet was extended to in-corporate errors.
Errors were introduced in different levels beginning from link failures, network adapter
failures to software component failures [20].

Additional modules of the tool required the extension of its input language (DML)
used in standard SSFNet version, but the most important extension was implementing
Monte-Carlo approach [20] based on running simulation several times and calculating
results based on averages values. In this way - during each simulation - the parameters
described in by stochastic processes - were the traffic generation which modeled user
behavior in a random way. They have different values (according to set-up distribu-
tions) including an influence on the system behavior. The capability of multiple runs of
simulation was added to standard SSFNet package by changes in several SSFNet
classes (setting up random seed and clearing all static collections). Results of simu-
lation are recorded in specified output file that allows further post-processing in case of
dependability metrics.

3 Quality Performance Metric

The quality of the system is assessed by its ability to transport commodities on time.
Due to assumed grain of model system we observe the containers (a given amount of
commodities) during simulation. The container is assumed to be transported on time
when a time measured from the moment when the container was introduced to the
system to the moment when the container was transferred to the destination is smaller
than a guaranteed time of delivery.

To measure the quality of the whole system we propose to use ratio of on-time
deliveries in 24 h time slots. Let Nd(t) denotes the number of containers delivered in the
period the day t, and Npd(t) denotes the number of delivered containers on time within
the same 24 h. Therefore, the system quality could be measured by a ratio of on-time
deliveries, defined as:

at ¼ NpdðtÞ
NdðtÞþ 1

ð2Þ

The denominator includes +1 modification to prevent the ratio go to infinity in case
of a full stoppage of the system (i.e. no containers delivered in the analyzed period).

4 Monitoring Architecture

In case of Monitoring Architecture representation and distributed multilevel
agent-based architecture can be constructed. Figure 1 shows the diversification of
complexity of a system into layers and their placement in a system. The lowest
components of the structure are Node Probes (NP) which are the simplest pieces of the
architecture representing resident level. These are the simplest and easy to get data that
at this level represent small value that is why they are aggregated in upper units are
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forwarded to appropriate supervising Node Sensors (NS). Next Node Sensors collect
the data and create an image of the particular area – so they are located in the ordinary
nodes (ON). Again the information is sent to a higher level – Local Agent (LA) –

combined to the central node (CN).

NSi ¼
[

j

NPj; j 2 N ð3Þ

This set of information creates a database building representation of local part of a
system (subnetwork). It means that the local view of the system and partial adminis-
tration in the system can be done at this level.

LAi ¼
[

j

NSj; j 2 N ð4Þ

The highest component of this structure is the Global Agent – working in the
headquarter (HQ), that picks and process local information’s and view to one central
unit.

GA ¼
[

j

LAj; j 2 N ð5Þ

This module stores all information from a whole system. It is situated in one point
and one dedicated machine (with a strong backup).

Assembling all local view at this level we get one homogenous global view. At this
level, data-mining techniques can be used. We can see that set of information flow goes
to the central unit – Global Agent. For this reasons it is the most complex and the

Fig. 1. Multilevel architecture schema
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simplicity of the data that are needed to describe the system in this point is the highest
in hierarchy.

5 Description Language

Since, the purpose of the work is to analyze network system based on specified
mathematical model, there is a need to transfer the data into a format that would be
useful in an analysis tool.

It requires specify data format that can be easily shared between various tools or
even several of transport architectures (independent form complexity). Several data
sharing and exchange standards have been developed in the Intelligent Transport
Systems [9].

They define a standard data format for the sharing and exchange of the trans-
portation data mostly based on UML (Unified Modeling Language) diagrams. Other
solutions, i.e. Japanese standard called UTMS (Universal Traffic Management Systems)
focuses rather on the road traffic system.

Still none of them is coherent with solutions proposed in this paper, since they
describe different types of network system. Moreover they are based on UML diagrams,
which are the graphical representation of a model, but not the one, that can be simply
used as an input format for any available analysis tool (computer simulator). Addi-
tionally description language for this system should be as close as real, not only to a
mathematical description of the system, but to real system behavior and its parameters.
In Sect. 4 we mentioned that the view of the network system can be realized on two
levels (local and global). To do that, the tool for visualization and data processing is
needed. Furthermore having this tool we can not only see the topology of the system,
but also its elements and parameters. It gives us an opportunity to see the system more
precisely or even make some analysis on a real data that comes from proposed mul-
tilevel agent-based architecture. Still, it requires specify data format that can be shared
between tools, but since of the data exchange is done based on UML diagrams, there is
a need used some other solution that will be more suitable. Since UML diagrams are
mostly graphical representation of a model, we propose a solution of a description
language for a proposed model, called SML (System Modeling Language) [15]. Format
of this language is based on XML standards, since it is easy to use, and extendable.
Moreover the format allows using the language without special tools, since XML is
supported by many tools. Figure 2 shows a fragment of the language with appropriate
elements and attributes related with mathematical model described previously.

As can be seen, each element of the system is modeled as a complex element with
appropriate sub-elements and attributes. The proposed language assures aggregation of
dependability and functionality aspects of the examined systems. One language describes
whole system and provides a universal solution for various techniques of computer
analysis as an effective and suitable input for those tools. Expect easiness of potential
softcomputing analysis, promising scalability and portability (between analysis tools)
can be named as the main advantage of the language usage. Proposed language is easy to
read and to process using popular and open-source tools; however the metadata used in
this format are still a significant problem in case of file processing (large size of the file).
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Nevertheless since XML format is strongly supported by programming languages like:
Java, C#, the usage as much as processing of the file can be done irrespectively from
application language. As previously described (Fig. 1) data send by Node Probe are
combined in the Node Sensors. Each of these entities has assigned to it a supervisor –
Local Agent that accumulates these files in order to create local view. This level is more
compound and computational complex than previous one considering installed database
and some methods that solve additional problems. In this way XML files transferred from
the simplest level to the next one – creating views on the upper level. Global Agent
collects this information and similarly to Local Agent combines all information included
in dedicated SML file. As this Global Agent is the most resourceful entity it may be
distributed, so it can contain more than one database. At the end, full description of the
system is created, visualized and analyzed with respect to dedicated analysis tools.

6 Critical States of Operation

The word “critical” is linked to the term of “crisis” which refers to a “change of state”,
“a turning point” [3] or “being at a turning point, or a sudden change” [8]. It seems the
universal definition of the term is not easy and maybe is not possible. The most proper
and as close as possible approach to the description of the system situation is based on
the systems attributes and weighted combination of reliability and functional features of
it. For the discrete transport systems (DTS) discussed in the paper the three quality
states of the system are defined: operational, failed or critical. This is our new approach
to the problem of the critical state description – completely different to our previous
works [11].

The aim of this paper is to show a method that will allow to predict the system
behavior within a short time (few days) horizon knowing the actual condition described
by the results of multi-criteria analysis focused on the owner point of view. It means the

Fig. 2. SML – fragment of the language for DTS
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goal is to foresee the most sensible direction of the system management or maintenance
decisions or operations.

6.1 System Functional and Quality States

The functional state of the system St at the end of each day t is given by a
3-dimensional vector that includes: the number of drivers ndt, that are not sick, the
number of vehicles nvt that are operational and number of stored containers in the
warehouses nct.

St ¼ nvt; ndt; nct½ �: ð6Þ

We propose to analyze the system its functional state to one of three quality states:
operational, critical and failed. It is done based on assessing the performance metric
defined in (2). Moreover, we planned to use this assessment to predict the system
behavior within a short time horizon Dt (few days). Therefore, we propose to assess a
functional state as operational one when the probability that a system will fulfill the
performance requirements (i.e. the acceptance ratio will be larger than required level a
on t + Dt day) is larger or equal to a given threshold level h.

In a similar way, the system state is assumed to be failed if the probability that a
system will not fulfill the performance requirements within a given time horizon is
larger or equal to a threshold h. All other states are assumed to be critical one. Let’s
introduce a more formal definition. For two thresholds a, h 2 (0.5, 1), a given func-
tional state St of system at day t is named as:

operational
failed
critical

if PðatþDt [ aÞ� h
if PðatþDt � aÞ� h

otherwise
: ð7Þ

In other words, after noticing that P(at+Dt � a) = 1 − P(at+Dt > a), we can define
the critical state as a state for which:

1� h\PðatþDt [ aÞ\h: ð8Þ

7 Test Case Analysis

We propose for the case study analysis an exemplar DTS based on the Polish Post
regional centre in Wroclaw. We have modeled a system consisting of one central node
(Wroclaw regional centre) and twenty two other nodes - cities where there are local
post distribution points in Dolny Slask Province.

The length of roads were set according to real road distances between cities used in
the analyzed case study. The intensity of generation of containers for all destinations
were set to 4.16 per hour in each direction giving in average 4400 containers to be
transported each day. The vehicles speed was modeled by Gaussian distribution with
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50 km/h of mean value and 5 km/h of standard deviation. The average loading time
was equal to 5 min. There were two types of vehicles: with capacity of 10 and 15
containers. The MTF of each vehicle was set to 20000. The average repair time was set
to 5 h (Gaussian distribution). We also have tried to model the drivers availability
parameters. We have fulfilled this challenge by using the following probability of a
given type of sickness - short sick: 0.003, typical illness: 0.001, long-term illness:
0.00025. The tests were realized for the acceptance ratio level a = 0.95, Dt = 2 days
and threshold level h = 0.8. Moreover the number of drivers that are not sick are taken
from the set ndt 2 (85, 120), the number of vehicles that are operational is spanned nvt
2 (45, 60) and number of stored containers in the warehouses nct 2 (4000, 7000)
(Fig. 3).

7.1 Results

The results presented in Fig. 3 could be used as an indicator for management decision.
If at the end of given day the system is in a state (defined by a number of operational
trucks, working drivers and number containers stored in central and ordinary points)
that is assigned in Fig. 3 to a critical group (marked as dot) it should raise an alarm for
the management.

Occurrence of such state indicates that the probability that within a few days the
performance quality will drops below thresholds raises. The system manager could
react by increasing the system resources (drivers and/or trucks). The quantitative
analysis of such reaction was presented by authors in [11].

Fig. 3. Assignment of states (triple: number of trucks, drivers and stored containers) to
operational (circles), critical (dots) and failed (asterisks) group
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8 Conclusions

We have presented a formal model of sophisticated network system including relia-
bility, functional parameters as well as the human factor component at the necessary
level of detail. The model is based on the essential elements and features extracted from
the Discrete Transport System (DTS). We pointed the crucial conditions of the normal
work of the system. The critical situation is described and discussed to create the Pareto
set – guarantying the possible safety operating points for actual network system.

The proposed approach allows performing reliability and functional analysis of the
different types of network systems – for example:

• determine what will cause a “local” change in the system,
• make experiments in case of increasing volume of the commodity incoming to

system,
• identify weak point of the system by comparing few its configuration,
• better understand how the system behaves.

Based on the results of simulation it is possible to create different metrics to analyze
the system in case of reliability, functional and economic case. The metric could be
analyzed as a function of different essential functional and reliability parameters of
network services system. Also the system could be analyze in case of some critical
situation (like for example a few day tie-up [21]).

The presented approach – based on two streams of data: dependability factors and
the features defined by the type of business service realized – makes a starting point for
practical tool for defining an organization of network systems maintenance. It is pos-
sible to operate with large and complex networks described by various – not only
classic – distributions and set of parameters. The model can be used as a source to
create different measures – also for the economic quality of the network systems. The
presented problem is practically essential for defining and organization of network
services exploitation.
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Abstract. Paper concerns reliability assessment of very sensitive subsystems
from the point of view of safety of city buses analyses maladjustment of buses
quality to difficult Asian operating conditions. There are discussed various
factors describing operational conditions of city buses and motivation of relia-
bility assessment of selected bus subsystems. Data base, covering times to
failure of buses, was created upon real observations and enables for experi-
mental verification of complex approach taking into account tribo-technical and
statistical analysis. Failure analysis has shown weak elements in chassis and
suspension. Probability failure distribution, reliability, density and hazard rate
functions are assessed for leaf springs and wheel studs. Statistics is performed
for mileage to first and second failure. Analysis of failure causes of some ele-
ments is shown.

Keywords: Reliability assessment � Bus � Driving system

1 Introduction

Public transport is an important infrastructure in modern agglomerations. The main
objectives of existing that system is: making easy mobility for citizens and mitigation
of congestions created by private transport. Public transport effectiveness and safety
depends on many factors covering population, culture, traffic density, traffic infras-
tructure condition, geo and climatic conditions, technical state of means of transport.
Quality of transport system depends on many factors making first of all fast and
comfortable movement according to stated schedules. Main factors influencing trans-
portation system and process is geo-localization and population distribution over the
agglomeration area. Those factors state main assumptions to transportation organiza-
tion. Secondary factor is a decision of transportation operator related to design a
transportation system and choosing a means of transport. Usually transportation sys-
tems are based on various vehicles like: buses, trams, metro, cable line, magnetic trains,
moving platforms, etc. Decision depends on costs covering initial costs like: design,
infrastructure construction, vehicle purchase, setting up organization, staff training, etc.
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and operational costs dealing with current maintaining of the system (fuel/energy,
salaries, taxes, insurance, service, repairs, materials, modernizations etc.) [4, 6].

The paper describes influence of bad vehicle quality on decreasing of transportation
effectiveness. An example of transportation system mentioned in the paper shows
necessity of vehicles improvement due to low reliability resulting in low availability,
cancelling courses and lowering effectiveness of the transport measured in
passenger-kilometers [6]. Bad reliability means here high failure frequency, low
repairability and low travelling comfort resulting from pure design and law-cost con-
structional materials [2].

2 Research Background

Many external factors influence the performance of automotive materiel but it is
obvious that one of the most important is condition of road surface (type of cover,
roughness, texture, cracks, ruts, etc.). City buses operated in inadequate road conditions
will result fast in failures of suspension assemblies and chassis which are the most
attackable by working load and road surface [4]. Discovering the most frequent failures
of construction elements will allow for analysis of failure causes and offer scientifically
grounded solutions to improve vehicles reliability in the further process of operation.
According to this statement, it is assumed that critical parts of buses would be elements
of suspension and chassis. After investigating their failure-free time of operation it will
be possible to discover the least reliable structural elements [7]. That knowledge may
help in rational ways of their durability extending and, consequently, improving reli-
ability of units themselves and suspension assemblies and chassis in a whole [1–3, 5].

Research objective is to develop common research method:

• to investigate failure – free operation time of suspension and chassis of city buses,
• to perform failure analysis of buses and discover the most frequent failure units of

suspension and chassis,
• to analyze failure modes and their causes to offer some design and material based

methods making them more resistant to operational and environment impacts,
• to improve reliability of frequently failed structural elements of suspension and

chassis to extend their durability.

Proposed approach is based on data collected from transportation operator running
a fleet of “average” quality buses. Buses are operated in the uniform environmental
conditions specific to one of the Asian middle-size cities located in difficult geo-
graphical and weather conditions (rough road surface, slopes, high range and gradient
of temperature and humidity, dusty and polluted air). The park of city buses in Ust –
Kamenogorsk became morally and physically off the map. Operator, “Ulba-Transport”
LLP were the pioneers who step by step made attempts to solving this problem. They
chose city public transport bus of Yutong vehicle brand, in particular 6108 HGH model
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the research (shaded blocks deals with that paper)
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(China made). This bus is manufactured under the license of MAN and perfectly serves
the principle of “quality- price” from the perspective of climate conditions in Ust –
Kamenogorsk. This fact worked as the choice foundation.

Operational problems have appeared not long after buses introduction to operation
especially with the suspension and chassis what directed an attention to the problem of
application wrong construction material to these units.

Preliminary works on reliability were directed on testing material used to produce
bus suspension units [7]. It was analyzed problems of automotive materiel reliability in
general as well as the influence of external and internal effects on reliability and
durability of transport equipment [1]. Another issue dealt with an influence of operating
(daily distances, load, speed, etc.) and maintenance (quality of preventive and cor-
rection maintenance) aspects on availability. Finally, it was done tribo – technical tests
of friction elements came from breaking system [7]. The above approach in the form of
algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. It is used methodology based on reliability improvement
described in [3, 8]. Operational data obtained from operator is confident unfortunately
on demand of that operator.

3 Statistical Analysis of Selected Bus Units

Raw analysis of buses suspension and driving unit failure was based on operational
data and shows that more than 90% of failures are caused by wheel stud and leaf
springs (Fig. 2). These elements have been selected to further statistical analysis.

Fig. 2. Pareto distribution of suspension units and chassis of tested buses
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Field test data i.e. mileage to failure in [km] was processed to determine failure
distribution function. Sample size was taken assuming accuracy of sample character-
istics is e = 0,10 � 0,15 and belief probability a = 0,90 � 0,95 [8].

It was assumed: normal, lognormal, Erlang, Weibull and exponential distributions.
The best approximation was obtained by normal (time to first failure) and Weibull
distributions (time to second failure) respectively. Results of approximation of theo-
retical distributions of mileage to failure for above selected parts of suspension and
chassis are given in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. Figure 3 presents failure distribution, reliability
functions, density function and hazard rate function for time (mileage) to first failure
for front (a) and rear (b) leaf spring.

Fig. 3. Theoretic lifetime distribution for front (a), and rear (b) spring to the first system failure
P(t) – reliability function, F(t) – probability of failure, f(t) – probability density function, k(t) –
failure rate
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Figure 4 shows similar relations for time to second failure for front (a) and rear
(b) leaf spring. Figure 5 presents failure distribution and reliability functions for time
(mileage) to first and second failure for wheel stud.

Table 1 presents statistical details of obtained theoretical models of reliability
assessment of analyzed elements of suspension and chassis.

Fig. 4. Theoretic lifetime distribution for front (a), and rear (b) spring to the second system
failure. P(t) – reliability function, F(t) – probability of failure, f(t) – probability density function,
k(t) – failure rate
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4 Failure Analysis

It is specified that failure of leaf spring is caused by fatigue cracks (Fig. 6) and
subsequent breaking in the crack area in a spring (Fig. 7).

Fig. 5. Theoretic lifetime distribution of wheel stud to first (a) and second failure (b) P(t) –
reliability function, F(t) – probability of failure, f(t) – probability density function, k(t) – failure
rate

Table 1. Statistical parameters of analyzed distributions

Bus element
name

Time to first failure Time to second failure
MTTFF
[km]

Distribution &
Param.

MTTSF
[km]

Distribution &
Param.

Front leaf
springs

12404 N (12529;1432) 3204 Weibull
(2,18;3797)

Rear leaf
springs

13545 N (13453;1365) 1490 Weibull
(2,38;1717)

Wheel stud 12801 N (12803;2597) 2676 Weibull (2,13;840)

MTTF – mean time to first failure; MTTSF - mean time to second failure
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It’s been established that basic factor causing these failures is accumulated damage
and fatigue of material [4], as well as excessive load occurring in difficult road condi-
tions, i.e. due to improper condition of the road (in some places there is no roadbed at all).
Improper condition of roads causes relatively high rate of impact loads and Yutong 6108
bus suspension was not designed for such a load. Significant factor of failure occurrence
is uncontrolled tightening of spring by U-bolt during maintenance work. The latter can
cause additional stress in this element of suspension where central bolt is located.

Another weak element causing the most significant bus failures (Fig. 2) is wheel
stud (Fig. 8). Frequent breaking of that element results in bus stopping and with-
drawing it from the usage.

Fig. 6. Crack in leaf spring

Fig. 7. Part of leaf spring after breaking
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It is observed that stud failures are due to cracks and subsequent breaking in
threaded part of the stud, exactly on the edge between the joint and threaded sleeve that
tighten stud (Fig. 9).

Analysis of stud breaks (Fig. 9, axial view) indicates brittle fracture of continuous
structures with high hardness [4]. That hypothesis as the most credible one was taken as
the basis for further research and element improvement idea.

Fig. 8. Wheel part of Yutong 6108 bus with studs

Fig. 9. Stud with inner cap nuts and outer cap nuts after breaking
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Hardness tests of stud material shows that studs have relatively high hardness in
breaking zone both on the surface and in the center (Fig. 10).

Hardness measured on the surface of threaded segment in the center of cross section
shows 35-39 HRC. Thus, results of measurements prove suspicion that studs are prone
to brittle fracture. It has been also identified that there is no maintenance documentation
for technical service of wheel mechanisms. So the excess of studs tightening torque in
wheel replacement can cause additional stress in the stud and it’s breaking during
dynamic loads in the process of movement along road irregularities.

5 Conclusion

It is presented problem of low reliability and durability of buses operated in difficult
environmental conditions. Information obtained from the transportation company has
initiated theoretical and experimental research aiming to rising busses reliability and
transportation system performance. Research methodology has been proposed which
covers: field test observations, data collecting and processing, failure analysis, material
and tribo – technical tests and statistical analysis of operational data to evaluate reli-
ability characteristics. Failure modes of the least reliable elements of suspension and
chassis part were analyzed and the most probable causes of their failures were iden-
tified. Statistical models of failure – free mileage of critical components are presented.

Fig. 10. The results of hardness measurement
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Abstract. The authors present their own models for estimating the execution
time of program loops in parallel systems with message transmission (Open
MPI) along with an analysis of the significance of the parameters used for the
estimation and for proving the correctness of these models, which is the main
goal of this article. The significance analysis proposed by the authors of the
models was based on measurements of actual performance of test loops from the
NAS Parallel Benchmarks, which provides sets of test loops in the field of
numerical problem solving. By applying the significance analysis, we demon-
strate the accuracy of selected parameters as relevant parameters of the presented
models. The significance analysis was based on soft reduction of conditional
attributes using the relative probability of rules useful in the theory of rough sets.

Keywords: Program loops � Time estimation � Significance analysis � Rough
set theory

1 Parallel Programming with Message Transmission

Today, with multi-core processors easily available, we can take advantage of parallel
programming to have operations performed in parallel, which by assumption should
accelerate calculations. However, when parallelization at the level of multi-core pro-
cessor gives unsatisfactory acceleration or the parallel program runs too long, we can
utilize the processing power of other computers connected together by a fast network.
To implement the parallel program on multiple networked computers, we can use the
common MPI standard used when writing applications for these systems [1]. Open MPI
(Message Passing Interface) is an open implementation of the protocol used for passing
messages between the processes of parallel programs performing on one or more
computers. In this standard messages are sent between the hosts involved in the cal-
culations, transmitting calculation and other data and the results from the individual
hosts. [2] The Open MPI is used for parallel programming and the programming of
distributed systems. According to [3], both systems are separated by the addressing
system. In the case of distributed systems there is no common address space, therefore
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in multi-core machines with local memory and computer networks [4]. In this paper,
the authors use programming in Open MPI for parallel systems.

Implementation of the parallel program using several computers can speed up the
performance of a parallel program. However, it is also important to note that the
transmission of large amounts of data may also slow down the execution time of the
entire application, especially in the case of Open MPI, where messages are sent. In this
case, it may lengthen the entire process so that parallelization in accordance with the
Open MPI will be unprofitable. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the execution time
of the operation in the parallel system according to the chosen standard of program-
ming and assess whether further parallelization in the established manner makes sense.
In the article, the authors focus on estimating the execution time of the program loop in
Open MPI, because the loop is the longest part of the program performance and their
parallelism gives the greatest benefits.

The use of the Open MPI to get the program loops in parallel requires the trans-
formation of those program loops in which there are data dependencies so that these
dependencies are removed [5]. For this purpose, we can use loop transformations to the
sequential-parallel form [6], which honor data dependencies allowing parallelization of
the loop part that includes no data dependencies. Data dependencies occur due to
asynchronous operation of threads in the parallel section, which may change the order of
operations and thus produce incorrect calculation results by the parallel program. In the
case of program loops, the following types of write-read dependencies may occur
(Fig. 1a), where data are written to variable X in the source code, and in the subsequent
lines of the source code variable X is read. Another data dependency is write-write
(Fig. 1b), where in various lines of the source code various data are written to variable
X. The third type of read-write dependency (Fig. 1c) is where data are read from the
variable X, then in subsequent lines of the source code a different value is written to the
variable X [7].

Program loops can be divided into three types compatible with specific FAN, PAR
and PIPE transformations, proposed and named by Lewis T. in [8]. In loops compatible
with the FAN transformation there are no dependencies between instructions within the
loop body. A FAN implements a structured fork/join control flow operation and refers
to SIMD calculations. The parent process P1 sequentially creates processes P2, P3,…,
Pk, where each process executes its identical code on its own data (different for each
process) and returns a value to the process P1. [8] Another loop type is one compatible
with the PAR transformation, where dependencies between iterations occur, and they
may not occur inside the loop body. The PAR performs one or more independent line
of code in parallel loop body, where each process works on identical data, then it
synchronizes the parallel code execution through a barrier at the end of each iteration,
and repeats this pattern [8]. The third type of loop is compatible with the PIPE

a. X=a
Y=X

b. X=a
X=b

c. Y=X
X=a

Fig. 1. Types of data dependencies occurring in the source code
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transformation, where mixed dependencies occur inside the loop body and between
iterations. In the PIPE transformations k processes are needed to execute k pipe
statements in parallel, each process copies all k statements, and executes them
sequentially. For loops, consistent with the PIPE transformation we propose to divide
the loop into parts compatible with FAN or PAR transformation [8].

2 Estimating the Loop Execution Time in Parallel Systems
with Message Transmission

The decision on the use of parallel programming using Open MPI and assigning tasks
to multiple computers should be made only if the task execution time so done can be
satisfactorily shortened. The methods coming to assistance in such cases are those able
to estimate the particular loop execution time without having to physically run them.
Well-defined models for time estimating should be capable of doing so with acceptable
precision.

To estimate the runtime of program loops in parallel in multi-computer systems, in
[9] the author proposed a model for the OpenMP standard and adapted it to the
OpenMPI standard. The proposed model estimates the execution time of the program
loop consistent with the FAN and PAR transformations in the standardized Open MPI
and presents the accuracy of the estimates. The complexity of the model (multiple
parameters) requires that the correctness of these models should be verified. To prove
the correctness of these models, we determined the significance of the parameters of
these models, making use of the rough set theory. The first model is prepared for
program loops compatible with the FAN transformation. This model is described by
Eq. (1).

T nð Þ ¼ max
2� j� J

XK
k¼1

rjk � lij � zk
nj � lpj þwj � mdj þ cwj

 !
þ ti ð1Þ

The model has a maximum function indicating the longest run-time of calculations
from individual hosts participating in the calculations marked J. The computation time
for individual hosts is the sum of the individual data localities (the number of K de-
pends on the tested loop) from the product rjk meaning the execution time of a simple
operation with k-th data locality multiplied by the number of iterations li and the
number of operations with k-th data locality marked zk. The product is divided by the
number of threads n and the number of pipeline stages of j-th processor lpj. Added to
that sum is wj, the product of the time of data transmission to j-th host and the number
of data necessary to calculate the mdj and the time of synchronization of threads on the
j-th host cwj. Finally, the time of measurement initiation ti is added, depending on the
chosen method of measuring the loop execution.

The second model is prepared for program loops compatible with the FAN trans-
formation. For PAR transformation, the model of time estimation compatible with
Open MPI is described by Eq. (2).
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T nð Þ ¼ max
1� j� J
1� h�H

XK

k¼1

rjhk � lih � zhk
nh � lph þwjh � mdjh þ cwjh

� �
þ ti ð2Þ

In the PAR transformation the loop is divided into independent fragments that are
performed by different threads. The threads execute different portions of the source
code on the same data set. For the PAR-compatible model we introduced an additional
maximum function of variable h denoting an independent fragment of the loop pro-
cessed by a thread, where the program loop is divided into H fragments. Other
parameters are the same as in the Eq. (1).

Models (1, 2) contain two types of parameters: those dependent on the testing
environment and those characterizing the tested program loop. Parameters character-
izing the test environment are as follows: r - execution time of a simple operation on
the processor, w - time to send a single character between threads, n - number of
threads, lp - number of pipeline stages on the processor, cw - time of thread syn-
chronization, ti - measurement initiation time.

The parameters characterizing the tested loop are these: li - number of iterations, z -
number of operations, k - data locality, md - number of data needed for calculations for
one thread. The method of determining parameters characterizing the environment was
presented for Open MP and Open MPI standards in the article [9]. Due to the high
variability of resources available in current computer systems we should measure the
environmental parameter performance each time. This will allow for time estimation
accuracy dependent on the current load of computing power. The parameters charac-
terizing the program loop should be defined by the programmer alone or with the
appropriate tools automating this step, for instance those based on the polyhedral
representation. Likewise, the same code of program loop should be previously paral-
lelized as per the Open MPI. However, whether it is worth using the possible paral-
lelization with the available resources or not is decided on the basis of above proposed
models.

We compared the proposed models of time estimation for FAN and PAR trans-
formations in Open MPI standard to actual measurements of loop execution taken from
NAS benchmarks [10]. In the article [9] the authors showed that the estimation error
made by the proposed models was up to 16.47%. The mean estimation error by the
models was 8%. In the next section, the authors intend to prove the correctness of their
models by analyzing the significance of model parameters.

3 Significance Analysis of Time Estimation Models
Parameters

A large number of parameters in the proposed models makes it necessary to verify
relevant parameters and reject those of low significance. We can make use of the NAS
benchmark [10], which provides sets of test loops in the field of numerical problem
solving. The provided program loops have irregular memory access, often including
multi-dimensional array variables. In addition, it features enhanced communication.
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Using program loops from the NAS benchmark we ran tests of these loops and
obtained loop execution time and all parameters used in models of time estimation in
parallel systems.

The assessment of parameter significance in reference to the presented models was
based on soft reduction of conditional attributes using the relative probability of rules
useful in the theory of rough sets [11, 12]. Through the use of soft reduction of
conditional attributes we gain an opportunity for rejecting attributes whose elimination
does not reduce the number of useful rules [13]. This allows conducting quality
assessment of individual rules. We use here the relative probability of atomic rules
expressed by the formula (3).

Pw ¼ P
L

ð3Þ

Where

P - sum of the probabilities of useful atomic rules,
L - number of elementary conditional sets.

Each atomic rule is considered to be useful when its probability is greater than a
predetermined threshold. The significance analysis is based on the determination of
decision and conditional attributes, together with their appropriate coding. Then indi-
vidual conditional attributes are reduced and their significance is determined on the
basis of the number of generated certain rules. Soft reduction of conditional attributes
leads to a slight decrease in the number of entirely certain rules.

The analysis of the significance of the attributes of the authors models for loop
execution time estimation are compatible with FAN and PAR transformations for
parallel systems with message transmission based on 22018 program loops from the
NAS benchmark.

The test platform consisted of three computers with Intel Core i7 processors pro-
viding a total of 24 hardware threads. These computers were connected by the fast
Gigabit Ethernet. The calculations were performed on two computers: MSI GE72-2QD
Intel Core i7-5700HQ clocked at 2.7 to 3.5 GHz and on one computer with Intel Core
i7-2600 clocked at 3.4 GHz. All computers used 16 GB of DDR3 memory, and SSD
Kingston SM2280S3120G drives on the M.2. port. The network connection was
implemented through the managed TP-Link TL-SG105E switch.

The rules were analyzed using the relative probability of 80 and 90%. Two values
were taken for observing changes in levels of significance. In this study we decided to
verify the significance for higher probability that leads to more rejections of uncertain
rules. In such case it is more difficult to obtain a higher level of significance, which
proves the correct choice of attributes (model components).

The program loop execution time was chosen as the decision attribute, while
specific parameters of time estimation models were conditional attributes. Because the
Open MPI standard and the network connection are used, we can assume that the
highest level of significance will characterize the attributes associated with commu-
nication, above or equal to the significance level of attributes characterizing the loops
themselves and computer parameters. For the analysis each attribute had to be coded.
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This encoding was performed using the method of equal number of samples in the
intervals. Each attribute was encoded into five intervals. It is assumed that the more
intervals, the better adjustment to reality is. However, the number of intervals should be
chosen to match the number of rules, indicating the influence of conditional attributes
on the decision attribute. The division into intervals should be such that each rule
occurs more than once. For the presented test environment, the coding was performed
in accordance with Table 1.

With so adopted coding of conditional attributes and the decision attribute, the
significance analysis covered all of the conditional attributes. Because attribute tw is
practically constant, its significance was not analyzed. At a constant value, its signif-
icance is relatively low, and the attribute can be reduced. The analysis was based on a
comparison of the relative probabilities for all useful atomic rules to the relative
probability of all useful atomic rules reduced for each conditional attribute. In order to
estimate the former, we determined the number of elementary sets of useful atomic
rules and the relative probability of all useful atomic rules for a non-reduced set of
conditional attributes. The results are presented in Table 2.

The number of elementary sets in the table refers to the number of unique rules. An
atomic useful rule is one that will occur at a probability higher than a predefined
threshold Pw. Relative probability of atomic useful rules PS is calculated as a sum of
relative probabilities of all atomic useful rules divided by the number of elementary

Table 1. Attribute coding.

Attribute Intervals accepted for coding

Execution
time

<0; 0.0099), <0.0099; 0.1182), <0.1182; 0.152), <0.152; 0.25), <0.25; ∞)

r <0; 0.00000000049); <0.00000000049; 0.0000000027),
<0.0000000027; 0.00000024), <0.00000024; 0.00000084), <0.00000084; ∞)

w <0; 0.00176), <0.00176; 0.07), <0.07; 0.24), <0.24; 0.5), <0.5; ∞)
lp <1; 5>, <6; 9>, <10; 15>, <20; 24>
li <1; 30000), <30000; 145000), <145000; 600000), <600000; 1400000),

<1400000; ∞)
cw <0; 0.00081), <0.00081; 0.052), <0.052; 0.111), <0.111; 0.221), <0.221; ∞)
md <1; 2>, <3>, <4; 5>, <6; 7>, <8>
z <1; 7>, <8; 10>, <11; 15>, <16; 20>, <21; ∞)

Table 2. The analysis results for an unreduced set of conditional attributes

Probability Pw 0.8 0.9

Number of elementary sets 4158 4158
Number of atomic useful rules 3076 2925
Relative probability of all atomic useful rules 0.733 0.702
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sets. The same parameters are generated by reducing successively the conditional
attributes qn to determine their significance Sqn, according to the relation (X):

Sqn ¼ PS for all attribute � PSwithout qn

PS for all attribute

By soft reduction of subsequent conditional attributes in the course of the analysis
we obtained significance levels of so reduced attributes. The results of this analysis for
various levels of probabilities are presented in Tables 3 and 4.

The results of the analysis showed that the time of synchronization is the most
important conditional attribute. Its significance at Pw = 0.9 reaches 20%, at Pw = 0.9 it
also the most important. Such a high significance of this attribute results from the
specific use of the Open MPI standard, where the results are sent through the network
and synchronized at the end of calculations. An equally high level of significance is
characteristic of the number of iterations li, whose significance roughly reaches 20%

Table 3. Significance analysis of conditional attributes with Pw = 0.8.

Conditional
attribute

Number of
reduced
elementary
sets

Number of
reduced atomic
useful rules

Relative probability of
all reduced atomic
useful rules

Attribute
significance

r 2612 1676 0.63 0.13
w 2939 1876 0.63 0.14
lp 2260 1516 0.66 0.10
li 2728 1673 0.60 0.17
cw 2630 1610 0.60 0.18
md 2054 1380 0.66 0.10
z 2213 1484 0.66 0.10

Table 4. Significance analysis of conditional attributes with Pw = 0.9.

Conditional
attribute

Number of
reduced
elementary
sets

Number of
reduced atomic
useful rules

Relative probability of
all reduced atomic
useful rules

Attribute
significance

r 2612 1537 0.59 0.16
w 2939 1711 0.58 0.17
lp 2260 1370 0.60 0.14
li 2728 1538 0.56 0.19
cw 2630 1475 0.56 0.20
md 2054 1256 0.61 0.12
z 2213 1360 0.61 0.12
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for both values of Pw. The third significant attribute is communication time w (time of
single datum transmission). Its significance reaches 17% and again is due to the
characteristics of the Open MPI standard, which sends messages between nodes. The
lowest significance level characterizes attributes of the number of calculation data for a
thread md and the number of operations within the loop body z. Nevertheless, their
level of significance above 12% is so large that these attributes are not reducible.

4 Conclusion

The paper presents two models for estimating the time of program loop execution in the
parallel environment, compatible with Open MPI. The authors propose their own
models of the execution time estimation for loops compatible with FAN and PAR
transformations and verify model correctness. The models allow estimating the loop
execution time on the basis of parameters characterizing the loops as such and the
runtime environment used. This, in turn, allows using them in building efficient sys-
tems of task distribution in a parallel environment compatible with Open MPI. The
significance analysis examines particular parameters used for building the time esti-
mation models under consideration. The analysis showed a high significance of the
individual attributes that should not be reduced. The inability to reduce these attributes
shows that they have a high impact on the correctness of loop execution time esti-
mation for loops running in an open parallel MPI, which indirectly affects the verifi-
cation of the correct construction of the proposed model.
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Abstract. This paper contributes to the identification of spatial dependency
regimes in urban traffic flows. Importance of traffic flow regimes for forecasting
and presence of spatial relationships between road network nodes are widely
acknowledged both in traffic flow theory and empirical studies. In this research,
we join these concepts and made the first steps to analysis of different regimes of
spatial dependency in a traffic flow. Modern Markov-switching autoregressive
distributed lag models are utilized and allowed to analyse the model structure in
different traffic flow regimes. On the base of the models, we made a conclusion
about the importance of traffic flow regimes for identification of a structure of
spatial dependencies. The proposed approach is illustrated for real-world traffic
flow data.

Keywords: Regime-switching model � Traffic forecasting � Autoregressive
distributed lags � Spatial dependencies

1 Introduction

Since the beginning of the 19th century modelling and forecasting of traffic flows have
become a point of many empirical and theoretical researches. Later a huge volume of
available data that collected by loop detectors and growing computing power made it
possible to apply modern mathematical models, in particular – time series analysis.
Ahmed and Cook [1] applied a univariate autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) model for urban traffic analysis in 1979, and hundreds of researchers utilized
different time series techniques for traffic modelling and forecasting after that.
Nowadays the applied traffic forecasting is moved to the big data era: a huge volume of
traffic flow information with unclear hidden relationships and patterns is collected by
multiple sensors and mobile devices. Data availability shifted the applied traffic flow
analysis to multivariate spatial-temporal settings and lead to extensive utilization of
modern models such as vector autoregressive (VAR) models, dynamic space-time
models (STARIMA), among many other techniques [2–4].

This paper contributes to the identification of implicit regimes and spatial rela-
tionships, peculiar to traffic flow, using the advanced econometric techniques. An
underlying assumption of this research is a dependency of traffic flow at a particular
point from previous traffic flow characteristics in neighbour points, the regime of traffic
flow and their interrelationships. Regime shifts have not received too much attention in
the short-term traffic forecasting literature, and importance of regime identification for
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forecasting accuracy is still arguable [5]. In its turn, importance of spatial relationships
for traffic flow analysis recently has attracted scientific attention [6]. In this paper, we
are making the first steps to merging these two concepts and develop a methodology of
simultaneous identification of regime shirts and spatial dependencies and their
dynamics.

2 Regime-Switching Models of Traffic Flow

Classical autoregressive models reconstruct a time pattern of the traffic flow and use
this pattern for forecasting. Although the accuracy of such models is satisfactory for
many practical purposes, it potentially could be improved by the utilizing the fact of
different patterns of the traffic flow, which are switched over the time. For example, the
traffic flow pattern could be different for free, stabilized or congested road conditions.
Thus regime-switching models, which allow an existence of multiple dependency
forms, became a promising technique for traffic flow analysis (models are referred as
threshold models if time points of the regime switching are predefined and as
Markov-switching (MS) models if the regime switching is a Markov process). Recently
advanced regime-switching models were utilized by several researchers. Yu and Zhang
[7] proved that the Markov-switching ARIMA outperforms regular ARIMA specifi-
cations in terms of in-sample prediction accuracy. Cetin and Comert [8] also found
significant advantages of threshold models in case of presence time intervals with
different traffic regimes. Kamarianakis et al. [9] found the threshold ARIMA model
useful for discovering spatial dependencies between values of the traffic flow in dif-
ferent locations. Although the regime-switching techniques are promising, many
researchers [5] are sceptical about their performance. Mainly the critics is based on core
assumptions of regime-switching models – known time intervals for different regimes
for threshold models and Markovian nature of regimes for MS models.

Another development direction of traffic modelling techniques is related to uti-
lization of spatial relationships between different locations (sensors) for improving
forecasting accuracy. A spatial structure is usually included in such models in a form of
a predefined contiguity matrix, constructed on the base of physical road connections
(i.e. STARIMA models [10]) or estimated statistically (using cross-correlation func-
tions [6] or Granger causality [11]). Recently Min [3] utilized a dynamic STARIMA
model that allows changing of the spatial contiguity matrix over time. In essence, this
approach corresponds to continuous changes of a regime of the spatial dependency.

This paper is devoted to empirical research on an application of Markov-switching
autoregressive models for discovering changes in spatial dependency regimes.

3 Research Models and Methods

The research methodology is mainly based on the autoregressive distributed lag model
ARDL(p, q):
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yt ¼
Xp

h¼1
ahyt�h þ

XK

k¼1

Xq

h¼0
ck;hxk;t�h þ et; ð1Þ

where t is a point of time (t = 0,…, T), yt is a value of the forecasted stationary time
series at t, xk,t is a value of the explanatory stationary time series k at t, p is a number of
autoregressive lags, q is a number of lags of the explanatory time series, ah, ck,h are
unknown coefficients, et is a random disturbance at t. In this research, we will refer a
model as “spatial” if it includes characteristics of the traffic flow at a neighbour location
as explanatory time series.

We consider Markovian hidden states s that represent actual traffic flow regimes:

P stjs0; s1; . . .; st�1; y0; y1; . . .; yt�1; xk;0; xk;1; . . .; xk;t�1
� � ¼ P stjst�1ð Þ: ð2Þ

Each regime has its own estimates of the ARDL, so the Markov-switching ARDL
model is formulated as MS-ARDL(p, q):

ytjst ¼
Xp

h¼1
ah stð Þyt�h þ

XK

k¼1

Xq

h¼0
ck;h stð Þxk;t�h þ est ; st ¼ 1; . . .; S: ð3Þ

Given a current regime, the model is reduced to the regular ARDL model.
A list of additional techniques, utilized in this research, includes:

• Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for stationarity,
• Cross-correlation function and the Granger causality test for identification of lagged

relationships,
• Simple historical averages and exponential smoothing model for separation and

long-term pattern and disturbances in the traffic flow,
• Akaike information criteria (AIC) and relative likelihood for model comparison.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Data Description

We utilize data of traffic flows, publicly available from the Minnesota Department of
Transportation. Data is collected by two sensors, S466 and S567, located before
bridges in Minneapolis city centre and serving the same direction (Fig. 1). Selection of
sensors arises from a goal of discovering implicit spatial relationships. Frequently
researchers consider spatial relationships between nodes, located on the same road, so
their significance directly follows from the physical nature of the traffic flow. For two
selected sensors this relationship is not so straightforward: we assume that a share of
drivers could choose one of two roads (bridges) at the point of junction on the base of
their knowledge of recent flow densities on both roads. This information could be
received from direct observations, but this is more likely that drivers just follow the
recommendations from navigation software. Navigation software, in its turn, chooses a
route on the base of recent traffic flow characteristics in both locations. If the described
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scheme takes a place, a causal relationship between traffic flow characteristics at two
selected locations will be identified.

Traffic information includes average speed and flow density values, aggregated by
5-minutes time frames. The research period is 2016/05/29-2016/09/03 (13 weeks). We
concentrated on analysis of the speed-density relationship as one of the most
well-researched theoretical traffic flow dependencies since Greenshield’s linear model,
published in 1935 [12]. Furthermore, the speed-density relationship is widely
acknowledged as a multi-regime one [13], so the analyzed methodology should be
appropriated. Also we selected the speed as the primary characteristic of interest, fol-
lowing the recently tendency to forecasting of travel times instead of traffic volumes [4].
Summary statistics for the research data set are presented in Table 1.

Daily patterns of speed and density values are presented on Fig. 2 and quite typical
for urban traffic flows in city centre – small density with varying observed speeds at
nights and congested traffic with stable speeds during daytime.

Both speed and density have clear historical profiles (or each time-of-day and
day-of-the-week), which could be predicted by historical average values or seasonal

Fig. 1. Location of S466 and S567 sensors, Minneapolis, USA. Source: Minnesota Department
of Transportation

Table 1. Summary statistics

S466 S567
Speed Density Speed Density

Min 8.86 0.00 18.13 0.53
1st quarter 63.23 5.40 58.34 6.08
Median 66.63 13.28 60.85 16.16
Mean 65.38 13.27 60.82 14.60
3rd quarter 69.55 19.07 63.22 21.05
Max 120.00 102.43 92.43 143.55
Std. deviation 8.22 9.51 3.95 8.55
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exponential smoothing (with weekly “seasons”, s = 2016 for 5-minute time frames).
The research period is relatively small and uniform, and exponential smoothing doesn’t
significantly outperform simple averages, thus we continue with the latter option:

Speedt ¼ Speedavg;t þ SpeedStatt;

Densityt ¼ Densityavg;t þDensityStatt;

where Speedavg;t and Densityavg;t are historical average values for day-of-the-week
time-of-day, and SpeedStatt and DensityStatt are deviations from the historical averages
and the main point of interest. Further these variables will be referred as stationarized.

SpeedStat and DensityStat values for both sensors are tested for stationarity using
the augmented Dickey-Fuller test (lag order = 29) and all found stationary (results are
presented in Table 2).

4.2 Model Specification and Estimation

The main hypothesis of this research is formulated as: density of the traffic flow at the
S466 point is a useful predictor for speed at the S567 point (probably, with the lag and
with different regimes of dependency). A natural approach to identification of this
relationship is a cross-correlation function. The plot of this function is presented on
Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Daily patterns of S466, S567 speed and density values

Table 2. Results of augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for stationarised speed and density values

S466 S567
SpeedStat DensityStat SpeedStat DensityStat

Dickey-Fuller −21.76 −22.76 −19.55 −15.59
Sig. 0.002 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
H0: non-stationarity Rejected Rejected Rejected Rejected
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The plot has evidences of the relationship with a long memory (24 time points, 2 h).
Although cross-correlation techniques are widely utilized in recent researches [6, 14],
they are obviously related with a drawback for long-memory time series and the Granger
causality test is more appropriate for discovering spatial relationships. Table 3 presents
the results of the Granger causality test for stationarised speed and density values
(lags = 16).

Among other significant spatial relationships, presented in Table 3, we note the
significant causal relationship between DensityStat at the S466 point and SpeedStat at
the S567 point, which provides an evidence for the main research hypothesis. All pairs
of the research variables, except the pair S567: DensityStat - S466: SpeedStat,
demonstrates the significant causal relationships. Since all variables are stationary, we
selected the autoregressive distributed lag model for further analysis. So the stack of
considered models includes:

Fig. 3. Plot of cross-correlation of stationarised S466 density and S567 speed values

Table 3. Results of the Granger causality test for stationarised speed and density values

Cause Effect F-statistic p-value

S567: DensityStat ! S567: SpeedStat 26.386 0.000
S567: SpeedStat ! S567: DensityStat 11.933 0.000
S466: DensityStat ! S466: SpeedStat 128.941 0.000
S466: SpeedStat ! S466: DensityStat 4.201 0.000
S567: DensityStat ! S466: SpeedStat 0.918 0.548
S567: SpeedStat ! S466: SpeedStat 2.641 0.000
S567: SpeedStat ! S466: DensityStat 1.007 0.446
S567: DensityStat ! S466: DensityStat 2.275 0.003
S466: SpeedStat ! S567: DensityStat 5.484 0.000
S466: DensityStat ! S567: DensityStat 10.590 0.000
S466: SpeedStat ! S567: SpeedStat 4.819 0.000
S466: DensityStat ! S567: SpeedStat 1.817 0.024
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• Autoregressive model AR(17), where 17 is the optimal number of speed autore-
gressive lags, selected on the base of the AIC criterion.

• Non-spatial autoregressive distributed lag model ARDL(17, 5), where the first
parameter is defined as above and 5 is a number of density lags (all – at the S567
point).

• Spatial autoregressive distributed lag model ARDL(17, 5, 5), the first two param-
eters are defined as above and the third is a number of density lags at the S466
point.

• Markov-switching autoregressive distributed lag model MS-ARDL(17, 5) with 2, 3,
and 4 regimes.

• Markov-switching spatial autoregressive distributed lag model MS-ARDL(17, 5, 5)
with 2, 3, and 4 regimes.

Results of selected model estimation are presented in Table 4.

The univariate AR(17) (which is a practical equivalent in terms of goodness-of-fit
of ARMA(3, 2) for this sample) and ARDL(17, 5) are used as a base for model
comparison. It should be noted that inclusion of non-spatial density lags into the model
significantly increases its relative quality in terms of AIC.

Table 4. Results of model parameter estimation

AR(17) ARDL
(17, 5)

ARDL(17, 5, 5)
spatial

2-regimes MS-
ARDL(17, 5)

3-regimes MS-ARDL
(17, 5, 5) spatial

Regime 1 “night” 2 “day” 1 “peak” 2 “night” 3 “noon”

Intercept −0.007 −0.021 0.015 −0.043 −0.024

s.e. (0.036) (0.173) (0.022) (0.059) (0.014)

SpeedStatS567,t−1 0.146 0.107 0.107 0.124 0.052 0.179 0.029 0.051

s.e. (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.009) (0.013) (0.017) (0.016) (0.015)

SpeedStatS567,t−2 0.124 0.097 0.096 0.091 0.072 0.114 0.057 0.035

s.e. (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.013) (0.019) (0.014) (0.013)

Higher lags of SpeedStatS567 are omitted in presentation

DensityStatS567,t−1 −0.152 −0.003 −0.038 −0.642 −0.031 −0.767 −0.048
s.e. (0.011) (0.007) (0.007) (0.054) (0.012) (0.046) (0.011)

DensityStatS567,t−2 −0.088 −0.007 −0.033 −0.027 −0.020 −0.016 −0.055

s.e. (0.011) (0.009) (0.007) (0.062) (0.013) (0.026) (0.012)
DensityStatS567,t−3 −0.048 −0.009 −0.015 0.036 −0.010 0.040 −0.017

s.e. (0.011) (0.009) (0.007) (0.012) (0.009) (0.046) (0.013)

Higher insignificant lags of DensityStatS567 are omitted in presentation

DensityStatS466,t−1 −0.151 −0.012 −0.022 0.009

s.e. (0.011) (0.010) (0.024) (0.005)

DensityStatS466,t−2 −0.088 0.002 −0.062 −0.001

s.e. (0.011) (0.001) (0.029) (0.001)

DensityStatS466,t−3 −0.048 −0.016 0.014 −0.014

s.e. (0.011) (0.020) (0.018) (0.009)

Higher insignificant lags of DensityStatS466 are omitted in presentation

AIC 150784 150382 150385 138286 137639
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Spatial ARDL(17, 5, 5) model, which also includes density lags at the neighbour
point S466, is worse than the non-spatial ARDL(17, 5) model (significance of spatial
lags can be explained with a relationship between densities in neighbour points, dis-
covered above). So up to this moment we conclude the absence of spatial relationships,
despite the results of the cross-correlation function and the Granger causality test,
discussed above.

The next part of the research hypothesis is related to the existence of the different
regimes of flows, where the spatial dependence can take a place. We analysed
Markov-switching ARDL models with 2, 3, and 4 regimes and selected the model with
2 regimes as the optimal non-spatial model and the model with 3 regimes as the optimal
spatial model. Daily probabilities of the regimes in 2- and 3-regime models are pre-
sented on Fig. 4.

Regimes in the 2-regime MS-ARDL model clearly correspond to night (Regime2)
and day (Regime1) hours. The existence of this pattern doesn’t correspond to the basic
assumption of Markov regime switching, so the model shouldn’t be used for
out-of-sample prediction. Instead, we recommend to use the discovered regimes in
threshold model definition. Generally, this approach (identification of thresholds using
MS models and their further usage in a threshold model specification for forecasting)
looks perspective and require additional research.

The spatial 3-regime MS-ARDL model is slightly better than non-spatial in terms
of AIC. Regimes in this model are also explainable – night hours (Regime2), stabilized
noon hours (Regime3) and morning-evening transitional hours (Regime1). The main
point of interest of this research lies in analysis of spatial dependencies in different
regimes. Although the dependency between speed at the S567 point and density at the
S466 point is found significant in the ARDL model without regimes, the MS models
with 2, 3 or 4 don’t provide significant evidences for this hypothesis. The experimental
results are too limited for a general conclusion, but at least we recommend that
researchers pay attention to different regimes before investigating spatial relationships
in a traffic flow. Analysis of the spatial dependency dynamics is a promising research
direction both from theoretical and applied perspectives.

Fig. 4. Daily pattern of estimated regime probabilities in MS-ARDL models
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5 Conclusions

This paper contributes into the statistical identification of regimes and spatial depen-
dencies in short-term traffic modelling and forecasting. We utilized regime-switching
modifications of classical autoregressive distributed lag models to discover different
regimes of traffic flow and spatial dependencies, peculiar to every regime.

• Literature on different regimes of spatial dependency in traffic flow is very limited.
Also we noted the growing research interest to the identification of regimes and
spatial dependencies for improving an accuracy of short-term traffic forecasting.

• Classical techniques that don’t take switching of regimes into account (such as
cross-correlation and Granger causality) can lead to incorrect conclusions about
spatial dependencies in traffic flows.

• Markov-switching autoregressive models can be used for identification of time
intervals with different regimes. Further these intervals (or their forecasts) can be
used in threshold models for out-of-sample forecasting.

• Although the experimental results of this research don’t provide evidences of dif-
ferent regimes of spatial dependencies with two road nodes, the proposed
methodology allows such regime identification and require additional validation.
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Abstract. National and international security, our financial, industrial as well
as economic prosperity, healthcare system and national well-being as a whole
are dependent on critical infrastructures, which could be described as highly
interdependent. Many examples are available such as the national electrical grid,
oil and natural gas systems, telecommunication and information networks,
transportation networks, water systems, and banking and financial systems.
Keeping them in reliable and secure state and study their dependencies is
paramount for every government or organization. There is an urgent need of
their classification. Creation and development of model and methodology which
could describe their behaviors is going to make this world safer. The presented
here model and based on it study and initial results are steps toward reliable and
secure critical information infrastructure.

Keywords: Cyber security � Critical information infrastructure � Cyber model

1 Introduction

Interrelations in most of the aspects of our modern life are based on a complex system
of complementary and in some cases mutually exclusive network connections that
organize contacts to multiple system interfaces. So the realization of any product or any
task becomes dependent on large and complex, but relatively logical mechanism based
on infrastructure and serviced by communication and information systems and net-
works from different class. Such a complex mechanism, enables the organizations
(public, private, non-governmental etc.) to conduct their interests and to achieve their
goals. So the meaning of “security” and the ability to achieve it requires a different
approach from the conventional.

The term “cyber defense” becomes extremely important, especially after the NATO
summit in Warsaw in 2016, when “cyber space domain” [1] was established as a new
operational domain, in addition to the existing Air, Sea and Land domains. The
emergence of a new area in military and economic confrontation defines the necessity
of developing a new scientific area and cooperation on a different level and variety of
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requirements. The last few years have clearly demonstrated that this approach is right,
particularly in a situation of hybrid threat and use of the opposing sides of the so-called
“soft power” to resolve any problems in a wide range of areas. Taking into account
how dynamic is the development of the technology, concepts named “cyber defence”
and “cyber space domain” acquires particular significance in terms of the critical
infrastructure of any type.

Although NATO has adopted the term “cyber space domain”, it is doubtful that
critical infrastructure of military or civilian type could be divided, as far as those terms
have largely lost their identity and are strongly intertwined, with no possibility to be set
independently.

2 Infrastructure vs. Critical Infrastructure

To determine the scope of what the authors would like to achieve, it is necessary to
define the terms that we will handle. The term “infrastructure” had been introduced in
the nineteenth century by Swiss military theorist Antoine-Henri Jomini, who highlights
its strategic and operational importance for the leadership during any military operation
[2]. Purely military use of the term has been lasted until the mid-twentieth century. At
this time the term had indicated the territorial organization of an army battlefield. After
the middle of this century, the term “infrastructure” had been recognized and began to
be used in economics and management theory. Now the term is used in almost every
field of science and is very common in studies related to security.

In our opinion there is still no comprehensive and widely accepted definition of the
term “critical infrastructure” This fact is only an illustration of the importance of the
critical infrastructure and the interests, connected to it. Many researchers in various
fields have defined the term “critical infrastructure” but for the means of this article the
authors will stick to a definition, synthesized from various sources.

Critical infrastructure is a system of facilities, services, rules, personnel, documents,
management methodology and procedures of processing and exchanging information,
whose malfunction or destruction for whatever reason, would have a serious negative
impact on the health and safety of people and environment as well as could lead to
serious financial and material losses and would violate the effective functioning of the
state and/or military governance in any region or country.

In general, the basic types of the critical infrastructure subdivision are described on
Fig. 1. [3]

Increasingly clear is the tendency to change the center of gravity of threats from
physical or purely military impact (conventional military conflict) to indirect/not
conventional impact on the enemy’s critical infrastructure elements [4].

It is obviously how important and contemporary the terms “terrorism”, “cyberwar”
and “environmental changes” are, often grouped under the general term “hybrid war”.
The primary purpose of “hybrid war” approach is not to be destroyed the enemy’s
critical infrastructure. The main purposes is, the violation of the enemy’s critical
infrastructure work to cause crises, through which the critical infra-structure to be
unbalanced. The main advantage of this approach is the possibility at a later stage, this
critical infra-structure easily to be recovered and managed [5].
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Multilateral features of the term “critical infrastructure” determines as an optimal
the following fragmented classification [6]:

• In accordance with the location:
– Critical terrestrial objects - sites located throughout the country;
– Critical marine sites - ships, oil and gas marine platforms, pipelines.

• In accordance with the mobility:
– Fix/stationary - manufacturing equipment, power plants, transportation facilities

(airports, ports, oil, gas and fuel facilities, rail, bus and marine stations),
underground special equipment – mainly communications, control stations,
warehouses of state raw materials and fuel reserves, laboratories, etc.;

– Mobile - aircraft, ships, ground transportation, even satellite communication
means;

• In accordance with their public role and social significance:
– Administrative buildings - district and other smaller centers and municipalities;
– Objects of the energy system;
– Sites of the chemical industry, working with hazardous and toxic substances;
– Objects, parts of the transport system of any kind - ports, airports; marine, railway

and bus stations, highways and shuttle lines (roads), bridges and passages.
– Sites of domestic security such as drinking water system; food establishments

(grain warehouses, oil mills, bread factories, meat and dairy farms, wineries,
hypermarkets);

– Polyclinics and hospitals, universities and schools; resorts; buildings and com-
plexes for socio-economic, commercial and entertainment activities, business
forums, theaters, sports and other festivals and competitions facilities with great
daily and seasonal attendance.

• Objects of CI with year-round importance;
– Objects of CI with seasonal importance - the seasonal nature is formed in the

summer of short-term concentration of huge mass of tourists mainly in urban
settlements and resorts of southern European Mediterranean type along the coast
as well as in the country site (Fig. 2).

Critical Infrastructure

Agriculture and Food Industry

Power Plants

Emergency services 

National Defense and Domestic security

Transport system 

Chemical Industry

Energy system

Banking and Finance Communications

Government facilities 

Dams Healthcare 

Water system 

Fig. 1. Main types of critical infrastructure
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It is important to be mentioned that such a classification and a list of objects is not
and cannot be finalized. It is continuously subject to adjustment and expansion,
especially in this dynamic security environment and variety of public relations.

If we focus on the types of interdependencies of the critical infrastructure, we can
define four classes:

1. Physical dependence - physical dependences that comes from physical connections
or links among different elements of the infrastructure. In this context, interruptions
and disturbances in one infrastructure can spread to other infrastructure projects.

2. Cyber dependence - interdependencies that occur when the infrastructure is
dependent on information transmitted through the information infrastructure. Such
relationships are the result of increased use of computer-based information systems
that support surveillance and management activities.

3. Geographical dependence – dependence, which exists between the two infrastruc-
tures, when a local environment event can cause problems in both. This usually
happens when the infrastructure elements are in close spatial proximity;

4. Logical dependence - relationship that covers all dependencies far from all above
mentioned, which could be caused for example by regulation, legal or political
restrictions.

The four described types of relationships are not mutually exclusive, although each
has its own characteristics [3].

Additional complexity in terms of interdependencies occurs, when the information
infrastructure is categorized by two different key dimensions:

• Service-oriented interconnections;
• Information and data oriented interconnections.

Although the integration of critical infrastructures and the synergy in its usage
undoubtedly provides valuable benefits in terms of efficiency, service quality and cost
reduce, the interdependencies increase the vulnerability of the critical infrastructure, as
they lead to avalanche effect in distribution of errors from one critical infrastructure of

Critical Infrastructure

Public and Social role LocationMobility

Time for activity

Stationary

Mobile

Healthcare 

Domestic security

Transport system 

Chemical industry

Energy system

Admin. buildings

Seasonal importance 

Year-round importance 

Land

Air

Maritime

Space

Fig. 2. Critical infrastructure classification
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another. This creates problems, whether their exposure is accidental or effect of
malicious threat. Even a simple power outage caused by a problem, mismanagement or
operator intervention is able to lead to cascading outages and ultimately to the collapse
of the whole system. There are many examples of cascading problems of infrastructure
dependencies that lead to catastrophic events in multiple infrastructures that can cover
wide geographical areas.

Organizational and economic logic stimulates the usage of Internet as well as
globalization enables to different organizations, wherever they are located, to work as a
whole. Communication technologies improve productivity, efficiency and competi-
tiveness. Nowadays many organizations (both governmental, industrial and financial as
well as military) focus much of its activity by consolidating the operations through
virtual tunnels to a central location for processing of all data. In such cases, Internet use
reduces operating costs. With the increasing number of transactions, huge amounts of
data with varying degrees of protection flow and pass through the Internet.

The society has evolved to the state of dependency on the availability, reliability,
safety and security of main infrastructures of any type. It is due to significant social and
economic benefits they provide. Unfortunately, in case of malfunctioning or improper
protection appear extremely serious negative consequences due to the fact that all
systems have become a necessity. The gradual introduction of total management of all
networks, the introduction of systems for monitoring and control as well as the
interdependence that always arise in cases like this, certainly optimize and improve the
level of performance in the critical infrastructure. Along with the benefits, such
approach permits access of cyber criminals and terrorists, with all negative conse-
quents. So the scenario becomes more complex, based on the fact that the modern
technologies introduce new sources of potential risk, upon the traditional threats.

Even the broad defined above classification of critical infrastructure presents its
diversity. This creates even greater variety of parameters that would have to be taken
into account in determining the criteria how critical one infrastructure could be. In
order to optimize efforts to determine adequate measures in case of problems with
critical infrastructure, a researcher has to focus on a specific segment of this very broad
concept. During the development of this material a focal point was mainly a segment
named “Critical Information Infrastructure” - CII.

3 Methodology and Enhanced Methodology

The main objectives that an organization has to follow preparing actions for critical
information infrastructure protection could be specified as follows [7]:

1. Determination of critical information infrastructure at national level;
2. Preparing the methodology and conducting a national survey to determine the

dependencies of critical information infrastructure of information systems involved
in the management of the state;

3. Development of a national program to protect critical information infrastructure;
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4. Development of rules and standard operational procedures to assist owners and
operators of critical information infrastructure (both government and private) to
minimize the risk of the collapse of parts or whole segments thereof;

5. Definition and description of problems with cross-sector dependencies;
6. Development of policies and standard operational procedures all together with the

International Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP)/Critical Information Infras-
tructure Protection (CIIP) organizations setting a transnational solutions and min-
imize the consequences;

7. Control and measuring the level of maturity achieved in CIP/CIIP and following
procedures of adjustments the legislation, strategies, rules and procedures based on
the results.

To limit somehow the scope of this paper, the authors will focus primarily on the
first two points of the proposed above plan for the protection of CIIs. There are various
algorithms based on a set of parameters that could determine whether an infrastructure
is within the scope of the definition “critical”. Each national unit for Cyber
Security/Defense either defines his own algorithm or adjusts one by adding any rele-
vant national parameters to already developed and verified algorithms of other
organizations.

Based on the theory mentioned before, the authors conducted a study, during
which, national critical information infrastructure had been designated and a set of
critical dependencies had been defined, based on critical tasks, performed by NATO in
support international peace and stability [8].

Beginning of the study had been given by determination of the entire national
critical infrastructure working in favor of the state management and based on the
criteria set up in Fig. 1.

On this basis and following the steps, described in the methodology, we had
determined as well the national information infrastructure which manages and control
the national critical infrastructure. Following the objectives of the study the authors
designated a summary list with 256 critical tasks that NATO performed. It had been
found, that our national information infrastructure is an important factor for 49 of these
critical tasks.

Subsequently NATO critical tasks execution had been compared with the tasks,
performed by national information infrastructure. Based on this comparison the authors
discovered that 66% of defined national information infrastructure falls in the scope of
the definition “critical information infrastructures”.

On such designated national critical information infrastructure works two infor-
mation platforms serving a total of nineteen IT applications. They all could be
described with the definition, given at the beginning of the material.

From Table 1, it is visible, that all described infrastructure and systems are critical
from pure national point of view, but just any of them are critical from NATO
prospective. Part of these infrastructures are important and valuable for the collective
defense but they are not critical [9].
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4 Summary and Further Recommendations

At the end it should be noted that the determination of national critical information
infrastructure is not an end in itself. This process allows the determination of priorities
in the development of national programs for the protection of CII. This also helps in
development of national policies and standard operational procedures to assist owners
and operators of CII (both government and private) in order to minimize the risk of
failure. Such approach gives us an idea for the steps that should be taken in order an
integrated security system to be created.

As a conclusion I would like to underline, that the results from the study, based on
the above described model and methodology, are reliable enough and the figures are
acceptable. Such study could be reported as a very close to the reality, in case that cross
border connectivity is included. Following such course of action is going to increase
the number of parameters and variables, but it will make the model and methodology
more mature.

The recommendations for the future enhancement – the model and methodology
could be used easily and the reliability will increase, after the development of special
software, deliberately constructed for testing critical information infrastructures, with
possibility many variables and parameters to be object of modification. This will allow
one information infrastructure to be tested with variable of parameters and suitable and
secure protection model to be followed.

Table 1. Critical information infrastructures involvement in National and NATO critical tasks
performance

Critical information infrastructures National critical tasks
involvement

NATO critical tasks
involvement

National defense information
infrastructure

x x

Domestic security information
infrastructure

x x

National road management
information system

x x

National railway information
infrastructure

x x

Information infrastructure of BG
National Bank

x

Water supply management
information infrastructure

x

Gas management information system x
Ministry of Foreign affairs
information system

x x

Judicial information system x x
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Abstract. Internet marketing takes a variety of forms and uses different for-
malisms and grammar [1]. In online stores, entering the keyword we receive
harmoniously arranged (on the web page) offers from a given domain as well as
related and quite distinct domains [2]. The greatest challenge for marketing
system designers is a choice of appropriate variants of offers arrangement in
terms of diversifying their types. Another significant issue is also the distribu-
tion, which is, for example, the frequency of use of particular variants of offer
pages. The aim of our research is to predict client’s needs and preferences in
more accurate way. The strategy that we have chosen is supposed to increase the
attractiveness of an offer, which indirectly facilitates customers’ product sear-
ches and affects his or her purchase decision. Common product-offering models
are extremely poor in functions and they do not allow us to determine any
factors that would decide on objects which are more likely to meet expectations
of a client. In those models related products of chosen category are selected
randomly what is ineffective. Due to that we are going to improve it and make
the access to desired products easier and quicker for customer by building an
offer based on characteristics referring to demand, sales volume, trends, etc.
The above issues suggest the possibility of using strategic games in which the

players are variants (strategies of model structuring) of product-offering solu-
tions applied with a particular probability distribution (frequency of using
product-offering models).
Strategies are also connected with the assessments of their effectiveness, that

is player’s payoffs which will not be described in this article. The main focus of
this work is the idea of creating players by determining their payoff [9]. In order
to explain this concept precisely the authors present the structure containing
formalisms (Sect. 1), the general description of the proposal of creating com-
peting models (Sects. 2, 3), the example (Sect. 4) and summary (Sect. 5).

Keywords: Game theory � Random distribution � Entropy �Marketing strategy

1 Introduction

Selection of a system base is based on an existing offering solution containing graphic -
descriptive blocks relating to products of different assortment (selected domain D(s))
and various subclasses (subdomains PDi(s)) supplementing the usage and possible
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applications of the selected offer (domain and subdomains) [4]. Exemplary, it is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

Further connections may refer to related domains (DPi(s)). Relation is a conven-
tional thing but it should be based on generally accepted principles, trends and per-
ceptions, as it is addressed to the average (we refer to the most numerous) customer.
Exemplary, it is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The project authors themselves have to decide upon the application and domains
relation scale, for example, based on current trends, including environmental trends.

Another strategy is the inclusion of blocks of domains completely detached from
goods chosen by the customer (ODi(s)). The bidder at the time is guided by a market
priority, shaping an interest (directing the interest to other objects) or changes in
customer preference (Fig. 3).

For completeness of the formalisms let us create the grammar related to the relation
and operators. The relation domain - subdomain can be described by the implications
operator, as the subdomain is an inherent attribute of the domain:

Fig. 1. Domain and subdomains of sale offers.

Fig. 2. Domain and related domains in the sales offer.

Fig. 3. Domain and domains in the lesser extent or entirely unrelated to the choice of the
customer
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DðsÞ ¼ [ fPDðsÞ
i g ; 1� i� lpd; ð1Þ

where
i, lpd – the number of the subdomain and the number of all subdomains,
“=>” – implication referring to a strong relation.

Domains relation can be understood as the link weaker than inherent and the
authors suggest to be marked as follows:

DðsÞ ffi [ fDPðsÞ
i g ; 1� i� lpd ð2Þ

where
i, ldp – the number of related subdomain and the number of all related subdomains,
“ffi>” – dependence corresponding to a weak relation.

That brings us to unrelated domains. Similarly, the authors suggest the designation:

DðsÞ � [ ODðsÞ
i

n o
; 1 � i � lod; ð3Þ

where
i, lod – the number of unrelated subdomain and the number of all unrelated
subdomains,
“� >”

– marking irrelevant or accidental dependence.

For the description of the suggested method of creating players in the strategic
analysis one needs to introduce the concept of the domain basic objects (the basic

elements, meaning products offered PðiÞ
j – j-th product of i-th domain) because only

they will be offered to the customer. Therefore one can formally recommend following
notation of number of dependencies:

Di ¼
[lpðiÞ

j¼1

PðiÞ
j or Di ¼ fPðiÞ

j g; 1� j� lpðiÞ; ð4Þ

where
lp(i) – the number of products in terms of i-th domain.
Supplemental relations are less useful to describe the proposed method, as they
relate to the definition of inseparability, relation and lack of it:

inseparability:
9k fDðiÞ TDðjÞ ¼ Pk 6¼ £g

relation ðon the base of the intermediary domainDðvÞÞ:
9DðvÞ fðDðiÞ TDðvÞ 6¼ £Þ ^ ðDðjÞ TDðvÞ 6¼£Þg
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dissimilarity ðlack of relationÞ:
ð:9k fDðiÞ TDðjÞ ¼ Pk 6¼ £gÞ
^
ð:9DðvÞ fðDðiÞ TDðvÞ 6¼ £Þ ^ ðDðjÞ TDðvÞ 6¼ £ÞgÞ

The above definitions can have quite different character, which does not affect the
presentation of the concept and methods of creating strategic players.

2 Structural Limitations in Offers - Dynamic Regulations
of the Probability Density of an Advertisement Elements
Selection

Limitations of space in the structure of advertisement are arising from the principles of
perception and concentration of customers. The offer should be short and interesting,
which results in reaching the customer, understanding the resulting potential benefits
and ultimately buying the product [5]. Harmonious structure should contain different
types of products in a certain way, interconnected or attractive in another way. Mutual
relations between domains are the basis for differentiating the frequency of use of
different structural offers models.

The authors propose to define models of offers by quantitative thresholds range of
use associated (or not) domains. These thresholds will limit the number of products
with randomly matched domains (selection will be made on the basis of the distribution
set and updated after stages). Products from the chosen field will also be selected
randomly, but with a given probability distribution. The authors introduce therefore
proposed formalisms:

ThD – the threshold of number of products from domain selected by the customer
(s),
ThPD – the threshold of number of products from randomly selected subdomain
according to the given distribution j,
ThDP – the threshold of number of products from randomly selected related
domain according to the given distribution k,
ThOD – the threshold of number of products from randomly selected subdomain
according to the given distribution u.
The strategic model will be therefore defined by the following four {ThD, ThPD,
ThDP, ThOD}.

To determine the frequency of use of alternative different models, the authors use
the analysis used in the strategy games. Models will therefore play the role of players.
Games will be played with competition but also between their own places and moments
of activation from different offers models. Let us return to the principle of generation,
which is based on J. von Neumann’s algorithm of elimination [6], supplemented by the
authors by multiplying the elimination stages (four-dimensional random structures) and
after stages corrections of the probability density. The offer structure can be thus shown
as follows (Fig. 4). Products and their descriptions are randomly selected by a given
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distribution, whose form is determined empirically in two stages (Fig. 5). Objects
selections are limited by the given thresholds, which gives the opportunity to build a
criterion for termination of the offer structuring [7].

Fig. 4. Structure of the offer presentation

Fig. 5. Stages of the object offer generation (the boxes include description of the algorithm of
random code generation with distribution determined by using von Neuman method).
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3 Algorithmization of the Dynamic Adjustment (Correction)
of the Probability Density Function

Density function for domains in different methodological interpretations depends on
the sale level, products prices, clients interest or, for instance, from the level of given
information. The amount of information is being determined by the amount of entropy
[8]. It is also possible to link the price with the level of transferred information in the
offer. This concerns mainly the domains PD, DP, OD. In the domain chosen by the
customer D(3) to create density function one only uses the size of the given thresholds
ThD, ThPD, ThDh, ThOD.

Moving on to adjustments of the density function one can extract main
assumptions:

(a) The choice of the one of the basic domains in the process of the offer creating
(Fig. 5: 1- stage), leading to the positive verification of the elimination conditions,
that is, to find product p (Fig. 5: 2-stage) in the offer inherently leads to the
correction of both functions: g(k) and gp(x,i) for arguments x i p (decrementation
by 1: g(x) = g(x) − 1 and gp(x,p) = 0).

(b) The criterion for the completion of the offer creating: g(k) = 0, 1 � k � 4.

Graphically, the process of the density function correction is presented in Fig. 6.
The proposal of the construction of subdomains initiated density function (PD, DP,

OD) is based on the connection of amount of information contributed by each domain
with the prices of offered products:

gpðk; iÞ ¼ � ppk;i
ck;i

log2ppk;i; ð5Þ

where
gp(k,i) – the initiated estimated value of the density function for the i-th object
occurring in k-th domain,
ppk,i– the probability of occurrence of a specific object characteristics and (demand,
interest, sales), resulting from the market research. It is therefore a fractional
prevalence rate of the characteristics acquired as a criterion,
ck,i – the price of the i-th object, registered in the k-th offer domain.

General payoff assessment (payoff - PO) of the player participating in the strategic
game, identified with the thresholds configuration, determined in two stages will take
the form:

I: 0(x) =
XlpðxÞ

i¼1

ð� ppx;i
cx;i

log2ppx;iÞ;

II: PO playerð Þ ¼
X4

x¼1

Thd(player, xÞ � 0ðxÞ;
ð6Þ

lp(x) – the number of objects in the studied domain,
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Thd(player, x) – the configuration of thresholds represented by a given player (for
all 4 domains).

It should be added that players’ payoffs do not need to be standardized [5]. The
game, described in the subsequent publications, has the form of a matrix and its effect
are frequencies of use of offers represented by the players, expected values of payments,
the game values, saddle points and other results typical for the strategic games [7].

Fig. 6. Stages of the density function correction
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4 Example of the Payoff Calculating for the Strategic Player

The typical data from market analysis relating to the volume of sales of products
segregated by domains and standardized in their areas are shown in Fig. 7.

The data of products prices in the domains is located in Fig. 8.

Proposed, initiated density functions are calculated with the use of the phrase
(5) and shown in Fig. 9.

Normalization accelerates the process of creating the offer; so it is worth using it.
Finally, one comes to transformations (6) that is to the components estimation O(x) and
level of the player’s payoff PO (Fig. 10).

Fig. 7. Standardized levels of sales of objects in separate domains

Fig. 8. Prices of products in particular domains
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Structural proposals provide payoffs for different players in the matrix mixed
games. The game can be carried out for the given configuration of offers between
competing firms (shops), agencies of one company or even within a single unit offers.

Fig. 9. The values of the density function (before normalization) for particular domains

Fig. 10. Intermediate results and the final ones relating to the payoff volume for the strategic
player.
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5 Summary

The suggested way of building product-offering is an intelligent alternative of
responding to sales parameters (characteristics). Reaching the customer thanks to
analyzing sales volumes, price and the level of provided information about product
(estimated with the size of the entropy) appears not to be uniquely original, however, it
is remarkably fast and convenient. Further researches on offer effectiveness, that is use
of payoffs for particular strategies, easily lead to create and play zero-sum matrix game
[10]. Moreover, it allows to estimate frequency of using various strategies representing
players as well as game value and find saddle-point. All parameters mentioned are used
by offeror and facilitate customer’s product searches. Multiplying the elimination level
(up to 2 stages) in von Neumann’s method ensures inclusion of the random strategies
selection of objects in the offers, according to the given empirical distribution for a set
of four domains.

Playing games is the next level of research that will be describe in the future
articles.
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Abstract. The article describes control synthesis for mobile walking robot,
which has an interval mathematical model. We proposed proof of concept for
mobile walking robot, carrying load up to sixty percents of robot’s mass.
Control system includes a computing unit, seven servos, a three-axis
accelerometer and a moving camera operating in a visible optical range.
Results of interval algorithms synthesis are shown for robot as an object of
automatic control (OAC), with interval mathematical model. We defined the
operational mode range of the system, its structure and interval parameters of
mathematical model. It is shown that setting of interval values allows adequate
modeling and description of processes in dynamic systems such as mobile
walking robots. Main goal of this paper is to show possibility of classical Bode
Diagram modification and application for the synthesis of interval control.

Keywords: Control algorithms � Mobile walking robot � Four legged robot �
Interval model � Bode Diagram

1 Introduction

The modern mobile robots analysis shows, that a range of tasks exist in a limited
environmental space during usage of flying robot is energetically inefficient or
impossible at all. Also there are surroundings where wheeled robots cannot operate
efficiently because of inappropriate underlying surface. Limited environmental space is
a closed industrial space with production facility, which has a number of obstacles,
such as machines, communications and walls, which robot cannot pass.

When you solve tasks of industrial facilities for technical monitoring [2] by means of
the compact flying drones it is necessary to overcome navigation difficulties and
real-time obstacle avoidance in dynamical environment. Control of compact aircraft [1]
in a three-dimensional space with dynamic and fast-moving obstacles is not a trivial
task, it depends on a concrete kind of environment with production facility. For every
single limited space with facility it is necessary to specify control conditions and lim-
itations, or install more complex control algorithm and faster control unit. Complexity of
navigation task, that aircraft needs to solve, determines time while an aircraft is still in
flight but is not performing useful operations consuming limited amount of fuel.

For wheeled robots [3] one of the most significant limitations is the frequent change
of surface level, where robot moves. To overcome such kind of limitations additional
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ramps are needed to be installed to allow robot to move over stairs, doorsteps and other
obstacles of this type which has the different height. The proposed proof of concept for
mobile walking robot demands less power resources in comparison with aircraft, and
has a possibility to overcome obstacles with height greater than wheel radius for the
same power wheeled robot.

Let us consider a walking robot as one of the general kinds in scope of control
theory, so common methods and approaches can be applied for modeling and study for
this kind of objects from control systems point of view.

The common control theory task is the regulator synthesis for a closed-loop control
system, which has, at general level, an object, sensors and a regulator. Usually regu-
lator synthesis is a non-trivial task, because every concrete system operates in a
complex environment with a number of variable and non-linear parameters, so only the
most general of them can be mathematically formalized and included into a mathe-
matical model. Regulator synthesis deals with between actual and required system
characteristics in time and frequency domains.

A number of methods exist for the regulator synthesis that can be efficiently applied
for only a concrete class of control systems and has no advantages over other classes.
Common methods are State Space [17, 18, 20], Parameters Localization [19] and
Frequency Domain [18, 20].

The most interesting one for current study is the regulator synthesis by means of
Bode Diagram (BD) [18], as it is a graph-analytic method. This allows to study the
properties of the system effectively, and keep balance between different system con-
strains while changing the properties of the regulator. The method allows to satisfy two
systems quality requirements – the transition time and stability margin for a single
iteration of the regulator synthesis. But despite this advantage, BD method cannot be
applied in a classical form for certain objects, because it is required to choose operating
point of the system. The choice of the system operating point is the basis of BD for the
regulator synthesis, that is not applicable for the systems described by means of interval
values, because the operating point is also the interval value.

2 Overview of Existing Technologies

The assembling of walking robots and research in relation to walking machines started
in the second half of the previous century because of the extreme computing power
growth. Nowdays a wide range of industrial and military walking machines exist, also
robotic production companies are ready to achieve mass market housekeeping robots in
the nearest future, as it is shown in [4, 5].

Such designer of the world class robotic systems can be mentioned as the USA
company DARPA Boston Dynamics, which started in early 70s at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) robotics research laboratory, it presented their military
robot carrier Big Dog in 2005 [6], that handles up to 110 kilograms of load and is able
to follow soldiers in the area of military actions. Also DARPA presented a range of
four-legged robots such as Cheetah, modeling different stages of cheetah run and
achieving speed up to nineteen miles per hour, that is the world record for legged
robots. Another one DARPA’s robot is the Small Dog, equipped with a bunch of
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sensors and designed to be taught in the process of motion to produce algorithms over
raw surface using artificial intelligence. In 2010 the Department of Robotics in Mos-
cow State Technical University n. a. N.E. Bauman (MSTU) created two-legged robot
[7] for humanoid walking dynamic research [8]. In 2012 Toshiba introduced a legged
robot that can overcome steps of stairs, uneven terrain and is able to avoid low-lying
obstacles, they carry out the work at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, where
people cannot go. In 2016 Boston Dynamics introduced the four-legged robot Spot
Mini - hydraulic powered mobile machine, that can freely navigate in living premises
with stairs, can open doors, operate with conventional lightweight stuff such as cups,
clothes or home appliances using an installed grabber. In February 2017 the Handle
Robot was introduced which is a four-legged two-wheeled machine. Two legs are
equipped with wheels so robot moves on two wheels and can carry load with two other
legs, balancing by using the whole body, robot can jump, drive on stairs with damping
all body oscillations, in such a way only wheels and lower parts of legs oscillate.

3 Robot Description

The object of the study of this work is a mobile walking robot, which has a computer
vision system for navigation and monitoring tasks.

A subject of the study is the synthesis of interval control for an object of automatic
control, which has an interval mathematical model. The following functional diagram
of the system is regarded here:

where: OAC – object of the automatic control, including sensors, a mechanical
body and actuators; UAC – a unit of automatic control, it includes a regulator; u(t) – a
control signal; f(t) – disturbance, forces and moments applied onto OAC while moving;
u3(t) – setting signal; y(t) – output signal, the spatial position of the OAC.

The description of the OAC has one feature, expressed by, so called, the “center of
mass oscillations” in relation to the motion trajectory, causing corresponding rotation
and shift of principal axes. Such motion of object’s principal axes is caused by specifics
of chosen kinematic scheme.

In fact, an object has a set of non-linear parameters, including oscillation of center
of mass, it makes it impractical to construct precise equations and includes all of them
into a mathematical model. Otherwise it will be computationally inefficiently to use

Fig. 1. Functional diagram of OAC
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such mathematical model for modeling and study of dynamical object. So, mathe-
matical model of proposed object in this work eliminates a set of nonlinear parameters
by means of interval values, but preserves the main kinematic properties and motion
specifications.

Mechanical design can be described as follows: a horizontal plate, where load is
placed, mounded onto the main baulk in such a way that the weight of load distributes
symmetrically along roll axis of robot. Bracings are placed under the main baulk
accumulator batteries. Symmetrical front and rear moving baulks are connected to the
front and rear sides of the main baulk via bearing joint, so they can freely rotate around
corresponding vertical axes. Both front and rear moving baulks are equipped with three
servos identically and symmetrically. On the moving baulk one servo is installed
vertically for rotating as to the main baulk around vertical axis, two other servos are
installed in orthogonal plane, equipped with pillars and allow robot to be located in
vertical plane. So a pair of vertical servos provides rotating of moving baulks in
horizontal plane while four other servos are used for moving pillars up and down.
Camera is set on the compact crank mechanism which is triggered by a servo, so stereo
image processing for navigation purposes can be achieved with one single camera.
Advantage of such approach is saving computing power by retrieving one image at a
time instead of two images at a time. Disadvantage of such moving camera unit is that
camera cannot be calibrated so precisely as the fixed stereo-camera, but such method
exists as [9, 10], proving that camera calibration is not mandatory.

3.1 Motivation

Redundant number of servo-drives require more power for keeping all kinematic links
in the desired position. In the process of moving the walking machine only a few joints
are used at full rate, the rest of joints, as a rule, don’t move at all or move a bit.

Joints of living creatures has a complicated structure, comparing to robotic ana-
logues, with number of kinematic links for achieving maximum utilization of energy
for specific motion and high maneuverability of creature. The level of freedom for
artificial walking machines is usually lower than that for living creatures. Forces and
moments in joints of robot and in joints of creature are created by using fundamentally
different means, so problem of energy optimization is a separate topic for discussion.
Adding extra levels of freedom with additional kinematic link and corresponding
muscles for limb of creature leads to better energy utilization during performing
specific motion, but this cannot be applied to artificial limb. When creature’s limb
moves, a number of tissues are involved – muscles, tendons, fat, skin, bones and their
joints, that provide damping, distribution of loads and are involved in forming of
control forces and moments. For artificial limbs all of these functions, mainly, are
performed by servo-drives attached to corresponding joint. So a number of tasks, that
are performed in a creature’s limb with no energy consumption because of tissues
elasticity, in artificial limb are performed with usage of electricity for positioning
servo-drives.
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3.2 Distinction from Analogues

Based on assumptions which we have mentioned above, the proposed robot was
designed so that it minimizes power consumption by excluding most of joints but still
keep walking for transferring its mass. Future minimization of power consumption
requires change of moving principle that is not in scope of this article.

The main distinction of the proposed robot kinematical scheme from the famous
analogues with four legs is that the proposed scheme uses single rotational degree of
freedom for lifting and putting down legs, while analogues are designed with at least
two rotational degrees of freedom for every leg. That significantly increases power
consumption for every movement that robot can perform.

Quality of walking, balancing and overcoming obstacles is lower in terms of robot
orientation limits such as maximum body tilt and maximum obstacle height. But in terms
of energy consumption the quality of walking is better because robot uses additional
energy by increasing the length of pathway, only while dealing with obstacle avoidance,
but not all the time, as analogues do, while moving on clean and straight surface.

3.3 Novelty and Benefits

A modification [11] of the classical Bode Diagram is used that allows application of
BD for regulator synthesis when object’s mathematical model includes set of interval
parameters. It has been shown, that it is possible to apply classical Bode Diagram with
modification for control system regulator synthesis, when an object of the automatic
control has an interval mathematical model. The obtained regulator satisfies general
requirements, such as stability margins and transition process time.

3.4 Mathematical Model

Mathematical model is non-linear and requires linearization for the correct regulator
synthesis. Mathematical calculations are out of this paper scope, so only results will be
shown.

In compact form, taking into account the initial state values and assumption, that
resistant moments are static and applied only while moving, mathematical model
appears as:

a11€u1 ¼ b11Mkp � sign _u1ð Þ b11Mc4 þMc23ð Þ ð1Þ

a21 €W1 þ a24u1 ¼ b21Mkp ð2Þ

ð3Þ

ð4Þ

where: u1 – rotation angle of leading bridge AC (Fig. 2a); w – tilt rotation angle of
robot (Fig. 2b); center of mass absolute velocity vector; –
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projections of center of mass relative velocity onto XYZ principal axes (Fig. 2); Mкp –

servo-drive torque; Mc4 – resistance at the end point of front robot foot, touching
ground.

Output signal of object is the center of mass linear motion along X axis, that can be
defined via integration of (3), (4):

ð5Þ

ð6Þ

Robot motion and applied forces and moments are shown below:

where A, B, B0 , C, C0, D, E, E0, F, F0 – are border points of constant length moving
parts, Mi – are moments around vertical axis, ui – are variable angles between parts
while moving, ЦM and ЦМ 0 – is a center of mass at initial position and position after

Fig. 2. Motion in (a) horizontal XY plane (b) vertical plane of robot tilt while walking
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robot performs single step respectively, n – is a center of mass shift, R0 – is a tilt radius,
and – center of mass interval velocities relative to Y axis and R0 respectively,

Wmax – maximum tilt angle, HЦM – center of mass height, H0 – height of robot leg lift,
POAY – robot’s force of gravity as mrobotg, f and d are projections of F and D onto
surface where robot moves.

Object is a four legged robot, that performs motion step-by-step by keeping two
diagonal legs (Fig. 1 C and D) on the surface and moving two other diagonal legs
(Fig. 1 A and F). On above figure one step is shown, so legs C and D are static, legs
A and F performs transition to A0 and F0 respectively, while moving, robot’s center of
mass ЦM also moves to the new position ЦМ 0.

3.4.1 Discrete Model
For numerical modeling and calculations it is necessary to acquire discrete model.
Discrete model can be acquired from continuous equations via time discretion with
Euler scheme:

dx
dt

� x kþ 1½ �T0ð Þ � xðkT0Þ
T0

ð7Þ

where T0 – quantization period. Value of T0 ranges as T0 ε [T0min, T0max], where bottom
border is defined by discrete process stability criteria, and upper one – from quality of
continuous signal based on its discrete series (Kotelnikov–Shannon theorem) [12].

To find T0max for upper and bottom borders interval BD it is possible to write
object’s transfer function performing Laplace transform for zero initial condition:

W sð Þ ¼ XðsÞ
UðsÞ ¼

�Kð�T2
1 s

2 þ 2�1�T1sþ 1Þ
s3ð�T2sþ 1Þ ð8Þ

where U(s) – s-domain control signal, X(s) – s-domain linear motion of OAC center of
mass, �K – interval gain coefficient of OAC, �T1 �T2 – interval time constants, �1 – interval
damping coefficient. For computation of constants from (8) using relation for center of
mass motion (6) and relations (1), (2):

�K ¼ � a43a24a11b11
a21

Mkp ð9Þ

�T1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a33a21b11 þ a12a43a211b21

a11a12a24a43b11

s
ð10Þ

�T2 ¼ a11
a12

; �1 ¼ a12b21
a24b11

� 1
2�T1

ð11Þ

where �K ¼ ½�63:05;�0:72�, �T1 ¼ ½0:94; 16:45�, �T2 ¼ ½28:83; 32:12�,
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�1 ¼ ½3:98 � 10�8; 3:24 � 10�5�. Next, necessary to perform transition into frequency
domain with s = jx. Equation of robot Actual Bode Diagram (ABD) (Fig. 6 LAmax and
LAmin):

Lp xð Þ ¼ 20lgK � 60lgx� 20lg
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T2
1x

2 þ 1
q

þ 20lg
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� T2

1x
2Þ2 þð21T1xÞ2

q
ð12Þ

3.4.2 Synthesis of Regulator
The initial step for correct interval characteristics computation is choosing system’s
operational point. Numerical modeling was performed, and result level-lines in plain of
regulator parameters was plotted (Figs. 3 and 4). Plot of level-lines shows stability
margins and cutoff frequencies for both “maximal” LAmax and “minimal” LAmin borders
(Fig. 6) of interval ABD.

Regulator is the first order integrating-differential unit (13), stability margins will be
computed in plain of regulator parameters. Regulator transfer function:

WREG sð Þ ¼ v sð Þ
e sð Þ ¼ KREG

T1REGsþ 1
T2REGsþ 1

ð13Þ

where WREG (s) – is the regulator transfer function, KREG – regulator gain, T1REG ε

{0,0.1,…,3.0} – is a first time constant of regulator and T2REG ε {0,0.01,…,2.0} – is
the second.

From a number of available stability margins values (Figs. 3 and 4) three points
TREGi were chosen and transitions processes are plotted (Fig. 5) for maximal and
minimal borders of ABD LAmax and LAmin (Fig. 5) respectively TREG01 = [0.3;0.08],
TREG02 = [0.75;0.15] and TREG03 = [1.5;0.2].

Characteristics Fig. 5 confirm that trying to make system more stable causes the
worst system response to control commands and transition process time increases. So
stability margins were chosen respectively to minimal available transition process time.

Transfer function of closed-loop system:

Fig. 3. Plain T1REG T2REG of regulator parameters for maximal Bode Diagram border LAmax

amplitude LRequired and phase uRequired stability margins
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UðsÞ ¼ E sð Þ
U sð Þ ¼

WREG sð ÞW sð Þ
1þWREG sð ÞW sð ÞKs

¼ 11:69s3 þ 38:97s2 þ 0:043sþ 0:14
2:3s5 þ 28:91s4 þ s3

ð14Þ

where: E(s) – s-domain error signal, difference between required and actual object’s
center of mass linear transition; U(s) – s-domain control signal; Ks = 5 – distance
sensor’s gain.

Stability margin is chosen according to general requirements for control systems,
overshoot d = 20%. Transition process time ttp = 25 s is chosen depending on system
technical characteristics and fixed moving distance from start to finish S = 2 m. Proper
values of stability margin and corresponding transition process time are required for
obtaining cutoff frequency of classical Bode Diagram. Cutoff frequency (15) is chosen
by means of Diagram of Solodovnikov [13].

xcf ¼ 3:2p
ttp

¼ 0:4 ð15Þ

Fig. 5. Transition processes for maximal(left) and minimal(right) borders of Bode Diagram with
different parameters of regulator TREGi, where Y(t),m is center of mass shift

Fig. 4. Plain T1REG T2REG of regulator parameters for minimal Bode Diagram border LAmin

amplitude LRequired and phase uRequired stability margins
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Such cutoff frequency causes, that low-frequency part of ABD will conjugate with
low-frequency part of Required Bode Diagram (RBD) (Fig. 6 LRmax and LRmin) at
frequency about 10−4 rad/sec that is physically impossible to achieve with the given
robot. One of the possible solutions is a higher tilt of regulator BD (Fig. 6 LREGmax and
LREGmin) low-frequency part, but it causes higher order of magnitude for regulator
transfer function. Another solution is increasing of regulator gain, that causes shift of
RBD up along vertical L axis (Fig. 6). When increasing regulator gain conjugate
frequency on low-frequency parts are shifts to the right, decreasing order respectively.

After a few iterations of RBD plotting with different shifts of regulator BD char-
acteristic, upward shift by +30 dB was chosen. Such value of upward shift provides
required values of system quality, regulator gain that is possible to achieve an doesn’t
require increasing of regulator transfer function order, that may be caused by tilting
regulator low-frequency BD part (Fig. 6).

Additionally, there is no need to perform static analysis of the system because
denominator of transfer function (8) has third order of complex number s3 that causes
zero error with step, linear and square input signals.

Fig. 6. Interval Bode Diagram of the system
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3.4.3 Modeling of Discrete System
To ensure system stability after discretion, modeling of digital regulator has been made
with the aim of determining of quantization period T0. Analysis of closed-loop system
(14) stability performed with trajectories of system’s zero-poles.

With chosen TREG01 = [0.3;0.08] model of discrete closed-loop system has been
formed by means of Matlab Simulink (Fig. 7) the transition process for step input
signal has been acquired (Fig. 8).

Using TREG01 = [0.3;0.08], the numerical modeling has been performed with T0
ranging from 10−3 to 0.5 with single increment of 10−3. Zero-poles trajectories shows
that discrete system is stable at whole range, so quantization period T0 was chosen
equal to 10−3 s.

3.5 Robot Tasks and Control

The sphere of robot’s usage can be limited to a few groups such as tasks where
continuous monitoring without human being and the preliminary monitoring of dam-
aged or dangerous facilities are needed.

A control principle for such kind of object can be downscaled to the control of
servo-drives. Current version is equipped with TowerPro MG996 servo drives, con-
trolled by power width modulation. Working range of this servos from is 0 to 180° and
depends on control pulse width on 50 Hz frequency.

Control system consists of the main unit, which is responsible for servo-drives
control following operator commands, or commands acquired from higher level control

Fig. 7. Discrete closed-loop system Simulink model

Fig. 8. Discrete closed-loop system response for a step input signal
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loop and regulator unit, that is responsible for adaptation of control commands
respectively to sensors data. While waiting for new command, system continuously
repeats the last command. So when operator or higher control loop are preparing
control command that determines type of movement, the main unit computes relations
of pulses width changes in time. Next, regulator unit uses real-time data from sensors
and updates computed pulses width so robot can keep on moving with no loss of
efficiency (Figs. 9 and 10).

Where: x(T0) input signal in binary form, f(m) control command, yi(t) servo-drive
actual control signals, ki gain for i-th servo-drive actual control signal, i 2 f1; 2; . . .; 7g.

Where: xi(t) is a servo-drive general control signals, generated from default set of
robot movements, sn(t) data from n-th sensor, n 2 f1; 2; 3g.

Robot control algorithms computed using principle, described above - first, control
command x(T0), that passed to the system input Interface. Next, after receiving com-
mand, values for servo-drives control, delays and control command f(m) are computed.
Control system computes relations for servos xi(t) using default preset of robot motions,
and then retrieves data from sensors. Using sensors data Regulator Unit updates values
for servos control (Fig. 11).

Fig. 9. System structure

Fig. 10. General schematic of control system

Fig. 11. General structure of control unit
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Where: X(t) general control signals, X1(t) control signals for microcontroller, Y 0 tð Þ
controller output signals, Fpwm(t) control pulses for servo-derives, Ff(t) feedback
voltage (Fig. 12).

When robot loses its dynamical stability while moving, say flip around roll axis
because of some sort of disturbance, design of robot body parts allows to recover to
operational condition, it is meant the normal position of robot relative to the ground, by
performing of a set of specific movements. First, when robot loses dynamical stability,
control system performs actions to restore statically the stable state of robot body.
Then, robot performs a set of motions to change relative position as to the center of
mass point in such a way that the body rotates around roll axis at 180°. Also, while
restoring operational condition, robot body rotates at about 30° around yaw axis, so
additional movements are required to turn back to the robots route.

4 Conclusion

Shown control principles and general schematic of control system for mobile robot
above can be used for researching different operational conditions of both walking
robots and the design similar to that which has been mentioned above.

Proposed system uses only units which are involved in regular motion for restoring
normal orientation when robot loses stability and falls down. Pairs of images for stereo
reconstruction of observed surrounding obtained with only one camera, which is set on

Fig. 12. Generalized control algorithm
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the compact crank mechanism, that twice minimizes the cost of the hardware required
for stereo image acquisition.

It has been shown, that classical BD can be modified and applied for dynamic
objects having mathematical model with interval values. The results of mobile walking
robot non-linear mathematical model linearization and the discrete model with all
required checking of result system stability were provided. The results for stability
range computation in plain of regulator parameters are shown and transition processes
for some chosen points are modeled. The range of operating point is chosen. The
closed-loop transfer function is acquired and Interval Bode Diagram (IBD) is plotted
according to the system requirements such as stability margins and transition process
time.
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Abstract. The notion system, in a wide range of disciplines from ecology to
physics, social sciences and informatics, has received significant attention in the
last years. The behavior of each system can be understood when the proper
approach is taken. In the case of computer systems there is also a need to have a
paradigm change in approach to their analysis (and synthesis) because they are
complex systems. The main goal of this paper is to present a few examples
(reasons) that will justify, why the computer systems are the complex systems
and why the complex systems approach should be taken.

Keywords: Complex systems � Computer systems � Long-range and long-term
dependencies

1 Introduction

Generally, the notion system can be interpreted as a structure consisting of the large
number of interdependent elements. Notwithstanding, in order to understand the
behavior of any system one must understand not only the behavior of its individual
elements, but also how they act together [1]. The simple system approach assumes that
the whole knowledge about the system is possible when the behavior of each system
component is known, but this approach fails when the complex systems are analyzed –

in such a case one needs the complex systems approach, which should be also used in
the case of nowadays computer systems. The justification for this statement cannot be
given by one, simple example or by one reason, because it is rather a paradigm change
in approach than a simple evolutionary process [2]. However, this paper presents a
discussion which should help understanding why the nowadays computer systems
evolve towards complex systems governed by dependencies that are long-range in time
and space domain.

There are two types of systems: simple and complex. The simple systems consist of
relatively small number of elements that act together according to well-defined and well
understandable laws. A pendulum can be the example of such a system, its behavior is
well described in a completely deterministic manner. In the case of complex systems
there is not one commonly acceptable definition, but it seems that complex systems can
be described as systems that usually are built of many, however (it is not a rule) not
necessary, identical elements cooperating together according to the rules, which are not
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well defined, but also can change with time. Moreover, the character of dependencies
between the system component parts can be very plastic and also can undergo not
necessary defined changes in time. A flock of flying ducks can be the example of such a
system. Sometimes one can find the third type of systems – complicated ones, but this
is only a kind of simple systems. The complicated systems are built from a huge
number of elements, but with a function well-defined to realize, governed by under-
standable laws similarly to the simple systems [3]. Such systems fit well to the con-
ception of Deutsh clock mechanism [4]. The best example of such a system is the steam
locomotive, which is also the classical example of machine. The traditional and broadly
accepted definition of the machine is related to physics. It assumes that the machine is
considered as a physical system working deterministically in basic well-defined,
physical cycles, built by man, and intended to concentrate the dispersion of the energy
in order to do some physical work [5]. Thus, steam machine works almost1 according
to Deutsh conception [4] as a perfect mechanism that moves cyclically according to the
well-known and described laws of physics; it is a complicated but simple system.

The whole paper is organized as follows: after preliminaries, in Sect. 2 we have a
discussion about Turing machines and a change in their perception. Section 3 shows
some examples that justified why computer systems evolved towards complex systems.
In Sect. 4 an example of statistical mechanical analysis of one sorting algorithm is
given in order to make a connection between Turing machines and the concept of
energy transformation that is done during processing. Conclusions are presented in
Sect. 5.

2 Turing Machines and Their Limitations

In the case of computer systems there is also a very important (fundamental) definition
of machine – the Turing machine. This is a brilliant idea of Alan Turing [6] who was
searching the solution for some cases of Hilbert’s Entscheidungsproblem [7], i.e., he
was looking for a mathematical model that will be able to solve (after the discovery of
Gödel [8]) not necessary all computable problems, but some of them that are
well-defined. Turing machine is a mathematical, but not a physical model. It consists of
simple data structure mostly identified with a sequence of symbols or a tape, head and
program. The tape has got infinite length that in spite of expectations is not without
meaning, because the existence of tape limit allows only possibility of having finite
number of machine configurations thus Turning machine will be reduced to the finite
automaton [9]. The accessible operations allow for moving cursor left and right, write on
a current cursor position and to decide about the further direction of calculations
according to the value of current symbol. This model works in a deterministic manner.
One can read this in Turing paper where he wrote [6]: “The possible behavior of the
machine at any moment is determined by the m-configuration [of conditions] qn and the
scanned symbol S(r). This pair qn, S(r) will be called the “configuration”: thus the

1 Description almost is due to the fact that Deutsh mechanism can be moved forward and backward
while from thermodynamics it's known that each system should undergo the arrow of time rule.
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configuration determines the possible behavior of the machine”. This model represents a
simple, deterministic system. Moreover from Alonso Church thesis it is known that [10]:
“Each reasonable attempt to create mathematical model of algorithmic computing and
definition of its working must lead to the model of computing and connected with it
measure of time cost, which are polynomial equivalent to Turing machines” so Turing
machine is a model of computing that is a basis of theoretical computer engineering –

engineering based on a simple systems paradigm. But it should be noticed that the
physical implementations of Turing machines have got a few important properties that
allow for modeling algorithmic computing. Among them there are [9, 11]:

– their computations are closed, i.e., the influence of surroundings is excluded which
also means that the values of each input should be known prior before the com-
puting begins;

– their resources (time and memory) are limited, but in a mathematical model the
length of tape used during computations is infinite;

– their behavior is strictly determined, which results from the fact that computations
always begin for the same starting configuration and do not depend on time.

The implementations of Turing machine can be built in many different ways (one
can imagine Turing machine as a steam machine) probably with many elements, but
because assumptions given by Turing assume that they work in a deterministic way
such implementations will be at least complicated systems (i.e., still simple systems).
But the whole scientific community of computer engineers should realize that nowa-
days computer systems also compute in mode that is definitely different one than
algorithmic because computers [9, 12]:

– usually work in an interactive mode (it is a mode that is different from algorithmic
processing);

– exist in the environment with almost unlimited resources of memory (it should be
noticed that the existence of the Internet can be treated like a physical implemen-
tation of unlimited resource of memory);

– work continuously (nowadays computers and managing them operating systems
work continuously even for several tens that can put the halting problem in
question);

– process unfinished streams of dynamically generated queries on input (state of
output of such a system is defined by both: actual state of input and history of
executed by system computations);

– evolve by the changes of its physical structure (in many computer systems there is a
possibility to plug in, disconnect and on-line configuring different types of devices
during a normal system work).

A mode with these properties is called the interactive one and it can put in a
question all so far done achievements of theoretical informatics. Thus it seems also that
the existence of interactive mode of processing is the first important reason that should
change our view on computer systems, because they are complex ones. For the first
time this opinion was expressed by Dijkstra in 1972 (details are in [11] where we can
read (Sect. 5): “It was pointed out by Dijkstra that the structural complexity of a large
software system is greater than that of any other system constructed by man”). Similar
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remark was given by M. Gell-Man – in [39] we can read: “(…) chose topics that could
be helped along by these huge, big, rapid computers that people were talking about –
not only because we can use the machines for modelling, but also because these
machines themselves were examples of complex systems”.

The above deliberations seem to have only academic form, but as an example the
definition of notion algorithm can be showed. Knuth wrote in [13]: “an algorithm has
five important features: finiteness (…), definiteness (…), input (…), output (…), ef-
fectiveness (…)”. All of these features are shortly explained. But the description of
input in the first and second edition of his famous book is: “An algorithm has zero or
more inputs, i.e., quantities that are given to it initially before the algorithm begins.
These inputs are taken from specified sets of objects (…)”, while in the third edition
one can find: “An algorithm has zero or more inputs, i.e., quantities that are given to it
initially before the algorithm begins or dynamically as the algorithm runs. These inputs
are taken from specified sets of objects (…)”. So in the third edition Knuth has changed
this point and allowed for the possibility of interaction during algorithmic processing.
Between algorithms and Turing machines there is an equality (Papadimitriou wrote that
[14]: “One can think of Turing machines as the algorithms”), so the data input during
computations should be excluded. Dina Goldin, a co-author of [9, 12] in private
correspondence wrote that she believed that Knuth did not change the definition
allowing dynamic data input, however, she also confirmed that in their private talk
Knuth told her that he considered such a possibility. As one can see the definition has
been changed.

3 Complex Computer Systems

As it was mentioned above the interactive processing is a kind of bridge that connects
computer systems with the complex systems because the problem of interactions
(the influence of surroundings) is taken into account. Because the nowadays processing
is at least both algorithmic and interactive there is a real need to describe the influence
of task, which will be processed, on a computer system. A computer processing should
be viewed holistic so the task, the algorithm and the executing structure should be
analyzed together. This is a different approach than is now commonly used in the case
of algorithmic computing, because from classical theory of algorithmic complexity it is
known that the problem of algorithm complexity is analyzed with minimization of the
influence of specific task instances [15] and (usually) described only by the big
O notation. In the above proposed holistic analysis a real behavior of algorithm is
analyzed together with the dependencies that exists in task; the classical approach is
changed [16]. The interactive and algorithmic processing coexist in computer systems
so their behavior will be also determined by properties of task (input data). If input data
(task, batch) will have the non-correlated structure2 in time and space it won’t influence

2 It is hard to shortly describe this statement, because there can be a different types of dependencies
(time correlations – for example the values for succesive elements that should be sorted can udergo
some time statistical properties; spatial correlations – for example the analyzed structure of graph can
be nor regular nor random; etc.) in task structure.
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the processes described by deterministic algorithm, i.e., the input structure will be
neutral3. This neutrality means that input data won’t for example lead to the existence
of long-range dependencies in processing dynamics [16].

3.1 Long-Range Dependencies – Time Domain

What are the long-range dependencies? This problem was presented for the first time in
the fifties of the XXth century when H. E. Hurst, thanks to the R/S analysis, showed that
sets of measurements of the discharge of the Nile, other rivers and some natural
phenomena are governed by dependencies that are long in time domain [17]. Two
interesting terms: the Joseph effect and the Noah effect were introduced to show that,
according to famous paper of B. B. Mandelbrot [18], time series can be statistically
self-similar. This discovery was very important because it showed that many natural
phenomena (physical systems) are governed by dependencies that can be described in
very simple terms or even by one parameter – the Hurst exponent H.

In the case of computer systems the existence of long-term dependencies was
discovered in 1992 when in Bellcore the simple experiment was done [19]. It turned
out that computer networks traffic is governed by such dependencies. This discovery
forces the technological changes in computer networks. However the problem of
influence of long-range dependencies in the case of all aspects of computer systems is
not widely discussed in literature. This is a very surprising fact because the imple-
mentations of Turing machines are physical systems and probably are quite often
governed by such dependencies. As the example one can read [16] where it was shown
that long-range dependencies in input data influence the number of dominant opera-
tions necessary to sort the input set by insertion sort algorithm. This problem is
developed in Sect. 4.

3.2 Long-Range Dependencies – Spatial Domain

The another reason that moves computer systems towards complex ones is the problem
of their structure in a spatial domain. Such a structure can be analyzed at least by two
approaches. The first one is based on graphs: each graph node can represent one
element of the system and the existing connections (dependencies) between nodes are
represented by edges. In such a case the most important problem is the analysis of
graph properties. It can quickly turn-out that such a graph is not random one but
represents a structure that is rather a complex network (a “small world”) [20]. Despite
that the graph consists of huge number of nodes, the average distance l is small and the
clustering coefficient C is greater than in a random graph. Moreover in this case one can
use the different levels of particularity and see that such graphs can exist when the
analysis of analogue and digital circuits is done [21], connections between computers
in network are considered [22] or between links on www pages are analyzed [23].

3 It means that in task there are not any known dependencies – the task represents the “white noise”,
i.e., a structure without long-range dependencies in time and space domain.
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The second approach can be more spectacular – one can see for example the
graphical visualization of the whole structure of software (for example the operating
systems) with as many details as it is possible (functions, procedures, subprograms,
etc.) [24]. Such an approach can show the software as a complex structure similar to
fractal.

The statement that computer systems are heterogeneous ones is obvious. The list of
companies that produce different components of computer systems is very long. But
each company has got its own secrets and often introduces the different technologies.
Each connection between these different technologies turned out to be a botleneck
because the cooperation between them is possible when the special translations are
done. For example let us consider the case of 4G technologies. The comparison of
different 4G communication technologies (see Table 1) shows that the throughput can
be from 9.7 Kb/s to 70 Mb/s (the dispersion about four orders of magnitude) while the
range from 10 m to 35 km (the dispersion about three orders of magnitude) [25].

It is well known (for example in MOS transistors) that the dispersion of time [26]
and spatial constants [27] leads to the existence of excess 1/f noise, which in frequency
domain is the manifestation of time long-range correlations. Such a dispersion is the
main cause for the existence of statistical self-similarity; behavior of queues no longer
can be characterized by a simple Kendal’s notation, but becomes very dynamic and
complex influencing service point performance [28]. The connections between each
subsystem (especially in 4G technologies given in Table 1) require the existence of
such queues with limited length of buffers in connecting nodes. If the transmission
between two subsystems exceeds the node throughput some packets will be dropped
and retransmission appears – the system becomes unstable and the high order phe-
nomena govern its dynamic. This problem was discussed for example in the case of
TCP protocol where in [29] it was shown that the dynamic behavior of this protocol can
be represented by a bifurcation diagram.

Table 1. 4G Telecommunications Technologies

Network Area Throughput Cost

B-GAN World max 144 Kb/s High
GSM/GPRS < 35 km 9.6 Kb/s – 144 Kb/s High
IEEE 802.16a < 30 km max 70 Mb/s Medium
IEEE 802.20 < 20 km 1 − 9 Mb/s High
UMTS 20 km < 2 Mb/s High
IEEE 802.11 g 100 − 300 m 54 Mb/s Low
HIPERLAN 2 70 − 300 m 25 Mb/s Low
IEEE 802.11a 50 − 300 m 54 Mb/s Low
IEEE 802.11b 50 − 300 m 11 Mb/s Low
Bluetooth 10 m max 700 Kb/s Low
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3.3 Long-Range Dependencies – Stored Data

The so far presented examples consider the problem of spatial software and hardware
structure and the problem of time long-range dependencies in processing. But one can
also ask: what about the input data that are processed and stored in computer systems. It
is well-known that texts in many languages follow the Zipf’s law [30]. Because in
computer systems one can store also in files the different texts it should be expected that
such dependencies should exist in files [31]. It should be also noticed that input data
can also consist of numbers and in such a case one might be aware of the existence
Benford’s law that describes the probability of occurrence the first significant digits in
numbers [32]. In the case of computer systems such numbers are also the file sizes and
they also follow this law – one can easily check this analyzing hard drives on own
computers4 (Fig. 1). This problem can be connected with data mining and used for
searching of new patterns in sets of data especially in data warehouses. For example in
USA Benford’s law is used for fraud detection [33].

4 Physical Approach

The so far presented examples show that Turing idea given by its machine and the so
far existed mathematical divagations about computer science can be quite far from real
computer engineering. This problem comes from simple observation: computer science
is a science that comes (directly) from math, but computer engineering is a part of our
knowledge that rather comes from electronics, which is a physical science. Peter
Wegner even said that [12]: “computer science is a fundamentally non-mathematical
discipline”. Nowadays computer science should be more closely connected with
physics. The examples given above tell that properties of complex systems need

Fig. 1. Benford’s law in author’s personal computer file system. Line with dots – the ideal
characteristics, line with squares – the real data obtained for author’s desktop computers. There
were about 250000 analyzed files. d – digit, P(d) – probability of occurrence digit d as a first
significant digit

4 This phenomenon has not been so far taken into account even in the case of SPEC Benchmarks.
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physical approach for their explanation. But such an approach needs fundamental basis.
For physics such a basis is a thermodynamics – the science that explains (almost) all
problems with the energy flow and the efficiency especially when the dissipation
occurs. Turing machine is a system that works as a mathematical model that does not
need any energy, meanwhile, its each real implementation is a system that is made by
elements working only when some amount of energy is given. Whenever exist the
energy flow, the entropy problem also appears. In equilibrium thermodynamics the
system stays in state where entropy is not produced any longer; quasi-equilibrium
denotes the state when the entropy production is on the lowest possible level. In
non-equilibrium states no one can tell how the entropy is produced [34]. So far the
problem of entropy was described by Boltzmann-Gibbs definition of entropy given by
famous equation S = k ln W (W denotes the number of equiprobable microstates), but
this definition can be used only when the (quasi)equilibrium exists. However, in many
situations there is no equilibrium and the physical basis of analyzed processes can be
given by Tsallis definition of entropy [35]. Having such a definition of entropy one is
able to give a better description of behavior of complex computer systems. The reason
is very simple – this definition of entropy assumes that equilibrium state is one of the
possible states (when entropic parameter q = 1). The whole problem is more compli-
cated because the real computer systems are the open systems and they constantly
exchange the entropy/energy with the environment. The simple example of above
presented deliberations can be the thermodynamic analysis of insertion sort process. It
is one of the simplest sorting procedures that works similarly to the behavior of bridge
player who sorts his cards before the game [36]. In this algorithm exist two loops: the
external one guarantees that all elements in the input set will be sorted and the internal
one that is responsible for finding a right place for each currently sorted element (key).

The number of executions of this loop can be used to calculate the computational
complexity, which in the worst case is O(n2), but in the best case is Ω(n) [36]. Only in
these cases it is possible to say exactly how many dominant operations will be needed
for each element, but among them there are also n! − 2 other cases for each instance
that has got size n. Because the classical computation complexity describes only the
total time needed for computation and does not say anything about how this time will
behave for different instances (with the size n) from dynamical point of view it seems
that it is not interesting for us. The worst and the best cases for this algorithm are
deterministic, i.e., the number of dominant operations can be given by mathematical
equation [36]. In other cases one cannot write such an equation, but they can lead to the
dynamical behavior of this algorithm. The problem comes from assumption that in the
classical computational complexity the intrinsic features of the task (i.e., the input data
structure) are not being taken into account. In many cases input data structure can have
very interesting properties and only in extreme cases it is pure deterministic or pure
random like in the case of graphs, when the increasing degree of probability of edge
existence between two nodes in random graphs can lead to the existence of small
worlds or scale free property [20, 21]. So, the simple description of algorithm behavior
by giving the computational complexity expressed by the big O notation seems to be
insufficient especially if one realizes that the computation in reality is not made by
Turing machines that are only mathematical models, but by nowadays computer sys-
tems that work simultaneously in the algorithmic and interactive mode [12].
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Sorting is a procedure that introduces order into processed set – as a result of this
kind of processing in output set we have less disorder, i.e., existing entropy is taken
outside processed set. When the entropy production in the insertion sort algorithm is on
the lowest possible level? Let’s see the following way of thinking: n denotes a size of
sorted set, ni denotes the number of successively sorted elements (ni = 0 … n),
M denotes a total number of executions of internal and external loops needed for
sorting successive elements from the input set, M1 denotes a number of executions of
external loop – in insertion sort algorithm for each key it is equal 1;M2 is the number of
the internal loop executions and it can change from 0 (i.e., sorted key so far has got the
maximum value) to ni – 1 (i.e., sorted key so far has got the minimum value),M3 stands
for the number of such a possible internal loop executions that can appear but do not
appear due to some properties of the input set. It is clear that M = M1 + M2 + M3. To
consider the thermodynamic properties of the sorting process for each sorting set of
length n one needs to define a number W of possible configurations of loops executions
that can appear during sorting the best, the worst and the other cases. This number is
given as [37]:

W ¼ M!

M1!M2!M3!
ð1Þ

For optimistic case it is WO ¼ ni!
1!0! ni�1ð Þ, for pessimistic it is WP ¼ ni!

1! ni�1ð Þ0!, whereas

for the case where we need at least one excess dominant operation it is WD ¼
ni!

1!1! ni�2ð Þ ¼ ni ni � 1ð Þ and this number is greater than WO and WP showing that each

case different than optimistic or pessimistic leads to entropy production bigger than in
equilibrium state. Some details about these levels were considered in [37] where a
direct connection to Tsallis entropy was proposed (for example the estimated value of
Tsallis q parameter was: q 2 (1.15, 1.32)), whereas in [38] it was presented how the
total amount of entropy production during insertion-sort can be calculated. Obtained
results show that this sorting is done in states far from equilibrium.

5 Conclusions

In paper it has been shown that there is a real need to do the paradigm change in
computer science. The so far existing approach based on simple systems is not enough.
The dependence of algorithm behavior on the data structure, the existence of
long-range dependencies in time and spatial domain in computer systems, their
physical limitations due to a need of energy dissipation and entropy production and
new mode of working – interactive computing – are only a few important reasons that
cause the different view on computer engineering. Presented examples and literature
review can be a basis of new investigations and challenges in analysis, description,
design and development of different computer systems, systems with computers,
algorithms. They can be also used in computer science and engineering education
especially if we realize that computers are omnipresent in our life and cause different
revolutions, for example the idea of Industry 4.0. Modelling of such systems is possible
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when the concepts of complex scale-free networks, non-extensive statistics,
power-laws, statistical self-similarity, long-range dependencies, fractals, high order
phenomena, fractional calculus are taken into account.
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Abstract. BLAKE is a cryptographic hash function which was one of the 5
finalists in the SHA-3 competition and although it ultimately lost to KECCAK the
algorithm was very well received for its both cryptographic strength and per-
formance. In this paper we propose particular modifications in hardware
implementation of the cipher which employ built-in FPGA block RAM modules
in order to eliminate involved distribution of message bits among cipher rounds.
The idea is tested on 4 different architectures: the standard iterative one and
three loop-unrolled organizations with 2, 4 and 5 rounds instantiated in hard-
ware. Parameters of the architectures implemented with two popular FPGA
families – Spartan-3 and Spartan-6 – indicate that substantial reductions in
design size can be achieved also with some (albeit not so spectacular)
improvements in speed.

Keywords: BLAKE hash algorithm � Implementation efficiency � Block
RAM � Resource utilization

1 Introduction

Although BLAKE eventually lost to Keccak in the SHA-3 competition the cipher is
still often selected as a hash function of choice in contemporary data processing sys-
tems due to its excellent cryptographic strength and high efficiency in software.
Potential of its hardware implementations, like of any other SHA-3 candidate, was
extensively studied e.g. in [5–7]. In this paper we focus on one particular aspect of
BLAKE hardware realizations, dealing with challenges caused by its specific pecu-
liarity: the need of involved distribution of message bits among cipher rounds.
Implementation of this distribution is much more cumbersome in hardware than in
software and its elimination can significantly reduce FPGA utilization and improve
overall performance. The proposed idea consists in replacing the distribution with
repetitive storage of the message in block RAM modules located within every round
instance. In the paper we test this solution in 4 different architectures of the cipher: the
standard iterative one and three loop-unrolled organizations with 2, 4 and 5 rounds
instantiated in hardware, for both BLAKE and BLAKE2 variants. The results found
after their implementation in popular Spartan-3 and Spartan-6 devices from Xilinx are
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compared to parameters of analogous architectures implemented without memory so
that the savings in array utilization can be measured against supplementary cost of
occupied block RAM modules.

The first results investigating potential of the proposed modification were presented
in [12]. In this work we extend them with another FPGA platform and add the
BLAKE2 variant of the algorithm. Contents of the paper is organized as follows. After
briefly outlining the BLAKE hash functions in the next section, in Sect. 3 we present
standard iterative and loop unrolled architectures viable for its implementation and
introduce the proposed method of block RAM application. Finally, in Sect. 4 we
discuss the results obtained after implementation of the modified architectures and
evaluate them against known parameters of the analogous organizations without the
modification – a total of 32 design cases is included in the comparison.

2 The Family of BLAKE Hash Algorithms

2.1 BLAKE

In this study we will consider BLAKE-256 and BLAKE2 s size variants of the ciphers
i.e. those which produce 256b hash value, internally handling 32b words and 512b state.

In BLAKE-256 [1] the plaintext message m is padded so that its total bit length is
a multiple of 512 and then it is split into 512b blocks m0, …, mN−1. The hash value h
(m) is computed iteratively according to the HAIFA iteration scheme [4] with cumu-
lative updates of the hash chain value hi by a compression function:

hiþ 1 :¼ compress ðhi; s; ti;miÞ; i ¼ 0 . . .N � 1 ð1Þ

The other input parameters are s (a salt) – an optional 128b string provided for
randomized hashing required e.g. in digital signature schemes, and ti – number of
message bits hashed so far. The first chain value h0 starts with a constant pattern.

The compression function is the essence of the whole processing and is organized
around a state - a 4 � 4 matrix of words v0 … v15. The state is initially filled with the
chain hash value hi, the salt and the counter (but not with the mi bits!) and then it goes
through nr = 14 rounds. In every round it is modified by 8 instances of so called G
function: Gi(a, b, c, d), i = 0…7, transforms a set of 4 state words (selection of the
words depends on i and the round number) and it is defined as a sequence of bitwise
xor operations, 32b additions and rotations, using as a side input the message words
mixed (xor’ed) with constants c.

2.2 Modifications in the BLAKE2 Algorithm

The SHA-3 evaluation proved a very large security margin of the BLAKE algorithm
and in 2013 the authors proposed its improved version – called BLAKE2 – with
modifications aimed mainly towards its simplification and optimization [2]. In a brief
summary the following changes were introduced (the 256-bit version of the algorithm
is considered):
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• number of rounds was reduced from 14 to 10;
• message padding was simplified and its functionality was partially replaced with

finalization flags f0 and f1;
• initialization of the h0 chain value was extended with parameter block (which

includes, among others parameters, the salt and the finalization flags);
• the salt was removed from argument list of the compression function and was kept

exclusively for the h0 initialization;
• the constants c were dropped and the message words enter the G function without

mixing.

For efficiency of hardware implementations investigated in this paper most of the
above changes are of little significance: resources needed for both the h0 and state
initializations are negligible when compared to the hardware representing the actual
compression in the eight instances of the G functions. Also the reduction in the number
of rounds, while obviously cutting the number of clock cycles needed for completion of
the computation, can be done with trivial adjustments in the control unit. Nevertheless,
removing the c constants indeed simplifies realization of the G function in hardware:
keeping a total of 16 words, each 32b wide, in multiple ROM modules and multi-
plexing them on the two inputs of each G instance is the main difference between the
hardware of BLAKE and BLAKE2 realizations – although it is a relatively minor one
looking on complexity of the remaining part of the function.

3 Implementing BLAKE in Hardware

3.1 Organizations of Data Processing

Processing scheme of the BLAKE algorithms is typical to any round-based cipher and
it can be efficiently implemented in software in a CPU-based system in an iterative
manner: operations of a single round are expressed in the code once and then applied to
the state variables vi repeatedly in a loop nr times. When transferring the algorithm to
hardware (either ASIC or FPGA) the designer is facing a larger diversity of feasible
implementation options. In general, there are two opposite extreme approaches: the
iterative loop of the cipher can be completely unrolled with all the rounds replicated in
hardware as a cascade of nr modules, or the loop is not unrolled at all with just one
round module implemented in hardware and its operation on state signals is repeated nr
times (that is, in nr clock cycles) in a manner resembling software iterations. Fur-
thermore, as a mid-range solution the loop can be unrolled in part: one fourth, for
example, of the rounds can be reproduced in hardware and the state signals are passed
through them four times. In this paper, after universal taxonomy presented e.g. by Gaj
et al. [6], an architecture with k unrolled rounds will be denoted as xk while the basic
iterative one – as x1.

In this study we focus on high speed organizations and the following 4 organiza-
tions were selected for the test suite:
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• x1: the basic iterative architecture with one round implemented in hardware and the
state being passed though it repeatedly in 14 (BLAKE) or 10 (BLAKE2) clock
cycles (i.e. each complete round is computed in one clock tick);

• x2: modification of the above with a combinational cascade of two rounds imple-
mented in hardware with total computation done in 7 or 5 clock cycles (with each
clock tick the state is propagated through two rounds);

• x4: the cascade is built from 4 rounds and 4 or 3 clock cycles are required for
complete computation (in the last cycle the result is taken from the second round in
the cascade in order to get nr = 14 = 3 � 4 + 2 or nr = 10 = 2 � 4 + 2);

• x5: as in the previous case but with 5 rounds unrolled in hardware; in BLAKE
3 clock cycles are needed for complete computation (the final result is taken from
the fourth round in the cascade) while in BLAKE2–2.

3.2 Challenges of BLAKE Message Distribution

Although BLAKE follows the rules of in-round processing of ChaCha cipher [3], it
introduces significantly different distribution of the message bits among the rounds. In
ChaCha and in majority of other hash functions (including SHA-3 winner KECCAK) the
message bits which enter the compression are routed only to the input to the first cipher
round in parallel with other data like salt, counter or nonce, forming the initial value of
the state. That is, the message bits enter only beginning of the round cascade and are
not propagated to each round separately: after creating the initial state the message bits
are not utilized afterwards. BLAKE, although its authors utilized ChaCha core trans-
formations, uses a different approach: instead of being loaded at the input of the round
cascade, the message words are sent to the G functions (two words per function) in
each round. The data flow inside hardware implementation of the BLAKE’s G function
is presented in the left part of Fig. 1, where the two side entries for the message words
illustrate the problem. For BLAKE2 the only difference would be in removing the c[]
constants which are xor’ed with message words m[].

The authors even do not mention in the specification this change in utilization of the
message data treating it as a relatively minor extension of the ChaCha processing
scheme. Indeed, it may be so in software implementation but in hardware this means
that the message bits must be routed separately to each G instance. This leads to
creation of a completely new, 512b wide data path which has not been needed neither
in ChaCha, Salsa20 nor in Keccak as we have analysed in our previous works [8, 11].
In effect this doubles the total width of the data path running along the round cascade
from 512b (the state) to 1024b (the state plus the message bits). This configuration is
illustrated in the right part of Fig. 1 taking the x4 case as an example.

Handling the message words is additionally complicated by word permutations
r0. . .r9 used by the algorithm [1]. In each round a different permutation of mi is used
so switching between them requires supplementary multiplexers controlled by the
round counter. In the x1 architecture every G instance reads 10 different pairs of mi

words thus in total 16 multiplexers 10:1 needed to be implemented but with loop
unrolling the number of multiplexers increases proportionally with the xk factor while
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their width is reduced: for example in the x4 organization the first two round instances
apply four, and the two last ones – three r permutations, and such will be the numbers
of inputs in the multiplexers. More detailed discussion about permutations assigned to
the round instances and the resulting distribution of the mi words among the G func-
tions in all the unrolled architectures is included in [10]. The multiplexers operating on
32b words do occupy substantial extra resources in the FPGA fabric.

3.3 Replacing Data Distribution with Memory Storage

In order to address the problems of message distribution we propose taking an
advantage of block RAM modules available in the FPGA chips which constitute the
implementation platform. The main idea [12] is to assign one such module for each
instance of the G function implemented in hardware so that the involved dissemination
and multiplexing of the m bits is avoided. Figure 2 compares realization of the four
G functions as they are realized in hardware (creating complete half of the round) in
a standard way without RAM and with the proposed extension.

Xilinx Spartan FPGA devices which are used in this study offer as additional
resources complementing the programmable array so called block RAM modules and
these were used for the purpose of message storage. Each module can store 16 kb of
data and can be configured with different depth vs. width ratios – in organizations from
16 k � 1b to 512 � 32b. For our application the last case – 512 � 32b – is a suitable
one with each mi word occupying exactly one memory location. Additionally, the
modules offer full dual port functionality, i.e. their contents can be simultaneously
accessible (both for reading as well as for writing) through two equivalent ports.

Fig. 1. Data propagation inside the BLAKE G function (left) and specific distribution of
message bits in the x4 architecture (right).
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This feature is ideally suited to the needs of the proposed mechanism: one module can
concurrently read two mi words in one clock cycle as they are required for computation
in one G function, and the total number of modules can be reduced by half compared to
application of single-port memories. Still, the number of utilized modules is relatively
high: every complete round in hardware needs 8 RAM units so their final number in the
investigated architectures range from 8 (the case of the x1 organization) to 40 (x5).
These figures should be compared to the total of 104 and 268 block RAM units offered
by the particular Spartan-3 and Spartan-6 chips selected in this work for implemen-
tation tests. Also, utilization of RAM capacity is quite low: of the total 512 cells in each
just 16 (1/32) are actually taken by the complete message.

All the RAM modules must duplicate the same message and they must be loaded
with this data before the actual computation begins. The loading introduces obligatory
initialization phase which adds extra delay and in some cases can remarkably slow
down the total execution time. Nevertheless, thanks to the dual port interface two
message words can be loaded in parallel so the loading operation needs 8 clock cycles
and these cycles can be much shorter than the ones required during actual computation
which starts afterwards.

Further issues arise regarding memory synchronization. The block RAM is a fully
synchronous module also in read operation, i.e. when the read address is established the
read data appears on the outputs only after the clock edge. This means that without
appropriate compensation in clock cycles when computing some particular round
number i the RAM outputs would present message words for the previous round i − 1
– in order to solve this problem one void clock cycle is needed to “precharge” RAM
outputs. In BLAKE, where m words are mixed with c constants, the counters used for
reading r permutations of m words need to be one cycle ahead of those used for
addressing the c constants so the two sets of counters are needed. In BLAKE2,

Fig. 2. Distributing and multiplexing the message bits to all G modules in the standard
implementations (above) versus storing them in dual-port RAM units assigned to each module
(below).
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as there is no need to address the c constants, the counters do not need to be doubled.
All in all, together with the 8 clock cycles needed to load message data to RAM
modules the preliminary phase adds in total 9 clock cycles before the actual compu-
tation of the compression can start.

4 Results

4.1 Parameters of the Implementations

Both versions of the cipher were implemented in all four architectures in configurations
where the main hardware module computing the compression function was equipped
with basic input/output registers providing means for iterative hashing of the message
in 512b chunks. Then the eight designs were automatically synthesized and imple-
mented by Xilinx ISE software with XST synthesis tool for two devices – Spartan-3
XC3S5000-5 [13] and Spartan-6 XC6SLX150-3 [14]. These chips were selected
because they are sufficiently large to accommodate even the most sized x5 organiza-
tions. The same approach was applied in our previous works on BLAKE [8, 9] so an
already existing test platform was uniformly extended to accommodate BLAKE2
version, keeping the ability to produce comparable results.

The results obtained after implementation of the two ciphers without and with
RAM, in all 4 organizations, on both hardware platforms – a total of 32 test cases – are
presented in Table 1. Speed aspect is represented in the first column of each group by
the value of the minimum clock period as it was estimated after static timing analysis of

Table 1. Implementation results

Min.
Tclk

[ns]

Levels
of logic

Routing
delay
[%]

Size:
LUTs

Size:
Slices

Min.
Tclk

[ns]

Levels
of logic

Routing
delay
[%]

Size:
LUTs

Size:
Slices

BLAKE BLAKE RAM

Spartan-3 x1 45,7 66 50,6 9155 5415 40,3 62 44,4 4961 2860
x2 88,9 118 51,2 16928 10039 83,6 100 57,1 8684 4894
x4 189,7 203 58,7 32933 19000 157,7 180 53,0 16142 8638

x5 244,1 258 61,7 41923 23232 197,3 229 53,3 20448 10913
Spartan-6 x1 28,7 35 64,3 5621 2460 26,4 43 56,5 3187 1024

x2 67,7 70 72,3 10150 4409 51,9 80 61,7 5646 2501
x4 108,3 150 65,6 18994 8396 106,8 119 68,4 10401 4790
x5 185,1 131 78,1 24368 8833 116,3 179 60,1 12759 5184

BLAKE2s BLAKE2s RAM
Spartan-3 x1 43,4 29 59,7 8370 4995 40,0 66 41,3 3935 2353

x2 86,7 85 58,7 15058 8620 78,0 119 46,2 6863 3809
x4 195,7 209 59,9 27906 16549 151,9 219 47,6 12396 6576
x5 246,7 250 61,1 34492 20065 194,9 267 50,2 15426 8254

Spartan-6 x1 27,2 28 69,1 4856 1544 25,8 38 62,8 2762 797
x2 62,4 74 68,9 8534 3080 55,7 70 67,0 4654 1529

x4 150,6 134 76,0 16168 5124 100,5 145 63,5 8396 3698
x5 171,4 159 74,8 19777 6479 146,9 169 69,7 10267 3944
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the final, fully routed design. The next two columns provide parameters which illustrate
effectiveness (or difficulties) of the implementation process, i.e. how the complex
logical transformations of the algorithms were realized with programmable resources of
the array: for the longest combinational path in the design the second column gives
number of logic elements it contains and the fourth – percentage of the propagation
delay incurred by the routing resources (and not logic elements). Any significant rise in
the latter parameter above 50–70% indicates problems with routing of connections
between logic elements of the array: if the connections are too dense vs. distribution of
logic elements, routing becomes congested and implementation in the array becomes
problematic. Size characteristics are reported in the last two columns which give the
total numbers of utilized LUT generators and slices.

4.2 Advantages of Applying RAM Modules

Based on the data from Table 1 we can evaluate size and speed of implementations
modified in a way proposed in this paper and compare them against the results of the
standard approach without RAM utilization. Parameters of those standard implemen-
tations for BLAKE algorithm are taken from previous studies in [8, 9] while the results
for BLAKE2 are presented here for the first time. Such a comparison is the purpose of
Fig. 3: the minimum clock period Tclk and the number of LUT generators for imple-
mentations with RAM are expressed as percentages of corresponding values of stan-
dard (no RAM) realizations – for all four organizations, for both versions of the hash,
and for the two FPGA platforms (hence such a number of data on display). As one can
see, in all cases the percentages are below the 100% level, i.e. the RAM implemen-
tations were faster (shorter Tclk) and smaller than their traditional counterparts.

While it was obviously expected that moving part of the logic from the FPGA array
to the block RAM should reduce LUT utilization, the actual scale of this reduction is
outstanding: on average LUT numbers were cut by half, in the BLAKE2 implementa-
tions on Spartan-3 even to 47–44%. Reductions on Spartan-6 platform are on average
smaller by 5–10% than on Spartan-3 – albeit still to the level of 57–52% – also the
original BLAKE hash is improved by somewhat smaller amount then the BLAKE2
variant. But the scale of the improvements indicates what burden was placed on the
implementation tools when the 16 message words, 32b each, are to be delivered and
selected in multiplexers twice in each Gmodule: this task alone took approximately half
of the designs with only rest of the resources busy with actual arithmetic of the hash
(which – as in any other cryptographic algorithm – is a very complex job on its own).

The improvement, although not so stable across all configurations, is seen also in
performance characteristic: while reading the message words from the block RAMs
does introduce some delay, passing them through the distributed logic in the standard
architectures turned out to be even slower so the overall clock period is reduced on
average by 15–25%. But first of all, when looking at the Tclk parameter we should note
worse stability across the unrolled architectures on the Spartan-6 platform. The newer
family, although can offer significantly larger chip capacities and better performance,
may suffer from routing congestion in case of more sized loop unrolled designs as it
also indicated in previous analyses of other contemporary ciphers like Salsa20,
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KECCAK, AES or Serpent [8–11]. These problems can lead to less predictable results
with specific implementations reaching better or worse results randomly, depending on
particular effectiveness of routing optimization in the specific chip. Such instabilities
were observed here for x4 and x5 implementations of BLAKE and for x4 case of
BLAKE2 but they should not hinder the overall improvement of the investigated
modification which was brought also on the Spartan-6 platform. Finally, one should
note that routing glitches affect the propagation delays and can be seen in degraded Tclk

values of the flawed designs but they have no influence on their mapping and place-
ment, so the size characteristics – number of LUT elements – remain unaffected.

As other parameters from Table 1 confirm, with introduction of the RAM units the
interconnection network gets simplified (fewer levels of logic) and is better routed
(smaller percentage of longest path delay generated by interconnections). Specific
individuality is observed in the case of the x2 design of BLAKE with the RAM
extension on Spartan-3: in this particular configuration the optimization procedures
especially efficiently reduced levels of logic but this was accompanied with a dispro-
portional increase in the routing part of the longest path (the only case when an increase
in any parameter is observed) so the reduction in the overall clock period is actually the
smallest across all the architectures on the Spartan-3 platform.

To balance these positive effects on speed and size of the designs it should be
reminded that they are accomplished at the cost of additional utilization of block RAM
units. Strictly speaking, they require from 128 kb (the x1 architecture) to even 640 kb
(the x5 case) of extra RAM in the hardware budget, even though only 1/32 of it is
actually used. In case of ASIC implementation size of the RAM units can be tailored
exactly to the needs of individual G functions. The detailed analysis (see [10]) indicates
that the required net amount of memory ranges from 3.5 kb in the x1 case to 6.5 kb in
the x4 organization.

4.3 BLAKE2 vs. BLAKE

The second evaluation will compare size and speed of BLAKE2 implementations
versus the analogous BLAKE ones. Like in the previous comparison, to avoid analysis
of raw numbers, Fig. 4 presents the ratios of respective parameters between two ver-
sions of the cipher, implemented with memory and in a standard way.

Fig. 3. The proposed RAM-based vs. standard approach: speed (minimum clock period) and
size (number of function generators) of the implementations which use RAM as percentages of
the values obtained previously, in Spartan-3 (S3) and Spartan-6 (S6) devices.
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Once again an opening remark should be made about instabilities in speed (but not
in size) of x4 and x5 cases on the Spartan-6 platform – filtering out these two Tclk S6
cases the analysis becomes more conclusive. Obviously, vast majority of the ratios is
below 100% what means that BLAKE2 implementations were smaller and faster than
the BLAKE ones but the scale of the improvement varies. The proposed RAM
extension on the Spartan-3 platform offers average reduction in size to 78% which is
the best outcome in this comparison; size optimizations for the standard (no RAM)
implementations are on both platforms worse by about 5% than in RAM versions, but
still down to 81–91%. Adding RAM helped in optimizations introduced in BLAKE2.

Speed improvements are not as good and sometimes even questionable: although
the standard implementations on Spartan-6 (with an exception of the aforemen-
tioned x4 case) reduce Tclk on average to 93%, the advantages in the RAM versions are
very small at all. This shows that simplifications in G functions indeed helped in speed
efficiency of the standard approach and introducing the RAM did not offer significant
further improvements.

4.4 Scaling with the Loop Unrolling Factor

In order to consistently evaluate efficiency of the loop unrolling mechanism among
diversity of ciphers variants and platforms, the analysis will be performed according to
an approach similar to that proposed in [11].

In every cipher/organization/platform combination the x1 architecture will be taken
as a point of reference and its parameters will be used for estimation of size and speed
of the unrolled architectures in the following way. Size of each unrolled architecture
should increase proportionally to the number of rounds implemented in hardware (the
unrolling factor) and we will estimate

Sizexk � Sizex1 � k ð2Þ

Maximum frequency of operation – or the minimum clock period – depends on the
other hand on the number of rounds the state must go through in one clock cycle, i.e.:

Fig. 4. Speed and size parameters of BLAKE2 implementations as percentages of equivalent
BLAKE cases, in Spartan-3 (S3) and Spartan-6 (S6) devices.
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Tclkxk � Tclkx1 � k ð3Þ

The two above equations can be used in estimating Tclk and number of LUTs in
the x2–x5 cases and Fig. 5 includes this kind of results displaying the ratios ac-
tual_value/estimation for both versions of the ciphers. The lower the ratio, the faster
(shorter Tclk) or the smaller (lower number of LUT) was the actual design in com-
parison to what could be expected from its x1 case. The value of 100% is the threshold
separating “better than” (<100%) from “worse than” (>100%) the expected.

Regarding the speed, it should be noted that only RAM implementations in the
Spartan-3 devices of both cipher variants behave close to the expectations and the
deviations from the estimated values are within ±5% margin. On this platform the
standard (no RAM) implementations exhibit more problems in the BLAKE2 version
where the x5 case is 14% slower than expected which shows that introducing RAM is
more important for implementation efficiency than optimizations of BLAKE2. Again,
speed parameters on Spartan-6 platform are less uniform but it can be seen that the
standard (no RAM) implementations for both ciphers can be even 30–40% slower than
the estimations while using RAM can reduce this amount by half.

Results of the size scaling are more consistent and the unrolled architectures are
always smaller than estimations. The best reductions down to 75% are noted for
RAM-based BLAKE2 cases in Spartan-6 chips and the smallest – for BLAKE
implemented without RAM in Spartan-3 but the variety across all 8 cipher/variant/
platform combinations is not as wide as it was in the speed parameter.

Fig. 5. Scaling efficiency of the unrolled architectures in BLAKE (above) and BLAKE2
(below): actual speed and size parameters are given as percentages of the values estimated from
the x1 case.
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5 Conclusions

Although the core of BLAKE hash functions was developed as a modification of
ChaCha algorithm, the additional data paths carrying the message bits to individual
round instances (which are not required in ChaCha, KECCAK and other contemporary
ciphers) substantially complicate organization of the hardware implementation,
increase size of the design and impair its performance. This paper discussed one
solution of this problem: application of on-chip FPGA block memory which repeti-
tively duplicate storage of the message words and provide them individually to every
instance of the G function.

The idea was tested for both BLAKE and BLAKE2 ciphers on 4 different orga-
nizations: the standard iterative one and three high-speed loop-unrolled architectures
with 2, 4 and 5 rounds instantiated in hardware. Results found after their implemen-
tation in popular Spartan-3 and Spartan-6 devices from Xilinx showed that the mod-
ification remarkably enhanced size of all the tested architectures: on average,
occupation of the FPGA array was reduced by half and some improvements, albeit not
so spectacular, were observed also in performance.

An open issue remains whether these improvements compensate the extra cost of
memory blocks added to the design. Nevertheless, it is common in the FPGA practice
that the whole design do not use all resources of the selected device and we have shown
that in such situations, if there remain some free memory blocks in the chip, using such
“leftovers” for improvements in BLAKE implementation is definitely an option worth
consideration.
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Abstract. Assurance case is an evidence-based argument demonstrating that a
given property of a system (e.g. safety, security) is assured. Assurance cases are
developed for high integrity systems, as in many industry domains such argu-
ment is explicitly required by regulations. Despite the fact that each assurance
case is unique, several reusable argument patterns have been identified and
published. This paper reports work on development of an on-line assurance case
patterns catalogue available in NOR-STA web-based software tool. This work
included an extensive literature search, critical evaluation of available patterns
and selection of most relevant ones, finally translation of selected patterns to
their target representation. The paper also describes a validation case study in
which an assurance case for medical devices was reviewed and restructured by
introducing patterns. The resulting catalogue was published and its 45 patterns
can be directly used in assurance cases built using NOR-STA tool.

Keywords: Assurance case � Safety case � Pattern � Catalogue

1 Introduction

Assurance case is “a structured set of arguments and a body of evidence showing that
an information system satisfies specific claims with respect to a given quality attribute”
[1]. Assurance cases demonstrating properties like safety or security are developed for
high integrity systems and in many industry domains they are explicitly required by
regulations [2–4]. Despite the fact that each assurance case is unique, several repeatable
problems and situations can be identified. Such problems and generalized solutions for
them can be described in the form of patterns. Patterns are used in other engineering
domains (e.g. design patterns in software engineering [5]) as general reusable solutions
to a commonly occurring problems within a given context.

Patterns have been adopted and successfully used for assurance cases [6]. Several
reusable patterns have been published, but their descriptions are distributed among
many sources, they are not uniform and their direct use in software supporting tools is
usually not possible. The work reported in this paper was the implementation of the
idea to create a unified pattern catalogue and to publish it in the Internet. The catalogue
is supposed to include all relevant patterns, ready to use in a supporting tool.
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In Sect. 2 we outline the background of our research, which includes two main
parts: in Sect. 2.1 we describe assurance cases, their usage and main notations; in
Sect. 2.2 we provide brief outline of patterns concept and their application to assurance
cases. Section 3 presents our contribution: the development and validation of pattern
catalogue. In Sect. 4 we discuss conclusions and possible directions of future work. No
separate “Related Work” section is defined, to avoid redundancy, as catalogue devel-
opment (Sect. 3) included a literature review.

2 Background

2.1 Assurance Cases

Assurance cases are developed for high integrity systems to demonstrate that their
particular quality attributes are achieved. The most common are safety cases [7] which
provide arguments that a system is acceptably safe to operate i.e. will not result in harm
to its environment. Other kinds of assurance cases include e.g. security cases, reliability
cases or maintainability cases [8].

A growing demand for assurance cases can be observed in several industry
domains. Regulations for automotive [2], railway [3], healthcare [4] explicitly require
or strongly recommend issuing an assurance case for high integrity systems to be
approved by a regulatory body. Also, assurance cases were recently addressed by
recognized standards issued by ISO/IEC [9] (later adopted by IEEE) and by OMG [10].

Assurance case development begins with defining high-level claims about system’s
quality attribute(s). Then a supporting argument is provided. Such argument will
include its own, more detailed, lower-level claims, which in turn need to be supported.
When necessary, evidence is referenced in the argument.

As a simplified example, consider a top-claim stating that “A system is safe to
operate in its environment”. The supporting argument could include sub-claims that
“Hazard identification activity uncovered all potential hazards” and that “All hazards
have been eliminated”. “All hazards have been eliminated” is further decomposed to
sub-claims addressing particular hazards: “Hazard A is eliminated”, “Hazard B is
eliminated”. Evidence referenced in such argument would include description of hazard
identification process, resulting list of hazards, system design documentation etc.

This example is very simple, while the real high integrity systems are usually com-
plex, include a number of components and integrate parts engineered using different
technologies. As result, an assurance case for such system is also very complex and
supported by a large number of evidence sources. Development and maintenance of
real-life assurance cases require suitable ways of expressing argument structures and
software tools providing adequate support. To address such needs, dedicated assurance
case notations were designed, which allow to express the structure of assurance argument
with all essential aspects. On a closer look, the above example lacks many important
details e.g.: what is the context of a given claim (e.g. how a “hazard” is defined) or what
argumentation strategy is used and what is the rationale behind it (e.g. why are the claims
about identification of hazards and their elimination sufficient to argue that the system is
safe). Assurance case notations capture such issues as its elements/building blocks.
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The notations currently used include CAE (Claim-Argument-Evidence) [11], GSN (Goal
Structuring Notation) [12] and NOR-STA [13].

Our work is part of the research done at Gdańsk University of Technology. This
research on assurance cases (dated back to 2001 [14]) resulted in TRUST-IT
methodology for assurance case development. NOR-STA notation depicted in Fig. 1 is
the main component of TRUST-IT (arrows from A to B denote that element A can
support element B). Another result is NOR-STA tool, an Internet based software which
supports development and maintenance of assurance cases. We use both NOR-STA
notation and tool in our work reported in the next sections.

2.2 Patterns

Patterns are supposed to enable reuse of successful approaches by describing repeatable
design problems and their generic (free of detail) solutions. Patterns were introduced to
software engineering domain [5], where they became one of the most important ideas.
Software design patterns capture repeatable problems related to object-oriented design
and their optimal (with respect to flexibility, ease of maintenance etc.) solutions.
According to [5], pattern‘s description should include the following elements:

Pattern Name, Intent, Also Known As, Motivation, Applicability, Structure, Par-
ticipants, Collaborations, Consequences, Implementation, Example Applications,
Known Uses, Related Patterns

Experiences from software design were adopted to assurance cases, based on the
observation that repeatable problems and good practices can be identified for argu-
ments as well. E.g. when demonstrating the safety of the system by using hazard
analysis results (as in example from Sect. 2.1), an appropriate hazard decomposition
pattern can be used. The first idea of assurance case patterns were described in [15] and
the first catalogue of patterns was proposed in [6]. In the following years the concept
and applications of patterns were further elaborated and more patterns (as well as
catalogues grouping them) were published. Moreover, patterns were accepted by
practitioners and currently are widely used in various industry domains [16–18].

Fig. 1. NOR-STA notation metamodel
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3 Assurance Case Patterns Catalogue

3.1 Motivation

The main idea behind our activities was to develop and publish a catalogue summa-
rizing the current state of research and practice on assurance case patterns. According
to our prior knowledge from research on assurance cases, further confirmed by an
initial literature review, the situation in assurance case patterns area was as follows:

• Several pattern catalogues existed (e.g. [6, 19]), but each of them included a set of
distinct patterns (very few patterns shared), and some were dedicated to a more
specific problems (e.g. systems built from existing software components [19]).

• Additional patterns, not included in any catalogue but described in separate papers
or reports (e.g. [17, 20]) were designed. Such sources described a single pattern or a
small number of interrelated patterns.

• Different notations were used for published patterns. The dominating notation used
was GSN, but there were exceptions. Furthermore, pattern descriptions used dif-
ferent structures and some provided significantly more details than others.

• The published patterns were usually available only as the contents of a paper, thesis
or report. Even if the author designed a pattern using a supporting software tool,
such electronic pattern representation was not available to the general research
community. Someone who intended to use a given pattern in his/her case, would
have to manually enter it, element after element, into a software tool.

• Finally, as far as we know, in recent years no extensive search for existing patterns
was performed and no summary about the current state published, except [21]
where several sources and patterns known to authors are listed.

These observations motivated us to start the work aimed at development of a single
pattern catalogue, summarizing the current state of this research area. We intended to
represent those patterns in NOR-STA tool, so they could be published in the Internet
and ready to be applied to assurance cases created in NOR-STA. In the next sections
we describe the process of catalogue development, the resulting catalogue and the
validation case study conducted to assess its applicability to support the work on
assurance cases.

3.2 Catalogue Development Process

The first step to develop a pattern catalogue was to conduct a literature search and to
identify sources where assurance case patterns are described. We cannot claim it was a
Systematic Literature Review, as no review protocol was prepared and no
meta-analyses conducted, but we made an effort to make the search as extensive as
reasonably possible and to include all possible candidate sources. The main tool used
for this purpose was Google Scholar (GS). Our experiences from past literature sear-
ches have shown it to be sufficient, as GS indexes other publication databases. This was
also confirmed during this search – we reached, through GS, publications stored in
other databases e.g. IEEE, Springer or Elsevier. We conducted the search by:
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• Using appropriate keywords in GS search engine;
• Using citation maps for sources already found or known beforehand – for each

source we checked its References sections and we used GS to identify publications
which in turn cite this source;

• Using names of authors of previously identified publications in GS and in a generic
web search engine.

The candidate sources found were analyzed by reviewing their titles, keywords and
abstracts, also by quickly scanning the contents - pattern definitions are usually rep-
resented as figures. After rejecting the sources which clearly included no patterns, we
still had 31 sources for a more thorough analysis. Due to space limitations we cannot
list all of them in this paper, however such list of references is available in our on-line
catalogue. The analysis of sources’ contents resulted in several observations:

• Some of the sources, despite using word “pattern”, just reported arguments used in
development of a particular assurance case, not patterns understood as more gen-
eric, well-designed solutions, applicable to many assurance arguments.

• Other sources proposed patterns dedicated to a single domain (e.g. automotive [17]
or nuclear [18]) or at least it was not clear whether they could be adopted to another
domain (and if so, how should such pattern be modified/generalized).

• In a very few cases, a pattern appeared in more than one catalogue (e.g. ALARP
Pattern in [6, 22]).

• When comparing patterns, some of them could be treated as more generalized
versions of others (e.g. Architectural Decomposition pattern from [23] is more
general than the corresponding patterns from [17]).

We made a selection among “candidate patterns” by applying the following actions:

• Reject the particular arguments not generalized into patterns.
• Reject patterns described as ideas only, without explicit argument structure.
• If a given pattern is included in multiple catalogues (or other sources) – select the

most recent source.
• If similar argumentation structures are described as patterns – select the more

general one.
• Reject domain-specific patterns, for which no indication is provided how to apply

them to other domains.

As result, we selected 45 patterns. The most difficult decision concerned COTS
Safety Patterns [19], we finally decided to include two core patterns and leave out the
remaining ones.

The next steps were to translate these patterns into NOR-STA notation, to provide a
uniform description structure for them and to represent them in NOR-STA tool. As all
the selected patterns were defined in GSN notation, we had to define translation rules
between GSN and NOR-STA notations. The translation encountered no fundamental
problems, however some difficulties stemming from notational differences were
uncovered e.g.:
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• In GSN a Goal (an equivalent of a Claim) can be directly supported by a sub-goal.
In NOR-STA an Argumentation strategy is mandatory between Claims to explain
the argument. In such cases we had to add Argumentation strategies.

• In GSN, a Justification is an optional element. In NOR-STA, every Argumentation
strategy is expected to have a Rationale, which had to be added.

• No explicit Context element is defined in NOR-STA, instead Information elements
are used to express all contextual or explanatory information included in assurance
arguments.

• GSN defines additional elements, which are useful for pattern instantiation e.g.
marking some parts of an argument as optional or alternative. With no direct
equivalent in NOR-STA, we had to use Information elements for this purpose.

As for description structures, there were significant differences between the sources
of selected patterns. Sources [6, 19, 24] used a full description structure adopted from
software design patterns (listed in Sect. 2.2), [25] covered about a half of description
elements, [22, 23] provided only a structure of the pattern, while [20, 26] a structure
plus examples of use. All selected patterns were (manually) entered into NOR-STA
tool, using translation rules mentioned above. All description elements defined for a
given pattern were preserved. Moreover, for each pattern we provided a link to the
source of its original description.

Figure 2 is a screenshot from NOR-STA tool depicting an example pattern
(Security Case Pattern) as represented in our catalogue. Table 1 gives the summary of
all patterns included in our catalogue and their sources. The catalogue is available
on-line at [27] (please note that read-only access is enabled for unauthorized users).
The total number of basic elements the included patterns are composed of is over 1300.

3.3 Validation Case Study

To assess whether the pattern catalogue is applicable in typical activities related to
assurance case development and maintenance, we conducted a validation case study.
Introducing patterns as part of maintenance activities (updates and modifications
applied to already developed assurance case) is more demanding than using patterns
during the development. In development, the author introduces an “empty” pattern
while building a part of assurance case and instantiates it (fills with system-specific
content). In maintenance, additionally a part of assurance case has to be restructured,
some arguments modified, new elements added, while others relocated – and all that
without losing any existing essential information and in such way that the resulting
overall assurance case is valid and convincing.

We decided to use an existing assurance case dedicated to safety and operability of
medical devices, developed by Kansas State University as part of the project com-
missioned by U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [28]. It was not a case for a
specific product. Its purpose was to be a generic assurance case for a Patient Control
Analgesia (PCA) pump serving as an example for infusion pump manufacturers, who,
according to recent guidelines [4], are expected to deliver to FDA assurance cases for
their products. This case was developed using NOR-STA and is freely available at [29].
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Being a generic example, the case was not complete e.g. several lower-level claims
depending on device’s design decisions remained undeveloped. The case reflected
FDA’s requirements e.g. to address all hazard categories (electrical, software,
bio-chemical etc.), to show that remaining risk after mitigation of all hazard can be
considered acceptable etc. The resulting argument was quite large as it included about
750 elements. No patterns were explicitly used in it. In the case study:

• On the methodological level, we intended to verify whether the patterns from our
catalogue are applicable for a maintenance of a non-trivial assurance case;

• On the operational level, we wanted to find out how easy/difficult can such oper-
ation be done using NOR-STA tool functionality.

One of us analyzed the PCA pump assurance case and identified the parts where
patterns could be introduced. The results were reviewed by a second person and
resulted in some change proposals. After agreement was reached, a new version of the
assurance case was created by copying patterns from the catalogue, pasting them to a

Fig. 2. Security Case Pattern represented in NOR-STA tool.
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given part of the case and restructuring this part, so the pattern became an integral part
of argument structure and was filled with specific contents. Table 2 provides a sum-
mary about patterns used and the parts of assurance case they were introduced to.

Table 1. Patterns included in the catalogue and their sources

Sources Patterns

Safety Case Patterns
Catalogue (T. Kelly) [6]

ALARP (As Low as Reasonably Practicable) Argument
Hazard Directed Integrity Level Argument
Control System Architecture Breakdown Argument
Diverse Argument
Safety Margin
Fault Tree Evidence

A Software Safety Pattern
Catalogue (R. Weaver) [24]

Component Contributions to System Hazards
Hazardous Software Failure Mode Decomposition
Hazardous Software Failure Mode Classification
Software Argument Approach
Absence of Omission Hazardous Software Failure Mode
Absence of Commission Hazardous Software Failure Mode
Absence of Early Hazardous Software Failure Mode
Absence of Late Hazardous Software Failure Mode
Absence of Value Hazardous Software Failure Mode
Handling of Hardware/Other Component Failure Mode
Effects of Other Components
Handling of Software Failure Mode

The Software Safety
Argument Pattern Catalogue
(R. Hawkins, T. Kelly) [25]

High-Level Software Safety Argument Pattern
Software Contribution Safety Argument Pattern
SSR Identification Software Safety Argument Pattern
Hazardous Contribution Software Safety Argument Pattern
Software Contribution Safety Arg. Pattern with Grouping

Safety Cases for Advanced
Control Software: Safety Case
Patterns (J. McDermid,
R. Alexander, T. Kelly,
Z. Kurd) [22]

Improved Safety Argument
Maintained Safety Argument
At Least As Safe Argument
Risk Acceptance Argument
Top Level System-to-Software Hazard Mitigation
Argument
Top Level System-to-Software Hazard Contribution Arg.
Software Hazard Contributions Argument
Hazardous Software Failure Mode Acceptability Argument
Hazardous Software Failure Mode Absence Argument
Safe Adaptation Argument
Behavioural vs. Model-Building Adaptation Argument

(continued)
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Several more patterns could be used, but they would affect the same parts as those
listed in Table 2, therefore it was a choice between alternatives (e.g. Component
Contributions to System Hazards [24] and Architectural Decomposition [23]). Intro-
duction of patterns improved the assurance case, for example “from_to” pattern
required adding definitions of intended use and intended environment, which were not
explicitly expressed in the original case.

4 Conclusions and Further Work

The work reported in previous sections resulted in a catalogue of assurance case
patterns grouping 45 patterns gathered from available literature. Of course, more pat-
terns could be included, however it was our explicit decision to be selective and take
into consideration only the universal, not domain-specific ones. The catalogue is the
end result of an extensive literature overview. Together with our working materials and
reference lists it can be considered a snapshot of assurance case patterns research &
practice state in a given moment of time. Our catalogue is available to any Internet user.

Table 1. (continued)

Sources Patterns

COTS Safety Patterns (F. Ye)
[19]

COTS Component Use Safety Argument
Process-Based COTS Safety Argument

Decomposition Patterns
(S. Yamamoto) [23] –
conference presentation slides

Architecture Decomposition
Functional Decomposition
Attribute Decomposition
Infinite Set Decomposition
Complete Decomposition
Monotonic Decomposition
Decomposition by Concretion

Arguing Security
(Weinstock et al.) [26]

A Security Case Pattern

Model-Based Develop-ment
(Ayoub et al.) [20]

From_to Pattern

Table 2. Case study summary

Assurance case part Pattern introduced

Arguing system safety by addressing pre-defined
categories of hazards

Component Contributions to
System Hazards [24]

Mitigation of “Incorrect flow rate” hazard by providing
built-in alarms

Monotonic Decomposition
[23]

Arguing PCA pump performs intended function on the
basis or valid specification and correct implementation

from_to [20]
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This also serves as a way to disseminate knowledge about existing patterns. The
registered NOR-STA users can utilize it by copying and manually instantiating patterns
of their choice in their own assurance cases. The feasibility of such operations was
validated in the performed case study.

In future, we plan to introduce automated pattern instantiation in NOR-STA tool.
Basically, it means implementing software tool functionality which allows user to
select a pattern and a source of data necessary to fill the contents of such pattern and
then the instantiation is done by the tool. For example, it could be a pattern related to
hazards (like ALARP Pattern [6]) and an external file storing hazard analysis results in
a specified format. It is currently a subject of active research at Gdańsk University of
Technology, which already resulted in elaborating automated instantiation method and
first working software prototype [30]. The catalogue can be easily extended with
additional patterns and we intend to do it as new patterns appear in the literature. Also,
domain-specific patterns, which were rejected during catalogue development process,
can be added in future (if for example there is such demand from NOR-STA users) or
included in separate, domain-specific catalogues.
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Abstract. The issue of reliability in the cargo handling process is very
important. The particular importance is the level of cargo service in relation to
intermodal transport. The specificity of this way of good transportation require
high effectiveness in the mutual interaction of information systems, technology
and man activity. Container handling process on intermodal terminal is pre-
sented and divided into five pub-processes. The aim of the article is to present
level of disruptions coming from information fail. The Authors focused on
information system that appear the weakest among the primary reasons of dis-
ruptions. The article includes errors selection due to the cause of their formation
and their impact on the correctness of the process implementation.

Keywords: Intermodal transport � Intermodal terminal � Information flow

1 Introduction

Intermodal transport [3] is defined as passenger or freight transport from the initial
point to the destination, using at least two means of transport. Regarding freight
transport such process can be carried out with a various configuration of the means of
transport, i.e. by truck, rail and ocean shipping. Intermodal transport refers to a mul-
timodal chain of freight service; most frequently this is an integrated freight unit,
namely a container. Such transport is carried out routes usually over the distance of
300 km.

Intermodal terminal infrastructure is essential to the implementation of the inter-
modal transport. Part of the point infrastructure includes seaports, inland terminals and
depots (place of inspection, storage and repair empty containers) [26]. Wide infor-
mation on cargo operation in the terminals can be find in [19].

There are two flows in inland terminal, as in average logistics system: flow of cargo
and information. Elements of the system are [1, 12]:

– the technical means that allow loading, unloading, handling among the storage area,
– integrated computer networks for the information transmission between users of the

system, as well as to improve the work of the system,
– experts, who are responsible for taking the decision, as well as commanding the

implementation of scheduled tasks.
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The inputs to container handling system on the terminals (Fig. 1) are: man activity,
infrastructure and information. The output is tasks execution. Container terminals,
constitute a key role in intermodal transport, therefore it is important that the terminals
worked in dependable way.

Currently logistics systems are highly developed, that the search for reasons of
disruptions only in technical devices is insufficient. Disruptions of logistics systems and
logistics processes should be analyzed from the human activity point of view and the
information sharing becomes significant reasons of insufficient level of service.

The article presents the cargo handling process model regarding in intermodal
terminal operations. The contribution includes as identification and the determination
of the disruption causes. The Authors focused on information system. This element
appears the weakest among the primary reasons of disruptions.

2 Literature Review

Dependability is defined as the ability of an object to fulfil the present requirements [7].
In this context dependability can be meant as an ability to provide the process of cargo
flow at intermodal transport. The issue of reliability has been brought up in many
studies concerning various systems or technical facilities. Reliability, susceptibility,
resistance in a logistics system has been discussed in different studies [13, 21, 22, 24,
25, 28]. Dependability is also described in transport cases; in railway transport [17, 18]
or air transport [8–10, 20]. Dependability modeling and analysis of technical objects
and systems is described in e.g. [11, 23, 24]. Dependability model of intermodal
terminals is presented in [27]. An essential element in the system, whereby handling
operations are carried out, is also given as dependability of the information system as
presented in the paper [14, 15]. In those papers system oriented analysis is presented,
however there is lack of process oriented studies in literature.

As previously mentioned in any logistic system includes the flow of cargo and
accompanying flow of information. Information, is considered as an element of the
information system. Mostly, the systems are examined in terms of security, secure data
against theft or data recovery. For example in [5] effectiveness of information system is
identified as relationship between: system quality, information quality, user, user sat-
isfaction, individual impact and organizational impact. In paper [16] (on the basis of
method SERVQUAL) are distinguished some aspects, which have influence on service
quality: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy.

The next group is information sharing between users of supply chain. At this group,
many authors are considered various cases, for example: complete information sharing,
partial information sharing or no information sharing between different users in supply
chain. For example works [2, 4] proposed quantitative modeling of information - value
of information, in supply chain – by Markov model. Information value was obtained to

Fig. 1. An inland terminal as system.
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identify advantage coming from information sharing between supplier and retailer. In
paper [6] are considered three models: in the first one was no information sharing, in
the second was sharing partial information from retailer to supplier, and the last one
was complete information sharing between all users in supply chain. In those paper
authors are used Markov process.

In the available literature the authors analyze the information system, not the process.
The authors assess the information system in the selected organization (usually enter-
prises) as a whole, do not consider single message. In the present work, at any level of the
process, the information were extracted, considered specification what the data should
contain. Basis on this information research and evaluation of logistics process was made.

In the further part of the contribution results of a study on intermodal freight service
on terminal are presented. The research includes causes of disruption of the logistics
process (container cargo handling service) consisting of five stages – sub processes.

3 The Dependability Model of Intermodal Cargo Service

The process of container service in intermodal terminal is presented on Fig. 2. It begins
by sending the customer’s order to the company, and ends at the time of cargo delivery
to the client.

Figure 3 presents particular processes of container cargo handling:

– p1 – the process of preparation of the order by the customer,
– p2 – order input to a computer system,
– p3 – acceptance of cargo in the container terminal, integrated loading units (perhaps

using the tractor or train),
– p4 – cargo operations; vehicle/train/transshipment operations in order to service the

goods on terminal,
– p5 – cargo units transport to the customer.

It has been extracted the flow of information and has been highlighted performance
of different actions and operations. The graph of information flow model is shown on
Fig. 3. In this contribution information is defined as a data notification or communi-
cation equated with the message [2].

In accordance with the cargo handling process there are 5 operations assigned as
(e)i; the performance of the tasks is marked as ri and 4 flows of information marked as
ii. The cargo handling process begins with the preparation of the order (p1 - according
to Fig. 2) by the customer and are willing tasks determined by the physical send the
information from the client to the freight forwarder at the terminal land (e1). Freight
forwarder then enters the data delivery to the information system (p2) and sends this

Fig. 2. The process of cargo in intermodal.
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request to the machine operators (e2). The next process is the adoption of the integrated
loading units on the terminal, and then there is the physical check on the condition of
the containers (or not damaged), and to verify compliance of delivery (p3), on the basis
of the freight forwarder assumes the transport order for cargo (e3) (deciding whether the
cargo is to be stored on the terminal or directly sent to the client). After the completion
of this task is the process of moving cargo (p4), followed by translocation operations
(e4), to them it is loading, unloading and storage units. The last process (p5) is the
loading of the means of transport and the means of transport from terminal to the client
(e5). As can be seen from Fig. 3, each task execution (ei) is preceded by the receipt of
information (ii) about its execution. The first message (i1) contains data about cargo,
which is to be delivered to the terminal, e.g. the number of cargo, weight of cargo,
ADR/RID, etc. The next information (i2) applies to data delivery, which is what (the
number of the container) cargo will be delivered, the day of delivery, and what means
of transport is to be involved. The next information (i3) is created when you create the
order in the system by the freight forwarder, or indicate which cargo is to be stored, and
that cargo is to be sent and what day. Most recent information (i4) is basically a waybill,
which is passed to the person who performs the transport to the customer with a load.
The last element in the model presented in Fig. 3 is the realization of tasks. In the case
of the implementation of the tasks we have to do with the r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, and this
realization has an index i, j, k, l, m <1, 2, 3>, this means that the implementation of
tasks can be performed in 3 different ways. As 1 marked the full (complete) imple-
mentation tasks, as 2 marked a partial implementation of the tasks and as 3 adopted the
lack of execution of the task. For example, the r32 will mean partly implementation of
e3, while the r43 will mean the lack of implementation of tasks of the e4 and to stop the
process at this point. One of the assumptions of this model is that each next imple-
mentation task depends on the result of previous which means that to be possible
departure of the cargo from the terminal, must be made the previous task, at least at the
level of partial implementation.

Fig. 3. Model the process of cargo handling in intermodal terminal
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Regarding the model presented on Fig. 3, Sect. 4 consist of the distortion analysis of
the cargo service process. The results of each sub-process is described, specifically their
validity with respect to the smooth process of cargo handling in intermodal terminal.

4 Characteristics of Cargo Handling Process Disturbances
in Intermodal Terminal

In 2016, the study associated with the level of customer service, in accordance with the
cargo handling process model (Fig. 2) were carried out in one of polish inland con-
tainer terminals. The observation has been concerned on the cargo flow from the
railway track at the entrance to the terminal to the cargo delivery to the customer by
road. Total number of observed services counted 948 numbers.

It was assumed, that each of the five stages may end in one of three ways:

1. full compliance with the expectation of the client (internal or external): compliance
with the timetable, the time compliance specification, the process is entirely cor-
rectly; further marked as G;

2. partial compliance: there may be a small documentation non-compliance (e.g. the
lack of complementary document, time discrepancies up to 2 h); the process is
disrupted, however, may end up successfully; the fulfillment of the client expec-
tations; further marked as S;

3. non-compliance process: the lack of timely delivery of cargo, lack of required
documents, etc., marked as F.

The distortion created in the course of handling cargo are classified into 1 of 5
groups:

men, technique, information, previous delays, other.
In the further part the nature of each of the causes of disruption is showed.
Men – the cause of the disruption is the man; the lack of a suitable person for the

position, the lack of a decisive person or contractor, human error, the disruption clearly
depends on the intentional or non-intentional human activities or lack of appropriate
response;

Technique – the cause of the disruption is the unreliability of a technical device or
machine; in the case of electronic devices is a lack of communication, lack of services
availability, the update of the operating system at the time required the use of the
equipment; in the case of transport equipment-lack of availability, failure, repair,
preventive maintenance, etc.

Information – the lack of satisfactory information on time, in an appropriate form,
the lack of a clear message, the information too late, etc.

Previous delays – delay of service resulting from non-compliance on previous
stages; the cascading delays,

Other – delay incoming not from technology, management or operation processes,
e.g. causes of weather, external reasons, traffics, ect.

The Fig. 4 shows the structure of the achieved levels of validation the cargo flows
process at the following stages of the operation. As it can be seen, along with the
process progress the effectiveness of the correct implementation decreases. In the first
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stage, there were a total of 213 cases of non-compliance. Later, this number increasing,
with the exception of phase 3, where the total number of non-compliance decreased
from 254 (step 2) to 246 (step 3). However, the total number of processes that are able
to take increased then from 109 to 125.

Figure 5 shows the causes of disruptions. As it can be seen many inconsistencies in
the handling of cargo was apparent from the terms of service are not met in the
previous stage; for the most part the reason were considerable delays. Cascade delays
are the indirect cause of disruption. Looking at the root causes (direct causes) of

Fig. 4. The correctness of the process at the stages

Fig. 5. Disruptions, including direct and indirect causes
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non-compliance, it appears that the most common cause of disruption is wrong,
inadequate information system. Next, man activity and lack of equipment (technique)
provide disruptions. The information about roots presented on Fig. 6.

The structure of disruptions changes in successive stages. Figure 7 shows the direct
and indirect distortion, and in Fig. 8 direct cases only. Indirect disruptions are clearly
dominant. The average value of cascade disturbances is 44.18%, however, in the first
stage it was 18.77%, while in fifth 56.96%. The last two stages are dominated by the
indirect disruption, in both count more than 50% of all disturbances of the process. The
direct distortion are characterizing by the variability. Depending on the stage, different

Fig. 6. Disruptions, including only direct causes

Fig. 7. The structure of the disturbance process in stages, direct and indirect causes
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disturbances seem to be dominant. As far as the first stage of information (lack) is the
most dangerous distorting cause, in the third stage clearly dominates the human factor,
as the reason for the lack of conformity process. In the successive stages of the
disruption structure changes are visible.

5 Summary

The problem of reliability in the cargo handling operations is a very important topic,
due to the customer service do not meet the customer expectations. The expectations
are closely linked with the searching for factors that allow for fluent logistic service.
Disruptions in the cargo handling can be divided into direct and indirect. The direct
factors, in the case of container handling operation in intermodal terminal, have been
divided into those that derive from information, human and technology errors. As
shown in the publication, in this nowadays technique/technology is not the primary
problem in meeting customer expectations. Today, many interference results from
direct human activity, inefficient, poorly structured system information.

In most cases, the number of interference increases with successive stages of the
process. There has been a decrease in the number of incorrect services for transition
from the sub-process 2 to 3. In a sense it can be understand as an activity characterised
by resistance to interference, especially when number of cascading delays decreased.

Further work will rely on the detailed examining the relationships between infor-
mation flow and loading operations. In the context of supply chain reliability it seems
to be important to examine completeness and clarity of information, consequently the
response in the form of the effective implementation of the process at the operational
level.

Fig. 8. The structure of the disturbance process in stages, direct causes
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Abstract. In this work, a job-flow scheduling approach for Grid virtual orga-
nizations is proposed and studied. Users’ and resource providers’ preferences,
virtual organization’s internal policies, resources geographical distribution along
with local private utilization impose specific requirements for efficient
scheduling according to different, usually contradictive, criteria. With increasing
resources utilization level the available resources set and corresponding decision
space are reduced. This further complicates the task of efficient scheduling. In
order to improve overall scheduling efficiency we propose a heuristic antici-
pation scheduling approach. It generates a near optimal but infeasible scheduling
solution and includes special replication procedure for efficient and feasible
resources allocation.

Keywords: Scheduling � Grid � Resources � Utilization � Heuristic � Job
batch � Virtual organization � Anticipation � Replication

1 Introduction and Related Works

In distributed environments with non-dedicated resources such as utility Grids the
computational nodes are usually partly utilized by local high-priority jobs coming from
resource owners. Thus, the resources available for use are represented with a set time
intervals (slots) during which the individual computational nodes are capable to exe-
cute parts of independent users’ parallel jobs. These slots generally have different start
and finish times and a performance difference. The presence of a set of slots impedes
the problem of resources allocation necessary to execute the job flow from computa-
tional environment users. Resource fragmentation also results in a decrease of the total
computing environment utilization level [1, 2].

Application level scheduling [3] is based on the available resources utilization and,
as a rule, does not imply any global resource sharing or allocation policy. Job flow
scheduling [4, 5] in user’s virtual organizations (VO) suppose uniform rules of resource
sharing and consumption, in particular based on economic models. This approach
allows improving the job-flow level scheduling and resource distribution efficiency.
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VO policy may offer optimized scheduling to satisfy both users’ and VO common
preferences. The VO scheduling problems may be formulated as follows: to optimize
users’ criteria or utility function for selected jobs [6, 7], to keep resource overall load
balance [8, 9], to have job run in strict order or maintain job priorities [10], to optimize
overall scheduling performance by some custom criteria [11, 12], etc.

VO formation and performance largely depends on mutually beneficial collabo-
ration between all the related stakeholders. However, users’ preferences and owners’
and administrators’ preferences may conflict with each other. Users are likely to be
interested in the fastest possible running time for their jobs with least possible costs
whereas VO preferences are usually directed to available resources load balancing or
node owners’ profit boosting. Thus, VO policies in general should respect all members
and the most important aspect of rules suggested by VO is their fairness. A number of
works understand fairness as it is defined in the theory of cooperative games, such as
fair job flow distribution [9], fair quotas [13, 14], fair user jobs prioritization [10], and
non-monetary distribution [15]. The cyclic scheduling scheme (CSS) [16] implements
a fair scheduling optimization mechanism which ensures stakeholders interests to
some predefined extent. The downside of a majority centralized metascheduling
approaches is that they lose their efficiency and optimization features in distributed
environments with a limited resources supply. For example in [2], a traditional
backfilling algorithm provided better scheduling outcome when compared to different
optimization approaches in resource domain with a minimal performance configura-
tion. The general root cause is that in fact the same scarce set of resources (being
efficient or not) have to be used for a job flow execution or otherwise some jobs might
hang in the queue. Under such conditions, user jobs priority and ordering greatly
influence the scheduling results. At the same time, application-level brokers are still
able to ensure user preferences and optimize the job’s performance under free-market
mechanisms.

Main contribution of this paper is a heuristic CSS-based job-flow scheduling
approach which retains efficiency even in distributed computing environments with
limited resources. Special scheduling solution replication procedure is proposed and
studied to ensure a feasible scheduling result. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 presents a general CSS fair scheduling concept. The proposed
heuristic-based scheduling technique is presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 contains sim-
ulation experiment setup and results for the proposed scheduling approach. Finally,
Sect. 5 summarizes the paper.

2 Cyclic Alternative-Based Fair Scheduling

Scheduling of a job flow using CSS is performed in time cycles known as scheduling
intervals, by job batches [16]. The actual scheduling procedure consists of two main
steps. The first step involves a search for alternative scenarios of each job execution, or
simply alternatives [17]. During the second step the dynamic programming methods
[16] are used to choose an optimal alternatives’ combination. One alternative is
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selected for each job with respect to the given VO and user criteria. An example for a
user scheduling criterion may be an overall job running time, an overall running cost,
etc. This criterion describes user’s preferences for that specific job execution and
expresses a type of an additional optimization to perform when searching for alter-
natives. Alongside with time (T) and cost (C) properties each job execution alternative
has a user utility (U) value: user evaluation against the scheduling criterion. A common
VO optimization problem may be stated as either minimization or maximization of one
of the properties, having other fixed or limited, or involve Pareto-optimal strategy
search involving both kinds of properties [4, 16, 18]. For a fair CSS scheduling
model the second step VO optimization problem could be in form of: C ! max, lim
U (maximize total job flow execution cost, while respecting user’s preferences to some
extent); U ! min, lim T (meet user’s best interests, while ensuring some acceptable
job flow execution time) and so on [16].

We consider the following relative approach to represent a user utility U. A job
alternative with the minimum (best) user-defined criterion value Zmin corresponds to
the left interval boundary (U = 0%) of all possible job scheduling outcomes. An
alternative with the worst possible criterion value Zmax corresponds to the right interval
boundary (U = 100%). In the general case, for each alternative with value Z, U is set
depending on its position in [Zmin; Zmax] interval using the following formula:
U ¼ Z�Zmin

Zmax�Zmin
� 100%. Thus, each alternative gets its utility in relation to the “best” and

the “worst” optimization criterion values user could expect according to the job’s
priority. And the more some alternative corresponds to user’s preferences the smaller
is the value of U. For a fair scheduling model the second step VO optimization
problem could be in form of: C ! max, lim U (maximize total job flow execution
cost, while respecting user’s preferences to some extent); U ! min, lim T (meet
user’s best interests, while ensuring some acceptable job flow execution time) and so
on [16].

The launch of any job requires a co-allocation of a specified number of slots, as
well as in the classic backfilling variation. A single slot is a time span that can be
assigned to run a part of a parallel job. The target is to scan a list of Ns available slots
and to select a window of m parallel slots with a length of the required resource
reservation time. The user job requirements are arranged into a resource request
containing a resource reservation time, characteristics of computational nodes (clock
speed, RAM volume, disk space, operating system etc.), limitation on the selected
window maximum cost. ALP, AMP and AEP window search algorithms were
discussed in [17]. The job batch scheduling performs consecutive allocation of a
multiple nonintersecting in terms of slots alternatives for each job. Otherwise irre-
solvable collisions for resources may occur if different jobs will share the same
time-slots. Sequential alternatives search and resources reservation procedures help to
prevent such scenario. However in an extreme case when resources are limited or
overutilized only at most one alternative execution could be reserved for each job. In
this case alternatives-based scheduling result will be no different from First Fit
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resources allocation procedure [2]. First Fit resource selection algorithms [19] assign
any job to the first set of slots matching the resource request conditions without any
optimization.

3 Anticipation Scheduling

In order to address this problem the following heuristic job batch scheduling scheme is
proposed which consists of three main steps. First, a set of all possible execution
alternatives is found for each job not considering time slots intersections and without
any resources reservation. The resulting intersecting alternatives found for each job
reflect a full range of different job execution possibilities user may expect on the current
scheduling interval. Second, CSS scheduling procedure [16] is performed to select
alternatives combination (one alternative for each job of the batch) optimal according to
VO policy. The resulting alternatives combination most likely corresponds to an
infeasible scheduling solution as possible time slots intersection will cause collisions
on resources allocation stage. The main idea of this step is that obtained infeasible
solution will provide some heuristic insights on how each job should be handled during
the scheduling. For example, is time-biased or cost-biased execution is preferred, how
it should correspond to user criterion and VO administration policy and so on. Third, a
feasible resources allocation is performed by replicating alternatives selected in step 2.
The base for this replication step is an Algorithm searching for Extreme Performance
(AEP) described in details in [17]. In the current step AEP helps to find and reserve
feasible execution alternatives most similar to those selected in the near-optimal
infeasible solution. After these three steps are performed the resulting solution is both
feasible and efficient as it reflects scheduling pattern obtained from a near-optimal
reference solution from step 2.

We used AEP modification to allocate a diverse set of execution alternatives
for each job. Originally AEP scans through a whole list of available time slots and
retrieves one alternative execution satisfying user resource request and optimal
according to user custom criterion. During this scan, we saved all intermediate AEP
search results to a dedicated list of possible alternatives. For the replication purpose
a new Execution Similarity criterion was introduced which helps AEP to find a
window with minimum distance to a reference alternative. Generally, we define a
distance between two different alternatives (windows) as a relative difference or error
between their significant criteria values. For example if reference alternative has Cref

total cost, and some candidate alternative cost is Ccan, then the relative cost error EC is

calculated as EC ¼ jCref�Ccanj
Cref

. If one need to consider several criteria the distance D
between two alternatives may be calculated as a linear sum of criteria errors:
Dl ¼ EC þET þ ::þEU , or as a geometric distance in a parameters space:
Dg ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2
C þE2

T þ ::E2
U

p
.
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AEP modification with Execution Similarity criterion is represented below.

Input Data: slotList - a list of available slots; job - a job for which the search is 
performed; refAlternative – reference alternative used to find similar job execution 
window. 
Result: closestWindow – execution window similar to refAlternative

slotList = orderSystemSlotsByStartTime();
minDistance = MAX_VALUE;

for each slot in slotList do
if not(properHardwareAndSoftware(job, slot.node)) then

continue;
end
windowSlotList.add(slot);
windowStartTime = slot.startTime;
for each wSlot in windowSlotList do

minLength = wSlot.node.getWorkingTimeEstimate();
if (wSlot.endTime - windowStartTime) < minLength then

windowSlotList.remove(wSlot);
end

end
if windowSlotList.size() ≥ job.nodesNeed then
distance = calculateDistance(windowSlotList, refAlternative);
if distance < minDistance then

minDistance = distance;
closestWindow = windowSlotList;
end

end
end

In this algorithm an expanded window windowSlotList of size M moves through a
whole list of all available slots slotList sorted by their start time in ascending order. At
each step any combination of m slots inside windowSlotList (in the case, when m
M) can form a window that meets all the requirements to run the job. The main
difference from the original AEP is that instead of searching for a window with a
maximum single criterion value, we retrieve window with a minimum distance Dg or
Dl to a reference execution alternative. Generally, this distance can reflect job execu-
tion preferences in terms of multiple criteria such as job execution cost, runtime, start
time, finish time, etc.

For a feasible job batch resources allocation AEP consequentially allocates for each
job a single execution window with a minimum distance to a reference corresponding
alternative from an infeasible solution. Time slots allocated for i-th job are reserved and
excluded from the slot list when AEP search algorithm is performed for the following
jobs i + 1, i + 2,.. N. Thus this procedure prevents any conflicts for resources and pro-
vides scheduling solution which in some sense reflects near-optimal reference solution.
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4 Simulation Study

An experiment was prepared as follows using a custom distributed environment sim-
ulator [2, 16, 17]. VO and computing environment properties:

• The resource pool includes 80 heterogeneous computational nodes.
• A specific cost of a node is an exponential function of its performance value (base

cost) with an added variable margin distributed normally as ±0.6 of a base cost.
• The scheduling interval length is 800 time quanta. The initial resource load with

owner jobs is distributed hyper-geometrically resulting in 5% to 10% time quanta
excluded in total.

Job batch properties:

• Jobs number in a batch is 125.
• Nodes quantity needed for a job is a whole number distributed evenly on [2; 6].
• Node reservation time is a whole number distributed evenly on [100; 500].
• Job budget varies in the way that some of jobs can pay as much as 160% of base

cost whereas some may require a discount.
• Every request contains a specification of a custom user criterion which is one of the

following: job execution runtime or overall execution cost.

4.1 Replication Scheduling Accuracy

The first experiment is dedicated to a replication scheduling accuracy study. For this
matter we conducted and collected data from more than 1000 independent job batch
scheduling simulations. First, a general CSS was performed in each experiment for the
following job-flow execution cost maximization problem C ! max, lim Ua = 10%. Ua

stands for the average user utility for one job, i.e. lim Ua = 10% means that at average
resulting deviation from the best possible outcome for each user did not exceed 10%.
Next, linear and geometric replication algorithms were executed to replicate CSS
solution using linear Dl and geometric Dg distance criteria. In the current experiment
we used job execution cost error Ec and processor time usage error Et to calculate
distances Dl and Dg.

In order to evaluate the resulting difference in scheduling outcomes, we additionally
performed CSS algorithm for C ! max, lim Ua = 0% (ensuring users’ individual
preferences only) and C ! max, lim Ua = 100% (ensuring VO preference, i.e. max-
imizing overall cost without taking into account users’ criteria) problems. These
additional problems reflect extreme boundaries for scheduling results, which can be
used to evaluate a relative replication error. Table 1 contains scheduling results for all
these three problems and two replication algorithms.

The results indicate that both linear and geometric replication algorithms provided
average scheduling parameters very close to the reference solution (indicated as bold
in Table 1). And especially close against job execution cost and processor time usage,
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i.e. characteristics which were used for a replication distance calculation. For example,
borderline problems C ! max, lim Ua = 0% and C ! max, lim Ua = 0% provided
average job execution cost (main job-flow optimization criterion) values 1283 and 1475
correspondingly. Reference intermediate solution provided 1349. And both replication
algorithms ensured average job execution cost 1353 with only 2% deviation from
reference solution against [1283; 1475] interval of possible scheduling outcomes.
Although replication algorithms showed their efficiency with respect to integral job
flow processing parameters (such as average job execution cost, runtime, finish time),
individual user’s preferences were considered to a lesser extent. It can be observed in
the Table 1 that both replication algorithms provided average user utility Ua almost
twice as much as the reference problem.

To address this discrepancy in more details Fig. 1 shows average linear and geo-
metric replication distances for each job of the batch. Figure 1 shows that there values
are practically independent from an ordinal job number and do not exceed 0.05. For
comparison average distances between the most and the least expensive alternative
executions for the first batch job amounted: Dl ¼ 1:15 and Dg ¼ 0:88. These values
exceed average replication distances in 20 times and therefore are not shown in the
Fig. 1. Thus, we can conclude that replication error for each batch job on average does
not exceed 5% against interval of possible scheduling outcomes.

Table 1. CSS replication average scheduling results

Job execution
characteristic

C -> max, lim
Ua = 0%

C-> max, lim
Ua = 10%

Linear
replication

Geometric
replication

C -> max, lim
Ua = 100%

Cost 1283 1349 1353 1353 1475
Processor time 191.6 191.2 190.6 190.5 202.3
Finish time 367.1 353.8 356.2 356.4 358.5
Ua, % 0 9.9 17.6 17.8 65

Fig. 1. Average replication error for user jobs
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4.2 Anticipation Scheduling Simulation

The second experiment series consider anticipation scheduling efficiency. During each
experiment a VO domain and a job batch were generated and the following scheduling
schemes were simulated and studied. First, a general CSS solved the optimization
problems T ! min, lim U with different limits Ua 2 {0%, 1%, 4%, 10%, 16%, 32%,
100%}. Second, a near-optimal but infeasible reference solution REF was obtained for
the same problems. Third, a replication procedure CSSrep was performed based on CSS
solution to demonstrate a replication process accuracy. For the heuristic anticipation
scheduling ANT the same replication procedure was performed based on REF solution.
We used a geometric distance as a replication criterion. Finally two independent job
batch scheduling procedures were performed to find scheduling solutions most suitable
for VO users (USERopt) and VO administrators (VOopt). USERopt was obtained by
using only user criteria to allocate resources for jobs without taking into account VO
preferences. VOopt was obtained by using one VO optimization criterion (T ! min) for
each job scheduling without taking into account user preferences.

1000 single scheduling experiments were simulated. Average number of alterna-
tives found for a job in CSS was 2.6. This result shows that while for relatively small
jobs usually a few alternative executions have been found, large jobs usually had at
most one possible execution option (remember that according to the simulation settings
the difference between jobs execution time could be up to 15 times). At the same time
REF algorithm at average considered more than 100 alternative executions for each
job. CSS failed to find any alternative executions for at least for one job of the batch in
209 experiments; ANT - in 155 experiments. These results show that simulation set-
tings at the same time provided quite a diverse job batch and a limited set of resources
not allowing executing all the jobs during every experiment.

Figure 2 shows average job execution time (VO criterion) in a T ! min, lim
U optimization problem. Different limits Ua 2 {0%, 1%, 4%, 10%, 16%, 32%, 100%}
specify to what extent user preferences were taken into account. Two horizontal lines
USERopt and VOopt represent practical T values when only user or VO administration
criteria are optimized correspondingly.

Fig. 2. Average job execution time in T ! min, lim U problem
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First thing that catches the eye in Fig. 2 is that REF for U > 10% provides job
execution time value better (smaller) than those of VOopt. However such behavior is
expected as REF generates an infeasible solution and may use time-slots from more
suitable (according to VO preferences) resources several times for different jobs.
Otherwise ANT provided better VO criterion value than CSS for all U > 0%. The
relative advantage reaches 20% when U > 20% is considered. ANT algorithm graph
gradually changes from USERopt value at U = 0% to almost VOopt value at U = 100%
just with changing average user utility limit. Thereby ANT represents a general
scheduling approach allowing balancing between VO stakeholder’s criteria according
to specified scenario, including VO or user criteria optimization.

A similar pattern can be observed in Fig. 3 where C ! max, lim U scheduling
problem is presented. However, in this case ANT advantage over CSS amounts to 10%
against VO criterion.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we study the problem of a fair job batch scheduling with a relatively
limited resources supply. The main problem arise is a scarce set of job execution
alternatives which eliminates scheduling optimization efficiency. We study a heuristic
scheduling scheme which generates a near-optimal but infeasible reference solution and
then replicates it to allocate a feasible accessible solution. Special replication procedure
is proposed which provides 2–5% error from the reference scheduling solution. The
obtained results show that the new heuristic approach provides flexible and efficient
solutions for different fair scheduling scenarios.

Future work will be focused on replication algorithm study and its possible
application to fulfill complex user preferences expressed in a resource request.

Fig. 3. Average job execution cost in C ! max, lim U problem
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Abstract. Fluctuations of resources in complex networks such as power grids
are common and may cause current flows to exceed the capacity limit of the
transmission links, resulting in failures. Such a failure can easily trigger cas-
cading failures in the network. This problem can occur in power grids especially
when renewable energy sources with large fluctuations such as solar and wind
energy are increasingly deployed in power supply.
In this work, we introduce the discrete Green’s function formulation to elu-

cidate how resource fluctuations determine flow fluctuations in links of a net-
work with a quadratic cost function. Furthermore, we develop an optimized
bandwidth allocation scheme so as to minimize the number of failed links or the
amount of excess flows in networks under fluctuations, given that the total
bandwidth of the network is fixed. Compared with the conventional approach of
proportionate bandwidth assignment, it is found that the optimized bandwidth
allocation can highly enhance the stability of the networks against fluctuations.

1 Introduction

Modern societies rely heavily on electrical power and hence, power grids have evolved
to large complex systems to satisfy the increasing power demand. Even though
advanced technology was invested in enhancing the stability of power grids, wide-
spread blackouts of different scales in power grids still occurred frequently [1]. Hence,
it is important to study the cause of large blackouts and ways to enhance the stability of
the networks. The occurrence of a large blackout is usually caused by the process of
cascading failures [2]. Such processes usually occur when there is a link failure in the
network, causing the current originally flowing in that failed link to redistribute to other
links in order to satisfy the demand of the users. The redistribution of current flows
generally increases the load of other links due to flow conservation. Links with
increased current flows have a higher load and may break down. Those newly failed
links can cause further links to break down by the same reason. Such processes can
continue to spread causing large global failures. Therefore, there are increasing num-
bers of studies on cascading failures [3–6] and methods of controlling cascading
failures in complex networks [7].
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There are also new challenges about the stability in power grid systems in recent
years due to the introduction of renewable energy sources. Renewable energy usually
has strong fluctuations, and such increasing deployment of renewable energy in power
grids can endanger the stability of the networks [8]. This is because power grids usually
operate near their capacity limits and flow fluctuations can cause current flows to
exceed the capacity of the transmission cables. Seeing that a small number of link
failures can cause a large failure in the network, it can largely affect the stability of the
network and it becomes important to study the flow fluctuations in the network [9]. One
common way to increase the robustness of the network is to increase the bandwidth of
links. Conventionally, the capacity layout used is the proportionate increase in initial
loads [5, 6, 10]. However, it is not effective in enhancing the stability of the networks
[5, 10]. As a result, there are studies on how to increase the robustness of the network
by finding a better capacity layout [9, 11, 12]. From these studies, it is found that using
a different capacity layout can largely increase the robustness of the networks. As
fluctuations in the network can largely affect the stability of the network, in this work,
we study better schemes of allocating bandwidth in the links of the network to prevent
cascading failure caused by fluctuations. Furthermore, we test the bandwidth allocation
schemes using a simplified power grid model in IEEE 118 bus network.

In Sect. 2, we introduce the model for the networks and discrete Green’s function
approach will also be described for calculating the network flow. The discrete Green’s
function is also used for predicting the variance of flow fluctuations given the infor-
mation of resource fluctuations, verified by simulation results on some network
structures in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we develop the optimized bandwidth allocation against
fluctuations to increase the stability of the network.

2 The Model

We start with a typical resource allocation network model to study the current flows in
the network. Consider a network with N nodes and each node is labeled by the index
i ¼ 1; � � � ;N. Each node i is given a resource Ki where positive Ki means node i has
excess resource (supply node) and negative Ki means node i is deficient in resource
(demand node). Nodes with Ki ¼ 0 only relay the current flows. Similar to power grid
network, we consider the resources in the network are balanced which do not have
excess resources

P
i Ki ¼ 0

� �
. Supply nodes transport their resources to demand nodes

by the current flow such that the final quantity of resources of each node becomes zero.
Denote the current flow from node j to node i as yij � �yji and it has to satisfy the flow
conservation constraint,

Ki þ
X

j2@i yij ¼ 0; ð1Þ

where @i is denoted as the neighbors of node i. The current flows are chosen to
minimize the total transportation cost function in which the cost function depends on
the network model. In this work, we focus on the quadratic cost function and the total
transportation cost function is given by
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E ¼
X

ijð Þ
y2ij
2
: ð2Þ

The quadratic cost function is chosen to promote more uniform flows. Moreover, it
represents the power dissipation in electrical networks which is mathematically
equivalent to power grid network in the direct current (DC) approximation formulation.
Therefore, we can use networks with quadratic cost function as simplified power grid
network. To calculate the optimized current flows, we introduce the discrete Green’s
function formulation. The Lagrangian for optimization is given by

L ¼
X

ijð Þ
y2ij
2
þ

X
i
li Ki þ

X
j2@i yij

� �
; ð3Þ

where li is the Lagrangian multiplier and it can be interpreted as the chemical potential
of node i. Optimizing L with respect to yij, one can obtain the current flows as

yij ¼ lj � li: ð4Þ

The current flow yij on a link can be interpreted as it is driven by the chemical
potential difference between node i and j. Therefore, the problem now becomes finding
the chemical potential of each node. Substituting Eq. (4) into the flow conservation
constraint, the chemical potential li can be expressed in terms of the lj of its neighbors,

li ¼
1
di

Ki þ
X

j2@i lj
� �

; ð5Þ

where di is the degree of node i. Instead of using iteration in Eq. (5), one can obtain the
chemical potential by the formulation of discrete Green’s function. Introduce the
Laplacian matrix L from graph theory,

L ¼ D� A; ð6Þ

where D is a N � N diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Dii equal to di and A is the
adjacency matrix. Rewrite Eq. (5) using L, one can obtain the following (in matrix
notation) as

�
X

j2@i lj � li
� � ¼ X

j
Lijlj ¼ Ki , Ll ¼ K; ð7Þ

where l and K are column matrix with ith element as the chemical potential and
resources of node i, respectively. From Eq. (7), we can obtain the chemical potential of
the nodes by solving the Laplace equation. However, L is singular and we need to use
the generalized inverse of L to solve Eq. (7). The generalized inverse of the Laplacian
matrix is called the discrete Green’s function, G [13]. As a result, chemical potentials
and the current flows are given by

l ¼ GK ) yij ¼
X

i
Gjl � Gil
� �

Kl: ð8Þ
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3 Flow Fluctuations Induced by Resource Fluctuations

To calculate the flow fluctuations induced by the resource fluctuations, we start by
introducing resource fluctuations in the network and compute the corresponding
changes in current flows. Suppose K0

i is the resources of node i without fluctuation and
the resource fluctuations is dKi, the resource becomes

Ki ¼ K0
i þ dKi: ð9Þ

Since the current flows are determined by the resource of the nodes, the current yij
will change according to

yij ¼ y0ij þ dyij; ð10Þ

where y0ij is the initial current without fluctuation and dyij is the flow fluctuations which
we are interested in. From the discrete Green’s function formulation, we can see that
the change in current flows are given by

dyij ¼
X

l
Gjl � Gil
� �

dKl: ð11Þ

The mean dyij
� �

is obtained by taking average of Eq. (11) and the variance dy2ij
D E

is obtained by taking the squares and then averaging on both sides of Eq. (11),

dy2ij
D E

¼
X

l
Gjl � Gil
� �2

dK2
l

� �
; ð12Þ

Fig. 1. The y-axis is obtained by Eq. (12) while the x-axis is the simulation result. The
simulation is done in ER network with average degree �5 and N = 100. It shows that the
simulation result gives a good agreement with the estimation using discrete Green’s function
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where we have assumed the fluctuations in resources are uncorrelated with each other
(i.e. dKidKj

� � ¼ dij dK
2
i

� �
where dij is the Kronecker delta function) for simplicity.

After obtaining the discrete Green’s function approach to estimate the flow fluc-
tuations, we test the accuracy of the estimation by simulations in ER network (with 100
nodes and average degree �5). In the simulation, the resource fluctuations are
uncorrelated and follow the Gaussian distribution with mean dKih i ¼ 0 and variance
dK2

i

� � ¼ 1. The flow fluctuations are then follows a Gaussian distribution with mean
dyij
� � ¼ 0 as dKih i ¼ 0. Figure 1 shows the simulation result and it shows that using
discrete Green’s function can give a good estimation of the variance of the flow
fluctuations.

4 Optimal Bandwidth Allocation Against Fluctuation

4.1 Proportional Bandwidth Allocation

The bandwidth of a link is a terminology from communication networks which we
generalize it for convenience in a network and it refers to the maximum amount of
current that can flow in that link before it becomes overloaded. Since the bandwidth of
a link determines the amount of current flow that can pass through it, it usually has the
capacity withstanding the current flow of the network in the steady state with some
tolerance. The reason for the tolerance is to prevent the overload from a sudden
increase or fluctuations in current flows. For simplicity, the bandwidth in the network is
written as

Lij ¼ L0ij þDLij; ð13Þ

where L0ij ¼ y0ij

��� ��� and DLij � 0 represents the tolerance. The traditional proportional

bandwidth has the form of

Lij ¼ 1þ �ð ÞL0ij; ð14Þ

where � is the tolerance factor. In practice, increasing the capacity of bandwidths will
increase the cost of constructing and is usually desired to be small. Thus, we are
interested in the total construction cost C ¼ P

ijð Þ Lij. However, for a given total cost C,
allocating bandwidth using the form of Eq. (14) is not effective against flow fluctua-
tions. To illustrate this, simulations in random networks (with 100 nodes and average
degree �5) using the proportionate bandwidth allocation are used for demonstration.
When there are fluctuations in the current flows, the current may exceed the bandwidth
capacity and the link considered overloaded when yij

�� ��[ Lij. The fraction of failed
links is used as a measurement of the effectiveness of bandwidth allocation scheme
against fluctuations. In the simulation, the resource fluctuation dKi follows a Gaussian

distribution independently with mean equal 0 and variance equal 0:01 K0
i

�� ��2 (K0
i follows

a Gaussian distribution with mean equal 0 and variance equal 100). The simulation
results are obtained from 100 samples averaging. From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the
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proportionate bandwidth allocation scheme is not effective against fluctuations in the
sense that there are still some failed links even when � is large. The main reason for the
inefficiency of proportionate bandwidth allocation against fluctuations is the existence
of links with small y0ij and the tolerance factor increases independently with flow

fluctuations. In the proportionate bandwidth allocation scheme, if y0ij is small, the

resulting bandwidth change �L0ij
� �

is small even for large value of �, whereas the flow

fluctuations are often much larger.

4.2 Proposed Optimized Bandwidth Allocation

Seeing that the proportionate bandwidth allocation is not robust against flow fluctua-
tions, it is essential to develop a better allocation of bandwidths to enhance the stability
of the network against fluctuations. Therefore, we are interested in finding DLij from a
given total cost which is a constraint given by

X
ijð Þ DLij ¼ C: ð15Þ

The allocation of bandwidth resources can be formulated as an optimization
problem which we need to find the additional bandwidths DLij that satisfy some
specific objective function under the constraint Eq. (15). We propose two objective
functions for optimization that can measure the robustness of the network - the total
number of failed links and the total amount of excess current in the network.

For simplicity, we assume that the resource fluctuations are uncorrelated with each
other and follow Gaussian distributions with mean equal 0. The probability of a link to

Fig. 2. Simulation results of the proportionate bandwidth allocation scheme in ER network with
average degree �5 and N = 100. The vertical axis represents the fraction of failed links while the
horizontal axis represents the tolerance factor �. Note the presence of long tails indicating that
there are still some failed links in the network even for a large tolerance factor
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fail is determined by the probability distribution of the flow fluctuations (which is a
Gaussian distribution). Considering dyij in the direction of increasing y0ij, it is sufficient
to consider the fraction of distribution with dyij [DLij. Thus, the total number of failed
links is given by

F ¼
X

ijð Þ

Z 1

DLij

Pij yð Þdy; ð16Þ

where Pij yð Þ is the distribution of the fluctuating flow in link ijð Þ. The construction
costs for the minimization are

X
ijð Þ DLij ¼ C andDLij � 0: ð17Þ

The Lagrangian for the optimization problem is given by

L ¼
X

ijð Þ

Z 1

DLij

Pij yð Þdy� k
X

ijð Þ DLij � C
� �

þ
X

ijð Þ cijDLij; ð18Þ

where k is the Lagrange multiplier and cij is the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier. For Gaussian
distribution Pij yð Þ;DLij that can minimize the total number of failed links is given by

DLij ¼
0; l�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p dy2ij

D Er

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dy2ij

q
2 ln l


 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p dy2ij

D Er� � �1=2
; otherwise

8>>><
>>>:

ð19Þ

where l � 1=k is determined by Eq. (15). The conditional form of Eq. (19) is due to
Kuhn-Tucker condition.

Another objective function we propose is the total amount of excess current flows.
Excess current flows are defined as the amount of current flow exceeding the band-
width and thus, the function measuring the total excess current flow in the network is
given by

F ¼
X

ijð Þ

Z 1

DLij

y� DLij
� �

Pij yð Þdy: ð20Þ

The optimal bandwidth allocation scheme that can minimize the total excess current
is obtained by minimizing Eq. (20) subject to the total cost constraint as Eq. (17). After
optimization, one can obtain

DLij ¼ �0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dy2ij

D Er
ð21Þ

where �0 ¼ ffiffiffi
2

p
erfc�1 2kð Þ and it can be calculated by substituting DLij into Eq. (18).
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4.3 Simulation Results and Discussion

After having the two bandwidth allocation schemes, we compare their performances
with simulations. Since the network model we use can be related to the power grid in
the DC approximation, we test the bandwidth allocation in the simulation related to real
life power grid networks, such as the IEEE 118-bus test case [14]. The IEEE 118-bus
network is a usual power grid model testing network for simulation. For simplicity,
networks with bandwidths allocated by the proportionate scheme are denoted as pro-
port, and those obtained by minimizing respectively the number of failed links and the
excess flows are denoted as minlink and minflow. These bandwidth allocation schemes
are compared using the same total construction cost. The total investment cost is
parameterized by the tolerance factor � ¼ C=

P
ijð Þ L

0
ij. In the simulation, the resource

fluctuations dKi of node i follows Gaussian distributions with means equal 0 and

variance equal 0:01 K0
i

�� ��2 . The variance of flow fluctuations calculated by Eq. (12) is
used to assign the bandwidth according Eqs. (19) and (21). The simulation results are
obtained by 100 independent samples average. Figure 3 shows the simulation results of
the fraction of failed links in the network or the total amount of excess current as a
function of the tolerance factor. As expected, the simulation results show that using the
bandwidth minlink has the least fraction of failed links while minflow has the least
amount of excess current under flow fluctuations. Remarkably, since minlink and
minflow can approach to zero in fraction of failed links (also in the total excess current)
using a relatively small amount of investment cost as compared with the proportionate
bandwidth allocation scheme, they can give much better stability to the networks under
fluctuations.

One of the main reasons for the effectiveness of the two new bandwidth allocation
schemes against fluctuations is that the increase in bandwidth has considered the
magnitude of fluctuations. For example, minlink allocate more resources to those links

with small flow fluctuations (i.e. dy2ij
D E� �1=2

\l=2p) when the given total cost is small

(unlike the proportionate bandwidth allocation scheme which allocates the bandwidth
resources to every link independent of the magnitude of flow fluctuations). When
C increases, the non-linearity of Eq. (19) tends to distribute more bandwidth resources
to links with moderate flow fluctuations to save the majority of links. With such a
distribution of bandwidth resources, it can minimize the total number of failed links in
the network with fluctuations by a given investment cost. Furthermore, minflow
increases the bandwidths in the links proportional to the magnitude of the standard
deviation of the flow fluctuations taking into consideration the effect of fluctuations.

Note that from Fig. 3, there exist some points with discontinuous slope in the curve
of minlink. The discontinuities come from the jumps in DLij as derived in Eq. (19) and
it can be illustrated by the following example. Suppose a link k in the network has a
flow fluctuation dy2k

� �
which is much larger than other links’ flow fluctuations, then

according to Eq. (19), link k does not obtain any bandwidth resources. Consider the
scenario of gradually increasing the total bandwidth with l increasing accordingly. µ is

large but still smaller than
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p y2k

� �q
, all the links except link k receive much bandwidth

resources and most of the links do not have excess current. However, the large excess
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current in link k remains the same and the decreasing rate of total excess current is

slow. When µ continues to increase and start to be larger than
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p y2k

� �q
, the link

k starts to receive bandwidth resources and therefore, the excess current in link k de-
crease suddenly. This results in a discontinuity of slope in the curve minlink in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Simulation results on IEEE 118-bus network (with 100 sample average). The x-axis is
the tolerance factor. The figures show that minlink has the least fraction of failed links while
minflow has the least amount of excess current. Furthermore, comparing with proport, both
minlink and minflow gives higher network stability under fluctuations with the same total cost
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5 Summary

In summary, we have formulated the discrete Green’s function for finding the current
flows in the transportation network with a quadratic cost function which can be treated
as simplified power grid networks in the DC approximation. We also estimate the
current flow fluctuations induced by resource fluctuations using the discrete Green’s
function which gives a high accuracy in the simulations result. Furthermore, we have
shown that using the conventional proportionate bandwidth allocation cannot effec-
tively increase the robustness of the networks against fluctuations. To properly allocate
the bandwidths, we developed the optimal bandwidth allocation schemes that can
minimize the total number of failed links or total excess current in the networks under
fluctuations. The simulation results show that the optimized methods of allocating
bandwidth can effectively enhance the stability of the networks against fluctuations
compared with the proportional bandwidth allocation.
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Abstract. In the presented paper, authors focus on the issues connected with
passenger transportation companies risk assessment. Following this, in the
article the authors investigate the problem of information needs that make
possible a full risk analysis performance for freight transport companies. Thus,
the holistic approach in risk assessment for road transport companies is dis-
cussed. Later, there is presented a short literature review connected with
information systems dedicated for risk management performance. This gives the
possibility to define the main data reporting system that meets the requirements
of risk assessment performance. Article ends with some conclusions and
directions for future research.

Keywords: Transportation system � Risk assessment � Holistic approach � Data
collection

1 Introduction

The transportations systems are a very complex organizations composed of a wide
array of infrastructures such as terminal facilities, travel ways, transportation fleets, and
information systems. Such systems are decentralized and open, thus provide easy and
reliable access for many users. As a result, transportation systems are exposed to many
risks of external and internal nature [24, 25, 38].

Due to the negative consequences of such risks occurrence, it is crucial to recognize
the sources of risks, helping to maintain continuity and timeliness of the transport
process performance. Thus, transport companies should implement a risk management
system and regularly carry out risk analysis, which is based on identification of
potential hazards or situations or conditions that lead to threats. These risks are asso-
ciated with the occurrence of events, both random and non-random ones [26, 42].

One of the most important problems in the area of risk management of any com-
pany is to acquire, maintain and aggregate data across diverse trading units. Thus, the
design of an information system depends on a risk measurement methodology that a
firm chooses [18]. Following this, there is a trade-off between the accuracy of the
resulting measures of risk and the burden of computing them with the use of accurate
IT technology [10].
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Following this, in the article authors focus on the issues connected with risk
management in road transport processes performance. The aim of the article is to
analyse the problem of information needs that make possible a full risk analysis per-
formance for freight transport companies. As a result, in the next Section, authors focus
on the presentation of the issues on holistic approach in risk assessment for road
transport companies. Then, there is provided a brief overview of the literature in the
area of information systems and information needs for risk management performance.
This gives the possibility to investigate the data reporting system being used in the
chosen road freight transport company. The information system is analysed taking into
account its usability in the area of full risk assessment process performance. The article
concludes with a summary and guidelines, including directions for further research.

2 Holistic Approach in Risk Assessment for Road Transport
Companies

Currently, there is no one, unified and commonly used definition of risk term [6]. We
can even state that the underlying concepts of risk are hard to define and even harder to
assess [22]. In recent decades, we have observed this term being applied to many
research areas, like decision theory, management, emergency planning, or critical
structures operation, including transport systems performance [41]. The historical
development trends of risk concept are discussed e.g. in [3, 6]. The risk perspectives
review and discussion are given e.g. in [5, 7–9].

One of the most often cited risk term definition is given in PN-ISO 31000 standard
[31], where risk is defined as effect of uncertainty on objectives. A brief summary of
classification of risk definitions is given e.g. in [6, 19]. Based on this, the same standard
defines risk management as coordinated activities to direct and control an organization
with regard to risk. The developed definition is very general. Thus, in order to
effectively manage any organization, the new concept is introduced and promoted -
Enterprise Risk Management. One of the most popular definitions of Enterprise Risk
Management concepts (ERM) used in the literature is the one provided by COSO II
standard. According to COSO II standard [13] Enterprise Risk Management is defined
as a process, effected by an entity’s board of directors, management and other per-
sonnel, applied in strategy setting and across the enterprise, designed to identify
potential events that may affect the entity, and manage risk to be within its risk appetite,
to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of entity objectives.
According to COSO II, an organization’s ERM system should be geared toward
achieving the following four objectives: (1) Strategy: high-level goals, aligned with and
supporting the organization’s mission. (2) Operations: effective and efficient use of the
organization’s resources. (3) Reporting: reliability of the organization’s reporting
system. (4) Compliance: organizational compliance with applicable laws and
regulations.

The proper implementation of ERM conception also influences the risk assessment
processes being performed in the chosen company. The risk assessment is an essential
and systematic process that is a part of risk management which aims at identifying,
assessing the risks and planning the actions to deal with the risks [36]. However, there
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is a diversity in risk analysis procedures and techniques that may be used in this area
(for review we recommend reading e.g. [4, 16, 21, 28, 29]).

Referring to the previously presented definitions and taking into account the pro-
cess perspective, the starting point for risk assessment performance should be to
identify threats that may be the cause of failure to achieve the objectives in the pas-
senger transportation services performance. A holistic approach assumes that the area
of analysis will cover different levels of performed process, like e.g. technical elements,
human resource, as well as legal and organizational issues. Risk assessment should
therefore be preceded by a process analysis that allows identifying potential adverse
events. The risk assessment is usually performed only at certain time points. The main
challenge in this field is assessing all the risks in a system or organization what is
determined by the proper information system support. Having timely information is a
key issue to an effective ERM program and risk assessment performance.

Research conducted by the authors clearly show that for the transport company
management processes, the current risk assessment models used in the area of transport
processes performance are insufficient [42]. During operational business performance,
the managers are exposed to the presence of various risks, which are different than
those described in the scientific research. For the purposes of decision-making pro-
cesses, it is necessary to build a model of a risk assessment taking into account the
process approach, consistent with the concept of Enterprise Risk Management. This
problem is also underlined in the current EU research projects focused on road
transport networks security issues. The short overview of the current EU-funded
research into transport security is presented e.g. in [12]. One of the interesting research
projects is the SERON project [43]. This project is focused on the investigation of the
impact of possible manmade attacks on the transport network (see e.g. [23, 43] for
more information).

Proposed process approach, in accordance with ISO 31000 standards, implies a
holistic approach to risk assessment in the company. This means that the identification
of potential hazards is done by the way of a process analysis, which includes the
analysis of used resources (elements at the input to the process), the course of the
process and the expected final result. Process approach also assumes that the process is
carried out in a certain environment, which affects its performance. For this reason, the
sources of potential hazards are identified as both internal and external ones. Thus, the
risk assessment takes into account financial, technical, informational, social and
organizational issues.

In the case of road transport companies, the performed risk analysis is focused on
the identification of the maximum number of possible adverse events, which may
accompany the two defined above performed processes. The defined procedure
involves the evaluation the main steps shown in Fig. 1.

In the case of a transport company providing services at international transport
level, the risk assessment should be carried out for each direction of the movements
separately. This is due to the fact that each export or import freight transport to defined
countries is connected with the occurrence of general hazard events and specific risks
associated with a particular direction. Not taking into account the specific nature of
transport process performed on the given direction and reducing the risk assessment to
the general level for all the movements, significantly reduce the complexity of the
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Fig. 1. Risk assessment procedure for road freight transport companies
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analysis and reduce its effectiveness. This will decrease its usability in managers
decision-making processes by providing information needs are not fully met. The more
detailed analyses, however, generates the need for more comprehensive knowledge
base accumulated in the company and sets specific requirements for the reporting
system. Following this, in the next Section, the comprehensive literature review in the
area of information systems developed for risk management performance is given. This
gives the possibility to define the basics for data reporting system for the needs of risk
assessment in the selected road freight transport company.

3 Information Systems for Risk Management – Literature
Review

The issue of the role of information systems in risk management is widely discussed in
the current literature (see e.g. [17] for the review).

The problem of designing an information system for risk management is connected
with providing managers with the data they need to make a proper business decisions.
Currently, most managers want four things from their risk management information
systems [17]: (a) calculate value at risk; (b) perform scenario analyses; (c) measure
current and future exposure to each counterparty; (d) give the possibility to aggregate
information across various groups of risks, product types, and across subsets of
counterparties. The detailed risk management guide that investigates the main
requirements in the area of properly defined information systems is given in [37].

Currently, widely analysed in the literature is a complex solution for effective risk
management performance that regards to RIMS implementation. According to [15],
RIMS is as a technology system that enables to capture, manage and analyse all
organization’s risk and insurance data in a single, secure system. This solution is
generally introduced in an insurance sector (see e.g. [18, 34]). Other research area
regards to security risk management being focused also on the reliability and safety of
stored data. The issues of information systems security risk management are over-
viewed in work [1], and the effectiveness of safety management systems is given in e.g.
[40].

Moreover, the evolution of information technologies that will provide organizations
with sufficient and reliable data in these fields is discussed in [30].

The current knowledge on the issues of risk and safety in the transport sector is
reviewed in work [33]. Authors in their publication mostly focused on the safety issues
in the transport sector and provide the introduction to the RISIT (risk and safety in the
transport sector) research programme performed in Norway. However, the conclusions
are more general and regard to any transportation system. Authors underline that little
research has been done in this area, and a number of research subjects should be
considered, including the information systems effective designing and implementation.

Information issues of risk and safety management in the transport sector mostly
regard to the supply chain management (see e.g. [11, 20]), public transport performance
(see e.g. [14]), or information safety (see e.g. [14, 35]). In [11] authors focus on LNG
transportation systems vulnerability and resilience analyses performance. They focus
on marine LNG transportation system taking into account the possibility of quantitative
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data about the cost of disruptions and the effects of mitigating measures. The problem
is also analysed in [2], where authors also focus on marine transportation industry and
discuss the possibility of ERM conception implementation. Later, in work [20], authors
investigate the scope of information systems dedicated for transport logistics.

The public transit in the view of cybersecurity considerations is the authors’ topic
of interest in recommended practice report [14]. In this work authors underline that
control and management systems are dependent on information technology what causes
their vulnerability to increasingly sophisticated direct and indirect cyberattacks. Fol-
lowing this, in the next work [35] authors describes a plan for improving industrial
control systems cybersecurity across all transportation modes: aviation, highway,
maritime, pipeline, and surface transportation. The main assumptions given in this plan
are also satisfied e.g. in works [27, 32, 39, 44, 45].

Taking one step further, in the risk management concept the main role takes an
undesired event occurrence. More detailed analysis requires also description of type of
hazard, cause, consequence and way of removing the problem. In this approach, due to
freight transportation system one may recognize:

• hazard – possibility of developing an undesired event,
• undesired event - not completing transportation task or delay greater than acceptable

by a customer, any charm influencing freight/driver/environment in a negative way
(e.g. health injury),

• risk – possibility of running a hazard expressed by frequency of undesired event
over given period or travelled distance multiplied by amount of losses.

Measures of undesired event relate to:

• measure of possibility- frequency over given time of developing an undesired event,
• measure of losses- mean number of fatalities regarding to undesired event, degree of

disability, time of delay, monetary equivalent for lost time or delay or equivalence
of not gained profit because of not completed transportation task.

In the approach described in the paper, the following variables are expected to
collect:

• date and time of an event, mileage, number of cycles, total transported goods since
the previous event, etc.,

• place of an event, terrain topography,
• elements of transportation system and infrastructure taking part in the event, rela-

tions to other transportation systems,
• number of casualties other losses (fatality, injuries, number of people delayed),
• duration of disturbances for traffic: direct (closing a road), indirect (detour),
• event consequences, loss of properties, loss of transportation mean, loss of technical

infrastructure and environment,
• event cause,
• way of repair, clear away consequences.

Reliability and safety data concerning regional or national transportation systemmay
be obtained at various levels of management. The highest level of administration pro-
vides general assessment of safety in form of reports or statements usually issued yearly.
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According to road transportation there are several data sources, though data are
processed and concerns statistical image of the process. The main are presented below.

Reports issued by Polish Police are ordered in months and years, concerns state
regions, road users, distribution of accidents due to time, terrain, cause, consequence
and severity (victims).

The national program concerning life protection of road users GAMBIT exists since
2001. Now it was introduced GAMBIT 2020 with main target as decreasing in half
number of victims until 2020. Program GAMBIT is operated by State Board of Road
Safety. This institution also announces annual and half-yearly reports covering cross
sectional analysis of accidents and actions undertaken on road safety improvement.

Web service of GDDKiA (General Headquarters of Polish Roads and Highways)
provides information about local traffic restrictions and disturbances, like road building
and rebuilding or road and infrastructure failures.

State Fire Service collects data concerning all rescue actions involving fire bri-
gades. Data are collected in form of very precise data base. Application of these data to
reliability and safety assessment is possible after processing and being restricted to
events developed in transportation system.

However, based on the given databases it is very difficult to achieve description of
single accident to perform investigation directed on cause-consequence analysis that is
valuable in reliability and risk/safety approach. In many cases data are fragmentary and
do not provide important variables. Value of data is continuously improved but
unfortunately very often still not credible due to reorganization and bad quality of
informatics’ system regarding data exchange.

The presented databases are the external sources of information. In the next Sec-
tion, authors focus on the data reporting system that stores the main internal data being
necessary for risk assessment performance in the selected road freight transport
company.

4 Data Reporting System for the Needs of Risk Assessment
in the Selected Road Freight Transport Company

The main processes analysed in a transport company can vary greatly depending on,
among others, the type of carried cargo, the entity performing the carriage, the required
security of cargo, route. The data reporting system should take into account all the
parameters of the process that requiring registration for future risk assessment. The
scope of this article does not allow carrying out a detailed analysis of all cases to be
assessed. For this reason, the presented results are limited only to the analysis at a
general level, concerning risk factors of a universal nature that may arise in the
implementation of each type of transport.

Data reporting system should be implemented to enforce data entry on a regular
basis before, during and after the completion of the process. However, this caused the
pressure on employees to shorten the time for data registration. Thanks to the IT tools
used in a company, the reporting process should be automated as much as possible.
However, this requires the prior definition of parameters that describe the processes,
determination of the rules of their order, and above all, the collection of data in an
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electronic database (currently some of the information are the know-how of individual
employees).

It is extremely important to organize data collection process in order to improve the
further analysis performance and the proper distribution of results. Suitable system-
atization of the administered data should be performed in accordance with the accepted
classification rules. For transport companies, the authors suggest the following groups
of defined data for risk assessment performance: data (a) relating to drivers, (b) relating
to freight forwarders, (c) relating the traders, (d) relating to subcontractors of transport
services, (e) relating to customers, (f) regarding the vehicles, (g) relating to the
implementation of the process, (h) relating to finance, including costs and revenues.
The use of such classification allows for easy and non-confrontational assignation of
responsibility for the collection of individual data by company’s departments (Table 1).

The analysed company provides transport-forwarding services, mainly in road
transport. It operates the cargo loads transported both in the domestic and international
distributions. Currently, the company has 70 own vehicles, which are used primarily to
serve regular customers. At the same time, it cooperates regularly with selected smaller
carriers. The carriers are outsourced to other regular services (those that cannot be
operated with company’s own fleet) and all additional appearing orders, usually of
single nature. In the situation of inability to perform emerging additional orders by
regular collaborators, such transports are subcontracted to other carriers, usually
acquired through the freight exchange. The company belongs to the SME sector, but in
the last three years one can observe its intense development. As a result, the carrier has
enjoyed steady growth in participation in operated markets, accompanied by expansion
of the organization.

With the development of the company, the Management Board saw the need to
implement the risk management system. The first step in the implementation of
this concept has become a verification of the existing reporting system and its evalu-
ation in terms of the complexity of the supplied data, required for the risk assessment
process performance. Currently, the company uses a dedicated class software TMS

Table 1. The main group of gathered data with assigned departments being responsible for their
collection

Gathered data Responsible department

Relating to drivers Director of Transport department/HR
department

Relating to freight forwarders Shipping director/HR department
Relating to traders Director of Sales department/HR department
Relating to subcontractors of transport
services

Shipping department

Relating to customers Sales department
Relating to vehicles Transport department
Relating to processes implementation Shipping department/Transport department
Relating to finance Accounting department
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(Transportation Management System), but the Management Board is aware that not all
information is recorded in this system. The reason is connected with the lack of
appropriate procedures and limited measurement system, currently used to assess the
effectiveness of the performed processes. Moreover, the current employee incentive
system does not take into account the quality of the reported data.

On the basis of the conducted observations and accompanying interviews with
senior managers in the audited company, there was defined the need for information to
support the risk assessment process for freight forwarding activities and transport.
Required data are grouped according to the classification rules and are shown in
Table 2. At the same time, these data are ranked under heading of:

• the degree of control (control level) of the unwanted event occurrence described by
the value (1 - lack of control; 2 - partial control; 3 - full control) - conducted
grouping will impose further path for the risk assessment procedure performance,

• nature of the data (nature), defining their use in the process of analysis (quantitative
data (I) and non-quantitative (NI)). Quantitative data will serve to estimate the
possibility of the adverse event occurrence likelihood, but also the estimation of its
consequences. They are used for quantitative analyses and measurements associated
with risk assessment performance. Non-quantitative data are primarily used to
define the causes and consequences of the event occurrence.

Then, on the basis of the performed preliminary analyses, there is defined the
current level of reporting system in the field of required data supply. The evaluation
concerned the scope of collected data and the form of their registration. The data
collection was assessed in a 3-point scale (the scope): 1 - not available, 2 -
limited/insufficient number of data, 3 - range adequate to the needs. Registration
forms are structured as follows: (a) complete knowledge database (BWS) – whole
recorded currently in the database, regularly updated, standardized and reliable data;
(b) relative knowledge database (WWS) - data entered into the system, but no indi-
cation of the person responsible for taking care of them, not standardized form of
recording, unreliable; (c) employees knowledge database (WP) - data collected by
individual employees, recorded in their notebooks or even unregistered, usually
withheld to other employees without a clear order.

The analysis of the information needs defined 40 positions that require registration
in the knowledge database used for risk assessment performance. The evaluation of the
currently operated data reporting system showed that: (a) in the case of 10 data items,
the necessary information are not collected currently, (b) in the case of 18 items, the
data collection is insufficient from the point of view of the risk assessment perfor-
mance, (c) only in the case of 12 items, the data collection is satisfactory from the
managers’ point of view.

At the same time, it was found that the current form of the data collected is
unacceptable from the point of view of analytical work performance. The complete
knowledge database (BWS) is only valid in the case of data, the scope of which is
satisfactory. They are at the same time the only data that meet the standard required in
the risk assessment process. However, even in the case of this group of recorded data,
there are 2 data positions that are occasionally entered into the system and they are
unreliable. In the case of 2 other data positions, the data are collected only for the needs
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Table 2. The main data required for risk assessment performance in the analysed company

Data Control
level

Nature The
scope

Registration
form

Data relating to the drivers
Participation in a traffic accident as a
perpetrator

2 I 2 WP

The number of freight transport performed
with exceeded working time

3 I 3 BWS

The number of assaults on drivers 1 I 2 WP
Changing the legal regulations for the
settlement of the driver

1 NI 3 WP

Work Experience/km driven 2 I 2 WWS
Negative behaviours at work 2 NI 1 –

Owned permissions/completed training 3 NI 2 WWS
Share of the theft being attributable to the
carriage performed by the supplier

2 I 1 WP

The number of traffic violations per driver 2 I 2 WP
Data relating to the freight forwarders
Negative behaviours at work 2 NI 1 –

The share of orders outsourced to the freight
forwarders via the stock exchange

2 I 2 WWS

The number unhandled orders 3 I 1 –

The number of incorrectly issued documents 3 I 2 WWS
Past trainings (history) 3 NI 2 WWS
The number of complaints filed by the
customer

2 I 2 WWS

Data relating to the tenders
Negative behaviours at work and in contact
with customers

2 NI 1 –

The number of lost customers due to bad
communication

3 I 1 –

Negative behaviours at work and in contact
with customers

2 I 2 WWS

Data relating to the subcontractors of transport services
Participation in a traffic accident as a
perpetrator

1 I 1 –

The share of incorrectly completed transport
processes attributable to the carrier

2 I 2 WWS

The number of orders handled for the
company

3 I 3 BWS

The scope of an insurance policy 2 NI 3 WWS
Opinion on the transport market 1 NI 2 WP
Failure to timely provide information about
any disruption

1 I 2 WP

(continued)
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of the individual employee (no registration in the system). While incomplete data
(called at level 2) are the knowledge of individual employees and in their case,
information that are already registered in the system do not keep the required quality
and reliability level.

5 Summary

The evaluation of the current data reporting system in the audited company has proven
that the current scope and format of the gathered data do not meet the standards
required for a knowledge base created for the purpose of risk assessment process
performance. The company, in order to implement the concept of risk management for
their operational business firstly is forced to make improvements in the current
reporting data process. Defined by the managers the data that corresponds to their
information needs, must be strictly recorded in the system supporting the activities of

Table 2. (continued)

Data Control
level

Nature The
scope

Registration
form

Data relating to customers
Exceeding the maximum weight load 2 I 1 –

The delay in payments regulation 1 I 3 BWS
Negative behaviours associated with the
preparation of cargo

1 NI 1 –

Data regarding to the vehicles
Vehicle electronics failure 2 I 2 WP
Other failures that prevent punctual
execution of services

2 I 2 WP

The average maintenance time per vehicle 1 I 1 –

Data relating to the process implementation
Number of damaged goods 3 I 3 BWS
Number of delayed deliveries 3 I 2 WWS
Number of accelerated deliveries 3 I 2 WWS
Changes in legal regulations 1 NI 3 WP
The number of unrealized freight transports 2 I 3 BWS
The number of thefts 1 I 3 WWS
The number of burglaries to vehicles by
immigrants

1 I 2 WP

Data relating to the finance
Average costs per km on a given route 2 I 3 BWS
The average profit margin on the load of the
product group

3 I 3 BWS

The amount of the applicable penalties for
improper execution of orders

1 I 3 BWS
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the company. The first stage has already been completed. The required data were
organized and there was assigned the responsibility for their gathering process to the
various organizational units. The evaluation of the scope and form of the gathered data
showed gaps which currently exist and require immediate supplement. For this pur-
pose, it is necessary to develop reporting procedures and links them with the
employees’ incentive system. Only such a labour organization will provide the validity
and reliability of the data entered into the system.

The results presented in this paper are the part of a research conducted by the
authors and connected with the development of risk management model dedicated to
road transport companies. The authors’ further research works will be focused on the
adaptation of TMS systems to the needs of risk assessment processes performed in the
transport companies.
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Abstract. The paper presents Language Processing Modelling Notation
(LPMN). It is a formal language used to orchestrate a set of NLP microservices.
The LPMN allows modeling and running complex workflows of language and
machine learning tools. The scalability of the solution was achieved by a usage
of message-oriented middleware. LPMN is used for developing text mining
application with web-based interface and performing research experiments that
requires a usage of NLP and machine learning tools.

Keywords: Natural language processing � Text mining � Microservices �
Orchestration � Web-based application

1 Introduction

Text mining [1] methods are nowadays available in many software packages. However,
building its own computer-based text analysis workflow is a not a simple tasks,
especially for non-English languages. Natural language processing (NLP) and machine
learning (ML) tools are being developed in different technologies (like Python, Java, R,
C++ or OCaml). They are using different formats so their integration is not simple.
These problems are overcome by making linguistic tools available in Internet [13] and
developing web based applications, which allows to process text data online [4, 7].
However, available solutions are mostly limited to NLP tools and are lacking machine
learning methods that are an important part of text mining. Such frameworks were not
designed for effectively processing of large corpora. They add a large time overhead
due to data transmission and exhaustive data formats [12]. Moreover, they are not
aware of possible parallelism in text mining processes and therefore have a poor
scalability.

We propose to look on the text mining application a set of “cohesive, independent
processes interacting via messages” [3]. It is a definition of microservices [14], an
architecture style following service-oriented [2] ideas that has recently started gaining
big popularity. Having NLP tools as a set of microservices there is a need to describe
cooperation of them to realize specific text mining tasks. There are two approaches to
establish such cooperation, known from Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [2]:
orchestration [6] and choreography [9]. Orchestration is based on a central service that
sends requests to other services and controls the process by receiving responses.
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Choreography, on the other hand, assumes no centralization mechanisms for collabo-
ration. In SOA: these concept where supported by languages as WS-BPEL1 and
WS-CDL2. Both of them are a general purpose, based on XML and therefore are very
exhaustive. WS-BPEL gained popularity whereas WS-CDL is not commonly used.

We developed a much simpler, human readable (not XML based) orchestration
language, dedicated to text mining tasks: Language Processing Modelling Notation
(LPMN). It is a formal language defined in LL(*) gramma [8]. Moreover, we imple-
mented the LPMN engine that is capable to orchestrate the NLP microservices pro-
viding scalability capabilities.

The paper is structured as follows. We start with identification of requirements for
NLP tools orchestration. Next, Language Processing Modelling Notation is presented.
It is followed by a description of the LPMN engine and summary.

2 Requirements for NLP Microservices Orchestration

The tools used in processing texts are being developed in different languages (Java,
C++, Python and R) and are available in a form of source code or executive binaries.
Moreover, many of them (like taggers [10] or name entity recognizers [5]) have large
models. Therefore, the time of loading a model is much longer than processing a single
text file. The solution is too run a tool as a service with loaded data (models) in
memory. Each service running its own process. The usage of services communicating
with others by lightweight mechanisms solves also a problem of variety of languages
used by NLP and ML tools since there is no need for tight integration.

The tools used in text mining have a common structure [12]. In most cases, they
have one input file (or directory), set of configuration parameters (for example defining
the used model) and produces one file (or directory) as output.

Let us analyze an example workflow for one of text mining text [11], i.e. clustering.
As an input, we have a set of texts that we want to process by a set of NLP and ML
tools (implemented as microservices). At first, documents has to be converted to a
uniform text format. Next, each text, preferably in parallel, is analyzed by a
part-of-speech tagger [10]. Name entity recognizer [5] follows the processing. After it,
the features are extracted (like bag of words). Next, the data received from the feature
extraction for each input file has to be unified, filtered and weighted. Next, the clus-
tering is performed. In consist of a workflow that is similar to one presented in Fig. 4.
The number of parallel run tools is limited by hardware (size of memory, number of
processed). That is why a queening system is required to perform such tasks effectively.

The queues has to collect tasks for each type of NLP microservices. Each NLP
microservice collects tasks from a given queue and sends back results (or rather
messages where results are available) to the orchestrator. Such solution allows pro-
viding effective scalability capabilities. The required, mostly used, NLP microservices
have to been run in several instances since the queuing systems acts as a load balancer.

1 http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/wsbpel-v2.0.html.
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/ws-cdl-10/.
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3 Language Processing Modelling Notation

3.1 LPMN Statements

The LPMN is a formal language defined in LL(*) gramma [8]. It is structured as a
sequence of instructions, each written in a single line of text. The lines are separated by
newline characters. All white characters, including additional newlines are ignored by
the grammar. The language is designed to accept two types of instructions: LPMN
statements and definitions.

Each LPMN statement (syntax diagram of LPMN statement is presented in Fig. 1)
models running of chains of tools for inputs (defined by the input element).

3.2 Input Elements

Each chain could be run for a single input or for a multiple input. Simple input
includes:

– file, with one argument: file identifier (it is given by the upload service),
• for example: file(/users/default/b87866e7-c28d-43ee-b94b-

67ab858c0c3b),
– inp, with one argument: output name, the name refers to any output name (see

Sect. 3.3),
• for example: inp(“res”).

Multiple inputs includes:

– filezip, with one argument: file identifier (given by the upload service), it is
assumed that referenced file is in ZIP format,
• for example: filezip(/users/default/a87466e7-c28d-43ee-

b94b-67ab858c0c3b),
– urlizp, with one argument: URI, it is assumed that URI points to ZIP file,

• for example: urlizp(“http://as.pl/as.zip”),
– dspacezip, with one argument: identifier of corpus in dSpace CLARIN-PL

repository3, identifiers are in the form of persistent identifiers managed by handle.
net4,
• for example dspacezip(/11321/319).

The multiple input allow modeling the parallel processing of all files defined by the
input.

Fig. 1. LPMN statement syntax diagram (The syntax diagrams were generated automatically
from LPMN gramma using tool “RRD for ANTLR4” - https://github.com/bkiers/rrd-antlr4)

3 https://clarin-pl.eu/dspace/.
4 http://handle.net/.
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3.3 LPMN Chain

The LPMN processing chain consists of a sequence of tool calls or special commands
separated by the vertical bar (see Fig. 2). The tool call (Fig. 3) consists of a tool name
with optional arguments passed in JSON format5. For example following LPMN chain:
any2txt|wcrft2|liner2({“model”:“top9”})transforms the input data by
any2txt tool, next by wcrft2 and finally by liner2 tool. Whereas the liner2
tool processing is parametrized by options in JSON format passed within brackets.

Additionally to tool calls the LPMN chain could contain special commands:

– out, with one argument: name, it stores the output file/directory of a preceding tool
in a named variable, it could be later used for referencing to intermediate results (see
example in Sect. 3.4);

– div, with one argument: integer number, divides input text files into smaller parts
with a size equal to the passed number (it doesn’t divide words); the div command
runs next part of LPMN chain in parallel (like multiple inputs);

– dir, the command works as an aggregator, the parallel chain (invoked by multiple
inputs or div command) is aggregated into single processing pipe; technical real-
ization is based on coping results of all parallel chains into one directory and
running next tool when all parallel chains finished their work.

For example any2txt|div(1000)|wcrft2|liner2|dir|makezip will
result in a workflow presented in Fig. 4. The input file will be preprocessed by
any2txt tool. Next, it will be divided in parts of size around 1000 bytes and then
each part will be processed in parallel by wcrft2 and liner2. Next, results will be
aggregated into one directory and processed once by makezip.

Fig. 2. LPMN chain syntax diagram

Fig. 3. LPMN tool call syntax diagram

5 http://www.json.org.
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3.4 LPMN Definition

For shorting the LPMN code, any LPMN chain could be named and used later. The
name prefixed by $ sign could be used in any LPMN statements in a place of tool name
(Fig. 6).

Let us analyze following LPMN code:

def chain1 = wcrft2|fextor({“features”:“base”})
urlzip(“http://ws.pl/1.zip”)|$chain1|dir|out(“data”)
inp(“data”)|featfilt({“similarity”:“jaccard”})
inp(“data”)|featfilt({“similarity”:“cosine”})

Fig. 5. The workflow of exemplar LPMN code with named outputs and inp commands

Fig. 6. LPMN definition syntax diagram

Fig. 4. Workflow of any2txt|div(1000)|wcrft2|liner2|dir|makezip statement
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The first line defines a chain and named it chain1. Next, it is used in the second
line. The above examples illustrates also the usage named outputs. The inp and out
statements allows to define to define alternatives for a part of chain. The workflow is
presented in Fig. 5. The downloaded files (from ZIP defined by URL) are processed in
parallel, and then two separate chains (tool featfilt with different parameters) run. It
allows to experiment with different settings of tools without a need to process the
corpus repeatedly.

3.5 Parametrized JSON Options

One of assumptions in LPMN development was a fact that tool has one input
(depending on previous parts of processing chain) and parameters passed as a constant
value. Such approach, even if not very flexible, allowed modeling a large number of
different applications (most of application available at http://ws.clarin-pl.eu). The
resulting models includes simple chain of tools as well as parallel chains that could be
integrated into a single chain (Fig. 4) and next split into parallel chains (Fig. 5).

However, it is not sufficient to model supervised learning in one LPMN code. The
supervised learning is a two-stage process. Once the model is created, it is used to
classify corpora not seen during learning process using the model obtained during
learning. Moreover, there are two different models generated during learning process.
First, features (for example bag of words [1]) extracted from texts are weighted. Most
of practically used weighting schemas, like for example the most popular in text mining
weighting TF-IDF [1], works as transformations. In addition, some of transformation
parameters depend not only on features from one text by the entire corpus. Training and
testing corpora have to be weighted in the same way, using the same transformation
parameters. Moreover, the classification model generated during learning process has to
be used during testing. The solution of this problem implemented in LPMN is based on
parametrization of JSONs by results of outputs of other tools. In standard JSON
gramma,6 values could be in a form of: strings, numbers, boolean values, null, JSON
objects and JSON arrays. We have extended it to special kind of variables, i.e. names of
LPMN chain outputs prefixed by $. The exemplar usage of extended JSON notation is
shown in Fig. 7. This LPMN code results with a workflow presented in Fig. 8. It
allows modeling the process of preprocessing, supervised learning and testing.

Fig. 7. LPMN example with parametrized JSONs

6 http://www.json.org.
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4 LPMN Implementation

4.1 NLP Microservices

NLP microservices require a lightweight mechanism that allows sending and receiving
messages between language and machine learning tools distributed in the network. We
have selected the AMQP7 protocol and RabbitMQ8 broker. The AMQP has clients for a
large number of platforms (C++, Java, Python) as required by technologies used by
language and machine learning tools. Moreover, RabbitMQ has a build in queuing
system. Therefore, it fulfils requirements mentioned in Sect 3.1.

Each of tool (microservices) that can be called from LPMN must be implemented
as an AMQP consumer. It receives a message that consists of path to input file, path to
result file and parameters in JSON format. The paths defined in a message must be
accessible (for example by a network shared disk) to a tool service. The aim of the tool
is to process an input file (or directory) following passed parameters, put results (file or
directory) in an output path and confirm the broker that the task was finished.

Authors developed a set of libraries for Python, C++ and Java that allow a simple
deployment of a new tool. It allows running a tool in multiple instances. In case of

Fig. 8. Workflow of supervised learning and testing (modeled in LPMN as presented in Fig. 7)

7 https://www.amqp.org/.
8 https://www.rabbitmq.com.
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C++ and Java threads are used. In case of Python processes. The library provides
simple abstract class that has to be used by a tool developer. It consists of three
methods. Two called during initialization (one called once - static initialization, second
for each of running thread/processes) and one called for each incoming message. Such
simple solution allows implementing tools that require models to be loaded and
instantiated. If the model could be shared among threads/process it should be loaded in
static initialization method, if not the second initialization must be used.

There are more than 40 tools available in the current implementation9. They include
tools developed in such languages like C++, Python, Java, R, Haskell, OCaml and Perl.
The number of tools grows instantly. The most used tools includes:

– any2txt- converting documents (doc, docx, rtf, pdf, etc.) to UTF-8 texts,
– makezip- compressing files (used for shrinking size of result files),
– convert- conversion of NLP formats,
– wcrft2- tagger for Polish [10],
– liner2 - name entity recognizers for Polish [5],
– spacy - tagger and name entity recognizer for English and German10,
– fextor - tool for feature extracting (calculating of frequency of morphological

and grammatical features),
– featfilt - tool for feature weighting and calculation of similarities,
– cluto - clustering11 of multidimensional vectors.

4.2 LPMN Engine

The LPMN engine is responsible for running workflows defined by LPMN. The paring
of LPMN statements is done by a parser generated by ANTLR framework [8]. It
communicates with microservices by AMQP protocol and RabbitMQ broker in the
remote procedure call12 style. The LPMN engine plays a role of a client and a NLP
microservice a server. The LPMN engine runs only one thread for each LPMN
workflow.

The LPMN engine was deployed at CLARIN-PL13 infrastructure that forms a
private cloud. Software components of the system (microservices, AMQP broker and
LPMN engine) are deployed on a set of virtual machines. The scalability is achieved by
cloning required virtual machines (with needed NLP and ML tools – microservices)
within available hardware resources.

9 http://ws.clarin-pl.eu.
10 https://spacy.io.
11 http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/cluto/cluto/overview.
12 https://www.rabbitmq.com/tutorials/tutorial-six-java.html.
13 http://clarin-pl.eu.
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5 Summary

The paper presented the orchestration language, dedicated to text mining tasks: Lan-
guage Processing Modelling Notation. The language and its implementation allows
defining and running flexible workflows of language (like tagger, named entity rec-
ognizer, feature extractor) and machine learning tools (like clustering or classification).
It is a base for developing Web applications, which process texts online. Each of web
application available at http://ws.clarin-pl.eu and many others developed within
CLARIN-PL project (for example http://chronopress.clarin-pl.eu/) are using LPMN.
Moreover, any user by the REST API14 could use it. Authors developed a set of
exemplar programs in Java, Python and R that allow researchers and developers access
LPMN engine and processed texts. The LPMN engine has been used for the last half of
a year. During this time more then 500 000 LPMN tasks have been proceeded.

In the next step, we plan to implement the system (LPMN engine and NLP
microservices) at university supercomputer center to process huge corpora on demand
using available computational resources.

Work financed as part of the investment in the CLARIN-PL research infrastructure
funded by the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education.
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Abstract. The article provides an approach for the electricity generation
companies and their electricity generation portfolios (mix), mainly focusing on
the European Union (EU). The model, looking at the management and opti-
mization to structure the electricity generation portfolio for electricity providers,
is aimed at defining a system to mix different electricity generation technologies,
to maximize the value of the portfolio e.g. ensure energy security and minimize
its environmental footprint. Given the limitations of resources and unstable
energy market, this would help to understand to what degree electricity gener-
ating companies are able to achieve their goals and also how external regulators
could achieve their goals. Type variety principle lies at the basis of a developed
algorithm.

Keywords: Energy portfolio � Optimization � Energy security � Risk
management

1 Introduction

The energy system is a strategic sector with an overall impact on the economy, national
security and people welfare; the modeling is seen as a simulation of complex systems
with so-called High Cost of Failure (HCF) or critical systems [1, 2]. The Term “HCF”
means incompatibility of the costs, resulting from the malfunction of complex system,
compared with its normal functioning. To ensure the resilience of such systems Types
Variety Principle (TVP) is applied.

TVP is an application of different components e.g. systems, technologies, models,
methods, software components. These components perform similar function, but are
based on the different principles and each of them can solve the task separately. If
combined to a system they will improve resilience and exclude possibility of common
cause failure and delivers reliable, long-term performance of complex systems.

TVP differs from diversity theory in a way that it doesn’t seek to explain the
richness, turnover, distribution and abundance of all the elements influencing the
problem, but aims to combine multiple elements into a single functional system.

TVP is applied through development of single- and multi-criteria mathematical
models and algorithms, which are used at all stages of complex systems’ life cycle.
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As an example, TVP was used within the concept of formation of different con-
figurations of technologies as well as multi-phased technical and investment solutions
for water treatment in the system of water management [3, 4]. The solution (through
gradually discrete programming) was the generation of alternative processing tech-
nologies and selection one of them, which meets the requirements of existing standards
considering the limitations of resources.

This study applies TVP within the algorithm for strategic planning of an optimal
diversified electricity generation portfolio through combining the elements of top-down
and bottom-up modeling, multi-criteria decision making (Analytic Hierarchy Process -
AHP) and optimization concepts of modern portfolio theory.

The article presents a new model for developing optimal electricity production
portfolio at the leading EU electricity production companies - EDF, Engie, EON, RWE,
Enel, Iberdrola, Vattenfall and Fortum. Total share in electricity generation market of
these companies was above 50% in EU-27 in 2014 [18]. So far this problem has been
covered mainly in terms of certain technologies or individual countries, excluding the
specific electricity generating companies and comparison between them [5–9].

Although the use of AHP and Markowitz portfolio theory is not new, its combi-
nation to address the optimization of energy portfolio has not been widely covered
before.

The findings of the research can be used by electricity generating companies in
general and in other countries (including energy sector of Ukraine) and/or regions
while developing the energy portfolio, by the governments while delivering energy and
environmental strategies.

The paper is organized into three sections.

• In “Materials and Methods” section the algorithm itself, its steps, as well as methods
of collecting input data and delivering calculations are described.

• Section “Results” elaborates on the outcomes of each step of the algorithm, results
of the calculations and analysis.

• Discussions on the findings of the research are covered in section “Conclusions”.

2 Materials and Methods

A general description of the model. The model of creation of electricity generation
portfolio consists of four steps, which are independent and can be applied in parallel
(for convenience the steps are numbered).

The first step is to be “bottom up”: the value ranking of the different electricity gen-
eration sources against criteria and factors that electricity companies consider while
taking decisions on the structure of electricity generation portfolio. The sources con-
sidered were responsible for 97% of generated electricity in EU-27 in 2014 [16].

The second step is considered “top-down”: analysis of balancing of the electricity
generation portfolio in order to consider the larger planning, e.g. company strategic
targets, governmental policies and regulation on electricity generation portfolio.
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Third step: analysis of the changes in the electricity generation portfolio of the
companies with regards to the plans and business strategies of these companies. This
allows understanding whether the portfolio is strategically aligned and does not contain
too many risky and low priority projects, what are the resource levels and changes
within the companies.

The fourth step: the forecasting of the electricity generation portfolio is performed
and analyzed on how it is consistent with the optimal electricity generation portfolio.

General algorithm of creating electricity generation portfolio is at Fig. 1.

Data collection. The study reviews academic literature and companies’ reports (that
cover the period 2007 to 2015). Additionally (for AHP purpose), a survey from three
strategic experts within different European companies (and different countries) was
carried out - semi-restrictive, open-ended interviews were conducted and closed,
fixed-response questionnaires were filled in. These experts were senior level managers;
they had engineering degree, 15 to 30 years of experience in energy area.

Table 1 below presents which data from the literature, company reports and sur-
veys were necessary for each step of the algorithm and how they were collected.

Fig. 1. General algorithm of creating energy generation portfolio
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Ranking. Step 1 of the algorithm. AHP application. The AHP model by T. Saaty
[10] has been used. The constructed AHP hierarchy (Fig. 2) consists of four levels (top
to down): 1. Objective of the hierarchy; 2. Criteria (F1 � F8); 3. Factors corresponding
to criteria (F11 � F82). 4. Sources of electricity generation - alternatives (Z1 � Z7Þ.

Given that Z1 � Zm – a set of alternatives, m ¼ 7; consisting of: coal (Z1), natural
gas (Z2), hydro-energy (Z3), wind energy (Z4), solar energy (Z5), biomass energy (Z6),
and nuclear energy (Z7). And given that F1 � F8 are eight complex multi-type criteria
and F11 � F13; F21 � F22; F31 � F32; F41 � F43; F51 � F52; F61 � F62; F71 � F73; F81 �
F82 are their 19 parent factors then AHP is presented by a set of the following equations
– matrix A of paired-wise comparisons:

Table 1. Input data required for each step of the algorithm and their sources

Step
No

Input data Source

1 List of criteria, factors and alternatives
for AHP hierarchy

See references [5, 6, 8, 9], Annual,
sustainability and financial reports of the
companies for 2007–2015 [18–25]
Interviews with energy experts

Pair-wise comparison values for AHP Interviews with energy experts
RI values Values from [10]

2 EU regulation on energy and
environmental protection

See reference [17]

Installed capacity of the companies by
fuel type for 2007–2014 in main EU
countries of operation

Annual, sustainability and financial
reports of the companies for 2007–2015
[18–25]

Weighted LCOE values for new
technologies in different countries in
2009–2014

Calculated by authors based on [12–14]

Standard deviations of the holding
period returns (HPR) of the annual costs
of technologies

Values from [15]

O&M correlation coefficients of
technologies

Values from [5]

3 Installed capacity of the companies by
fuel type for 2007–2014 in main EU
countries of operation

Annual, sustainability and financial
reports of the companies for 2007–2015
[18–25]

Targets of the companies with regards to
electricity generation activities for the
future

4 Installed capacity of the companies by
fuel type for 2007–2014 in main EU
countries of operation
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Ak ¼
ak11 . . . ak1n
. . . . . . . . .
akn1 . . . aknn

0
@

1
A; ð1Þ

where k – number of matrix, k ¼ 1; 28;
calculation of vector of local priorities:

aki ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiYn

j¼1
aij;

n
r

i ¼ 1; n; ð2Þ

calculation of bki - normalized vector of aki :

bki ¼
akiPn
i¼1 a

k
i
;
Xn

i¼1
bk1 ¼ 1; ð3Þ

calculation of kkmax - eigenvalue of matrices:

kkmax ¼
Xn

i¼1
kki ; k

k
i ¼

Xn

j¼1
akijb

k
j ; ð4Þ

checking CR - consistency of matrices (� 0, 1):

CI ¼ kkmax � n
n� 1

; CR ¼ CI
RI

; ð5Þ

where CI- consistency index of the matrix; RI – values of random index of consistency
for random matrix of dimension n� n [10].

Fig. 2. The multi-level hierarchical structure for evaluating electricity generation sources
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calculation of bZm- global priority vectors of the alternatives:

bZm ¼
X8

i¼1

X19

j¼1
bN0 � bNFi � bNFij ;m ¼ 1; 7; ð6Þ

where bN0 – normalized vector of priorities of the matrix of judgements against the
main objective; bNFi – normalized vector of priorities of the matrix of judgements of the
factors against complex criteria; bNFij – normalized vector of priorities of the matrix of
pair-wise comparison of alternatives against factors.

Balancing. Step 2 of the algorithm. Markowitz theory application. The balancing
of portfolios return and risk in accordance to Markowitz theory is outlined by the
following key variables [11, 12]: expected cost of the portfolio:

ECi ¼
Xm

i¼1
wiECi ; ð7Þ

expected return of the portfolio:

ERp ¼
Xm

i¼1
wiERi ; ð8Þ

and standard deviation of the portfolio ðrqÞ or the total risk of the portfolio

E rpð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm

i¼1
w2
i r

2
i þ 2

Xm�1

i¼1

Xm

j¼iþ 1
wiwjrirjqij

r
; ð9Þ

where wi – share of i source of electricity in the portfolio; ECi – expected weighted
generating cost (LCOE) of i source of electricity per kWh Cið Þ; m - a set of alternatives;
ERi - expected return of i source of electricity (Ri) (expected return of a physical volume
of electricity output per unit cost (a value which is inverse to levelized cost of elec-
tricity generation – LCOE [12–14])); ri and rj – portfolio standard deviations (HPR -
holding period returns) in annual costs of the i-th and j-th sources of electricity
respectively (Table 2); qij - correlation coefficient between two sources of electricity
(takes values from −1 to +1) (Table 3).

Table 2. Standard deviations of HPR of the annual costs of technologies, % [15]

Construction Fuel O&M CO2

Z1 23 14 5.4 26
Z2 15 19 10.5 26
Z3 38 0 15.3 0
Z4 5 0 8 0
Z5 5 0 3.4 0
Z6 20 18 10.8 0
Z7 23 24 5.5 0
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Strategic alignment. Step 3 of the algorithm. This step is mainly about the resources
and the rate of change in electricity generation portfolio structure that is possible and
preferable within each company. Therefore it is difficult to use it in an overall model
without a deep analysis of each company e.g. current resource levels for different areas
and detailed market analysis for each country where they are operational. Therefore has
this not been included in the data analysis but is still included in the general method
when used by each company.

Forecasting. Step 4 of the algorithm. The linear forecasting of the portfolio was
performed based on the trends of the last 10 years [18–25].

3 Results

Step 1. The results of ranking of the electricity generation sources (Fig. 3) indicate
that the RES (renewable energy sources) are the highest value of the electricity gen-
eration sources for the portfolio within EU for the electricity generation companies
today in terms of defined criteria and factors. Nuclear energy and natural gas took the
last and penultimate positions respectively.

Table 3. Matrix of correlation coefficients between different electricity generation sources by
O&M (operation and maintenance) [5]

Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7

Z1 1 0.25 0.03 −0.22 −0.39 0.18 0
Z2 0.25 1 −0.04 0 0.05 0.32 0.24
Z3 0.03 −0.04 1 0.29 0.3 −0.18 −0.41
Z4 −0.22 0 0.29 1 0.05 −0.18 −0.07
Z5 −0.39 0.05 0.3 0.05 1 0.25 0.35
Z6 0.18 0.32 −0.18 −0.18 0.25 1 0.65
Z7 0 0.24 −0.41 −0.07 0.35 0.65 1

Fig. 3. Weights and ranking of alternatives
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The cost and safety of electricity generation are the most important criteria in selecting
sources of electricity generation. Internal policy of the company is almost three times
less important than support from the state and economic stability (Fig. 4).

Step 2. Results of the analysis of portfolio risk and return balancing (Fig. 5) show
that companies tend to have higher volume of installed capacity of the portfolios which
are characterized by higher risk and higher return. The most risky are Italy, Spain and
Germany (mainly due to the predominance of gas generation in Italy and Spain, coal
and nuclear generation in Germany, and due to a higher level of LCOE), less risky are
France, Sweden, Finland, Belgium, the Netherlands and Portugal.

Taking into consideration the structure of the portfolios, less risky and more eco-
nomical portfolio (Enel in Spain against Enel in Italy, Fortum in Finland compared to
Fortum in Sweden) is not the most diversified portfolio only, but also a portfolio
containing a smaller proportion of coal and gas generation (Engie in Germany, Portugal
and Spain, E.On in France, Spain and Belgium).

On the other hand, less risky portfolio requires smaller expenditure because of
lower value, but means more risk in meeting the required demand.

Thus, despite the high risk of fluctuations in profitability which is characteristic for
coal, natural gas, biomass, uranium (Table 3), and the relevant electricity generation
portfolios, these fuels tend to have other advantages that are essential for companies in
taking decisions about their development – these sources are flexible in terms of
transportation, storage, use; predictable in terms of product volume generated to meet
demand; the relevant power generating plants have long economic cycle, etc.

In overall, there is no such energy source that can both facilitate and not challenge
simultaneously the competitiveness, energy security and environmental impact. Thus,
the readiness of the companies regarding the adoption of certain barriers (risks) arises.

Step 3. Degree of strategic alignment of the companies’ electricity generation
portfolios is low. Despite the transition of the EU companies towards the RES [17]
their operations in conventional and nuclear energy remain active. This can be justified
by a large production capacity, related infrastructure, current resources (constraints)
and dependent customers.

Fig. 4. Weights and ranking of criteria
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Thus, since 2007 some companies (Enel, E.On, RWE) have significantly reduced
“high-risk” facilities that use coal and natural gas due, in particular, to the reduction in
electricity demand, on-going economic crisis and RES development. At the same time,
these companies remain leaders in these types of installed capacity in the EU.

According to the objectives of the companies, and given the trends of electricity
market, the optimal portfolio structure of electricity generating sources is called to be:

• Sustainable in terms of the fuels being available during the next decade(s);
• Foreseeable in terms that the price for energy it generates (wholesale energy prices)

is predictable and reflects the costs of generating electricity;
• Being supported by the governmental policies.

Fig. 5. Balancing of energy portfolios in terms of return (axis Y), risk (X axis) and the installed
generating capacity (bubble size) as of 2014
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Step 4. Forecasting of the changes in the structure of the energy portfolio of the
companies is presented at Fig. 6. It reveals the following:

• Almost all the companies show an increasing trend in installed capacity.
• The downward trend in nuclear capacity is to be compensated by the RES and

hydro capacity; natural gas capacity will likely displace the coal generation.

Fig. 6. Past, present and projected composition of electricity generation portfolio, %.
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• Linear forecast is simplified and doesn’t account for the disruptive behavior of some
technologies and political interference (if not taking into account the decision on
coal sale of 2016 linear forecast for Vattenfall would suggest increase in coal
capacity, which displaces natural gas capacity [23]).

To avoid the rising cost and risk of the electricity generation portfolio these trends
can be justified if the companies are ready to replace nuclear generation, on condition
of stable natural gas prices, capacities to balance electricity generation from RES.

4 Conclusions

The presented model combines electricity generation sources in a portfolio to account
for different aspects of portfolio decision process e.g. strategic goals, constraints of
business strategy and political constraints and regulations, technological innovation,
and other assumptions on their future directions.

The steps of the model are not done sequentially, but in parallel. They are executed
by different types of stakeholders; both within the companies, but some areas are
controlled by external stakeholders.

The model shows how all of these stakeholders and types of activities are con-
nected and how they interact. This can therefore be used to both predict the result, and
also to affect the future result.
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